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I. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT

\ A. Funding

Or

Project City Science (PCS), a program conducted by New York

University (NYU) and funded by the/ National Science Foundation (NSF),

set as its major goal the improvement of junior high school science

instruction in the inner -city environment. The project was initially

funded by NSF for a thirty-four month petiod, beginning in May 1974

and terminating on March 31,.1977, thougha subsequent proposal

indicated that ". . . the intention was for most of the funds to be

expended over a two year span ending: August 31, 1976. The grari was

made' to underwrite the initial phase of what hopefully would become a

three-phase, fifteen-year plan to greatly, improve scienCe.teaching and

learning in the large cities of, America."

In accordance-with this plan, a second proposal was submitted by

NYU requelting funding fbr an additional three years of operation,

,which would constitute the second pha'se of the original design. Such

funds 'were toinsure continuation of the project from September 1976

through the summer of 1979. Thus, the entire duration of outside

funding was to extend over a total of five years, though there appeared

to be some overlap in the funding provided for Phase I (1974-77) and

Phase II (1976-79).

Phase III Of the Project City Science was expected to continue for

another ten years beyond this initial five-year funding period. This

phase was to be entirely self-supporting. The PCS staff would use the

funds initially provided to create the structure upon which the continuing

operation of the permanent structure of New York University as well as to
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develop a strong base of support in the New York City schools and

surrounding colleges and,universities. As the proposal* noted, "at the

end of [these years of funding] project functions and activities will

be self sustaining. "2

B. Ptoiect Intent

ProjectCity Science represents an attempt to examine and dbal with

the problems of education in Ihe urban setting. The proposal noted that

although nearly seven out of every ten school children in the United

States reside in metrop4-14tan areas, the schools they attend too often

reflect the limitations of the urbean environment: persistent overcrowding,

a rapid flux of ethnic population, a steadily increasing proportion of the

very poor to be Served, reriorating physical facilities, and a shrinking

fihancial base. .In the view of the proposal writers, one outcome of this

is that quality of education in American cities has declined sharply and

there is an urgent need to develop means of addressing the p:oblems that

haVse resulted.

PCS was designed to deal specifically with one dimension of that

problem, science education, at a particular instructional level, the

junior high school. The proposal states the major intent of the project

as follows:

1) to put together a cooperative effort in New York City

involving teachers in the city schools, the teachers' union,
administrators at school, distfict, city and state levels,

community organizations, professional.associations, and

several universities within the city, a coalition that can

bring about over a fifteen year period a dramatic improvement

in the teaching and learning of science in'the intermediate

*
Unless otherwise specified, the propo§al referred to will ,be the'full

proposal dated 12/1/75, which was initially submitted requesting funding

for Phase II of the Project.

tj
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schools (grades 6 through-9); to do this in such a Way
that the reform process becomes continuous and institutionalized;
sand 3) at the same time, to generate and' disseminate knowledge

about adolescents, the learning of science in the inner city
situation, and the procest:'of improving science instruction. 3

In a later section of the proposal, what is referred to as the central

purpose of the project was restated from the original (1974) proposal: "to

help bring about a major, laSting and self - perpetuating improvement, princip3111

in New York City, in then- teaching of science in:the middle gra'des between

elementary and high school:'
4

Although the reasons for placing primary emphasis

on science rather than other subjects such as reading or mathematics were-not

clearly stated, it is evident that the proposers of PCS felt it is an area in

which instruction is particularly ineffective. It was noted that "science

teaching at the middle school level in New York City and many other cities

can only be regarded, on the whole, as gravely inadequate . . .*[Further],

scie.ce education in the city elementary schools remains woefully weak, when

not absent altogether. u5

Having concluded that "improving elementary school science in tLe

cities seem to be an intractible problem of massive proportions, "6 the project

staff apparently decided that the middle school (i.e., grades.6-9) become

the logical focus of their-efforts. The reasons offered for this appear to

be three-fold. First, a large fraction 91 inner-city youth do not gdon to

attend high school and so efforts made at a later stage would be too late.

Second, by the time students reach high school, a deep antipathy toward

the stpdy of science has already developed and,tliey will usually not choose

to take courses in science. And, thijd, even though many educators believe

the junior high school years may be critical for students, very little emphasis.

.0*
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I

has been placed on developing procedures which improve instruction or modernize

curriculum, at this level, narticulakly in science.

Thus, project concerns centered not only on science instruction, but

on improving the way it is conducted at a particular level in the school.

organization. The proposal clearly emphasized its junior high school focus.

"For many city youngsters, junior high school provides the only formal
r.

.
instruction in science they receive in their lives! ... . it constitutes

quantitatively the most science ttieywill'formally encounter."7
4

As a result, the project not only emphasized the dinct improvement

of science instruction in the school, but also the development of a model

program for,tralning junior high.school scieg& teachers. The intent was

to provide science teachers for the New York City middle schools and develop

a trainingmOdel withtwidespread potential. Thethen,Project Director,,

interviewed for an article about PCS, indicated the program's major concerns:

First, we're doing.inseYvice training of teachers who

are already in the schools. Second, we're designing a

training programAior the whole next generation of junior

high school teacners. Third, we're working to analyze

instructional problems and devise system-wide sol9tions.
/.% . . . Over the long run, [the Direct? can envision Project

City Science helping to effect a new kind of science

teaching . . . . If Project City, Science succeeds and it

is duplicated in other cities, he says, "in ten years

.we could replace up to 40 percent wit-h a r.adre of

science teachers trained for the job . . . What We

want to develop is a design that can be used in city
schrls throughout the country, something that can
be adopted quickly, by other universities and Other

school districts.i'°

:Project Goals

O
Sauce the funding provided for Phase II of the project was substantially

less.than that originally requesEed, a revised proposal was submitted to

.12

r
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NSF by New York University restating what was to be accomplished. The goals

of the project changed very little, though the revised proposal noted that

"At the level of funding [provided]. . . it will not be postible to accomplish

[them] as rapidly as originally proposed or with the same probability of

success.9 Nonetheless, the proposal clearly stated that:

The main purpose of Project City Science remains unchanged:
to improve intermediate and junior high school teaching
in New York City and to learn something in the process that
will be useful to colleagues in other universities and in
other urban areas . . . . [Program cutbacks would be]

undertaken using three criteria:

1) The Project's chief characteristics must be preserved.
These include utilizing a cooperative anct functionally
comprehensive approach, keeping the school-district as
the- chie unit of attention, being knowledge-generating,
and making-and keeping long-term commitments. These
features were to be regarded as more crucial than
extensiveness and magnitude.

Z) Those activities most likely to lend themselves to
institutionalization should be favored. To insure ,

continuing reform, this must be sought in the university,
school and community settings.

3) Whatever is to be undertaken must contribute to the
deliblopment of a concrete, describable, "visIble" entity

or product that hts dissemination capabilities.10
A

Although the Phase I aspect of the project that was intially funded

had 16 separate components, the revised proposal submitted for Phase II

functionally reduced these to four areas in which-a major effort would be

concentrated. "At the level of funding now available, the proje+t will work

toward the achievement of four definite 'products.' These two model

)

districts; 2) a unique preservice program; 3)240a research and ealliation

institute; and 4) a strategy model for change and institutionalization. 411

The development of these four "products," then, is set forth as the

major goal of the current phase of the program with which this evaluation is
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concerned. The report will attempt to clarify the anticipated outcomes of

each of the four major aspects of thecPCS program and comment on the effective-

ness of the effort the project staff has mounted to attain them.
*

In analyzing

these efforts, it is useful to keep in mind the major problems that the pro-

posers of Project City Science felt it was created to ad6resa.

Assuming, then, that there is an especially urgent need to

improve science instruction during the transition years, what

are the - particular problems that must be solved or at least

ameliorated? The 1974 proposal explicitly claimed,, and Project

experience has subsequently supported, that three major problems

exist: (1) the failure of teacher training, both preservice,

and inservice, to prepare science teachers.to deal effectively

with the early adolescent child in the inner-city situation;

2

a continuing reliance on science prbgrams that do not

reflect sufficiently what has been learned in the last decade

or so about science curricula and new approaches to teaching

science; and (3) a scarcity oesyotematic knowledge about the

age group and about what conditions and techniques best

promote an interest in a learning science at that age and in

inner-city circumstances.

(4) . Implicit in the proposal and accentuated by Pr9ject

experience is a fourth problem: the failure on all sides to

identify, organize and bring to bear in a coordinated way

the not inconsiderable material and human resources of the

state, *city, disttict schools, universities and community at

large. Related-to this is the problem of establishing a

,
self-sustaining system for continuing refbrm rather than merely

instituting this orl'that improvement, regardless of how alluring

a given reform seems to be in the short.run, or however much

desired by one or the bther agency or institution.12

As can be clearly seen from the text cited above, the four components

of the project were .rested as a means°of responding to the problem areas

defined. Those problems center on the need for improved teacher training,

*
For a clear and'brief definition of the goals of each of these four areas

of the program, the reader is referred to Appendix A, which is taken from

the revitsed proposal submitted by New York University to the'National

Science Foundation.



better instructional practices, a more informed research effort and an im-

provement in the way resources are brought to bear on difficulties,that

have been defined. summarizing the overall purpose of Project City Science,

the following excerpt from Progress Report #11 seems to offer the most concise

explanation of both the immediate and long-term purpose of the program.

As stated in the Project City Science revised proposal
for refunding, the Project is committed to the establish-
ment of four products: two model districts, a unique
Preserve Program, a research institute for the study of
inner-city science, and a well-articulated modelfor change
and institutionalization. Furchermore, activities unelr-
"taken which fall under each of these rubrics would be ones
which lend themselves to visible entities with dissemination
capabilities. Clearly, from its inception the Project has
had a wide scope in mind, with the hope of hiving its
model for educational reform adopted by other major uni-
versities and their neighboring school systems throughout
the nation. Indeed,' this notion is contained in the phrase,
mission-oriented Project. To accomplish this broad goal
calls for communication with university researchers and,
administrators and the administrative and teaching personnel
of school systems. (p.41).

As can be seen from the language cited. regarding Project City Science's

intent, the proposers of the Project set very important goals for the program.

The Project had high expectations for what,-it Could accomplish in its

immediate environment, the schools of New York City. Beyond that, the hope

was to establish models and assemble data that would be of interest and use

to the broader community of science educators.

As was noted earlier the PCS Project Director believed that the program

could help "effect a new kind of science teaching." Each of the four major

components of the program were intended to meet not only local, but broad,

*
As will be evident throout, the evaluators feel the most equitable
practice in stating project objectives and clarifying intent is to
allow the documentation to speak for itself.

L (J
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long-term goals. ACompetency Based Teacher Education (CBTE) document filled

with the State-of New York describes the preservice program as follows: "The

preservice Intermediate School Teaching Program is taking form, acquiring

character and-before long should have established itself nationally as the
'A

highest quality program of its kind."13 Similarly high expectatioi were held

for each of the other major components of the program:

Diss6mination: "We're disseminating what we learn. Eventually we'll
Ar,

have a 'national network of city school systems that have access to what

'we've devel ed.and we'll have documentation for them to go to."14

Model DistAv: " . . . we propogt to have within three years two school

districts operating in such a wapas to stand as visible, visitable examples -

of what can be attained even in the face of inner-city economic and political

problems."15

Research: "A comprehensive research program to analyze institutional

problems and offer broad solutions [is part of the program] ."
l6

"The intent

is to design a lasting mechanism that will begin to make headway in generating

systematic knowledge about the science learning of y adolescents in the

inner-city situation and also about how to achieve science teaching in the

inner-city schools.

In brief, the task the Project sought to undertake was a serious and

difficult one. The goals set were broad in scope nd often quite complex

in dimension.
*

Even following two years of expert en e and facinga reduced

*
Appendix B offers the full set of Project goals and a list
of attendent activities related to these goals, drawn from the
proposal submitted bY. PCS to implement Phase II.

G
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budget, the Project leadership appeared to feel the accomplishment of the

:major goals originally set for PCS remained within reach, In the revised

propopal, submitted following the announcement of a reduction in the level

of funding, some modifications wele clearly made. Nonetheless, Ahe broad

outlines of the program, down to the sixteen separate elements contained

within it, remained essentially intact. The Project staff appeared to conclude

that the resources available remained sufficient to accomplish the ends that

had been initially proclaimed. There did appear' to be some adjustment in

which elements were to be stressed. The revised proposal, a ter reviewing the

sixteen separate aspects of the program" concluded by emphasizing the four

major compodents previously noted.

At the very least, as indicated above, by the end of the five year(s)
of Project 8ctivities, we expect to have '(a) two model districts
operating permanently under their own funding in New York City;
(b) a new preservice program designed, tested, in operation and
officially adopted by NYU, (c) a recognized research institute
underway and (d) a well articulated and tested strategy for
.educational change.18
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II. Operation of the Project

A. Organization

.
As in any project of this type, achieving the objectives set up fox the

program is heavily dependent on the way a staff is chosen and organiZed. The

day-to-day operation of Project City Science activities is conducted by a

college staff of -six individuals, a number of whom have additional nonproject

responiibilities including teaching courses and working with doctoral candidates.*

This staff is aided in. its efforts by two research assistants, who art themselves

doctoral students, and another NYU staff member who is available as a part-time

research consultant. The Project also employs six on-site coordinators.**

These are doctoral candidates in science education, who spend an average of

three days a week in an assigned school. They have the.primary responsibility'

for the conduct of PCS activities in the eight junior high schools in which the

Project is located.
k

The.full Project staff meets weekly to discuss progress and share concerns.

Additional meetings are also held at different times for the coordinators,

preservice interns, and a small group responsible for organizing the research

effort. The s)aff is hard-working. The University faculty put in a long

year and accept i far heavier schedule during the regUlar semesters than is

customary. The two research assistants and the six on-site coordinators assume

an'equally heavy get of responsibilities, combining their project activities

with their doctoral studies.

*This group'of six included the Project Director who, due to prior commit-

ments, was limited to two days a week with the program during the 1977-78

school year. This small staff also has the responsibility for putting

out a monthly publication, citiscience notes, and a triannUally produced

progress report, detailing project activities.

MOne full-time 'NYC teacher also serves as a coordinator of one schoOl.

. 1 8



The field supervision ofIthe preservice interns is conducted by the on-

site coordinatOrs under the general guidance of the Associate Project Director

and another faculty member. The Associate Director oversees the efforts of

.

the coordinators and appears to assume responsibility for the mainte ance of

proper working relationships with school officials in the two cooperating

school districts. This role entails visiting the schools, observing interns,

meeting with coordinators weekly, and maintaining contact with numerous per-

sonnel, including cooperating teachers and building principals. The Associate
,

Director is aided in these qforts by one other faculty member who also visits

schools, primarily to observe and supervise interns. This faculty member also

teaches two of the courses the interns take as part of their'training, and along

with the Associate Director conducts a weekly meeting with these preservice

trainees. A third staff member does much of the remaining teaching of interns

and also is involved in the gathering of data that will be usc.d to develop

schrl district profiles.

The Associate Director also has overall responsibility for the conduct

of the model districts phase of the program. The organizational rationale

here would appear sound, since the function assumed is a logical extension

of duties associated with the preservice program. Both task- require a close

working knowledge of the schools and school district personnel. Since a

major goal of this progrT is to develop outstanding inservice science teachers,

the coordinators, who already have a close working relationship with the

Associate Director in the preservice area, are also an important part Of this

program. In dealing with interns, they also have the opportunity to interact

with regular staff in the schools who serve as cooperating teachers. The

coordinators seek to use their role not only to train interns but to upgrade
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and improve the instruction of the school staff. The\overlap between these

two programs is evident and the Project's organizational structure Mss taken

this into account.

The PCS effort to organize a research institute is under the leadership

of the Praiect Director. In addition to the two research assistants and

a part-time consultant,` one othtifaculty member is assigned to this task.

This group has responsibility for organizing the Project's research program

and guiding, its 'efforts: The collection data related to the research

effort is shared by other staff members, including the coordinators and

preservice interns.

One of the six members of the Project serves as an administrative

aide. The responsibilities connected with this position include maintaining

all program records and documents, supervising and editing the Project's

two publications, and directing the effort to disseminate knowledge of what

PCS is accomplishing to various parts of the educational community. This

latter ,activity has assumed increasing impTance as Phase I and II of the

Project draw to a close. The continuing existence of PCS for the ten-year

period contemplated as Phase III has become dependent on its ability to

attract sufficient interest and support, particularly in metropolitan

New York communities. The Project is also seeking to share itc results with

educators in other urban areas as well as colleges and universities throughout

the country. This aspect of the dissemination effort is being conducted by

visiting a number of national conferences to share program results.

B. Modifications

In the actual operation of Phase II of the Project, one major modification
/)

appears to have taken place. As can be noted from the opening SectioA,

20

11.
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.1

the original funding propoSal referred to four major unroductsithat the Project

was seeking to develop: a unique preservice program, two.model districts, a

'research institute, and a model for institutionalizing change. The latter

product seems to'have received little attention as the actual conduct of the

-program has taken place. Though it has not been officially eliminated as a

program goal, in practical teens the Project does not appear to have assigned

any of its resources to the study and design of sucly change model.

Although the hopes for making lasting changes in the schools continue,

there seems to be little concentration on the development of a formal model such

as that described in the proposal. Neither the staff nor the Project literature

appear to treat this as a major purpose any lo ger. The-PCS progress reports

(issued three times yearly) are completely silent on this topic. When reference

is made in the literature to the four main project components, those reported

on are: preservice, research, model districts and dissemination. The staff

similarly considers these thz four main thrusts of the Project: Thus, to all

practical intents and purposes, dissemination has apparently replaced the forma-

tion of a change model as one of the major goals of the Protect, in emphasis if

not absolutely

C. Implementation

An ialportant part of the Project's implementation e ort centred on estab-

lishing a working relationship with the schools. During its first two years of
.--.

operation (179226), PCS was able to obtain an agreement to work with two school

districts in New York City, each of which was highly representative of the inner-

city environment for which the Protect was designee. During its second round

of funding (1976-79), work in one of the two districts was discontinued and

another district chosen to replace it. The PCS staff selected four junior high

. schools in each of the two districts as Project sites. The selection of schools

a
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and the orientation staff to the Project was a major undertaking and at this

juncture appears to have been accomplished. The program arms to have been

reasonably well received in,the schools and there appears to be agreement

about the mcdor,intent of the Project. Although the program is'perceived

differently in the - separate buildings, it does appear to have been received well

by adminiutrative personnel and to have gained the acceptance of teaching Aaff%

The additional help offered by the interns and coordinators is genetally welcom-

/
ed. Thus, project personnel appear to have established a presenct.) in the

schools in which they are working)

The Project leaders have also done an effective job of establishing a

f

working rapport with personnel in the higher levels ofeducation in New York

City. They have won support for their program from significant figures in the .

teachers' union and the office of central administradoh. That-support has not

been solely verbal, but has been active and usefia in natute. The leaders have

demonstrated sound judgement and good insight in the way.they have enabled the

Project staff to obtain experienced advice, remove hurdles, and avoid difficul-

ties they might otherwise have unnecessarily encountered. To have made and

maintained Suet contacts is a solid accomplishment and remains an invaluable

asset as the Project strives to obtain its goals.

.
PCS has been welcomed by the building principals for the support it offers

-

their teaching staff. The on-site coordinator represents a resource for teachers

that would otherwise not be available. The coordinators have encouraged teachers

to attempt new instructional approaches and to change or modify teaching.tech-

niques._ They also bring a different perspective about the use of instructional

materials to the people with whom they work. These responsibilities are part

of the Project coordinator role, but additional tasks have also been assumed.

Coordinators in some schools persuaded teachers to write grant proposals to the
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State of New Tork, seeking funding for a variety of science-related topics. It

is unclear as yet whether any of these efforts will 4tually be funded but help-
.

ing teachers make the effort is in Itself a useful exercise and would not have

been done without the presence of the Project in the schools*

The coordinators have also ilelped conduct science fairs in 31,12.pinber of the

schools. Such activities hive been well received by parents, teachers, and

administrators. Students in the schools are often motivated to greater efforts

and the learning outcomes are frequently far superior to other more mundane

instructional activities. Teachers also profit from the increased interestN#Q3d

enthusiasm aroused in students. By offering the possibility of approaching

science instruction through more imaginative avenues, the Project advertises

its 'presence and underscores the alternatives it seeks to offer. As one

principal pointed out, such activities well as the general presence of the

Project in his school, help elevate science teaching to a new level of importance.

Beyond the support provided for teachers, he felt that simply having PCS operat-

ing in hIS building was a positive factor, because the Project attracted numerous

visitors, including the evaluation staff; who lent an aura of importance to the

science program in the school. The effects of this, he felt, were beneficial

to both stu ents and teaching staff.

Outside df the, schools, the Project staff has lac) developed some inter-

esting and useful techniques in the training of their preservice interns.

They have considered the City itself to be a teaching resource, inviting, students

to explore the educational potential in some cf is industrial, recreational and

cultdrE facilities. Trainees have not 'simply been told that such visits would

be usefyl. The preservice program has asbumed this as an important function

*One proposal jointly submitted 55, a teacher and one of the Project coordinators
has apparently been funded.

4)
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and has developed means to demonstrate bow such resources can be located, visit-

ed, and used. A number of trips are taken early in the semester and the process

has been made a formal part of the training program. Some similarly effective

efforts have been made in setting up workshops centering on special science'

''related topics. These 4orkshops are not always conducted within the confines

of the training program nor as apart of the formal course work. They are

generally theme-oriented and process-centered, sometimes taking place at a

location that is conducive to the topic being explored. Although the number

of such workshops developed has not been extensive, the concept is auseul one

the staff can continue to build upon.
-x

-

in brief, the Project's e rts to offer ite services to the schools have .

been h ndled with skill. Without overstating the level of success,: the PCS

staf has managed to avoid some of the pitfalls that are coppon in school-
.

university relationshipWitese efforts are to be commended The staff has

sought and obtained the acceptance necessary to allow the project to demonstrate

its potential effectiveness in,tiie field setting for which it was created. In

its overall al:tempts at organizing an,effort to improve instructional practices,

-
) the PCS staff has explored some avenues that hold the promise of contributing

to our knowledge of science education. It remaine now for the staff members

tdcontinuf exploiting that promise, identifying their own areas of weakness

and correcting deficiencies that would prevent them from making the best use

of the opportunities that have been established. ('
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III. Critical Assessment: The Overall Project

A. Need

rationale.developed to explain the need for Project City Science is

1

.
bpth logical and compelling. Teachers are poorly trained in science and much

of what, passes for instruction in this area is unimaginative and lacks,depth.

There is great need then for the project to examine seriously and in depth the

major suppositions, including its own, about science education. A project such

as this clearly responds to the desire of the educational community for special-

iied knowledge about the problems science teachers face and an examination of

those prospects that offer the greatest promise of overcoming these problems.

A carefully,organized, well-orchestrated effort at producing such knowledge is,

as the proposal suggests, badly needed. There is, then, title disagreement

about the current status of science teaching or the gap between theory and

practice in the classroom. The evaluators will accept as a given, the need to

improve the state of the art.

PCS has been designed and offers Itself as a unique vehicle for examining

and suggesting potential solutions to problems in this important area. The

sidgle overriding concern ot the evaluation team has been to determine whether

the program staff has organized itself'in the best possible manner to attach

those problems that are within reach of the resources that have been provided.

We have attempted to do this in three ways: (1) by highlighting areas of

concerns: places where the projects oals appear either vague, confused, or

at doss- purposes; (2) by suggesting areas where efforts may need to be

redirected to imprqy,e prospects of success; and (3) by pointing out places

where views or project activities might profit from being reexamind or looked

at in greater depth. The remainder of is section continues to deal with an

overview of the Project as a whole. The following sections offer descriptions

andanalyses of the Project's four major programs,
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B. Coordination of Staff and Resources

As can be determined from the prior section on organization, the Project

has sought to implement a broad range of goals with limitedtpersonnel. Even

a casual comparison of the broad intent of the, Project and number of staff

available to undertake it gives an immediate indication of the heavy work load.

that must be imposed. As an illustration, it might be useful to examine one

of the Br.oject's major endeavors with this in mind. The research component is

responsible for a series of complex and difficult functions, including not only

assuming the "knowledge generating" aspect of the project but creating the

foundation for a research institute that will become a clearinghouse for the

study of inner-city science teaching. To accomplish this PCS has available the

Project Director, who has been partrtime and also has the pressing responsibili-

ties of leadership; one full-time faculty member who has additional instructional

duties, and two research assistants who are pursuing doctoral studies and also

each in the preservice program. The load is more than burdensome. IL may be
. -

too much to carry.

A project seeking to achieve such ambitious ends with-such practical limits

on its resources will find its organizational abilities severely tested. This

has happened in the case of Project City Science. As noted, the staff is sincere.

and hard working. They are pressed, howevei, between two conflicting sets of

goals: the need to handle the myriad details denvmded by the day-to-day opera-

tion of the program and the obligation to study in greater depth those more

global, long-range concerns the project is committed to examining. The latter

requires a calmer pace, the cirkto plah studies carefully.and the leisure to

reflect on results. A hurried atnosph..re is generally antithetical to the study

of such complex problems. It appears that these long- and short-term functions

"'too Often conflict and that the same staff has been responsible for meeting

2c
7 .
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both sets of goals. This has'been a necessary result of the thin resources

available, which do not allow a greater division of labor. Consequently what

could have been compatible under other circumstances instead conflict and cOmpetE

with one another for time.

Although noting the limitation of resources, one must. also point out that

the goals of the project are self-selected. Further, that they were chosen

with foreknowledge of the available resources. Thus, where difficulties arise,

it would seem incumbent upon the project to make necessary adjustments. This

may involve a reassessment of priorities--a deterinination of which goals can

most likely be met with the available resources and talent. Redefining purposes

under such circumstances would seem not only acceptable but necessary.

It is possible, for example, that the presence of such operational pres-

sures were factors in shifting, or at least relegating to a'lesser status, the

goal of developing a model for institutionalizing change. As noted, such shifts

may be both necessary and beneficial. It is hoped, however, that they would

be the result of choices carefully discussed and decisions deliberately made.

The absence of any explanation for such an important shift in any of the

project literature does not inspire confidence that is was the result of a

formal, organizational decision. If not, then it is more likely to represent

an .ezample of the staff's inability to meet the many demands rather than their

best judgement that other goals are more attainable.

In brief, the Project has chosen to attempt a great deal. The result is

, 4
that the staff seems harried as it triep_to meet its full set of responsibilities.

The long-range goals appear to receive inadequate attention because of the

demands of maintaining the daily operation of the program. In trying to
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attempt toa much, PCS may end up accomplishing less than'it could.* To put it

as clearly and directly as possible, it is suggested that the Project is trying

to do more than its resources in time and talent will allow. If such a view is

accurate, then it follows that the staff should s to define and determine on

the most realistic basis which of their several pursuits are both central and

within reach. Such-a reassessment should give close consideration to what has

already been accomplished, the abilities of the staff, and the availability of

additional, outside resources.
4

C. School-University Relations

For a project of this type to accomplish its most important goals, it seems

a special relationship with the schools would be at least useful, perhaps

necessary. The two should be brought into a full realistic partnership, one in

which they actively support the major purposes of the program. The schools -

must view themselves as cosponsors, not as passive onlookers, offering their

facilities in exchange for some additional help over which they have little

control and limited interest. That has been the more common "partnership" that

colleges have established with the schools. A truly joint_effort would require

that the university relinquish some of its power, somethAg.it has in the past

been unwilling to do. Such a partnership would mean that the university would

actually invite the schools to examine the ideas it is. seeking to implement,

with the right to accept, modify, or reject them; Where differences of opinion

*At a PCS Advisory Board meeting, one member after hearing Project staff

comment on improving reading and bilingual instrpction through science
education made precisely this point. He advised the staff that the whole of
New York City would be thankful if the Project would accomplish one small
goal, that of improving the quality of science instruction in the schools.

r'
%.1).
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on any aspect of the program occur, true partners would have to find means of

resolving them. The university would no longer have the luxury of presenting

a fully developed program on atake-it-or-leave-it-basis, where the schools

accept the arrangement proposed virtually intact or risk losing what to them

are necessary and helpful additional services.

The cost of forcing such arrangenRnts upon the schools has been that they

then become passive receivers of services rather than active supporters of an

innovative venture. The term passive should not be misconstrued. It does not

mean that the schools are amenable to having their more important functions

shaped by such external forces. It suggests they commit nothing to it. Schools

accepting programs designed by colleges or universities can be neutral, which

they often are, or even hostile. What is being suggested is that they should

be actively supportive if the program is to be tested realistically and if

their more important functions are to be influenced by it.

This Project does not appear to have dealt satisfactorily with thiA

dilema. The major organization of the program appears to be based on a standard
I

model, one which is decidely oriented to the needs and views of the university.

The schools are a site for Project activities rather than a partner in an experi-

mental venture. They accept but do not participate meaningfully in directing the

services that are offered. Such an approach has been long practiced and has

yielded limited success. There is ample evidence that those who control

decision making in the schOols are not going to make truly important changes

until they are personally convinced of their effectiveness. Teachers and

administrators want to see the ideas tested in what they are apt to Call the

"real world." One mast concede the view has some merit. In any case, the

response is real and the very fact it is believed has real consequences- that

cannot be ignored. The change desired must prove its superiority.
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In this Project,.as in so many others, the university'has developed a

design that relies on sending the inexperienced to the schools as intermediaries.

These trainees, through the efforts, are the spokesmen for the university

viewpoint, but their attempts are often not taken seriously and perhaps cannot

be. Through errors of judgement, maturity, or understanding, they often end

up persuading teachers that the idea or apprdhch is of limited use. When super-

C
visors of such trainees are sent into the schools, as in the case of this Project,

it is usually as observers and too rarely as demonstrators of the method or

approach put forward. Perhaps this is the only alternative. The difficulty may

be unavoidable and the dilemma posed incapableof resolution. Nonetheless, the

consequences remain,- and they do appear to rob many of our attempts at change

of any real prospect of success. It seems unlikely that this Project will fare

much differently from many that have precSded it; when the Project is removed, the

schools return to the practices their structure supports best. It is a structure

that zemains,largely untouched by programs that are field based but university-

organized, dominated, and led.

An equally complex and related issue is the influence such arrangements

exert on the training model. Although the university generally insists on formal

organizational control, what is ignored is its own need to develop relationships

with the schools that do not rob the university of its own influence over

trainee behavior. The university often does not pay sufficient attention to the

powerful and pervasive impact the school as an institution exerts on all who

labor under its guidance. This is also a problem for Project City Science. A

group of science teachers. visiting Project sites immediately noted one aspect

of this problem. They raised the question of whether cooperating teachers are

trained for their role by the PCS staff. When told they were not, the group
I

raised the question of how these teachers could then help the interns develop

the skills the Project felt were, Essential.
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This issue goes to the central point in the training of teachers: who

exerts the greatest influence on trainees? Most research has indicated that

the "reality" of the field experience is by far the most persuasive influence,

shaping values and behavior. In important ways, the Project seems to ignore

this. Cooperating teachers are not trained and do rot necessarily seem to be

selected for their compatibility with PCS views on teaching. Such teachers

can serve as a bridge between the trainees' previously internalized notions of

the role of the teacher)" and the current pull, under the pressure of classroom

performance, to return to that model. Under the stress of difficult classes

conducted at what many agree is the most difficult level in the school system,

it is natural to expect novice teachers to ignore a verbally-described alterna-

tive and resort to a more fully understood approach. This is particularly so

if the cooperating teachers are susceptible to or practice that model.

A program that does not take active countermeasures is in danger of having

its trainees conformed to the image it is seeking to correct. PCS is not a

departure from other programs of teacher training but very similar to them in

this important regard. It shares the vulnerabilities to which such approaches

have traditionally been.subject. Indeed, this Project, by increasing the

amount of time spent under the influence or auspices of the school, would

appear to further enhance the training potential that much of our research in-

dicates that institution has. Surely there is a need to reexamine the influence

the schools exert on traint.gs and whether it is compatible with what the Project

is seeking to accomplish. Certainly the selection of cooperating teachers is

a vital element in the training process and needs to be given more attention

than it has apparently received thus far.

*Unlike other professions, such as law or medicine, teaching trainees have a
clear and detailed conception of the role of the teacher drawn from sixteen
years of intimate acquaintance with it.
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Among the major purposes of PCS is the attempt to upgrade the skills of
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science teachers in the-Project's eight school sites and more broadly, to create

a model by which others can be trained for a similar function in the inner city.

An important part of this effort is the attempt to demonstrate to both trainees

and regular classroom teachers the advantages of a more open-ended instructional

style. A central aspect of the instructional methodology the Project has

emphasized is what has frequently been described by both staff and students as

a "hands-on" approach. Such an approach implies an active rather than a passive

role for the student. Rather than attempting to verbally explain important

concepts to the learner, the teacher instead attempts to create learning

environments. In such environments the students are free to actively examine

and manipulate pheonomena presented to them and form their own tentative

hypotheses or conclusions about them.

A large body of writing exists explaining, supporting, and commenting on

the results of this teaching approach. Though some aspects are new, the meth-

odology itself is not novel. Since this instructional approach seemed to form

such an important part of the PCS staff's overall strategy, an observer would

have anticipated ,a more sophisticated view of it by the staff. This would have

included a better understand g of its limitations a clearer conception of the

conditions under, which it would best flourish, and more deliberately developed

strategies for its use. The views encountered were suprisingly naive in this

regard. The staff has pursued with its interns a view of science teaching that

has had wide currency at the college level for a number of years, but one which

is now receiving greater scrutiny. Questions are being raised about when, how,

and with whom it works best. Such questions do not appear to have been

seriously considered or posed by PCS staff members. They seem to apply

32
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unquestioningly, a model that even their inexperienced interns recognize needs

to be refined, and the conditions under which it will achieve optimum success

studied further and stated more explicitly. .

As some of the interns have learned, the approach assumes a level of

intellectual curiosity that frequently is just not there. Students yield to

the temptation to play rather than think. Both activities can II enjoyable.

Each has its own attraction. The play, however, yields pleasure at a simpler,
,

easier level of effort and often becomes the dominant choice. Reasonab

questions about when such an approach can best accomplish particular teaching

ends can and should be raised. What appaiently has been left to interns t

learn pragmatically--when it will work--is the function of a more experienced,

expert college staff to de-ermine and` include as part of their training program.

At times the trainees have appeared to understand this better than the trainers.

E. Clarity of Objectives

The Project has a major problem in that it appeat"t to hA cnnagavA.ntly

vague about important aspects of the program. This is reported by interns,

coordinators, and some of the personnel in the schools. The lack of clarity

extends not only to program objectives but to roles, which do not appear sharply

defined, often leaving those filling them somewhat confused. The Project seems

to rely not solely on the skills of key staff members, which is fair, but also

upon their personal definitions of their. functions, which seems neither a fair

nor reasonable working arrangement.

Several coordinators reflected the view that they were unclear as to what

was expected of them when they first began. One coordinator, in seeking to have

the role clarified, was told that, "you will get a sense of what the school

needs as you go along." Two individuals appeared to define the role as that of

3 9 ro
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a.resource person, one that was comfortable in terms of what they felt they had

to offer. Others seemed to make different.choices. That seems a vague way of

defining purpose and implies the Project does not have a clear direction

determined in advance for this group. Often, the staff offered make-shift help

which seemed wasteful of both time and talent. It also appeared to diminish the

Project's potential impact since the staff had not sel=,..L=j, key points at which

they would attempt to apply leverage. The/Project was sometimes reduced to

what seemed to be a series of individual efforts instead of a well designed

plan. Such help mayabe useful, but apparently little is learned that can be

shared with others.

Another coordinator explained.that the group was offered a general role

definition, that of a "change agent," but no real plan for what they were to

do. This individual pointed out that though they were often free to define

their own tasks, still "when something worked in one school, it was expected

that it should be tried in others." Without a defined long-range purposes the

demands of the Project leadership to do or try things appeared to occur swiftly

and sometimes seemed arbitrary, contradictory, and confusing to staff. The

power of not having long-term objectives was greater freedom, but the dis-

advantage was the suddenness with whiCh changes in direction were announ ed.

One coordinator offered this specific remedy: "I strongly recommend that the

Project have long-term goals that can be given in advance as well as allow toom

for short.term decisions and new ideas as we go."

Some of the interns reflected similar concerns about the absence of long-

range planning. One described the Project as "very unorganized, nothing is

structured." She pointed out that the coordinator would suddenly arrive with

a whole new direction from the Project staff. She felt that planning was

cd
confused, schedules for activities poorly arranged and that expectations set for
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classroom work and other details were inadequately explained. It appeared the

coordinator sometimes bore the brunt of student c itiaism for rapid changes in

direction, new demands and lack of clarity about what was expected. The intern

noted that "the staff made it appear that they kndw what they wanted but they

didn't have a clear idea. They didn't seem to know what was next." She added

the conclusion that "they would be better off if they were a little more rigid."

While the choice of terminology appears unfortunate, the sentiment expressed is

one that the Project might be well advised to examine.

Part of the Project's problem is the, way it has stated its objectives. As

noted earlier, many of the objectives of tht program were exceedingly ambitious.

Many were put forth in terms so broad or so bold, they seemed to defy implements-

tion. When goals are overstated in a way that makes them appear beyond reach,

a prograp may begin operating as if it had'no goals. At a minimum, it may

develop a tendency to function at an informal level because there is an absence

of a formal set of criteria that can be reasonably followed. This appears to

be a problem for this Project. For all that the staff is busy and works hard,

and they unquestionably do, there remains a casual.attitude toward, Project out-
/

c9mes that gives cause for concern. The staff does not appear sufficiently

demanding in its parsulZ of these outcomes. One mu't questidn whether this '

adoption of flexible informal, personalistic approaches dots not often circumvent

reality, ignoring issues that are stubborn, persistent, and must be dealt with

in a'consistent, formalized manner. PCS needs to more openly entertain the view

that ini.tuencing yvents in the schools requires a planned strategy with organized

follow -up procedures if change is to occur.

To summarize this point, what appears to be a major lack in this Project is

that its objectives have not been adequately clarified, that is, pet up in

operational terms that allow the staff to know wheat (and to what extent) they
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have been attained. The evaluators ara not suggesting the unnecessar; rigidity

of a behavioral objectives approach but a clear statement of outcomes the

staff is seeking to accomplish and a more realistic concern with how and in

what ways they have ach1eved or failed- to achieve them. The staff does not

appear to have set up good internal assessment machinery. Its efforts do not

seem to be examined in a consistent way at either a formal or even a verbal

level. Meetings often appear to lack a reflective quality and the staff does

not seem to question sufficiently the resultS of its endeavors at various levels

of the proram. This has resulted in a Project, that appears to rely too heavily

on the informal at tne expense of the planned. The imbalance seriously dimin-

ishes the prospect of attaining major goals.

3C
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A. Goals of the Model Distrifts Program

The term "model 'district" was first used by PCS staff in its revised

proposal for refunding, submitted to NSF around March.15, 1976. It was indicated

in the proposal that at the level of funding currently available the Project

would work toward achieving four product, one of which was the development of

two model districts. This phase of the Project was described in the proposal

in the fo lowing manner:

It was decided to contract operations by concentrating
on the development of two fudel districts' rather than four.
Substituting intensity for 4Ktension, the Project will apply
itself to working with two selected districts in New York
City in an effort to bring them to the highest possible level
of intermediate level science teaching.

Within two districts (one carried over from the current
set and one to be newly acquired), the emphasis will be on
selected programs. Inservice staff development will have
the highest priority. The development of a change model
focusing on anadministrative unversity support system will
also receive special attention. For this reason, citiscience
notes and the design of resource materials will be continued.
All in all, in New York City we propose to have within three
years two school districts operating in such a way as to stand
as examples of what can be attained (p. 2).

A model district, then, is defined-by the staff as one in which there is

the highest possible level of intermediate science teaching in the schools

and where classrooms are visible and visitable examples of what the Project

seeks to attai . Inservice staff development, the publication of citiscience

notes, and the design of resource materials were to be the mechanisms for

moving toward the development of a model district.

Implicit in the 'comment "It.was decided to contract operations by concen-

trating on the develnpmentiof two model districts rather than four" is the

existence of a model district--at least as a concept--in the initial proposal
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(December, 1975) seeking refunding. There is such a refererice where PCS noted

the need to "search for new districts C and D in cooperation with a coalition

of the Central Board of Education And the UFT."

Finally, one further set of writings takes the concept of model district--

as a concept--right back to the beginning (May 1, 1974) of the project. These

comments, especially the latter paragraph, highlight the staff's increasing

understanding of the co4lexity of the task.

I

In our proposal for refunding, Project City Science made thie,commitment:

. . . The Project will apply isSelf to working with two
selected districts in New York City in an effortto bring
them to the highest possible level of intermediate school
science teaching.

Within the two districts . . . the emphasis.will be on
selected programs. InscIrvice staff development will
have highest priority. The development of a change
model focusing on an administrative and university
support system will also receive attention. All in all,
in New York City we propose to have within three years .

two athool districts operating in such a way as to stand
as visable, visitable examples of what can be attained
even in the face of inner-city economic and political
problems.,,

4
A brash promise! After two years of direct experience trying to

accomplish just that, in Districts 4 and 17, we know better than anyone
how enormously difficult it will be to pull off.19

Thus, although the term model district is first used directly in the revised

proposal of March 15, 194 the development of model districts was an objective

Project felt committed to attaining since its inception (May 1, 1974).

What did PCS indicate it was learning about the development of model

districts as PCS reflected on its work from 1974 through August of 1976?

Quarterly Report 118 offered the following:

1) Mutual commitments between the Project and the districts
must be specified and agreed to prior to joining hands. Each side
must have reasonably firm,promises from the other so that each can

* See Appendix P, item 50.



bierate from a base of reasonable expectations. For its part, the
1 1 project has learned that the absence of certain conditions makes it

almost impossible to achieve an acceptable rate of improvement
toward the stated goals. These conditions must.be insisted on as a
condition of our entry into any district. By the same token, we
must find out what a prospective district considers vital to receive
from us and be completely honest (with ourselves no less than'the
district) in stating whether or not.we can deliver. This is not to
say that our experience has made us cynical and less trusting, buy'
rather that we now believe that candor at the outset is more trust-
worthy than vague notions that things will eventually work out for
the best because both sides want that to happen. 2) The-concept of
'resource teacher' requires reformulation. As a key idea in the
original proposal, it was'based on several' assumptions that have
turned out to be mistaken to a significant degree. In particular, we
were wrong about the number of teachers in any district who possessed
the characteristics we attributed to resource ceachers, and we mis-
judged their capability to function in the rol6 we conceived for
them. vOur first response to this was 'to intensify and broaden our
inservice programs, but we must-now go'beyond that to think through
afresh the role of resource teachers in our plans to develop model'
districts. What should a resource teacher be like? How can we
proceed, given what we now know, to identify and prepare practicing
teachers to,become resource teachers in that image? What functions
are the resource teachers expected to serve in the model districts
as now envisioned? What conditions are essential to enable them to
carry out these functions effectively?

3) The strategic importance of preservice graduates in reshaping
district science teaching,must once again be reappraised. Prior to

L beginning the Project, the plan had been to replace out-of-license
and retiring teachers with specially prepared intermediate school
science teachers. Retrenchment and the financial crisis sabotaged
that plan (along with 'many other things). We responded by reducing
emphasis on the Preservice Program. Our experience last year seems
to have indicated, however, that the preservice teacher may be the '

key to a strong inservica program. The 'teaching hospital' analogy
may apply, but in any ease this needs thinking through and
clarification.

4) A way must be found to accelerate ble process of analysis
and assessment of district Science programs, In neither District 4
nor District 17 were we able to get such activities underway. Our
experience demonstrates that we vastly underestimated the inherent
difficulties institutional inertia, the drain on energy and emotions
from having to cope with the seemingly devastating problems of the
day, and lack of knowledge and experience among teachers and adminis-
trators on how to analyze programs systematically, to name only a
few. But the need to achieve this analysis and assessment is no less
urgent merely because it is more difficult to accomplish than we
thought. We need to find or invent a surer way to get this to

happen."
a
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In this same report, model districts, as a deliberate program, is defined:

The purpose of the Yodel Districts Program is clear enough: to

generate a cooperative enterprise that results, in good time, in the
develoRent of two inner-city school districts in which the science
teaching in the intermediate grades is exemplary in every way. As

models, these districts would exhibit what can be achieved and what
t takes to do so.

Vt.

( /

What would such a district be like? As will be pointed out.
below, one of our foremost tasks is to give that question the full,
thoughtkul, creative answer it deserves. The program will then
consist of :the strategies and actions we employ in order to help
bring such a district into existence and keep it going. As a pre-
liminary measure only, the following attributes of a model science
districts are'suggested:

- .1) Student' achievement in science would be at or above national
norms and higher than in the city as a whole. Compared to other
inner-city studenti-in their gr s, model distiict students would be

-more inclined to like studying'scie , with a larger fraction elect-
ing to enroll in science courses in higher grades. The number who elect
science-related 'careers would be at least equal to national norms.

2) A large proportioii of teachers of science in a model district
would be outstandingly competent. They_would know how.to teach
science to all kinds of children under a variety of circumstances,
and they would enjoy doing so.' They would understand and respect
both'their students and themselves for what they are and for whit
they are becoming. They also would have a continuing interest in
science, add would make a serious effort to deepen their understanding
of it and to stay up -to -date on recent developments.

3) Teacherd,in a model district would Join forces with adminis-
trators and university professors to improve science instruction
continuously. This means they woad conduct'periodic studies of all
aspects of the science programjincluding its relation to other
programs in the schools) and would take action based on the findings.
To this end, the administrators would endeavor to insure that the
acience teachers have the working conditions and other support they
need to achieve improvement goals. As a result of such continuing.
upgrading the science curricu)un, teaching methods and learning-1-

- materials would reflect the best thinking in the profession at any
' one time.

4) . The teachers and adminthration would consider teacher train-
( ing and research as major responsibilities of the distrnt, because

both contribute to the improvement of science teaching in their own'
district, and bec u e as members of unique and special districts they
would be 19,a posit on to contribute what others.cannot. Thus they
would be engaged in a continuing symbiotic relationship with a
majoi university.

40
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5) The science program and efforts to improve it would be
understood and supported by the parents and other citizens of the
community in which the district is located. This would be reflected
by the improvement, on the one hand, of parents in the ongoing
program assessment activities, and, on the other, by the presence of
school science activities in the community.

6) Most of 'all, in a model inner-city district there would not
only be a receptivity to new ideas and willingness to put them to
the test, but alsci a constant outward flow of ideas techniques,
knowledge. Tye place would be demonstrably alive. 9i

N
Finally, this same Quarterly Report 1/8, reflected the thinking of PCS

regarding the "tasks" it saw for itself related to model districts. These were

outlined by PCS prior to beginning the first year of its three-year refunding:

1) We must quickly identify the two districts we will throw'our
lot in with for the next decade or so. This is being done systematical-
ly, taking into full account our.experience of the last two years.
Selection criteria have been specified--location, population make-up,
potential, administrative commitment, teacher response, etc.--and will
be used as guidelines. A case study is being made of the entire process.

2) The features of what we would consider to be a model district
have to be agreed upon. The description, unlike the rough one above,
must be coherent, refer to a future that stretches the imagination and
yet is not impossible to achieve, and that is expressed in language
that avoids apfMtisms, sentimentality, and wishful thinking. In other
words, we must say now by what observable properties we or anyone else
would recognize a model district if one were to be encountered.

3) As soon as districts have been selected, we must prepare a
complete and accurate description of their current science programs
the way they are. What we choose to record will depend, of course,
on what our model tells us is important. (The process will be re-
peated three years hence to see if the science programs are in fact
different and to ascertain whether they have reached the standards of
the model).

4) At the same time we need to prepare profiles of the two
districts, that is to say, of that part of the city in which the
school districts are located and of the people who live there. In the
form of anthropological case studies, calling upon whatever political,
cultural, social or economic data seems per!inent, these profiles will
provide an understandable holistic description of the communities,
and thus be available to serve as a contextual backdrop for all that
we do.
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5) Arrangements have to be made to accommodate the student
teaching and other field activities of the preservice students.

6) Decisions about the nature and extent of inservice workshops
must be made, and suitable follow-up actions taken.

7) At the very beginning agreement must be reached among the
teachers, administrators and Project concerning district science
assessments. It is crucial that a critical analysis be started that
delves into every aspect of the district science program--curriculum,
teaching methods, material, teacher continuing education needs,
community involvement, etc. The process, viewed as an opportunity
for all concerned to learn how to conduct such analyses, is to be
considered every bit as important as the findings.

8) A means for monitoring progress toward the various identifiL
able goals of the Model Districts Program has to be instituted.22

Progress Report #11 s rized the attributes and status of the model

district program as the PCS staff viewed it one year later (September 30, 1977):

Some preliminary attributes of a model district that were mentioned
last year concerned:

1. Student achievement and involvement being at or above
national norms and higher than in the city as a whole;

2. Teachers being outstandingly competent, enjoying the
challenge of keeping up-to-date recent scientific
developments, and of community involvement spreading
this to all kinds of children in a great variety of
circumstances;

3. Administrators joining with teachers and university
professors to support a periodic analysis and assess-
ment toward an improvement of the methods, curriculum
and materials in the science classroomg;

4. Teachers and administrators considering teacher training
and research as major responsibilities of the district
in conjunction with a major university;

5. The community understanding and supporting the school
science program by being involved in program assess-
ment, projects, etc.; and

6. General spirit, life and receptivity regarding the flow
and testing of ideas, techniques and knowledge.

1 (1
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Once the districts had been selected, all the administrators were
sent a letter stressing that the Project needed certain commitments from
them involving their positive and active support for the Project's. goal
and methods.

The senior staff regularly visited the schools over the past year to
maintain contact with administrators as well as with teachers regarding
these goals which have thus become more specific and more realistic.
However, there were often inevitable disagreements between what the pre-
service interns, the inservice teachers, the administrators and the Project
staff considered as suitable components of a district that is a model for
science teaching. Studies have been proposed by the research team to
access these basic attitudes."

This same report then described the "tasks" related to model districts

for 77-78 academic year;

The task for the coming academic year [1977-78] is to draw on last
year's data collection and to begin early in the fall with an expanded
list of questions about how science is actually taught in the district,
ie., the proportion of time spent in lecturing, demonstrating, experi-

menting or discussing; large or small group work; connections with other
programs in the school and/or with community activities, etc. This will
be especially important regarding the new schools chosen for involvement.
In future years, this information will provide one definite estimate of
change in science programs because of Project involvement.24

In September of the same year (1977), the Project Director pf PCS, in a

letter to Dr. Longo, Evaluation Director, states a modified version of'model

districts:

. . For the Project to meet its intended goals, we are supposed to
develop 'model districts' or at least 'model schools.' Currently our
inputs are several: through the intern teachers working with specific
teachers, through the on-site coordinators, throui the Assistant
Principals for Science (APS) and/or through the Science Chairmen. By
what mechanisms can we be more successful in increasing the horizontal
dispersion of changes in teaching styles to the classrooms of teachers
who do not have an intern teacher? Can the on-site coordinators do
more, and in what form to augment such all-school involvement? Can
the central staff do more, and in what form? What can be done in schools
where we have no OSC?

4`
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The "history" of the model district phase as revealed in PCS written

communication must stop at this point. Progress Report #12 (through

January 1978) and Progress Report #13 (through June 1978) were not available

at the time of this report.

a/
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B. Operation of the Program

"The main purpose of formative observations is to determine the degree of

mastery of a given task and to pinpoint the part of the task not mastered."*

This section of the report, consistent with the above definition, focuses on

two fundamental questions:

(1) What goals for the model district phase of the

project have been completed?

(2). What part of tasks (goals) for the model district

program have not yet been completed?

Answers to these questions were developed primarily from responses of the

Project Director and Associate Dir.r.tor to inquiries generated from PCS litera-

ture. Specifically, the "features" or "attributes" of a model district as de-

fined by PCS will be listed along with the responses to the status of these

goals. An analysis of this material concludes this section.

These were the PCS defined goals for the model district phase of the

program:

1) Student achievement in science would be at or above

national norms and higher than in the city as a whole.

Compared to other inner-city students in their grades,

model district students would be more inclined to like

studying science, with a larger fraction electing to

enroll in science courses in higher grades. The number

who elect science-related careers would be at least equal

to national norms. 25

*(Blbom, B. et al., nandbook on Formative and Suinmative Evaluation of Student
Learning, 1971), p.3..
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In attempting to determine the extent to which such goals were achieved,

two initial questions were asked. First, what data has PCS collected to eval-

uate whether student achievement in science in PCS schools and classrooms would

be at or above na nal norms?' An then secondly, what data has PCS collected

to evaluate their student achievement in science in PCS schools and classrooms

would be higher than in non-PCS schools and classrooms in the city as a whole?

In both cases, the response was that at this time no such data had been col-

lected. It is unclear whether any plans for the collection of such data have

been made.

According to PCS literature, ap important attribute of a model district is

the quality of teachers one would have working in the field of science. As the

proposal points out:

A large proportion of teachers of science in a model district

would be outstandingly competent. They would know how to teach
science to all kinds of children,under a variety of circumstances,
and they would enjoy doing so. They would understand and respect
both their students and themselves for what they are and for what

they are becoming. They also would have a continuing interest in
science, and would make a serious effort to deepen their understand-
ing of it and to stay up-to-date on recent developments.26

The Director was asked precisely how was the Project determining whether

science eachers are becoming "outstandingly competent" as a result of PCS ac-

'He responded that this was largely done "through casual observation

by PCS staff, especially by the on-site coordinators who were to keep a diary

of the school's activities." There apparently is not at this time any more

formal means by which such competence is measured.

Another means by which observers would be able to recognize a model dis-

trict was to be the improved way in which representatives of differing insti-

tutions worked together.

Teachers in a model district would join forces with adminis-
trators and university professors to improve science instruction

continuously. This means they would conduct periodic studies of

all aspects l.L the science program (including its relation to other

4G
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programs in the schools) and would take action based on the
findings. To this end, the 'administrators would endeavor to

insure that the science teachers have the working conditions
and other support they need to achieve improvement goals. As
a result of such continuing upgrading, the science curriculum
teaching methods and learning materials would reflect the best
thinking in the profession'at any one time.27

Obviously, the quality of the resulting studies would be a critical

measure of the extent to which this objective had been attained. However, it

is apparent from questions posed to staff that no such studies have been cm-
,

pleted. Although some preliminary work has been started and some.data col-

lected, no study appears to be in any reasonably developed stage at this time.

The intent to have teachers "take action based on these findings" has of

course been totally impossible because an important part of the knowledge base

on which the model districts were to be built is lacking.

Yet another projected attribute of a model district was the willingness

of the schools to engage in teacher training and research.

The4eachers and administration would consider teacher
training and research as major responsibilities of the district,
because both contribute to the improvement of science teaching
in their own district, and because as members of unique and
special districts, they would be in a position to contribute what
others cannot. Thus they would be.engaged in a continuing sym-
biotic relationship with a major university. 28

4

To ascertain how well the Project had fared in this regard, the following

question was asked; Mat evidence has PCS collected to indicate that teachers

and administrators now consider teacher training and research to be major re-

sponsibilities of the districts? Clearly, no such evidence was collected, nor

does any plan for collection appear to have been developed.

A number of additional areas were explored d'.ring the interview, including

the area of parental involvement. The funding proposal stated the intent of

the Project to involve parents in important ways in the creation of a model

district.-
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The science program and 'efforts to improve it would be
understood and supported by parents and other citizens of the
community in which the distritt is located. This would be
reflected by the involvement,'on the one-hand, of parents in
the ongoing program assessment activities, and, on the other

by the presence of school science activities in the community.29

Interviews with the staff, however, indicated that parents have not been

involved in any ongoing assessment. No list of the type of school science ac-

tivities the Project hoped to promote.in the community was available.

It_is clear from the responses obtained that little progress has been made

towards achieving the goals of a model district, least as originally defined

lby -PCS. What accounts- -for this-lack of progriss? Several alternative explana-
,

'tions can be suggested:

(1) The goals for a model district have changed.

(2) The tasks or procedurcts used by PCb were not consistent

with reaching the goals for a model'district (as originally
/

defined by PCS).

(1) Have the goals changed? 'The original goals for a model district program

i

were first described n Quarterly Report #8 (August, 1976). One year later,

,these same goals were listed in Progress Report #11, suomariking the status of

1

model districts through September 30, 1977. It is clear that during the aca-

(Arnie year 1976-77, these goals were the operative one regarding model districts.

In the 1977-78 academic year, however, there may have been some change of

emphasis between the stated goals for model districts (Progress Report #11,

Summer, 1977) and the Project Director's conteptualization of the m del districts

program. The stated goals remained identical to those disclosed in Quarterly

Report #8. The Project Director, however, in a letter dated September, 1977,

modified the e cept by setting as a goal not model districts but "at least model

schools." Note the set of quc.3ticns posed regarding the modcl'school as opposed

to the model district program: "How can we change the teaching styles of class-
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room teachers who do not have an intern teacher? Can the on-site coordinators

do more to augment such all-school involvement? Can the central staff do more,

and in what forms? What can be done in schools where we have no on-site

coordinator?"

It appears that these questions posed by the PCS Director in September

1977 would have served as "beacons" for the model district program for the 1977-

78 academic year. The progress reports reflecting on the activities of the

1977-78 academic year should provide evidence of this conjecture. As reported

previously, however, the progress reports reflecting the work of the 1977-78

academic year were unavailable at the time of this report.

A final comment on the goals/Of the model district program: In June 1978,

an inquiry made to the Project Director concerning a definition of model dis-

trictselicited this response: "A model district is not a very useful term or

concept. At best, it can be described as an administrative arrangement of sup-

port between a sympathetic principal and assistant principal, classroom teachers,

and the project." This comment may reflect a shifting of goal orientation for

model districts from a generally specific to a generally abstract product. The

shift could account for a general lack of progress towards the original
4

objectives this past year, though earlier efforts appeared to make similarly

slow progress.

(2) Were the tasks or procedure used by PCS consistent with reaching

the goals for a model district (as originally defined by PCS)?

An examination of quarterly Report 1/8 and Progress Report #11 indicates a

general lack of correspondence between goals and tasks to reach such goals.

For example, one goal was that "Student achievement in science would be at or

above national norms and higher than in the city as a whole.

Of the eight "tasks" listed to accomplish the goals of a model district,

4 r
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only one task makes any reference to the above goal:

At the very beginning agreement must be reached among the
teachers, administrators and Project concerning district science
assessments. It is crucial that a critical analysis be started
that delves into every aspect of the district science program -
curriculum, teaching methods, material, teacher continuing educa-
tion needs, community involvement, etc. Tue process, viewed as
an opportunity for all concerned to learn how to conduct such
analyses, is to he considered' every bit as important as the .

findings.31

The task itself was carried out by sending the following letter to prin-

cipals in October, 1976:

It is from these meetings and from Project experience in
New York City over the last two years, that we now ask the prin-
cipals and the assistant principals in charge of science if they
are willing to positively and actively support the following:

1) Evaluation of the science curriculum of the school
in terms of the pIllosophies behind it and the
methodologies used to implement it.

2) Pursuit of reasonable proposed solutions for problems
enumerated in the above curriculum evaluation.

3) Investigation of the necessary support system for sci-
ence in the school, especially with regard to the buds;et
allocated for science materials, the programming of
special rooms for science study and of common prepara-
tion to facilitate meetings and informal communications.'

4) Use of "hands-on" experience with simple and inexpensive
materials by students working alone or in small groups-
when the teacher is willing and_able to supervise this.

5) Study of how science can be joined with the reading,

. mathematics, bilingual, etc. programs for mutual benef#.

Such investigations assume a cooperative venture, utilizing
the knowledge and experience of the principal, the assistant
in charge of science, the teachers and /the Project staff. They

also assume a voluntary commitment of persons concerned as
specified by union and school contracts.

If convenient, would you respond; to these points in writing

as soon as possible. If not, a phone conversation, or personal
meeting will be sufficient at this time.. Again, the staff of
Project City Science is very appreciative of the chance to have
visited your school and to have met and discussed the Foals and
methods of Project City Science with you and your teachers.

5o
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An inquiry made to the Assistant Director in June, 1978 revealed:

(1) The assumption was made by PCS' .that a principal's agreement to the issues

rais in the letter included the agreement of his teachers. (2) No principal

res onded in writing. (3) No phone conversations or personal meetings were

held (4) No specific follow-up by any PCS staff was made relative to any of

these items.
p

The Assistant Director agreed that "perhaps it would have been a good idea

to get a firm commitment in writing from the principals."

In summary, the activities of, the 1976-77 academic year did not move the

Project very far toward accomplishing the main objectives of the model district

program.

One year later (summer 1977) the Project summarized its 1976-77 model

district activities in this way:

The senior staff regularly visited the schoo over the
past year to maintain contaci. with administrators as 1 as
with teachers regarding these goals which have thus become more
specific and more realistic. However, there were often inevitable
disagreements between what the preservice interns, the inservice
teachers, the administrators and the Project staff considered as
suitable components of a district that is a model for science
teaching. Studies have been proposed by the research team to
assess these basic attitudes.32

Inquiries made to Project staff regarding the identification of either

"goals which have become more specific and more realistic" or "studies proposed

by the research team to assess basic attitudes" resulted in no specific re-

sponse from the staff.

For the 1977-78 academic year, the Project noted these planned activities:

The task for the coming academic year [1977-78] is to
draw on last year's data collection and to begin early in the
fall with an expanded list of questions '.(Sut how science is

-actually taught in the district, i.e., the proportion of time
spent in lecturing, demonstrating, experimenting or discussing;
large or small group work; connections with other programs in
the school and/or with community activities, etc. This will be
especially important regarding the new schools chosen for in-
volvement. In future years, this information will provide one
definite estimate of change in,science programs because of
Project involvement. 3i

5 4
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Here again, the planned task-seems to lack specialty of objectives. Such

global statements seem to provide insufficient guidelines for the mastery of

set tasks. Since no written reports were available for the 1977-78 academic

year, further comments regarding model district goal accomplishments cannot be

made at this time. It should be noted that the Project has faced a number of

difficulties that must be realistically viewed as mitigating factors. There

was a change in project directors this year and six of eight on-site coordina-

tors were new. Thus, a large and important part of the staff had tc become

familiar with the Project. Included.among the reasons the staff gave to ac-

count for lack of progress toward the specific goals defining the creation.of

a model distridt were: (1) The change in directorship. (2) A lasck of aggres-

,__
sive advertising to attract a larger pool of applicants from which tc o/select

the intern population. (3) Turnover rate and lack of specific skills and train-

ing on the part of the on-site coordinators to carry out the difficult job of

( supervisor, coordinator, resource person, and change agent. (4) Lack of speci-

ficity as to the identification of personnel responsible for carrying out par-

1
ticular tasks.

Other portions of this report and future reports will detail further sets

of inquiries into each of these explanations.

Summary

What possible courses of action for the fifth and last funded year (1978-

79) of the project might be proposed?

If the project decides to define the model district phase of the program in

the specifics of its original five major goals, then it should consider implement-

ing as soon as possible the following agenda.

(1) The collection of'data regarding the knowledge of science

content and processes from students who are just beginning

52
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involvement in a PCS class as will as from schools

in non-PCS classes.

(2) The collection of data regardingthe knowledge of

science content and processes from students who have

spent a year in PCS class as well as from students

in non-PCS classes.

(3) The collection of data regarding, the knowledge of,

science content and procedures from PCS-cooperating

teachers and from nonparticipating teachers.

(4) In each PCS school, procedures shoUld be initiated

that reflect an active community involvement in PCS-

related activities.

1
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C. Overall Assessment

Previously this report focused on the three main aspects of the program:

(1) the specific attributes of a model district (as defined by PCS); (2) the

degree to which PCS has created an enterprise having such attributes; (3) an

analysis as to the factorsthat may account for a lack of progress towards such

an enterprise. The report observations showed that apparently limited progress

has been made towards meeting the original goals of a model district.

At the sere time, however, there is evidence that - activities are underway

that may enhance,tlie cfe.ation of a model district, provided that term is more

broadly and generalli, defined. The objective of this section of the report is

to more fully develop this notion.

PCS literature and comments Mode by its present Director broadly define a

model district as "An administrative arrangement of support between participat-

ing schools and the Project" or " cooperative enterprise." Consequently, it is

important to know what mechanisms, procedures, activities, etc. have been carried

out to enhance "a supportive arrangement, a cooperative enterprise" and did the

outcomes of these mechanisms, procedures and activities, etc. appear to result in

positive consequences?

It is clear that the project employed mechanisms and procedures duting

first two years (1974-76) that did not result in a fully cooperative and suppor-

tive arrangement (see Appendix I, District 4: Case Study and Evaluation). It ip

equally clear that the project learned much from this experience, particularly

the need to find out what a prospective district considers vital to receive from

the project itself. Project staff are now able to report that: ."although the

needs differ in each school, in general each requested (1) the upgrading of the

competence of the ,operating teacher; (2) a supply of- preservice interns; (3)

resource materials; (4) suggestions for new curricular ideas and (5) better

communication diatm6 fa-Aty. 164*

* Project City Science revised proposal, January, 1976, P. 4.
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How is the project satisfying these needs and hence, developing and main-

taining a cooperative and supportive arrangement?

Observations in project schools, an analysis of PCS literature, and inter-

views with project school staff and PCS staff suggest the following:

(A) The criteria used for selecting cooperating teachers

are not sufficiently clear. PCS should specify in advance the

criteria used to select the cooperating teachers. If cooperating

teachers are to serve as models, it seems reasonable for them to

possess strong professional attributes. If, in fact, the cooperat-

ing'teacher behaviors are to be shaped by the presence and activi-

ties of the interns and on-site coordinators, then other character-

istics of the cooperating teacher should be identified. In either

Case, PCS should describe'in advance the selection criteria for

their cooperating teachers.
it

Present observations support these conclusions: (1) a wide

range of cooperating teachers are now being used; (2) various pro-

cedures are used to select them, and (3) some cooperating teachers

are strong models while others need to upgrade their professional

skills.

Finally; conducting workshops in the school districts was a

common suggestion for improving the competence of the cooperating

teachers. The ProjeCt has done this in the past but gradually the

workshops appear :o have been relocated at the university. Such a

tendency is not expected, but would appear to defeat the purpose of

the workshops by making them less available, in practical terms, to

teachers.

(B) Most school personnel feel that the quality of the pre-

service interns is reasonably high. Observation of preservice
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interns by professional scientists and science educators simply

does not fully support this conclusion. These observations, in

general, characterize the teaching behavior of the interns as un-

even, with much room for improvement in the areas of classroom

management techniques and ability to construct an environment with-

\
in which productive hands-on activities occur with regularity.*

Perhaps PCS could plan a more rigorous, more definitive training

program for these interns. Microteaching, vidiotaping, increased

feedback, and practice-response-practice devices would all seem to

be productive avenues to explore. It should also be noted, how-

ever, that the mere presence of these interns in the classrooms is

greatly appreciated by most of the school staff.

(C) Attempts to provide resource materials and suggestions

for new curricular ideas are being made in two ways: First, the

publication, citiscience notes, continuously provides ideas for

enhancing the science curriculum. This same publication suggests

many ways for teachers to easily acquire resource materials. Second,

the presence, the qiiality, and the expertise of the on-site coordi-

nators seems especially crucial in meeting these two expressed needs.

Here the selection process seems to be lacking, suffering most, per-

haps, from a lack of highly qualified candidates. The training pro-

gram also appears to be leas organized than it must be to accomplish

its ends. Project staff must define in advance the selection,criteria

by which on-site coordinators arechosen and provide them with adequate,

training for the difficult roles of supervising, coordinating, and ser-
,

ving as change agents in the schools. Perhaps a decaile0 literature

*See Appendices F-H, a summary (:). comments made by observers.

-.100
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research regarding the expertise necessary to initiate changes

in school settings would be a reasonable place to begin construct

ing a model for training personnel in the process of change.

(D) Scicools also cited as one of their needs a mechanism

for communicating more effectively among faculty members. PCS

might consider this a topic for a special consortium of principals,

assistant principals, and other district supervising personnel.

Surely it would be a topic of vital interest to all of then.. Ap

propriate experts might be invited to facilitate such deliberations.

In summary, the model district phase of the Project, defined as an

arrangement of support and cooperation, certainly exists between Project

staff and school administrators, but great deal remains undone. There

are some hopeful signs that more concerted efforts will be attempted. A

welldesigned plan, including an effective implementation strategy are

needed Adjustments Of effort, including a reassessment of what remains

within reach, may help the Project begin to master part of the task it

set for itself in its earlier planning stages. It is clear, however,

that the original4intention of establishing model districts needs to be

reduced to manageable proportions if the Project is to make any progress

toward its more important objectives in this area.
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V. Research and Evaluation Program

A. Goals of the Research ane Evaluation Program

When the budget for the second phase of Project City Ezience was revised

downward, the scope of the research program was also reduced. The following

four broad goals were spelled out in the revised proposal as constituting the

major intent of the Project in this area.

1) A Research and Evaluation Institute

The intent is to design a lasting mechanism that will
begin to make headway in generating systematic knowledge
about the science learning of early adolescents in the inner-
city situation, and also how to achiev41science teaching in
the inner-city schools.

This mechanism is to be named the "Institute for the
Study of Inner-City Science Instruction," and would serve
as a clearinghouse for research needs, a doctoral and
postdoctoral study center, and a synthesizer of knowledge.

2) A Basic Investigations.Program that would develop a
"research model" rather than conducting basic research.

3) A Research Applications Program

This would entail the identification of key questions
necessary for the improvement of science teaching in the
inner -city. intermediate schools, determining the state of
present knowledge and matching that to the key questions,
and to then identify the most useful research approach,
and conducting studies suggested by this process.

4) A Program Evaluation Program
IP

I

This goal envisions summativ evaluation of various
components of the program, dissem nating the approaches
used in these evaluations, and the institutionalization
of these skills it the proposed Research Institue.34

These goals, taken together, form a composite picture of the research pro-

gram. The program would be intensively involved in defining areas of need and

proposed-models and approaches; conducting both applied research and evaluation

studies, disseminating the results of these efforts, and organizing these ac-

tivi,tes into a 'Inctioning research institute.
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There is some ambiguity about precisely when the research institute is to 4

be formed. Discussions with the staff indicated that the goal is to have the

institute organized by the end of the funding period, and thus it cannot be a

focus of the present evaluation. The proposal stated that the institute would

be in operation by the end of the grant period (1978-1979). How long it should

have been in operation by then was never specified. The current thinking of

the staff appears to indicate that it will not actually become operational

until the close of the funding period.

B. Documented History of the Research Program

During the four-year funding period of Project City Science, there has

been a persistent and insistent emphasis on the need for research in science

educatiori in the inner city. The following chronology documents the stages

through which the project conceptualized the research focus from the first

Quarterly Report through Progress Report #11.

1. December 1974

A symposium was planned for the American Association for the

Advancement of Science convention for dissemiation of iliformation.

Teachers were interviewed to inquire about general attitudes

toward (init. work.

2. March 31 1975

Staf' symposia were initiated to determine project goal-related

basic investigations. Three were held.

Results of teacher interviews were reported. How the results of

these interviews affected the selection of teachers or planning in the

project was not indicated.

June 30, 1975

At a meeting of the National Advisory Board, the need for research

5;)



in organizational theory and change models was discussed. Subsequent

reports do not indicate how or whether this advice was followed up.

"PoSsibilitiee for research studies were listed. From this list

it appears that few topics were ultimately adopted. As they were

stated, none were precisely used as a basis for further investigation.

4. November 1975'

A Research Coordinator was appointed and planning meetings were

held. No research projects were as yet planned and no direction seems

to be evident for the research program.

5

A study of student reactions to the school strike was presented.

There seems to be no clear relationship to the PCS effort either ex-

pressed nor ifnplied in this study.

6. Narch.1976

Two research meetings were conducted in January 1976 to "formalize

plans for the.im;lementation of the Basic Investigations, the Research

Applications, and the program Evaluations programs."

Two strategies were discussed: one that would generate basic knowl-

edge to improve science education and one that would involve a coopera-

tive effort among all constituencies involved in PCS. As yet no particular

focus had been developed, although broad outlines seemed to be emerging.

Categories of research and dimensions of approach were articulated.

A rather lengthy discussion of characteristics of designs, measurements,

and topics was presented after consultation with other NYU researchers.

A large number of possible studies was suggested by the participant

but there appeared to be no formal adoption of one strategy. Instead,

the participants suggested a literature search as a beginning. This seems

G
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to have been followed up in the fourth year of the project, which was

. two years from the date of this suggestion.

Collaboration with other colleges and universities was described,

and several outside specialists were said to be preparing research'de-

signs. A complex interaction between schools, students, and science

was proposed as a focus for research efforts.

Followup at conventions with other researchers were planned. These

meetings were to provide a critical mass of researchers interested in

collaboration with PCS researchers.

The elegance and complexity of listed topics is obvious. However,

the research efforts which have ultimately emerged were decidedly more

modest. It appears by this time the project leadership had shifted its

focus from project initiation to outside initiation. This would seem

to be useful only if outside consultants were used on a continuing basis.

Otilerwise, the project staff. might not have the same investment in their

ideas and might not pursue the,.1 with the same intensity.

7. May 1976

According to this report, the project staff "devoted a lot of time

solidifying research strategies and isolating specific areas for concen-

tration."

Suggestions from panelists at AERA, and NARST were solicited. Similar

to other suggestions made previously, these experts suggested a focus on

describing how rapport was gained in the cooperating districts, descrip-

tions of methods used in instruction, and formal evaluation of hands-on ;

science learning. Thus, during the first two years, PCS rigorously sought

out suggestions and ideas about its research program.

8. August 31, 1976

The eighth QuarterLLReport presented the most ambitious statement to

4
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date of research goals and proposed activities. Seven lines of research

were suggested:

a) Science knowledge of inner-city adolescents;

b) Science attitudes of inner-city adolescents;

c) Science learning among inner-city adolescents;

d) Science teacher-science student interaction;

e) Non-teacher influences on the quality of science learning

and attitudes;

f) Evaluation of preservice program

g) Evaluation of model districts program

As of the summer of 1978, although some work hii.s been conducted on

these lines of research, there has been no comprehensive attack on anyfof

these lines of research. 4

The purposes of the research program were outlined. At this time the

project viewed research as helping to improve the practice of teaching

science to adolescents in the inner-city. Vehicles for this include "tech-

nical" studies that would focus on measurements of attitudes and learning.

A research approach was proposed providing for "paired complimentary

studies." Such an approach would entail two separate methodological analy-

ses of a particular issue. Case studies would be paired with a survey, or

a psychometric with a clinical or observational study etc.

After some discussion of cautions that must be exercised in conducting

studies, the Report listed tasks to be completed for the preservice program,

the model districts program, and for the other areas of the research domain.

This quarterly report is the most complete and detailed description of

the research program. For the most part it remains however far removed from

the nuts and bolts of designing and conducting research. No designs were

presented, no analyses proposed, none of the usual paraphernalia of research

41
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proposals were used It seemed to skirt or delay deciding exactly what

could be done in PCS. The forty pages used to discuss the research pro-

gram did not contain the explicit information needed to decide whether

PCS can in fact improve the "..practice" of teaching science to inner-city

students.

Q. Js.nuary 31, 1977

By this period the project began to stress preservice intern evalua-

tion. They were tested with two high-school level tests: the Cooperative

Science Tests and the New York State Regents Examinations. It is diffi-

cult to understand the place of this testing and evaluation in the pre-

service program, because of the test level. The unique features of PCS

would not seem related to these achievement examinations. The Solving

Situational Problems tests, which were also administered to the pre-

service interns also seem similarly unrelated. Developing intellectual

skills or aptitudes in the preservice interns, though perhaps desirable,

does not appear to be a major objective of this project. If iMproVIng

practice'in teaching science is the goal, then more construct related

testing would be in order.

The attitude Q-sorts and climate questionnaires appear to be much

closer to the line )f research articulated in earlier reports. How they

relate to the major research focus is, however, somewhat unclear, since

no hypotheses or research questions were presented to which this testing

was pertinent.

A confusing discussion of district selection analysis was also pre-

sented. Although districts must have already been selected, since this

report covers September 1976 to January 1977, the headings suggested that

the questionnaires were part of the basis on which the districts would

be selected.
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10. June 30, 1977

During this period the research was concentrated on testing of inser-

vice teachers and preservice interns along, with interviewing of field

personnel. The testing is amply described along with many of the prac-

.6---
tical

1probleMs
in organizing a' testing program.

There was. however, very little discussion of how this testing fits

into the overall research and evaluation plan, and the practical results

of this information were not presented.

11. September 30, 1977

In this period the seven lines of research were restated and several

questions were posed in the preservice and model districts evaluation.

These questions are subsets of the questions posed in an earlier document

(Quarterly 'Report #8).

The paired complementary approach was presented using the preservice

and model districts program as examples of areas in which this approach

would be used. It is difficult to see how the testing of knowledge and

attitudes and the descriptive and clinical studies are complementary ap-
,

proaches to the same question.

The focus for the 1977-1978 year were presented. Emphasis during

this academic year was to be placed on the student population rather than

on teachers and coordinators. As an example, student attitudes toward

science was one topic for investigation. Other proposed areas for inves-

tigation were:

1) Relationship between teacher, teaching methodology and student

learning.

2) Nonteacher influences on student learning, slch as curricular adap-

tation, student needs and interests, and adequacy of,science mate-

rials. What has been accomplished this far in these areas is not clear.

3) Cortinuatilus of .wabtagtions of preservice ana model districts program.
1
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4) Longitudinal studies of preservice teachers and students to de-

tect long-range changes in attitudes and scientific career choice.

C. Products of the Research Effort

There were no published or completed research &rents for the evaluation

staff to examine. According to the Project City Science staff, several studies

were in progress and several statistical comparisons, such as changes in test

scores are measured over a period of time, have been made.

According to the Project staff, the studies in process include:

a. An antropological analysis of the community by a

staff member.

b. Analyses of self-concepts end how they relate to

school achievement.

, c. EvaluatiOn of preservice program focussing on

participants' changes in levels of knowledge, skills,

and attitudes.

d. 9,-sort analyses of change in preservice intern per-

ceptions of inner-city science teaching problems.

e. Interviews with on-site coordinators and cooperating

teachers.

f. Changes in on-site coordinators' skills in perception

of teaching problems using filmed vignettes.

g. Development of a proposal for funding a research project

that would investigate why women and minorities do not

pursue careers in science.

Since the documentation of these studies in progress is not presently available,

the overall quality of the efforts cannot be ascertained. The evaluation

staff will examine these -;tudie§ in some detail when they are made available.
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The topics as kented lead to the following tentative judgments:

1. The studies are not evaluative, but are descriptive.

2. There are no overriding hypotheses or research questions

guiding these efforts.

3. The topics have little to do with the hands-on approaches

espoused by the Project.

The studies could eventually lead to evaluations of the components of the pro-

gram, but that would require that expectations, goals, or objectives for the

components of the Project be clearly stated. No sugh expectations appear in

the progress reports, nor in other documents submitted to the evaluation staff

from the research staff.

D. Overview of Evaluation Findings

The research program clearly intended its scope-to be influential in the

field of science education. This is evident from statements made in both the

original and the refunding proposal. Several early activities of the Project,

such as the hiring of a highly competent research advisor, the appointment of a

research director, and the acquisition of several advanced graduate students,

attest to Project's commitment to a sophisticated research program. In this

vein, a rather expensive minicomputer was purchased so that staff would have

in-house capability for data analysis.

In addition, the program had an extensive advisory panel, many of whom

gave advice on research and evaluation activities. The staff at",enaed several

conventions at which further information was gathered. The budget allocations

for research activities, including hardware, travel, and staff represent a sub-
.

stantial portion of the overall Project City Science budget.

Why, then, are the results achieved thus far appear so disappointing, both

to the e,ralaarion staff and the Project staff itself? (here are perhaps several

Uu
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crucial decisions that have shaped and determined the quality of the research

effort,

1. Specialization Areas of Research Personnel

The areas of. Specialization of the Research Director and research

assistants. The Director and the staff of research assistants were

not science educators. It may have been difficult for them to apply

their methodological skills to the rather intractable research pos-

, sibilities posed by the total Project. It appears to the evaluation

staff that their interests In methodology and topical subject matter

in psychology may have directed their efforts to a rather limited

analysis of all the issues inherent in this Project.

2. Choice of Field Personnel

It was the intent of the Project to employ doctoral students in sci-

encededucation as on-site in the schools and have these persons gener-

ate research ideas and of assistance in collecting school related-

data. Apparently, these supervisors did nor make these commitments

prior to being appointed and they did not assist the Project in a sub-

stantial way either in supplying research ideas or in providing data. '

\They kept diaries of their daily experiences but how these diaries

will be ar-dizeri has nor yet been specified.

3. Backgrolaid Activities in the Model Districts

In a Project with goals as broad as this one it seems inexplicable

tht agreements with the New York City Board of Education and the

iccal sch&)1 boards or superintendents did not include plane for 'ac-

quiring information. The Project reports stated that there wap a

reluctance on the part of teachers and 9ther staff to allow necessary

tec,ring dud survey activities to he conducted. Thus, many comparisons
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that might have isolated tha'effects of Project City Science on the

,learning, motivation, and attitudes of students could not be made.

Had.these understandings been clearly in place before the Project was

instituted in the two districts, such difficulties could have been

ameliorated.

4.' Organization and Planning of Research Activities

The research planning and review meetings attended by the evaluation

staff may not have been representative of the the total planning ac-

tivities of the research unit. However, two elements wefe,conspicuous

about the observed planning. I.

-..

A. There was no participation by the on-site coordinators,

nor by other-members of the central staff in the posing

of questions.

, B. The research projects did. not emanate directly from

\ questions posed in prior proposals.

Although there is no guarantee that including on-site coordinators or
4

staff members who work directly with on-site coordinators and interns
,..

would have made the research effort more successful, the variety and

scope of the questions might have been broadened by their participa-

tion. The on-site coordinators' role is particul rly crucial. Not

only were they the doctoral students who were to help the Project de-
,

velop, but they ;ere the only persons daily observing the acti "ities

in the field,.. Their omission from the planning of research appears

to the evaluation staff to be particulary important.

In regard to. B above it appears to the evaluation staff that much of

?

the research activity was generated on the basis of available subjects,

available data, and available skills of the research staff, and not
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; because of the relevance of the research questions. One staff mem-

ber has for example, been developing anthropological profiles of

two model districts. What questions or hypotheses are being inves-

tigated is not clear.

This seems to be a major problem. Although several areas of re-

search ("lines of research") were stated in Project Report #8, the

present research activities do no seem to be generated by a well-

developed overall research plan, which should have been prepared

following these proposals.

It is clear that the Project intended to generate broad outlines.

Both the so called Basic Investigations Program and the Research

Applications Program35 indicated that'a research model was to be

developed, anti key questions identified. Hadthis been done, per-

haps the research program could have proceeded on a more planned.

basis.

5. The 1978-1979 Prospects for the Research Pro ram

'A. The Project will be able to carry out several small-

scale analyses of their teachers and students, but

these studies will only be peripherally relevant to

the field of science education.

B. More emphasis on the case study or clinical approach

as outlined by the Project staff may uncover some

crucial elements that allowed the program to achieve

the success it did have in participation.

C. With more contibution from other. NYU departments as

well coordinators and other staff, the Project can

expand both the numb and the depth of the research

studies conducted.

6
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as

SUMMARY

A responsive evaluation model when applied to the research activities of

Project City Science puts the evaluators in somewhat of a quandry. An evalua-

tion that focuses on the extent to which clearly articulated goals (summative?)

are met would be decidedly easier in this case. Clearly, few if any, of the

rather lofty goal statements made in the proposals and quarterly reports have

come to fruition, and probable no one either on the staff or on the evaluation

team would disagree with the conclusion that the project has not carried out

its research function in a satisfactory manner.

A responsive evaluation, however, must shunt aside the idealistic rhetoric

of the proposals and Concentrate on actual activities and accomplishments in

the research area. Thus, after four years of the entire project, or two years

of the renewed funding, the. contents of the effort that can be evaluated are:

1) Several reviews of'the.literature (serf-concept; etc.)

2) Several statements of research directions (project reports, etc.)

3) A completed proposal to NSF for a planning grant.

4) Partially completed doctoral dissertations by several staff members.

5) Partially completed studies by Ted Brush on certain anthropological

issues.

Whether these outputs are "sufficient" for the amount of money and time

expended on them is debatable. Understandably, given the nature of recruit-

ment of on-site coordinators w' were to play a significant role in generating

and carrying out many aspects of the research function, this level of output

could have been predicted. These coordinators were not uniformly interested

nor sophisticated in many of the relek/ant research projects and, therefore,

much of the impetus of in- school research was blunted.

Futhermore, there were many fits and starts in data gathering at the local

level, due primarily to the fact the research staff detected a negative attitude
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on the part of the local district personnel toward research. What is not clear

to the evaluators is why such research commitments with all personnel were not

signed and sealed before NYU organized its inserviLe and preservice programs.

Th,.tre were, in addition, other factors that could account for the slow

pace of research activity. For one, the present Director may not have given

sufficient direction to the day to day needs of the research program. There is

a long distance between the "Lines of Research" articulated in Quarterly Report

#8, and the actual carrying out of the study. Although such lines of research

mayjhave adequately captured the flavor of significant issues in the field of

science education, these "lines of research" are sufficiently complex that

easily laid-out research designs were practically impossible.

In the judgement of the evaluators, there were simply too many ideas, too

much optimism, too intractable a social system for the original intentions in

the research area to be realized. This, however, must have become obvious to

almost everyone in the project by the end of the second year. Why then did the

rhetoric about sophisticated research designs continue until rece fitly? If it

were known that more modest approaches to .these issues were in order, then

frank admissions that the original course was not feasible should have emerged

and a more modest course been charted.

Granted, under the present leadership new directions have emerged. The

evaluators still have significant reservations about the content of the present

strategies, however. This is a project about science education in the inner-

city, yet few of the proposed studies seem to be clearly related to the overall

issues embraced by nis

//

project, such as: How well is thi4 project working for

its target population? Which elements of the project are successful and which

elements should be abandoned? Why is the "hands on" approach superior to other

modalities in teaching science to inner-city students? It is such questions

that form the basis for proposed extensions and replications of the PCS efforts.



In a section of the last published Progress Report, the staff summarized

efforts made in the research area through 1977.

During the first year of Project City Science's existence,
our initial task was to establish our credibility as a univer-
sity based enterprise capable of working cooperatively with
school and district personnel. The second year signaled the
beginning of research interests with increasing numbers of
staff-conducted studies. In the third year, the research team

. undertook the task of defining and building the research
program.36

Thus, the first year was to "establish credibility," the second year lead

to the "beginning of research interests" and the third year, the "defining and

building" of the program. As an overview of what was attempted, this is not en-

tirely clear. One might ask, for example, how credibility would have been harmed

by the completion of some good research. In any event, the result is that in

three years little research has been produced. The staff has not yet character-

ized the fourth year. What is evident is that the research effort thus far con-

ducted appears weak and ineffective. The staff has a great deal to do if they

are to accomplish the goal of building an institute in the single year of fund-

ing that remains. Perhaps a reappraisal of what remains within reach would lead

to the selection of more modest but perhaps more attainable objectives -for this

phase of the Project.

VI. The Preservice Program

A. Introduction

In its initial refunding proposal in December 1, 1975, Project City

Science described an extensive list of goals and tasks to be accomplished dur-

ing its third, fourth, and fifth year of operation (September 1, 1976 through

August 31, 1979). The budget of the refunding proposal was revised do ard on

May 5, 1976 and, as a result, the specific goals were apparently refocused and

redefined. This reformulation of goals did not change the main purpose of Pro-

ject City Science, which was basically to improve intermediate and junior high
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school science teaching in the immediate New York City schools and to laarn

something in the process that would be useful to the broader community of sci

ence educators. 37
In particular, it was hoped that a deeper understanding of.

how to teach science to adolescents in the inner city would be a major outcome.

An important part of this effort would be the knowledge that the Project hoped

would result from an experimental program designed for training teachers to

meet the demands of teaching science in the urban environment.

B. Goals of the Preservkce Program

One of the four main products that were to be developed during the

second phase o. Project City Science's existence was a model preservice train

ing program. The Project staff felt that such a program was urgent from several

standpoints:

... as an institutionalized embodiment of the Project's philosophy,
its standards and its approaches to innercity intermediate school
science teaching; as an ongoing link to the model districts' and as
part of a stabilized financial base for continuing Project activities.

In order that other universities may adoptia similar approach to the
preparation of innercity junior high school science teachers, the
Project will have its system tested and in operation by 1980. Ex,-,7,

plicit descriptions will be made available in the literature concern
ing all aspects of the program, including selection processes, field
aspects, the content and structure of special courses developed for
the program, assessment procedures and results, and placement outcomes.38

The preservice training model that was ultimately developed included a

master's degree program. The Project sought to recruit individuals who had com

pleted their baccalaureate degree with a ma*,,r in science. Rather than recruit

ing individuals who had a broad background in education Land needed science

instruction, the PCS approach was to seek out individuals well versed in science

who would then be given a variety of danned experiences in education. The train

ing of interns would emphasize the need to understand the structure of the schools,

the sociology of the innercity, and a process approach to the instruction of

students. Trainees were not given a Stipend, but twentyfour of the thirtytwo

ti
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credits they needed to complete'the M.A. would be offered free.

The couraerrk, as contemplated, is conducted at the university. During

the early part of the school year (September and October), the interns are

provided with a variety of orientation experiences including workshops on var-

ious topics and visits to field sites. They also visit, on a rotating basis,

each of the eight schools participating in the project. Under the guidance of

the staff, intern's select the schools they would prefer to work in and are ul-
0

timately assigned. Their time spent in the school increases until the1interns

4 . ...,A

. are eventually spending four days a week there. The fifth, day is reserved for
tit

course work lt the university.
)

It is clear that the Project intended to develop a preservice program that

could be disseminated and used elset.Therel The structure and Content of the Pro-

ject's approach to training teachers is one that had apparently been in the pro-

cess of formulation during the first two years of operation. In the revised

proposal, the staff noted its intention of continuing earlier efforts. The staff

indicated that at that point (1976), little had been developed that was completely

.new. 1 , 4

As science teacher preparation programs go, the Project City Science

Preservice Program can boast fev)kil-dny altogether novel- features. What

- is unique about it is its focus: the preparation of inner-city science

teachers for the intermediate grades.*

Quarterly Report #8 (written in 1976) further noted that what the Project

had been doing could not as yet be considered a program of teacher training. It

remained at juncture a comilation of experimental procedures and attempts that

or
needed to be refined. The status of the preservice phase at that time and the

staffq hopes for its future development were detcribed in that report in the

following manner:

The Project City Science Preservice Program is not a program yet.c

It is a collection ofkmany ideas and some ¶xperience. Still, it

taking form, acquiring character, and before,) long should have

established itself as something special. As it is now developing,

the Progra intends to have these features:

*New York University,'Qroject Cie, Science, Quarterly Report #87) 65.
0-x

Is
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1) selection procedures that identify those candidates most likely
to become outstanding teachers of science to inner-city adolescents

2) an orientation experience that prepares participants to benefit
maximally 5om the year's field and academic work

3) heavy empkasis on field work that lasts an entire year and in-
cludes citywide, neighborhood, school and classroom activities, as
well as work with individual students in many different contexts

4) a progressive introduction to teaching, starting with tutoring
single students and culminating with the simultaneous instruction
of several science classes for an extended time period

5) a high premium on developing-skills of self-analysis, including
the frequent use of videotaping and audiotaping

6) supervision of practice teaching by a team composed of a master
teacher who has been specifically trained as a teaching supervisor
and who is also personally involved in some creative aspect of im-
proving intermediate school sciendes; a university science education
professor who is investing his or her research and development ener-
gies in the same schools in which the student teachers are placed;
and a science education doctoral student who is preparing to become
a professor of science education

7) a science learning experience that is the university equivalent,
philosophically and pedagogically, of what science teaching at the
junior high school level should be like

8) special attention, including substantial field work, to the psy-
chology of the early adolescent, to the sociology of the inner city,
and to their interaction

9) independent study opportunities provided to assist candidates in
teaching a criterion-referenced knowledge of the physical, biological
and earth sciences

10) a methods course that focuseslexclusively on teaching science in
grades six through nine and that faces up to the realities, butte posi-
tive and negative, of inner-city schools

11) a set of intensive workshops on topics such as group dynamics, bi-
lingualism, the reading problem, classroom research, and the like,
that fill lacunae among, reinforce, or cut across topics dealt with
in the scheduled classes and field work

Or 12) a culminating group experience that helps each candidate reflect
on his total year's experience in view of his or her own personal needs
for self-actualization and approaching professional responsibilities

13) a built-in monitoring system for signaling the need to revise one
or more aspects of the program

14) linkage to cNtinuing research and development activities that are
also concentratedlon inner-city intermediate school science teaching
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15) follow-up support for participants (job_placement-Se-rvice;
visits during-first-two-years-Of-inner-city teaching, if within

range; newsletter) _

16) master's degree program in science education specifically
designed to build on and implement the preservice experience

Our aim is to develop a unified piogram incorporating the above
features. Eventually an overall design should emerge that is dis-
tinctive, coherent and more durable than the individual parts making
it up.39,

As is clear from the extensive list of program features cited in this re-

port, the Project staff had set very demanding objectives for the preservice

phase of the Project. Though the features appear complex in nature and diffi-

cult to attain, the PCS staff apparently felt that reasonable progress had been

made in reaching them during the 1976-77 school year. In Progress Report 1111,

written in summer of 1977, the following conclusion is offered:

The Project-City Science Preservice Program continues
to take form as a unified, cohesive package. Individual

components of the program (orientation, coursework, field
experiences) have been defined and ways.of integrating and
coordinating these parts have continued to be explored.
During 1976-77 the Project has taken significant steps to
.develop the program features described in Progress Report 118 [sic]

40

The course work mentioned in this report had by now taken shape and been

generally.formalized as part of the program. The actual instructional part of

training program, which was to be conducted at the college, consisted of five

.0°

basic courses: the psychology of the early adolescent, the sociology bf the

inner-city, methods of science teaching, curriculum, and science. The program

for interns was to be as follows:

FALL

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

4

SPRING

(3)

(3)

(6)

Integratitd Sc, ence II

Sociology of the Inner
City

Supervised Student
TeachinL

Integrated Science I /

Psychology of the Early
Adolescent

Methods of Teaching
Science to Inner-City
Adolescents

Science Curriculum
12 12

0
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In recruiting interns for the program, the Project staff had established

what appears to be a relatively demanding set of criteria. Attempts to apply

those criteria are discussed more fully in a following section. The criteria

included the expectation that candidates for admittance would be prepared to

spend several days at a Project site, after which they would be interviewed to

determine their suitability for the program. The full selection procedure was

to be formalize2.and ready by the spring of 1977. The staff planned to have

"the 1977-78 class identified, screened and accepted by May 1, 1977."41 Three

aspects of this selection process were identified:

(a) how to attract students to the program on a continuing,
nonsubsidized basis; (b) what screening procedures to use;
and (c) how to evaluate both systematically .42

The training program, apart from providing specific instruction and a

variety of important field experiences, was also to offer interns an example

of the quality of teaching that would be expected of them. After explaining

that the Integrated Science course would organize the New York City science

syllabus for grades seven through nine into four large units, one of the
0

progress reports went on and explained how the units were to be presented.

Each unit will be designed using a different
organizing principle: contemporary social-political
issues (Energy ); the power of science-based technology
to change life radically (Science and Revolutions);
universal themes (Movement); and scientific methodology
(The Search for Simplicity). Each of the four units
will include material from all of the natural sciences.

Furthermore, it is anticipated that the point will
be reached in which each of the four units will employ
a distinctly different' teaching approach. In any case ,

in every pedagogical aspect (presentation, use of mate-
rials, testing, etc.) the teaching must be exemplary.
As a result: our program participants will come to know
what good science teaching is by experiencing it; we
will be continually establishing our credentials as their
teaching mentors."

.For their field experi nce, interns were assigned to work with one, or

sometimes two, cooperating Leachers in the Project's school sites. Their
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initial responsibilities included cbserving and tutoring individual students

or small groups. Eventually they would be expected to take over two teaching

periods a day. .

Each of the eight junior high schools had an on-site coordinator, assigned
J

by the Project, available to aid the preservice interns in their efforts. The

function of the coordinator was to help improve the quality of science instruc-

tion of not only the intern but the regularly assigned teachers in the building.

By thus helping to create a model teaching atmosphere in the schools, the co-

ordinators were to serve a vital and important purpose in the training program.

Their presences as observers and their support of good teaching is considered a

key element in the model the Project is seeking to develop.

Overall then, the intent of the preservice component of the Project was to

develop a unique model for training junior high school science teachers. By

applying and testing the model, the PCS staff hoped to shape and develop a final

product that could be used by other colleges or universities who were preparing

teachers for the inner-city. The training provided constituted not solely a

series of courses but a sequence of planned experiences calculated to develop a

depth of perspective about the role and function of the teacher in the urban

culture. An important part of the perspective the staff was seeking to develop

was a view of instruction that went beyond the traditional lecture approach.

In 1977-78 we hope to present a total course
package that will be coherent as well as use-
ful as a theoretical basis for doing the kinds
of "hands-on" activities in the schools that
will serve as exemplary models of science
teaching. This goal can be achieved by care-
ful and recurrent planning.... 44

C. Overview of Program Provress

This section describes: a) aspects of the preservice phase that have been

accomplished, b) aspects of the preservice phase that have not been accomplished,

7
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and c) the outcomes that were accomplished but that had not been specified in

the revised proposal.

Evaluation judgments are based on observations and interviews with Project

staff, preservice interns, and cooperating teachers and their administrators.

Additionally, some written data were collected from preservice participants, NQ,.

on-site coordinators, and cooperating teachers. Visiting observers, i.e. sci-

ence educators, science supervisors, and teachers also contributed their judg-

ments of the Project. AU observations, discussions, and interviews were

conducted between January and June 1978.

In its revised proposal Project City Science promised that "explicit

descriptions will be made available in the literature concerning all aspects

of the program, including selection processes, field aspects, the content and

structure of special courses developed for the program, assessment procedures

and results, and placement outcome."45

These individual aspects are,examined here in the same order.

Selection Processes

Quarterly Report #8 stated the Project intends to have "selection proce-

dures tht [would] identify those candidates most likely to become outstanding

teachers of science to inner-city adolescents. "46 Selection, however, begins

with recruitment. Recruitment efforts were based essentially on posters, bro-

chures and occasional advertisements in such papers as The New York Times; The

Vill,ge Voice; The Army, Navy, and Air Force Times; the Peace Corps Hotline;

and the Daily Challenge. These efforts did not appear to produce large numbers

of applicants, leaving the Project in the awkward position of selecting from a

very narrow pool of applicants.

Admission Requirements

Applicants for admission to the program were expected to have a Bachelors

Degree with at least 24 crdits in science distributed across several disciplines.
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A minimum grade point average of 2.5 was required. In addition, candidates to

the preservice program were expected to provide evidence of their desire to

work with inner-city adolescents. "Evidence" was to be -in.the form of "Prior

volunteer or paid experience in at least one of the following settings: schopl,

social agency (such as drug treatment center or hospital), settlemdnt house,

camp, after-school center or,other comparable organizations."47

Finally, candidates were expected to spend several days visiting the class-

rooms of the cooperating schools and subsequently discussing their "feelings

about that experience and the prospect of working in an inner -city. classroom.... "48

In this way the PCS staff hoped to gauge the prospective interns' academic

qualifications and their attitudes and other personal qualities.

In spite of these criteria, of the fifteen students accepted into the 1976-

77 preservice program, only 10 completed the sequence.

Quarterly Report 118 suggested that the "selection procedure has to be

formalized and readied to be tried in early spring" and that "We should aim to

have the 1977-78 class identified,, screened and accepted by May 1, 1977."49

4 The Project had recruited only four students by July, and in August 1977,

students were being admitted "without transcripts, recommendation, etc." The

Project ended up with nineteen candidates for September, 1977. Obviously, under

such conditions Project City Science did not always get the type of participant

they were looking for. With an inadequate number of applicants, the selection

process broke down. These results highlighted a serious deficiency in the model,

i.e., how well does it attract desirable candidates? The problem will become

particularly acute when participants will have to be recruited without the in-

centive of 24 tuition7free credits. It may be that there are relatively few

ea
students with an undergraduate degree in science who aspire to become interme-

diatediate school teachers in the inner-city at a time when there appear to be

many difficulties. it is also possible that there itre even fewer of that popu-

60
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lation who can afford to attend graduate school full time for a year, inas-

much as tuition assistance is received for only a portion of the master's de-

.
gree program. If thepreservice program is to be disseminable, it would seem

the Project must address itself to the recruitment issue.

Recruitment appears to have improved somewhat for the current year (1978-

79), since the Executive Director of Personnel (Board of Education of the City

of New York) circulated an information sheet abgut Project City Fcience.*

In June 1978, the Project sent acceptance letters to sixteen applicants. By
ti

mid-July, ten candidates had accepted invitations to become preservicelinterns.

That is clearly better than last year, but still does not inspire excessive

J
confidence in the drawing power, of the program.

In spite of the admissions criteria that appear above, the only selection

procedure the project has developed to date is a written six-question addendum

(see lippendix T) to be answered in lieu of an item on the standard New York

University application for admission. In addition, to this written material,

the Associate Director conducts interviews with all applicants. A guideline

for such interviews was discussed and some suggestions were made in June 1977.

This material is used by the Associate Director, but "has` not been printed,"

an unusual and disconcerting oversight.

When asked whether any relationship existed between admission "scores" of

prebt_rvice interns and identification of drop-outs and force-outs over the past

few years, and whether admission scores were related to "successful" performance,

the Associate Director said that this had "not yet been researched," but in-

dicated his hope that if would be. In response to the same questions, the Prof-

ject Director indicated that raw data on admissions is available, but that he

was uncertain as to who would do the research. There is a seeming lack of

*Letters were sent to some 3000 interested candidates.

Q
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smooth coordination between the separate compon 'Its of the PCS effort implied

in such statements.

Field Aspects

Another feature of the preservice program is the extensive orientation

given the students. In the 1976-77 school year, it was held from September 13

through November 12.

...the orientation consisted of an introduction to the Project
City Science staf', numerous workshops and field trips. These
activities were designed to introduce students-to many aspects
of teaching science in-New York's intermediate schools. Many
of the topics included in the workshops and field trips were
specifically related to subsequent course work. Others, which

',did not fit as.conveniently into the required course structure,
wire included because of their relevance to teaching science in
an*ban setting. In addition, during the orientation, pre -
ser?ice students visite -each of the schools in which the Project
anticipated-wark-ing:

A major criticism of this orientation, as reported in Progress Report 411,

was that it appeared to eXtend too long into the school year. A shorter orien-

tation was planned for the 1977-78 group. This was apparently implemented suc-

tessfulle )

r

This attempt at monitoring and solving Project problems is seen as a posi-

tive accomplishment. It is uncertain whether the orientation process was sig-

nificantly shorter for the next cycle of preservice interns. It is the Associate

Prcject Director's recollection that the fall 1977 orientation program ended in

late October.

Each course has a field component in which students are expected to relate

their academic instructions to the reality of the inner-city situation. The

specific value of the field experience should be rationalized and examined with-

in the context of each course. This evaluation of course content and structure

will be given in a future evaluation report.

The Project regards student teaching as ) the paramount field activity" and
lk

the evaluators concur In t assesspent. In theory, student teacher placement

82
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is an outgrowth of the orientation process. Students visit each cooperating

school in each district and self-select the cooperating teacher with whom they

would like to work. Three pdints should be made: 1) Although students visit

all the cooperating schools in both districts, their final selection tends to

be the school, that is most convenient with regard to travel from their homes.

2) Not all the participating schools can be described as "inner-city" situa-

tions. 3) Although the choice of the cooperating teachers is of crucial im-

portance, the Project is not always able to make its own selection. In most

cases the building administrator suggests candidates who are then interviewed.

Lt was the Project Director's impression that these candidates were volunteers.

Interviews with cooperating teachers suggests that some felt administrative

pressure to participate in the program. One cooperating teacher commented, "I

did not have a choice of intern, or receive any warning. One day they were

here." This is certainly not the model that Project City Science desires. It

is, however, the day-to-day reality that results from poor communication with

cooperating administrators and teachers.

Data was collected in two ways with regard to the preservice students'

perception of their cooperating teachers. In one case, the students responded

to a questionnaire and in the other instance, participated in an in-depth in-

terview. Both techniques were administered at the conclusion of student teach-

ing. The results of the first method are described here. The interview results

appear in Appendix Q of this report.

To maximize the impact of the "hands-on laboratory" model of teaching es-

poused by the Project, it might be assumed that student teachers would be placed

with cooperating teachers who employed a similar cea,..ing technique. Yet, in

response to the question: "Did your cooperating teacher use an instructional

model that was consistent with what you were being taught in Project City S.i-

ence?", the answers reflect great divergence. Only two preservice interns gaze
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a positive reaction.51

The students apparently perceived their cooperating teachers as using a .

different model. In spite of this inconsistency, the cooperating teachers

evidently had great impact on the professional growth of the preservice interns

as may be inferred from the following question: "Did your cooperating teacher(s)

make an effective contribution to your growth as a classroom teacher?" Nine

students responded positively, suggesting the importance of the cooperating

teacher in this field experience.52 What teaching approach the interns are

learning from the teachers obviously remains a major question, however.

As a result of observations made during visits to the schools, direct in-

terviews, and data from questionnaires, the cooperating teachers appeared to

)
differ greatly in their ability to assist the student teachers with reg rd to

planning, classroom management, and evaluation. Part of the problem was that

some cooperating teachers were not aware of the Project's expectations of them

or the role they were to play. They were personally uncertain of the Project's

goals. This uncertainty contributed to a general feeling that the Project is

vague about its own goals. Some sample suggestions made by the cooperating

teachers about their roles and Project expectation include:

Give written and specific guidelines to cooperating
teachers so they know exactly what is required of
them and when.

Give cooperating teachers definite guidelines as to
expectations; innovative lessons that are available;
supplies available; student teachers' special capa-
bilities or field of expertise. This way the co-
operating teacher could guide better as well as ben-
efit more.53

One. cooperating teacher, noting uncertainty about her role, said, "I was

told to sit back and watch and learn the new methodology (the intern would) in-

troduce to me and the class .... there was little I was expected to do.".

These comments suggest Project City Science must spend more time orienting
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the coop rating teachers if the Project wants to make use of the potential
00%

power of the field experience for itt-Lown purposes. All evidence indicates

that the influence of the schools is great. I't remains to be seen whether the
4

Project is Using that influence to work for or against itself.

4
45. There is some question about the preservice intern's role as a change

agent. In some cases it is being overstated to some cooperatingteachers,'re-

sulting in feelings of resentment, i.e., "I'm an experienced teacher and I am

successful. It's my job to show him what wil work."54

There is some uncertainty about whether the Project's goal is to introduce

- "new methodology" to experienced classroom teachers (the change-agent role)

-416-

or whether it is to provide a student teaching field experience in which pre-

service interns can try their hand at a specific Project City Science teaching

approach. It may be unreasonable to expect preservice students to modify the

teaching behavior of "successful" teachers. Most cooperating teachers denied

that their own teaching had been affected as a result of the preservice intern's

presence. Some admitted they had picked up some new lab experience ,hat they

would use in the future. Om_ teacher, already committed to a laboratory hands-

on philosophy was,entusiastic about the help and the labs the student teacher

provided. It would be difficult to estimate the degree of change in his teach-.

ing as a result of serving as a cooperative teacher. More likely the model was

reinforced in that situation. If cooperating teachers deny any change in their

own teaching strategies as a result of working with a preservice intern, it

suggests the "change agent" concept may not be working, though one must admit

the possible tendency of teachers to minimize the influence of another teacher,

particularly an inexperielced one.

Among the features the program intends to devel p are the:

Supervision of practice teaching by a team composed of a master
tov-her who has been specifically trained as a teaching supervisor
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and who is also personally involved in some creative aspect of
improving intermediate school sciences; a university science
education professor who is investing his or her research and
development energies in the same schools in which the student
teachers are placed; and a science education doctoral student
who is preparing to become a professor of science education.55

Presumably, the master teacher described in the above passage is the co-

operating teacher we have already described. The third member of the super-

vision team is the doctoral student preparing to become a science ',ducation

professor--this member is the on-site coordinator.,

During interviews conducted in dune of 1978, five of the on-site coordi-

nators offered their view of the tasks inherent in that role:

evaluating preservice interns
resource link
lesson planning
arranging and organizing field trips
change agent
workshop giver
diagnostician

coordinate preservice training program
help preservice and cooperating teachers to

achieve a hands-on experimental mcde

c

In thus describing themselves, they appeared to confirm the Project's per-

cpetion of them.

Our field status was further stabilized by the increased
maturity of the on-site coordiantors. The diversity of their
experience in the schools with Project Preservice students,
with teachers inservice, and with school administrators is
rich, perhaps unique. This experience allows and often re-
quires them to perform a variety of tasks in many different
contexts. Furthermore, in many .mys, they are the yardstick
by which the Project's credibility is measured in the schools.
Therefore, the on-site'coordinators, by their ability to en-
gage with teachers in curriculum adaptation, to work with
students and teacps in coordinating science fairs, to super-
vise preservice students, lend continuity and stability to the
Preservice Program.56

It is clear, both from the Progress Reports and their own perceptions, that

the cn-site coordinators have a major responsibility in supervising the pre

service student teaching field experience.. Yet the Project requires no formal

Supervision course work at NYU. The coordinators receive six graduate credits

80
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tion, only three of six on-site coordinators are themselves experienced junior

high school teachers. The concern expressed here is related to their effective-

ness as supervisors of nterns,in the program.

Preservice interns expressed mixed reactions to the supervisory efforts of

the On-site coordinators. In general, they exVessed dissatisfaction with the

amount of healp they received in prelesson planning and postlesson evaluation.

It is important to Cote that the on-site coordinators were only required to be

in the schools three days a week, with the other days devoted to their own doc-

toral program responsibilities.

It may be that the on-site coordinators were too burdened to provide the

supervisory support the student teachers felt they needed. AS'a result of in-

terviews with the preservice interns it also became obvious there are strong

personality clashes between some of them and their on-site coordinators,.

Whether supervision is a problem due to constraints on time or personality dif-

ferences, it is suggested that the Project City Science staff needs to develop

a formal mechanism to ameliorate or solve this problem. Some well-organized

training in Supervision would be one useful step in that direction.

Lack of clarity appears to be a constant problem. dinators

did/not appear to understand their roles until late in the year. One -site

coordinator indicated hi? greatest frustratiott was due to a "loose sens at

first of what the role was all about--in some ways the nonjudgmental attit.de

of the [PCS] staff made it difficult to know if a job in the school was indeed

being done. [There was] vagueness regarding,thP e ultimate goals [sic]."

Others commented: "The project is a little arbitrary in its expectation

of what is to be done or accomplished by different coordinators--this has a

good point to it, but I was a little confused in my first two or three months on

the job." "Lack of prior training in supervision and management made,it difficult
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for me to realize what was expected of me by my preservice interns." "The

lack'of any sense of 4irection seemed to be the greatest problem."

Other areas of concern to on-site coordinators were "the negative attitude

of the teaching staff toward change." Working with administrators, getting'

noncooperative teachers to see and use the methods prolioUnded by Project CityL ti

Science by which the Project's credibility is measured in the school ."

It is unreasonable to expect relatively untrained and inexperienced per-

sonnel to provide strong supervisory services to student teachers. If the on-

site coordinators are so uncertain about their Own roles, th4 problems are

greatly compounded. For the same reasons it may be unreasonable to expect

these on-site coordinators to become effective change agents within the school.

On-site coordinators need formal training if they are to be effective. As the

most visible representatives of the Project, their roles may simply be too im-

pc...tAnt to be lef to on-the-job training.

Finally, the preservice student interns' own performance in this "paramount

field activity" must be addressed. In this regard it will be useful to examiha

their performance from three perspectives:

a) How does the preservic& intern regard the Project City Science

approach, its effectiveness, and its influence in the schools?

b) How do the preservice interns feel about their own professional

development?

c) How do outside observers perceive their attempts to implement

the teaching approaches taught by Project staff?

1. Preservice interns were asked whether they had been given a clear model

for science instruction, whether the instructional methods they had learned were

effective with inner-city adolescents and whether they

\
elieved the hands-on

model was effective In the junior high school.
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The overwhelming response was "yes." In that sense, their Project City

Science training was successful. Most of the interns completed their student

teaching exnerience convinced of the general efficacy of the teaching approach

A

espoused by Project City Science, though they expreFsed a number of important
1

reservations (see Appendices C-D)

It is clear that a majority of the preservice interns felt they had an un-

derstanding of and reasonable confidence in a "hands-on" laboratory approach to

teaching science. The Project has apparently achieved positive results in terms

-

.of convincing students of the overall usefulness of this type of instruction.

Although there is a verbal commitment to the use of this teaching appioach,

there was a persistent gap noted by observers between the view expressed and ac-

tual teaching behavior (see Appendices F-G). That difference will be discussed

further in a later section of this report.

In terms of Project City Science exerting influence within their schools,

the interns appear to be evenly divided. There is some question about achieving

a "visible, visitable" entity in their cooperating schools.

2. How does the preservice intern feel about his own professional develop-

ment? We asked the preservice student teachers questions about effectiveness

in the classroom and about their own satisfaction in terms of learning to be a

good teacher. Here again the results appeared positive. Additionally, they

felt this growth was based on a sufficiently extensive teaching experience, a

view that w 11 be examined at greater length.

3. Ho did outside obseiers perceive the preservice into* as as the

product of an innovative new program? During the last few months of the spring

semester 1978, the evaluators invited a series of experienced educators to make

4
observations of the preservice interns in a teaching situation. The visitors

included three professors of science education from major universities, two

science supervisors from the New York City public schools, and three experienced
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junior high school science teachers from the Hempstead, Long Island, schools.

The observers were asked to rate the science instruction they had seen,

its content, rigor, and significance. In general, th vel of instruction was

Seen as average or somewhat below average. The rating n content, rigor and

significance were generally considered average to somewhat above average. When

asked to describe the type of instruction they saw, the observers offeree com-

ments suck as these:

typically teacher-dominated
product oriented
teacher oriented
incomplete, unstructured, inadequate
unmotivated
traditional

Aside fam the personal style, the observers were asked whether they cold

identify a discernible model of science instruction. Some sample responses are

given below:

"I don't feel there is a model being used that has any real value."

"Generally, there was no discernible model...there was the usual emphasis on

teacher lecturing, teacher structure, teacher questioning, student responding....

The model may be described as teacher-Centered, traditional, developmental

type....A question and answer review lesson. The science being taught is, in

general, unimaginatively presented and of dubious accuracy or relevance."

In one case, two observers in the same class saw a lesson (described ''as "a

hands-on" approach) where students were asked to do an experiment and use answers

based on a past experiment.

Most of the observers failed to see anything that could be described as
J

above average. Many expressed disappointment. What is most surprising is that

thesc, vicito were all announced ahead of time so that the preservice interns

could be adequately prepared. On a number of occasions, schedules were changed

or student failed to show up, so that visitors and evaluation staff were unable
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J
to ?thserve any teaching. Further, the observers were struck by the generally

light teaching loads the preservice interns were carrying by the end of their

student teaching experience. For the most part, preservice interns were teach

ing no more than one or two classes a day. Under the, circumstances, one might

have expected more observable evidence of the Project's training influence, the .

availability of university staff to help in planning lessons, and the free time

to organize and prepare materials. Most teaching observed did not reflect the

advantages of t ese additional resources:

One dra ck in the training program appears to be the lack of a regular

observation schedule. The interns appeared to receive little guidance in this

regard and were free to observe classes as they pleased. Most chose to do it

too seldom. It would seem reasonable, at a minimum, to encourage the preservice

interns to observe each other on a regular basis. This was not done. There was

also little evidence of a regularly scheduled series of observations of the in

\terns by the onsite coordinator--either alone or uith the cooperating teacher.

The field experience appeared to be conducted on a much too casual basis.

Finally, reltonships and a rigorous observation schedule are not mutually ex

clusive. Such scheduling could benefit the intern, the onsite coordinator and

the cooperating teacher.

The interns' light teaching loads should also provide time for them co

plan lessons more thoroughly. As suggested in Quarterly Report #8,

Every single kind of activity must be rationalized,
described operationally so that students know exactly what
is expected of them, and placed in time. For example, if
tutoring is called for, then the description should make
clear what. constitutes: minimum number of sessions, what'
kinds of students are to be tutored (e.g., "normal" students
who are merely behind, poor readers, nonEnglish speaking
students, the physically handicapped, those with behavior
problems, etc.), what is to be recorded about each session
and how and when the tutoring experience will be analyzed.D7

Finally, it should also be mentioned that the preservice student teachers
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reported to NYU each Thursday for their own course work. This appeared to ef-

fectively interrupt their teaching, re2tuiring the cooperating teacher to carry

on any planned unit. It would appRar that course work at NYU might be less dis-
,

ruptive ic conducted on a Monday or Friday.

Content and Structure of Special Courses

The course structure has remained basically the same the last two years, /

though specific content is still being modified as the last year of funding ap-

proaches. The evaluation team has not had the opportunity to examine all)re

course outlines and documents, but it is anticipated that an evaluation of'these

courses will be made and reported on in a future report Some comments can be"
4

made, however. It appears that all of the course work in the 'preservice sequence"

is taught by three Project staff members, which may be somewhat limiting in a

University se,t1ng. In addition, these staff members have limited experience in

terms of college teaching or junior high school experience. This was not acci-

dental but part of a planned approach.

One aspect of staffing'does merit attention. It is the

deliberate decision of the project to rely heavily on
relatively inexperienced Rersonnelxon its professional

staff.... The reasons for this are that teachers in the
respond more positively to interested, informed and en-
ergetic colleagues than to university professors. The

former are 136rceived to be there on a more-or less equal

footing to work with them on solving problems.58

No evidence is offeled to support this view. Further, the pr posal stated

that "Experience outside the city is not given much credence by those teaching

in it."59 This is offered to support the use of inexperienced personnel. The

statement, while probably an accurate reflection of the views of the city's

teachers, in no way seems to imply that the lack of such experience will in-

crease an outsider's acceptance. It would seem far more likely to compound the

problem than minimize it.
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There is no question that the staff is dedicated and hard working. The

problem is that they are not able to put their full energies into the Project.

As noted earlier, they have other university responsibilities. .They do not

spend much time in the field and as a result do not experience the day-to-day

realities faced by the preservice interns. It would be useful if all staff

members visited schools regularly. That would be not onlyl'an aid to interns

but would improve their own perspective about the needs of the Project.

Although the evaluators have not been abhAto observe all the courses in

the sequence, little has been seen resembling "a distinctly different, teaching-

approach. ourse instruction by the coordinator and reports by preservice in-

terns appears ordinary and commonplace. It reflects neither special training,

additional planning time, nor the resources available to them with regard to

the university's staff, materials, or facilities. Seminars and discussions

appear similarly mundane and uninspiring. College observers of the preservice,

course work (Integrated Science, Psychology, Sociology) were, in general, un-

impressed with the student reports and presentations in terms of apparent prep-

aration, enthusiasm, student interest, or accuracy of content.

The preservice teachers were asked to rank order the courses they took in

terms of their usefulness to the student teaching experience., The ranks ranged

from 1 (most useful) to 6 (least u.,eful). The totals are incomplete because

some students only listed three courses while others couldn't remember all

course titles.
Choice

Course 1 2 3 4 5 6

Curriculum 3 4 2 1 1 0

Methods 5 3 3 0 0 0

Integrated Science' 2 3 1 6 0 0

Psychology 2 2 4 4 . 0 0

Sociology 0 0 0 0 4 0

Workshops 2 0 2 0 0 0
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Ten of the preservice interns were not sure the course work was applicable

to their classroom situation, and none of them rated any of the Project courses

as excellent.

Placement Outcomes

A major goal of the Project is to prepare junior high School teachers who

can work effectively with inner-city adolescents. After four years of opera-

tion there are forty graduates of Projett City Science. Fifteen of these are

the 197ST graduates, three of wh m have teachingipositions, on of which may be

in a junior high school. Of the twenty-five previous graduates, the whereabouts

of, ten are unknown; one has no position; one has changed his field; one is

the U.S. Marines; one is employed by Project City Science and eleven are teach-

ing in the high schools (mostly in New Jersey and suburban New York).

L
To date

)
the Project can claim only one "possibleli intern hired as a junior

high school science teacher for the inner-city. It is true that regular teach-

ing positions are difficult to find; however, openings for mathematics and sci-

ence teachers are not unheard of, particularly in New ork City. Project City

Science graduates appear to be unexpectedly underemplo ed, given the conditions

and four years of program operation. Additionally the staff appears curiously

unconcerned about ells condition and little follow-up of program graduates has

been done.

A related issue concerns the seven stidents who have dropped out of the

program since 1976. The project has made no attempt at a follow-up.

In a description in one of the quarterly reports,6° the staff suggested

it. would provide "...follow-up support for participants (job placement service;

visits during the first two years of inner -city teaching if within range; news-

letter)." There is no evidence this has peen done. Since the Project is mainly

interested in developing teachers for the middle schools, it would seem that PCS

1,7
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should address itself to ways of encouraging graduates to remain in a junior

high setting rather than seeking employment in senior high schools, which the

majority of graduates appear to have done.

D. Overall Assessment

Project City Science is producing graduates trained to teach at the junior

and senior high school levels. The teaching staff, which operates the preser-
4 N,

vice program, is small and obviously hard-working. The staff is dedicated to

the concept of developing a special program that will prepare teachers to work

with adolescent children in an inner-city situation.

There is no special certification for teaching at the junior high school

level in New York City. Candidates willing to teach at that level must acquire

a secondary school license. Given such credentials, it is not clear why teachers

choose to teach at thel'unior high school level. There would appear to be more

prestige, and in the view Of many, more,'"science" to be 'taught in the senior

high school. The idea of more "science" may be particularly appealing to a

prospective teacher who has demonstrated an interest and ability in the subject

by completing an undergraduate major or minor in a particular discipline.

Further, junior high school students are at an especially challenging age

and may not be as easy to work with as more academically oriented high school

students.

Given this certification situation, and the specill allure of the high

schools, what unique program can be developed that will motivate teachers to opt

for an adolescent-aged, inner-city teaching situation? Further, what'specific

training can be devised which will adequately prepare them for this task?

The pr;:service prog am,of Project City Science has ,restled with these

issues. The results, so far, have not been enzouraging. Much of the disappoint-

went stems from the grace and Ooquence of its own literature wltich continually

v
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promises a program of greater elegance and accomplishment than has actually

been achieved.

The Project is operating at an intuitive level and has not produced an

operational philosophical or theoretiCal framework. In the words of the Pro-

ject Director, "there is no time to reflect ... everyone is far too busy.

Central questions are not being asked or answered."

Under these circumstances the Project must operate at an intuitive level,
c

and sometimes it has been remarkable effective. For example, the selection

process."is not at all as it appears in the literature, and yet some cf the

/ participants have been impressive, bright, dedicated, and competent.

There is also evidence that the Project has influenced the views of its

preservice interns with regard to a hands-on model of teaching. Although the

,approach has not been much observed in the field, worth noting that stu-
.e.

dents express feelings of competency. Perhaps such feelinga will eventually

be translated into action. This level of accomplishment may not be great ene-agh,

however, to warrant the effort being expended.

The evaluators have observed some poor lessons, weak s-apervision and some

uncooperative, cooperating teachers. None of it has been extraordinary or be-

yond the range of our prior experience. It is simply that more was expected as

a result. of thkDlitei.ature and the longth of time the-Prolect has been in opera-

tion. This time period Is deceptive, for ti experience centers o a very small

number of students. After all, the Project has only graduated forth students in

four years, though expectations were that the staff would have trained 100 pre-

service teachers, 372 in-service teachers, and "will have taught a total of more

than 206,000 student-Years, an average of approximately 69,000 students/year"
A

by 1979. This appears to have been an unrealistic assessmenc of what PCS coulo

accomplish. In spite of these small umbers, the preservice phase is probably
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. the most fully developed component of the Project. It is evident that it rep-

resents a great deal of effort.

In working with the evaluation team, the PCS sterf has been remarkably

open and candid. They have been cooperative and helpful in sharing their

thoughts and perceptior.4 It is possible that the pre ence of the evaluation

team in the next gar will stimulate the Project to redirect.its efforts and

414

analyze more closely those aspects of the preserviee program that offer the

greatest promise of contributing to our knowledge of science education.

VII. Dissemination Program

A. Introduction
,1

Through the brief history of Project. City Science, disemination has been'.

considered a separate program, an aspect of the research program, apart of the

effort to institutionalize chang6, or even an ,unnamed part of the Project's ef-.

forts. However, at all times the Project City Science staff has recognized the

major role that the sharing of idtas through a variety of media must play in a

prcject of` this magnitude.

The evaluation that follows is an incomplete dbcument. It was designed*

4
9

that way, recognizing that the evaluation team will continue to raise queS4ions

and offer its observatious throughout the 1978-79 academic year. .

This section consists of th'ree related parts. In the first the evaluation-

4

staff has traced the dissemination phase of PCS chronologically beginning with

NYU's revised proposal (1975) to the NSF. This part of the eve uation report

will p-rovide the reader with those expectations, and accomplishments of PCS as

recorded in the eleven Quarterly /Progress Reports. The second part of this

section attempts to describe the dissemination program of PCS as it currently

exists. And finally, the last part offers a set of questions and concerns

raised by the evaluation team as its foci for the'1978-79 academic year.

1
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B. Goals of the Dissemination Program

The goals of the dissemination component of PCS remained unchanged when

the project made its first request for additional suppor y .These goals were

- broaay_ stated as follows: ".. to generate and disseminate knowledge about

4plescents, the learning of science in the inner-city situation, and the pro-
..

cess of improving science education."62

The 1975 proposal to NSF-offered an adjusted disspmination plan with the

following new features:

. a) The, revised plan relies even more thadbefore on engaging

other universities in Nw York City in the enterprise ... efforts

will be accelerated during Project Year #2 (1975-76) to inform the

'universities in the city having education departments of the pro-

ject's work Initial inquiries indicate that ... at least three

or four teacher training institutions and to'six to eight community

colleges are ready informally to explore various possible ways to

become associated with Project City Science.

b) A higher premium is placed on the project's being able to

demonstrate substantive and unambiguous "success" in the district

in which it works. Only then will other universities and districts

be likely to make long-term commitments that are eventually needed

to achieve city-wide dissemination.

c) ... this information-sharing responSibility will have to

be tailored to contribute maximally to dissemination within New York,

City itself. To the extent that the project gets positive, tangible

results and makes them known, teachers, administrators and parents .

will seek to emulate its approach. (emphasis'added)

d) To.the extent possible, the overflow [of teachers. trained

by PCS preservice program] will be deployed in other districts in such

a way that they eventually will be in a position to help in continuing

dissemination activities.

e) Intermediate and junior high school teachers and administrgfors

throughout the city need to be informed continuoUsly of ways to improve

science instruction in their schools,

As the Project learns of useeill,actions that any district or school

can take to improve instruction with or without project interaction--it

intends immediately to spread the word. It'also wants to let teachers

and administrators outside the formally participating d4tricts know of

help available to them vita Project City Science. Some of these might be:

documents and reports; vis its to project schools with special science

programs; teacher exchanges; ."loan" of trained resource teachers,to serve

as special consultants; project help in conducting their own seli-studies

a/ 0
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and. in planning science activities; copies of New York City Field Trip
and Resource Guide (to be prepared by the project); names of individuals
in other universities who might be interested in cooperating with them
in a PCS -like relationship;.and attendance.at PCS symposia....

One method selected for disseminating information is the publication
of an inexpensitre monthly, called,citiscience notes ... [which] will be

sent by the project ti6 all New York administrators and science teachers
in the middle grades

:..-. (The participating districts will do an additional distribution
within their boundaries, including to community groups. The Junior High
School Principals' Association has agreed to send copies to all its mem-
bers.) Another method-of dissemination (for a different audience) will
come from modifying the Quarterly Report* to include "signed articles" by
staff members. The intent of these essays will be to present thoughtful
reflections on staff experience, and they are to be written so as to be

2, useful to colleagues having similar interests. Articles will also be so-

, tlicited from teachers and administrators in the participating districts.63

In subsequent discussion of "The Statu$ of Science Education in the Middle

Grades," the PCS staff raised a series of dissemination-related questions such

as "How can such a iloice [like PCS] cut through the cacophony of message-ladgp

New York? What are the communication channels that are most likely to reach the

desired audiencesr64 In an attempt to develop answers to these and other ques-

tions, the Project scheduled a March 1976 conference for faculty and graduate

students from a variety of relvant NYU departments.

In the Goals, Tasks, and Activities section of this proposal, the following L
r4%

clarification of the dissemination phase of PCS was presented:

Goal VI: To extend the influence of the project beyond the
boundaries Of New York University and 'the participating

districts. This goal (dissemination) can be achieved, only

if the project is reasonably successful in reaching its
first five goals, and in addition is able to communicate

inforilati effectively to other districts in New York City

to other ities, to other universities, and to all interested

individua s.65

Relevant to the above-stated goal was the following "goal-related task":

*As noted earlier, the Quarterly Reports (now referred to as Progress Reports)

are a triannually produced document reporting on Project activities.
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',Disseminate information about the goals and'ctiliities of

Project City Science to indivichidis within each of the,,main ele-

ments listed above (school, community, etc.) Pay special atten
tion to.meetings with administrators and university science

educatOrs.66

In Au attempt to demonstrate the relationship between tasks and activities,

the proposal writers presented the following example:

Example 1:

Activity Goal Tasks

Publishing citi- I Coordinate PCS and community goals

science notes' Cooperate with social and educa-

every month* tional organizations.

II Emphasize new developments

III

IV

CoordinL'e science - related resources

in school.

Study the resources of the community.

Locate availableAnstieutions,

programs, and fundings:

Locate basic informati6n, in our

schools.

V Show fe'asibility oT adopting

PCS activities.

VI Disseminate information about

the goals and activities4of PCS

tb-administrators, t:.thers,'etC.6.7
f

*See AppendixS 6r sample editions of Citiscience Notes.

11.

oo

A.

N,
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Finally, this proposal listed the following activities as relevant to

dissemination:

#17 - Inform parents and other community members of PCS goals and ac-
tiyities by meeting with District Steering. Committee biannually.'

18 Meet qp ekplain PCS goals and activities to various parent or-
.

ganizations,Jncluding Parents for Educational Action; Harlem
Interfaith Community service; Lectorium Publications, and others.

21 - Meet to'inform UFT lead rs of PCS goals and activities.
I I

25 - Contribute PCS press,releases and aroticles to UFT. publications.

31 - Aid other universities to adopt and adapt PCS programs for their

own.

32 - Advertise PCS to recruit,qualified.students from other 4niversi-
tigs and community colleges.

33 = Inform the .New York City Central Board science leader's bi-

monthly publication.of PCS activities.,

,ct

36 - Arrange the Symposia Series.

38 Articulate the project change model more fully and show its

position relative to contemporary theoretical models.

53 - Publish the Quarterly Reports, citiscience notes.: press releases,

New York City Science Field Trip"and Resource Guide and District

Supplements.

,.54 - Arrange regular meetings for the PCS staff with the teachers,
administrators, and community.

55 - Meet with and make presentations to science educators: Natio nally -

NSTA, AAAS, NAAS1': Locally - NSTA, AETS, Academy of Science, and

other university science sehication departments.8

As noted, a revised proposal was subsequently submitted by NYUto NSF in

response to reductions it the budget initially sought. This'revision reported

the planned continuation of citiscience notes among other aspects of the original

program.. The guarterly1pteortb were obviously retained as an NSF' requirement

ratherthan.an optional part of the Project, as was the case with citiscience notes.
-

,
\

.

. . . 1

In describing the preservice program, the proposal made clear that the'dis-

-,

,semination effort was not to be limited to that component alone, but wasp intended
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,

r to commUnicatelthq:resultsof all Project's activities/

In order that'other universities may adopt a
si lay approach ..... Mlicit descriptiOns

. wil be madeavailable in the literature
con erning all aspects of the program .... 9.

. ,--,-.

it would appear that the dissemination component, while technically viewed

as one of the four major thrusts of the Project, can be more practically viewed

. . .

as an assumed subfunction of the research, model districts, and preservice
1 =

phases of the program. The results in eadh 'of these areas, were intended to be

shared with the broader community of educators. This intention it made clear

in much of the Project's written material:
ar

... it becomes more important. than before to plan for the dis-
semination of knowledge.

... to this end, we now plan to have in operation bwhe end
of academic year 1978 -79 ..: the Institution for the Study of
Inner-City Science Instruction .... The functions will include:
serving as a clearing house for'research on inner-city inter-
mediate school science teaching .,. disseminating information
on a continuous basis....

The preservice teacher preparation program will receive some-

what more emphasis than described in the refunding proposal,
This is because ... it can serve as a focus for dissemination:70

The project expects not only to provide summative evaluations
of individual components of the project, butalso to describe
its eValuation techniques in the literature so that they can
.be used by others...,we propose to leave it [project evalua-
tion] to an outside group. This will allow the project to
concentrate Onthe analysis and assessment of various aspects
of its work (i.e.' project evaluation) and for the dissemina-
tion'of results to other groups wishing to undertake & similar

'effort.71

The Dissemination Program will match the intended outcomes as

outlined above. The model districts will serve as places of
observation and as examples of attainable standards in the

city setting. The presqtrvice pr6gram will have been fully
desAribed, including all of its field and academic compnents
and publication of follow-up studies on its effectiveness will

have been started. Finally, the ongoing research institute
will disseminate research findings and information about the
continuing impact of the project and other cities will have
been made aware of possible educational change models that
might be applicable to their particular situations.72

In brief, it is evident from reading various documents produced by the PCS

102
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staff that the dissemination of Project activities and outcomes was an impoi-

. taut objective of the program. The staff appeared to see this'as one of the ,'

major coatributtons the Project would make. It .represented an effort on the

staff's part to share in a systematic, organized fashion, the results of an

effort to deal with a persistent set of problems in an important area of

il education.

4

4

On May 25, 1978, at the request of the eliluation team, the PCS staff pre-

pared a status report entitled, "Notes on Dissemination, Project City Science."

The major purpose of the status report, in the absence of the scheduled Progress

Report #12, was to describe those disseminati2n activities in progress and plahs

for the immgaate future,i as well as to clarify the dissemination goals for the

Project at this point in its history.'

:Me opening paragraph of the status r,:.1port appeared to confirm a'position

most recently stated in Progress Report #11, "... eppirical testing of our pro-

p.

grams,ipractices, and presuppositions must yrecede an effort to broaden our

base."73 This statement, however, was expanded in the status report: "During

the firs, hree years of the Project the efforts were formative and explorative.

During that time no efforts of dissemination seemed proper, or were made other

than the monthly production of citiscience notes sent to all middle and junior

high schools, and the triannual reports toJNSF."74 (emphasis added)

Apparently the Project Staff believed that these criteria had been met

-when they wrote, "However, the program was sufficiently stabilized by 1977-78

for the first efforts at dissemination to be made."75

The status report,continued with an apparent clarification or redefinition

//
.of the dissemination component of PCS: "The dissemination obligations of the

Project include two target groups-- expansion of the Ptoyect activities through

NeW York City schools during an interval of some years, and creation of parallel
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operations in other cities." The New York City expansion goal of the Project

is currently being approached by the PCS staff through the offices of the ex-
.

ecutive director of the New YorkCity Board of Education's Bureau of Personnel.

As a result of activities, PCS was able to invite fifteen community district

superintendents to a meeting on May 17, 1978, to explore the possibility of

their volunteering their districts for participation in a PCS type program in

1978-1979.

The second dissemination obligation listed in the status report -- "[the]

creation of parallel opetations in othet: cities" is reported to have been al)-
.

proached in several ways. First. thi project staff met in the fall of 1977

with a New York City union leader who counseled the group on 11 ... whom to con-

tact in which cities." At the same time the.PCS staff approached this extra

New York City expansion goal by using the vehicle of the various science edu-

cation professional meetings. The most recent of these ai-tivities took place

at the annual convention'of the National.Science Teachers Association, held in

_Washington, D.C. betWeen April 7 and 10, 11978. The "Notes on Dissemination"

reported that " foUr small meetings were held with invited people from

school departments of major cities,'university people frOm the same cities,

significant school people from elsewhere throughout the country, and sigrifi-
i

cant 'university people from around the states."

were
4

.11

The status report further reported that additional and different/contacts
c

made by a union leader on behalf of the PCS at the ASCD meetin held in

San Francisco during February 1978. The "Notes on Dissemination" concluded with

a statement that further dissemination efforts, including follow-ups on those

made to date, are being planned for 1978-194. Appended to the status report

was a copy of a correspondence from the Department of Education of the Common-

wealth of Puerto Rico requesting " .., the assistance of New York University for

104
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a program aimed at thirty science teachers and administrators, currently in

service." The letter reportedthat discussions of such a cooperative effort

were held between a representative of the
/
Commonwealth and the Director of PCS

during the NSTA annual meeting.. N

Citiscience notes and the Progress Reports continue to be major dissemina-

tion effc,rts,of PCV, but the regularity of these publications appears to have

suffered this year. Only a March/April edition of the notesmas published this

spring, rather than the monthly isues of the past. Similarly, the most recent

Progress Report to be published was 1111, July 1, 1977 to September 30, 1977.

No additional reports were issued at all this year, though one was in press, and

its completion was egpected by mid-July.

Although concern persists about hOw effectively the Project has organized

its dissemination effort,-there is evidence that PCS has produced:

a) a series.of eleven Progress Reports;

b) a set of citiscience notes;

0 a descriptive brochure; and

d) several presentations at various professional meetings.

It is clear from the literature provided by the Project, as well as through .

personal interviews conducted by various members of the evaluation team, that

PCS has elicited some.interest On the part of New YcA City public school adinin-

istrators and rdcaved some inquiries from non-NeW York City educators.

Although these latter dissemination efforts seem a long way from bearing .

fruit, nevertheless that which has been completed is consistent with the revised

goals enumerated in the "Notes on Dissemination." As PCS approaches its last

Year of NSF, funding, several questions and concerns related to the dis;eminbtion

activity require clarification.

C. Implementation Efforts

In the view.of the evaluators, a major flaw in the dissemination effort has
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been the lack of a well-designed strategy: TheisCaff'appears to be dependent %

. \
.

upon three major dissemination vehicles: citiscience mites, the Progress Re-
..

ports, and presentation's at major conferences. 'As a complete'plan for'reach-

ing the large and divetse audience the Project is intended to serge, this seems'

_unimaginative and unnecessarily limited. What seems to be missing is a recog-

been

nition of the differing needs, interests, and levels of the audience served.
N.

The scope of these activities appear .too narrow and, their form too limited to
- .46

attain the ends sought.

Three years ago, an earlier evaluation team raised. the question of whether

c

a plan for dissemination existed; they concluded it did.not. Since that time,

the original objectives or goals of the dissemination component, though modi-

fied, have remained essentially the same. 'Progress Reports and a number of
t

citiscience notes have been issued; presentations have been math. at professional

conferences; contact has been made with representatives from cities other than

New York and with superintendents from New York City districts (in addition to the

two districts presently involved) for possible replication of the'Project. Yet

.0'

the same question can still be asked, "Is there a dissemination plan?"

It is the opinion of the evaluation team that such a plan has still not

been developed. During the earlier evaluation, the following conclusion was

i

/
-drawn:

needs to specify its intended audience and determine the best available means

question of how the objective of disseminating Project results can be accom-

plished effectively without a formal plan? It would appear that the Project

In contrast to this conclusion, the present evaluation team raises the

No formaldissemination plan exists. The directorate

occur--so it can be said that an infordal plan exists.

explicit.76

There appears to be no reason to make this plan more-

speaks clearly about how disseination is expected to

.

.

.

.

..

y

1 OC

'la
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of reich1ng them. Since choices made can be wrong, or at_least less effectikift

than other alternatives available, the Project staff should also consider ways

of determining how effective the means they have selected are. Project City

Science engages in several activities calculated to disseminate its efforts,

but there does not appear to'be an overall design that guides the activities,

assesses their impact and makes necessary corrections. 'The adequacy of the

Project's three major means of dissemination need.to be examined il greater

detail.

Citiscience notes

The material in this publication appears, in general, to be classifiable

into four major categories:

a) Information about PCS, encouraging participation;

b) Examples of the PCS science activities;

c) Surveys and responses to themt and

d) Science-related experience possible in the five boroughs of New

York City

Inasmuch as a primary goal of PCS is to improve the quality of science edu-

cation in the middle schools of an urban setting (New'York CityY, there is T.

,. question that "things to do--places to see" (the sub-heading of citiscience notes)

can provide a necessary element in this change process. Unfortunately, in the

opinion of the evaluation team, such information is not'sufficient for the

realization of this goal. It has long been recognize2 that the classroom teacher

is but one, though an admittedly essential, member of the team necessary to bring

about change. Other groups must include the science supervisors, building and

district admiuistrators, board of education members, and othe lay leaders of

the district representing the parents. If this assumption is cozrect, thenthe

Project staff needs to redirect some of its efforts.

107 -



To what extent would or do other relevant groups find citiscience notes '

valuable in achieving the stated goal of improving the quality of science edu-

cation in New York City? The potential influence of such a newsletter needs to

be examined. Specifically, answers should be sought as to whether this publi-
ro

cation represents an effective or efficient way of improving the duality of

science education. An reads it and how do they xeact to its In one edition,

recipients were asked to respond to some questions asked. Of the 1800 indivi-
.

du s receiving the publiction, there were some 120 responses. White it is

difficult to form any firm conclusions, such a level of response is not highly

encouraging.. It seems reasonable to question the sustained effect of such a

publication as t m4jor vehicle for disseminating Project results or influencing

classroom behavior. The evaluation team will, as we believe the Project staff

should, attempt to Axamine how widely read the notes (arid the Progress Reports)

i
.

.

. .

are and how useful they are cons idered by those receiving them.

Progress Reports

The triannual (previously quarterly, Progress Reports constitute the major

effort, in reporting the experienced, -concern, and future platis of PCS. In the

case of t hese reports. he intended audience includes the NSF, educatiOnal admin-
.

istrators, university based science educators and other interested parties. The

expansion of the PrOiress Report mailing list from 180 t6500 individuals is now

intended to include superintendents and university professors who appear on ma-
........0o . :

/-.'
,

jor mailing lists. These additions appear to be in keeping with the PrOject's

expansion goals.

In the absence of Progress Repert #12 covering the 1977-1978 school year,

4 ,

it is impossible to determine the extent to which the report will be consistent

with the evaluation team's findings fpr the same time period. This document is

especially necessary to determine programptic consistency in light of the chatige

in directorship during the 1977 -1978 year.

ill
V

CI
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Irrespective of the nature of Progress Report 1112, the evaluation team has

raised questions concerning this aspect of the dissemination program. Most. note-

ble among these is our concern for the diverse audience for whom the Progress

Reports are written. Specifically, can the unique needs of each group who re-

- ceives this Report be met optimally by asingledocument? Have school adminis-
.

tratora, both within and. outside of New York City received enough clear data/in

the Progre %s Reports to.determine whether or not the PCS model should be imple-

mented -in th eir schools ?, Have science education departments at 'universities been

,

offered sufficient information to determine whether it is a viable alternative or

addition to their existing programs?
e-

%
Beyond th4 adequacy,of the information,offered, the evaluators que dtion

whether the "findings" are sufficiently rigorous fot_a a'prOject of the magnitude

*"ts

and importance og PCS. The absence of any "analyzable" data is a cause for con-.

cern. Activities are reported but evidence of careful examination,'analysis, and
P

presentation of results is seldom offered. Denied the advantage of a broader

focus, the content of the reports borders on becoming insular and parochial, can-

tering on events of limited interest to those outside of the Project itself. The

value of what is being reported needs to be assess:ed with a view to the audience
4.=

served. It is possible that changes in format (or additional means) need to be

considered to reach recipient groups with'such diversified needs.

Conference Presentations

proaress Reports 117, 10, and 11 indicated that PCS staff members have made

both formal and informal presentations at such prestigious conferences as AERA,.

NSTA, and AETS. In addition, presentation on behalf of PCS was made by a repre-

sentative of the AFT at the 1978 ASCD conference. Clearly, thes activities

could be appropriate as one means of disseminating Project i mation and are

consistent with the Project's stated purpose " ... of having its model for

1 0



educational reform adopted by other major. universities and neighboring school

systems throughout the nation."77

In Progress Report #11, it was pointed out that " Project staff have

increasingly participated in local and national conventions that provide an op-

portunity to establish a forum of discussionamong individuals who share Pro-

ject.interest and goals." Referring to the 1978 NSTA'Cohvention, the report

continues, " ... PCS hopes not only to encourage researchers to conduct parallel

studies on urban science teaching, but also to interest individuals in estab-

blishing a Washington edition of Projel.!:t City Science." The'Report continues,

stating: 4

.... Discussion of establishing a parallel program in Washington
presupposes that the Project is firmly established in New York and
is at the point that it can 'document activities in the schools,
suggest profitable models for intervention, and present formal
evaluation of its programs. Such documentation is the domain of
title Project research team who will make presentations at research
conventions in the spring of 1978 such as AERA and NARST. Research
presentations are crucial in the Project's effort to attract a crit-
icel mass of researchers to insure a large volume of related studies.78

This statement is consistent with earlier ones, and is the basis for a

concern expressed by members of the evaluation team who were in attendance at

one of the NSTA meetings. Specifically, what are the results of the empirical

testing of the programs, practices, and presuppositions? What is the "system-

atic knowledge and substantionated claim(s) ... that have been gathered to date
o

and that the PCS staff had indicated are necessary before full dissemination

should begin?

While little in the way of evaluative or research data appears to be avail-

able, nevertheless ehe PCS staff seems prepared to share their "experiences" with

other universities and school districts. Contrary to earlier statements that

sought to base dissemination efforts upon empirical testing of program results,

the sharing appears to proceed on a descriptive rather than an analytical basis.

11u
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Such presentations seem to be informal in nature, centering more on Project

efforts rather than reporting information about results. Participants at such

meetings'seemed to be aware of the "soft" nature of what was being shared. At

a PCS staff meeting following the NSTA conference presenultion, two of the

questions frequently raised by people in attendance were: \

"How is the Project docum/ting its prOgress?"

"How is your preservice program different from other

such programs and how do you know it works?
0/0

Discussion on these questions was postponed, but the answers are crucial to

the Project for they reflect the demands the community of educators will make

before any serious interest will be aroused.

To this end the evaluators are anxious to learn about any "final" presenta-

tions planned for 1978-79 annual meetings of AERA, NARST, NSTA, and AETS. Dead-

lines for these proposals are now due and should serve as an indicator for at

least this aspect of the 1978-79 dissemination plan. It is expected that such

presentation might include some of the results of the analysis of the "hard"

data now being collected, together with the answers to a full gamut of research

questions which, taken as a whole, will answer the questions raised at that re-

cent conference.

C. Overview of Dissemination Efforts

In the evaluator's review of the PCS dissemination efforts there was found

a continuing attempt to include New York city teachers within the program as dis-

pensers of information presumably of interest to other science teachers in simi-

lar situations. At the same time it is curious that the involvememt of building

-administrators as well as building and city -aide science supervisors was not as

vigorously pursued as might be expected. As noted earlier, the partnership as-

pect of PCS. like so many other projects, can either be a positive force or
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or simply another eXample.of the drawbacks of a limited relationship. The ab-

sence of input and the lack of a greater role for leaders ofthe school system
. a

in which PCS exists is distressing. The evaluation team cannot'makeIn accurate

assessment of the root causes for this omission. It is noted, however, that the

lack has been a continuing problem.

In the earlier report on Project progress, the evaluaetrs made the following

observation:

Still, it is a bit puziling that Project City SCience has
not marked the administrators ass an important group to .,

win over-if for no. other reason thin_that most of the
work with teachers drags along if there is no sustained
acknowledgement of it from the principal's office"

The responge of the Project staff was that this ... "does not indicate so

much an ignorance of the importance of administrators to the Project's poteKtial

success as it does a choice of tactics and approaches." They noted at that time,

their intent to increase administrator involvement. This intent has not been ef-

fectively implemented and the evaluators are left to ponder whether the Project

staff does not consider such personnel a major force or whetherthey simply hive

not carefully considered the entire iLsue. It would surely appear that the'

skillful inclusion of administrative and supervisory personnel would be an im-

portant part of an effective, long-range dissemination plan. The teaching staff

would seem far more mobile. The best often leave and move on to other goals or

to the high school. Would not administrators provide the best source of conti-

nuity, the most stable long-range focus?

This group would also appear to be potentially more effective as supporters

of Project activities. They have a broader range Of professional acquaintances,

more power to inf uence others, greater freedom to travel and share experiences,

and more immed ate access tc parents, teachers, and other educators. If such

administrative personnel were to take great pride in their science program, it

would seem the entire concept of dissemination would 6e better served. They
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might then be prepared to invite visitors to their buildings, explain the powei,

of the program, and even be drawn thereby to greater efforts at improvement and

further dipsemination. There seems to be a built-in reward system here that can

'work. ,It is unfortunate that it has not been more deeply explored.

Anothei troublesome aspect of the Project is the abience of any rigorous

examination of what theataff feel6 PCS has to offer. As noted, the sharing at

conferences lacks rigor and must, of necessity, be more informal in nature. ,.The

r,
staff needs to ask what specific aspects of'their program it belieVas to be dis-

.

seminable. Thg intent had been to have the Project'"demonstrata substantive and

unambiguoils success in the districts(s) in which, it works."81 It does 'not act-
-...,

$ '
jpear the staff has clOsely. defined whae it believes these successes re. An

attempt at disseminating program information that is not clearly infpiMed by a

. ! .

detailed knowledge of a project's strengths, can easily deteriorate into a pub=

lic relations effort. This may be a danger for PCS. A clear picture of what

the Projecthas achieved needs to be articulated. What is it that the staff is

sAeking to disseminate? If the lure of funding is removed, what would attract

colleges or public school systems to adopt the program they are developing?

What is the power of the preservice program? What is the thrust of the research

effort and what overall model is guiding it? The first priority would'ap r to

be that the staff determine clearly what it is seeking to diiseminate. Then e

Projecednowledge relative to those aspects can be shared in a more organizgd

and.informative manner.

Another problem that PCS needs to consider is the extent to which program-

matic ideas can be disseminated, apart from the personalities and strengths of

those who created them. The implications of this question need to be examined in

greatet depth. It cannot be assumed that the major ingredients of the program

are usable elsewhere in their current form. The'ataff will need to consider not

only what part of the Project is exportable, but in what form.. What aspects.

113
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seem with slight modificatiOns(and they need to be identified) to be workable.

elsewhere? What parts seem least likely to be usable elsewhere, seem to be in

need of the greatest change and adaptation or appear most suLject to lo?al con-
\

straints and contingencies? qrhe Project does not appear to have given serious

attention to such questions, and yet they appear kto be among the ways the sci-

.ence education community could most profit from this effort. The fact that such

questions have not been addressed as an important part of the dissemination ef-

fort leads the evaluators to believe the PCS staff may assume that what it is

. ,

attempting is essentially transferable in its present form. That is a view

C - . 4 9 ,,,

which current research, such as the 'Ford Foundation study of its innovative ef-
\.... V-

,

, -forts, does not support. .,-, /

e
,

On the, basis of its evaluation to date the Queens Colrege team has' expressed
..-

.

'
. , .

,

-its,concern-about several aspect of the PCS dissemination program. Of primary
. .

importance'is the.absence of a dissemination plan, which in the opinion of the

evaluation team is essential if PCS is.to optimally reach its goals in this area.

Similarly, the reluctance of the PCS staff to disseminate its findings during

the first four years of operations is a major weakness that needs to be ad-

dressed immediately. While the evaluation team can appreciate the reluctance of

the PCS staff 'to "disseminate:before they are ready," we are concerned in that

the time has always been right for the dissemination of formative Hata;
0

As PCS enters iLs last year of funding the evaluation team expedls to con-

duct an analysis of the eXisting dissemination efforts in an attempt to deter-

mine their usefulness in meeting the ultimate goal of improving science education

at the intermediate school level. This analysis will also be concerned with how

appropriate the published and unpublished efforts (Progress Reports, citiscience.

notes, and professional meeting presentations) are for the various recipient

groups..

0
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dissemination efforts on the part of key "partners" in the project--those ad-.

Finally, the evaluation team has expressed its concern over the absence of

.
ministrators and supervisors in the districts who are in an ideal position to

CN. %
t _

comment about the strengths and, weaknesses of PCS as a project,to be replicated.

In summary, while the presence of the Progress Reports, citiscience notes,

professional conference presenlations, and other dissemination means Are evident,.

nevertheless, the evaluators mush express some concern about the extent of their

effeCtiveness in meeting the Project's objectives.

VII. Conclusion

In assessing the progress of this Project, the evaluators need to make

clear their belief that" what is being attemOted is important. PCS is in manT-ft

ways a necessary project doing work that is important.,' Questions raised deal

vithAe efficiency and effectiveness of that effort, nbt its intent. It seems

fair to"State-that the Project has faced many .difficulties. Not the least of

these was the serious fiscal crisis that affected-dew York City just as the Pro-
;

ject was beginning, causing massive dislocations in the educational system as a

result of cutbacks in staff. Additionally, PCS'has experienced numerous changes

in its own personnel, including that of the position of Project Director. The
a

lack of continuity represented yet another difficulty. Lastly, the Project

staff has been badly.overburdened. There.are too few people co do the work that

needs to be done. The university staff. of six, all of whom haVe additional re-

sponsibilities, is too small to meetthe demands plaM* upon them.

It is quite possible that because it attempted too much, the Project is

ending up accomplishing not only less than it hoped, but less than it was ac-

e 7
tually capable of doing. In overestimating its potential, the Project may have

spread its effort so thin it' could not achieve that which was actually within

reach. It would seem useful to reassess what the Project has available' in terms

0
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of human and material resources. 'What are the skills and talents of the PCS

staff, and how can they best be utilized to achieve some of the specific goals

of the Project? What resources are available in school, community and the uni-

.

yersity, and how can they be organized to attain certain,specific ends that are

related to the intent of the Project?

It would seem that a better match neee.a to be made between what is avail-

able and what the staff hopes to achieve. This may mean the pursuit of less

global outcomes, but the staff needs to learko focus its efforts, to apply

the greatest effort where it seems moot likely to produce the best results.

Accepting the risk and recognizing the unpopularity of the view, the evaluators

again suggest that the task the Project assumed was beyond its reach. An earli-

er evaluation of the Project made precisely this point. The PCS 'staff, in its

response to that report, appeared to reject that suggestion.

. It is . . very encouraging to read that "the staff is
.good, it'has good ideas, it has gotten off to a good

start . ." All the more depressing, then, to be
.told that "the job is too big,the manpower needs are
overwhelming, the resistance of the city too great."
If either the Project staff or ;the National science
Foundation had been that pessimistic, the Project would
not have been. attempted in the first place.82

Here and in the refunding proposal, a similar attitude is expressed, gener-

ally,followed by comments that attempted to make a very large task app ar smaller.
83

The impression is left that the Project staff may have been so busy arguing the

point, that they paid'itsufficient attention to its potential accuracy. The

evaluators had not concluded the job was impossible for anyone to do. They were

suggesting it was too big for this project, this staf'f°, chi:: level of effort.

The Project's conclusion that "Such essimism can in fact only generate apathy

and thereby become self-fulfilling,
118 seems unwarranted. It could also cause a

reflective and open staff to reexamine whether it can do all it is attempting.

It could result in a change in direction, a redefinition of purpose, goals and
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Activities. Such is the intent of the present evaluators, who have reached a

roughly similar conclusion.

Finally, the evaluators feel one additional caution needs to be added. It

is tempting to reach for theleasY conclusion that making the attempt Project

City Science has in a large urban area is wasteful, 6 drop in the bucket;"`.

never enough to make an impact in a city so large anddiverse. Th4 evaluation

team does not concur with such a judgement and has.tens to add'that it does not

necessarily follow/from the coilausions reached. At the risk of being redun-
-s

dant we repeat our belief that such efforts are badly needed. We know far too(

. little, about urban schools and far too much about their increasing importance

for the nation to continue ignoring them. It XI precisely because the target-
.

area for this Project is so Large add diverse, so difficult to iluence, that

there is an absol

1
e necessity to define precisely what will be attempted and

record the results with rigor.' The larger the potential target; the more criti-

cal the demand to. focus on specific objdctives. Misdirected sfforts are easy in

envircnments that afford a multitude of choices. Clarity cf Furpose Would seem

a necessity in such circumstances.

What can the Proj t, moving into its final year of f1],ding, now accomplish?

Where should it focus its forts? It would teem necessary that the staff estab-

lish priorities. The staff me bers need to state candidly what they 'llouldigban-

don and what they feel can be acc plishgai. Such decisions should be based on an

assessment of staff talents and those objectives that are within reach. They may

not necessarily be the more ambitious gOi to which the Project had previously

committed itself. In this effort at reassess ent, the staff could be well served

by a fresh expination of its own list of seven estions, generated when the

Project was seeking refunding.

1
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OVERVIEW AND UPDATE

The first section of the evaluation report (Appendix A) dealt specifically

with the academic year beginning in September of 1977 and concluding in June of

1978. In compiling information for that report, the evaluators read documents

produced. by the Project staff and assessed activities in which PCS .had engaged,

covering the first four years of its existence. The major intent of that phase

of the evaluation was to present the goals'of the Project as they were stated

in official documents produced by the PCS staff.. Additionally, interview data

were collected to help clarify these goals and to allow PCS staff to offer a

working interpretation of what was being attempted. Thus, the initial evalua-

tion effort concerned itself with a statement of project purposes and an'analy-

.

. sis of the extent to which they. were being implemented. It was consciously

intended as a goal comparison, beginning with statements of objectives and com-

paring them to actual prote-at activities. It covered a lengthy time period (in

the case of PCS documents, a four-yea.k span) and was of necessity extensive and
11.

detailed.

This section of the report is more limited in scope. It reflects Project

Activities spanning barely a four-month period, feam September 1978 through

early January 1979. The PCS staff spent much of this time preparing and initiat-

ing the activities in which they intended to engage during the remainder of the

year. To make the best use of this short-term period for reporting purposes, the

evaluation team determined to shift its focus from goal comparison to operational

activities. Thus, this iKerim report concentrates on staff efforts as they re-

late to long-term objectives. The evalu,tors attempted to study what the PCS

staff was doing, and determine what links existed between these behaviors and

the overall project intent. This report also attempts'to update what the PCS

staff has shared about it own activities in Progress Reports 12 and 13, which
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were issued after the completion-of the initial evaluation effort. the

examination of Project activities and its own system of reporting, it was hoped

the evaluators could develop a better understanding of the relationship betieen

specific events and long-range program purpose. This should help to establish

a clear direction for the final report and identify the activities or areas of

concern requiring further attention.

*As with the prior evaluation report, an assessment of 44h'of the four

components of the Project is offered. The section on the Preservite Program

is somewhat more detailed in nature, since a number of important events relat-

ing to that component occur in the fall and occupy a considerable portion of

the staff's energies. Conversely, the Research and Dissemination sections are,

in our view, less substantive, since the fall Semester is a time of prepare-
.;

tion, while actual outcomes or activities occur largely in the spring semester.

/e." Even where specific activities were sparse, however, the evaluation team at-

.

C":....tempted to assess the quality of the planning that took place in preparing for

future events. In particular, the evaluators sought to determine how well the

Project staff was establishing the foundation for the continuation of activi-

ties Into what the original proposal called Phase III, the unfunded period of

the'Projeces existence.

As w s true in writing the initial report, the PCS staff has continued to

demonstrate a refreshing level of candor and openness in its relationship with

the evaluation staff. They are faced with a very difficult job. New York City

is a vast and complex arena. The educational bureaucracy is not easily under-

stood. Important lemels of administration are not always accessible, thdugh

this staff has managed extremely well.* In addition; the junior,high school

*The evaluators again express their belief that if this process of establish-
ing and maintinaing contacts within the educational bureaucracy could be
offered in phe form of written reflect ons with accompanying analysis, it
might represent one'of the Project's jor contributions.
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may well represent the most challenging and demanding part of the educational

structure. Thus, the task facing the Project is a formidable one, which has

not been made easier by the serious financial problems the City recently ex-

perienced and continues to face. Meeting these demands with the limited staff

resources available continues to require extremely high levels of effort.
J

This set of circumstances creates a major area, of concern. The amount of

work required to manage the daily activities of the Project continues toleave

little or no' time for the planning and reflection that should guide those ac-

tivities. The evaluators continue to be struck by the.discrepancy between the

Project's ambitions and its resources. Though a difficult workload is will-

ingly assumed, the demands still outpace the efforts of the staff to meet them.

The Project has lagged two or three progress reports behind. This has often

left the staff commenting on eveftts long since past, some of which have been

stripped of their meaning by subsequent events. In any case, writing under

time pressure does little to contribute to the reflective thinking that such

reports require.

Following the initial evaluation report submitted in July 1978, the eyal-

uators offered an invitation to reply to the analysis, which the PCS staff ac-

eepted: It was hoped the response might constitute a part of this resort.

. ,
-

Though the *response was solicited on a number Of occasions, the PCS staff was

unable to find time to complete it.. We believe fills represents a loss for

both,groups. It also underscores the compelling demands the day-to-day opera-,

tion of the program makes on Project personnel. The lath of time to meet the /

varying requirements of the Project is a continuing source of concern, for the

.ultimate success of the PCS effort requires the staff to plan its activities

Alk more carefully and reflect thoughtfully about the outcomes they choose to re-

port. As necessary as this may be, it is increasingly difficult to see how a
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reasonable accommodation can be made between the work that has been initiated

and the limit d amount of time remaining in which to accomplish it. As was sug-

gested in the earlier report, the staff must determine which of its activities

offer the_greatest promise of success and concentrate its efforts in thesd*

areas. The refusal to set priorities threatens to make the continued existence

of the Project th'e single, overriding concern,,diminishing prospects of meeting.

other goals.

4
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I. THE PRESERV ICE PROGRAM

.A. Orientation

The preservice component,of the Project City Science program assumes a great_

deal of the staff's energieg,in the early fall, The orientation of students and

the ,need to integrate them (and the on-s ite coordinators) smoothly into the

school structure-tequires a considerable amount of effort and planning. This

*

phase o the evaluation report deals with thaC'effort and also attempts to offer

an update of preservice activities as presented by the.PCS staff in Progress

Reports 12 and

Recruitment procedures were apparently enhanced this year by having a de-

scription of the Project included in a-mailing promulgated by the New York City

Board of Education descKibing teacher education programs in the City. While

the response was not overwhelming, the Project staff_felt it provided the best

single source of publicity for recruitment purposes. It suggests that future

recruitment efforts might best be publicized by one of the major intended em-

ployers--the Board of Education of the City of New York.

The task of orienting the 197$ -79 interns to PCS and the City'schools

appears to have been handled very capably. This year's orientation process was

shorter and apparently more.effective in terms of student reaction. The length
6

of time was shortened in response to suggestions made by last year's interns.

The Project staff made a calulated effort to solicit the views of their former

interns about how oriontation procedures could be improved. Once such information

had been collected, the staff response was both forthright and deliberate. The

change in the operation of this parti-ular aspect of the program this year was

the direct result of the faculty's willingness to act' on information they had

4

collected for precisely this purpose. The PCS staff felt it represented an im-

provement over past procedures.
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The workshops and videotaping experiences also appe4red to be useful and

were_well received by the interns. In addition, the process of rotating par-

ticipants through each of the cooperating schools was made shorter by limiting

the rotation to .schools within one borough. This seemed More realistic for 1

most students. Those who wished to visit schools in both districts were not

precluded from doing so. By the same token, interns for whom such trips would

have proven prohibitive in terms of commuting time were not forced to expend

energies visiting schools they had no'intention of selecting.

A weekend spent by the PSC staff and the interns at the Pocono Environ-

mental Education Center (PEEC) also appeared to have proven highly successful.

The weekend was intended to serve a number of purposes, one of the more impor-

tant 9f which was to develop a closer rapport and enhanceworking relationships

between staff and students. It seemed to serve this purpode quite well. PCS

staff and program interns both commented on its usefulness. The interns were

enthusiastic about the experience, and it did appear to contribute to a close-

ness within their group and between them and the Project staff. The overall

concept of the weekend, that of enhancing and deepening relationships, is

sound. The specific planning for it seemed to be handled with. sensitivity, and

skill. There is every indiCation that the outcome was highly positive on a

personal as well as a programmatic level.

Other adjustments in the orientation procedures from previous years in-

eluded getting the interns into the schools earlier and attempting to have

them participate more regultIrly. These adjustments were also based on prior

student and staff feedbhck and representyet another atteipt to respond to

augpatinna frit- imprnvomant,

Overall, the orientation program seems to

implemented. Interview and observation data o

be well-designed and effectively

ffer relatively consistent evi-
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deuce of thoughtful plannijig, attention td detail, and the willingness to seek

ways to improve current 4ocedures. It should be noted that both the interns

and the school staff of ember's generally confirmed the effectiveness of the
\

orientation e, although some teachers and administrators objected,

suggesting that parts of the orientation cause students to miss important

aspects of thbeginning of school. These efforts allow the program to begin

with a minimum of confusion and make an important contribution in clarifying

its goals for participants. It also contributes to a positive attitude on the

part of interns, enabling them to establish relationships in the schools that

can contribute to success. In brief, the orientation phase of the preservice

program seems to have been managed capably and has had a positive effect on

the operation of the Project.

B. Program Assignments and Coursework

While PCS is specifically enjoined from writing a new science curriculum

for the City's junior high schools, it has attempted to modify existing pro-.

grams to make them more relevant for inner city schools. This "modification"

is in the form of trying to introduce more "hands-on" laboratory activities

to enhance the existing science curriculum. One specific attempt to develop

such activities is reported in Progress Report 12 and, describes the final

assignment for the Curriculum and Methods courses (E14.1039 Teaching Science

in Inter-ediate and Secondary School; E14.2091 Science Curriculum Elementary

and Intermediate Schools) fop- the fall semester.1977.

Theses. assignments do require preservice students to

develop for the Curriculum course a sequence of lessons
or activities based on the curriculum of the Board of
Education, but reflecting contemporary methodology; andt
fOr the Methods course, the parallel development of a
thirty-student kit of inexpensive materials needed to
carry out those activities. At present, these assign-

- ments are being submitted and evaluated, and in many
cases are 'available for immediate implementation in the
schools. Once materials have been field tested; they

1 3 o
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Will become part ofthe resources of instructional ma-
terials available to all preservice students.. cIn this
way,.each preservice student will have access to a'much
yider range of curriculum adaptations for classroom.
asage than any one of them working alone could either
plan or use in an entire school year.1

These assignments seem appropriate and consistentwith the Project's

philodophy with regard to preservice training and Project goals as recom-
4 ..

mended.
2 It appears that while the PCS staff felt the assignment, was a

`beneficial one,for students, it was not entirely successful from the point

of view of the, total, program.

Progress Report W13 indicates:

. . . these coordinated projects (a week's sequence of
learning activities and,a thirty-student kit of inexpen-
sive materials to implement the activities; though
beneficial to each preservice intern, did not result in
the anticipated pool of field-tested and revised curricu-
lum kits available to all. This pooling did not occur

because: 1) many-students retained their kits of Materials
in their-schools, and\returned them only after most of the
expendables had been exhausted; and 2) students did not
appreciate the time-and energy they could have saved each

other by keepinthe kita,ell-organized and stocked.

jiowever, though the kits were not retained, the teaching
units were and aze not available for future nreservice:
Examples of th se units include: Optics and Photography;

Making and Usi Simple Optical Instruients; The Heart and

Circulatory S em; Food and Nutrition;and Sound. In gen-

eral, the'co rd nated projects and the plan to implement

them in the ing were assessed positively. In 1978r79,

we will explore additional ways to promote more active

swapping of curriculum materials among members of the pre-

!Service group.3

It seers reasonable to ask why the assignments did not accomplish the'

initial intuit. They would appear' to have value and, if repeated, the Pro-

ject might well have accumulated an important collection of field-tested sLi-

=sm.= aFvLuFLiate for specific use in New York's junior high se6^^10.

This is especially t;ue if "the coordinated projects and the plan to implement

them . . . were assessed positively," as stated above. It seems unfortunate
`v.

13.E
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that the interns either did not understand or did not comply with what appears

to be an important course assignment, one that would have benefited all

concerned.

A related question involves the use of expendable materials. During the

four years of its funding, the Project has apparently not accumulated any

sizable quantity of commonly used supplies and materials. It appears that

on-site coordinators have frequently been forced to spend considerable time,

effort, and even personal funds, purchasing supplies such as dry cells and

bulbs in local hardware stores.. Such expendables might easily be provided

in quantity more cheaply and efficiently by the Project. Indeed, ready access

to such materials might greatly facilitate the extent to which preservice stu-

dents employ "hands-on" activities in the classroom. It could even avoid

serious duplication of effort.

Progress Report #8, written in 1976 and quoted in the July 1978 Report

(PP76-77) identifies a list of features that would ultimately be included in

the Preservice Program. Item one on that list suggests the development of

selection procedures that identify candidates most likely to become outstanding

teachers of science to inner-city adolescents. Formal copies of the selection

procedure were not available at the time of the previous evaluation report

(July 1978).

i

Finalyevisions were apparently made during the recruitment and

(
selection p ocess fob the last cycle of participants in the NSF-funded phase

-"N

of PCS. It represents tne finished product describing that phase of the

Project. The apparent effectiveness of the Guidelines will be discussed in

the Final Report, since they were received too late for the evaluators to

comment on them in this report. This section deals solely with the specific

activities involved in the recruitment process.

Basic recruitment for the cycle is described in Progress Report #13.

c'
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The Project was advertised'in The New York Times' spring education survey

(April 30, 1978) and given publicity in ACTION, the newspaper for Peace,Corps

and Vista volunteers. Flyers were also sent tg all deans of education in

metropolitan New York area ,colleges that do not offer degrees in science

education. In May, the Board of Education sent out a large mailing describing

New York,City sponsored prRgrams in teacher preparation. The Project leader-

ship arranged to have a brochure from PCS included in that mailing,.A number

of this year's participants learned of the Project's existence through friends,

announcement in the Daily Hews, and other less formal ways. All of these
\)

sources led to a total of 82 inquiries. While the recruitment efforts took

on a new form, some of the prohlems in attracting a large pool of interested

participants deemed to remain.,

The selection process itself followed the guidelines established by the

associate director, and eighteen students were admitted to the-program for

1978-79. It should be noted that not all the participants this year have an

undergraduate major in science, a requirement suggested in PSC Quarterly

Report 8 (pp. 73-74).

14or the first time in the Project's history, each pqrticipant was given

a
c
$1000 stipend in' addition to the 24-credit tuition waiver. Interestingly,

none of the interviewed participants felt the stipend was a critical factor

in the decision to participate.

One part of the success or effective-.ess of the selection process may be

measured by the number of participants who complete the sequence and seek em-

ployment in an inner-city junior high school situation. The final report will

address itself to this isduc in greater In regard to the Proiect's

own follow-up of 'previous participants and their success in finding teaching

positions, lade appears to have been done formally. Previous participants
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were invited to a Christmas. party this semester, but as yet no one has f ol-

lowed up on those who did not attend, nor does there appear to be any defini-
,

tive record in (regard to the employment situation of these former interns.

This information may have been shared informally at. such a gathering, but

there am/ears to have been no formal attempt to either record or follow up
.

,

on results.
,

-

Overall, it would appear the Project continues to experience difficulty

attracting prospects in suitable numbers. Adjustments have been made, but

the problem remains that some elements of the program--its structure, time

demands, or what it offers--do not seem to compel the interest one would like.

The need for-science teachers in the urban junior high schools was well stated

by the Ptoject'ttaffin its original proposal to NSF five years ago. That

need, if anythinghas increased. The Project's efforts for the first four

years h-qe resulted in forty prospective junior high school science teachers

being trainedand completing the program: Of these, the staff seems certain

that eight graduates, all from the Class of 1978, are employed as science

teachers in junior high schools (three in privateschools):

For a Project-ia-welJ1 funded as this one, that is not an impressive num::

ber. (It should be noted that positions for science teachers in the NeW York

City schools have been available.) Of greater importance is the implication

that this p gram, which is meant to serve as a potential model for developing

urban, middle school science teachers, simply does not have the 'power to at-

tract pa'rticipants. It will be difficult for PCS to disseminate a preservice

"model prcgram" about which such questions can be raised.

Course Sequence:

Integrated Science and II, which was to be a major portion of the Pre-

service Program and which had been described in the original proposal, is not
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not being offered to this year's interns. An alternate course, E14.2071

Dynamics of Urban Ecology, is being given.

The following reasons for this change in program were offered by the

associate director: 1) preservice.incerns rust take an additional 10 credits

beyond the 24 credits offered in the program. Alternating Urban Ecology with

Integrated Science allows the interns an opportunity to take some additional

courses in the department; 2) Urban Ecology fits the NYU cycle in Environ-

mental Science. This allows the preservice interns the opportunity to take

Environmental Science outside the Science Education Department; and 3) the

course content should prove .useful to students.

While such justifications are reasonable, they are not compelling' Cer -

tainly item one above appears to be more advantageous to the department than
.4.

it is to he program. (Varying courses yearly accommodates non-Project st
t

dents who may be seeking different,offeiings.) Such a course change at this

(

point in the Project's history appears to preclude the possibif ty Of PCS

generating a finished, transportable "product" in the form of an unique series

of classroom experiences, including the course in Integrated Science that was

so enthusiastically described.in Progress Report #8.4

It should be noted that a course in Urban Ecology is not inappropriate.

It could very well fit the needs of the preservice interns and provide them

with considerable insight into the problems of energy in the urban inner-city

environment in which they are preparing to teach. Indeed, a number of the

present preservice students, though unhappy with the direction the course

a

actually took, noted that a study of urban ecology would be of great use to

them IA their teaching.

Thus, the concept of the course itself is not a poor one. Its inclusion

at this Iuncture in the program does pose some difficult , however, and gives

3-9tZ(=-

I

air
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rise.to some questions that the Project staff needs to consider. If the

.Project, as all the early literature indicates, is attempting to develop a

model preservice program, what are the basic and vital elements of that model?

Are the unique features that PCS was seeking to develop contained within its

course structure at the college as well as in the set of field experiences

that have been developed? If the answer is yes, the decision to change the

single most permanent course in the program (6 of the 24 credits, 25% of the

course credit, or one-third of the actual time spent in study) is inexplicable.

The change is nowhere explained or even hinted at in the literature. From

conversations with staff, It was learned that the change was announced but not

formally reviewed, evaluated, or discussed by the faculty. In our view, the

change is major, yet there, is considerable indication that the decision was

casual rather than deliberate in nature. Interviews with the course instruc-

tor and other staff members gave no indication of faculty planning or extensive

discussion. The evaluators. challenge neither the right of the Project staff
O

to make such changes nor even their possible virtue although we do maintain

.
that such changes raise. serious questions about what the preservice model is.

The question raised is the seeming lack of formal decision-making procedures

that would encourage a full consideration of the implications of such major

/ shifts in direction. The creation of these procedures would lead to a system-

atic means of approaching such changes, including a formal evaluation of the

causes for the change and a plan to measure the results ot"the neOdirection
4,

taken. In the case of this course change, there is very little evidence that

this has been done or that it has even been considered. Several of the staff

members cou.d state no reasons for the shift and knew almost nothing about the'

new course, including how or when it had been developed.

As was suggested. in the first report, where the evaluators noted the

.1 G
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undocumented shift in program objectives that resulted in the apparently un-

planned phasing out of the innovative strategy, changes such as these should

be the result of a formative assessment. When they are not, i raises grave

concern about the Project's capacity to plan and program imp tant shifts in

direction and base them on a formalized system of inputs, r gularly cc)llected.

It makes the Project appear the unknowing victim of change th than its

organized master, consciously seeking ways to improve and grow. As noted

earlier, the verbal reasons offered fe'r this change did not appear to address

the deeper issues. Perhaps the interviews could not tap the working rationale.
O

The absence of any reference to it in Project documents, however, would seem

to make the problem more, than mere oversight,tbut rather a serious gap in the

staff's conception of its role in the formation of a training model.

A second point should be made. If some unique features of the PCS pre-
/

service model wert not contained within the course structure as well as the

set of field experiences, then it would appear that one of the most basic ele-

ments of the training program has been viewed only in broad and not specific

ways. The university training,must provide trainees with all the skills they

need to combat the lure of the traditional teaching approach this Project was

set up to combat. If the adequacy of that training has not been conceived of

4 in specific terms, but has only been viewed as some vague, interchangeable

program of instruction conducted by the university, then something extremely

valuable has been last.
(--

A second change has also been made. This one does appear to haVe

been based on
) tudent input and did involve some general staff discussion.

The process her seemed somewhat more orderly and systematic. This change

involved dropping "Sociology of the nner City" from the second semester se-
/

quence and substituting "Implementing Intermediate School Science Programs."
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The evaluators have n t thus far been given a course outline, nor has the

kcourse been taught previously wi in the confines of the Project. Its title

suggests its appropriateness in preparing teachers to work with jUnior high

school-aged children. Still, the same questions remain about both the evalu-

ative procedures followed and the impact of such a shift on the overall preser-

vice program. This particular change gives rise to two questions:

1) Will the in-depth community activities,5 which were

in part associated with last spring's "Sociology of Edu-

cation," be included in an implementation of science

course?

2) Is it advisable for the Project to continue to stretch

its teaching resources this way in spite of post-criticism

from two different evaluative groups that,Project Perspec-

tive is overly limited by course offerings from within the

science education department?

PCS has consistently made little use of the University's resources outside

its own department. The elimination of the sociology course, while it may have

been necessary, is unfortunate in that it was one of the few times the Project

had managed to incorporate resources from elsewhere in the university.

The Project continues to offer all but one of its courses on a single day

each week. Students are required to be present from 9:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.,

attending three courses and a one-hour seminar. It is a long day with all

sessions conducted in an extremely unappealingtbasement room. Little attention

is paid to the physical environment or the comfort of the students. Although

it has been suggested by Project staff that such a room should resemble an

actual junior high school classroom, intern reactions indicate that the realism
7 '

may have been carried too far and the result obtained, at the cost of sustained
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student interest and enthusiasm.

C. Observer Comments

A number of outside observers have visited the PCS courses as part of

the evaluation effort. As has been noted previously, while the staff is limited .

in number, they are extremely hard working and sincere. The nature of the com-

ments offered were rarely direted at either the energy or ability of instruc-

tors, but at'the type of classroom activities observed. Most of these have

been viewed as unique to neither the field of science education nor the needs

orthe Inner --city teacher, no matter how well taught. (See Appendices F-H.)

One,observer summed it up as follows:

The expected urban thrust was not in strong evidence in
the-classes, although admittedly one day is too small a

sample upon which to base a conclusion. It does raise
a question, however, about the real uniqueness of the

program.6

Granted each'ol;server's sample is "small." It must be noted, however,

that the Project staff was notified in advance of consultant visits. It is

to be expected, under the circumstances, that the lessons offered would gen-

erally be representative of the overall intent of the program and the purpose

of the particular course.

What observers have seen are lessons that are neither dynamic in approach

nor unusual in their conception. Some of the material seems totally unrelated

to the needs of preservice students preparing to teach in the City's junior

high schools. An observer noted that one class in Urban Ecology.". . . had

little or no relevance for either the interns or for the students they are

preparing to teach!"

In a lesson op the electromagnetic spectrum, one observer felt there were:

. . notable and 'gross errors in the chalkboard drawing,

and in the description by the instructor. But the class

eithei did not have enough background in physical science
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to know when errors were made, or simply felt it unethical
orunimportant to comment or correct miStakes.7

The same observer coke with a sample of students in the class and drew

'04

the conclusion that the course "seems ill-fitted to both the scientific and

professional needs of these interns. They are not at all happy with it, and

get almost nothing out of it.
8 It was the observee.s impression that "the

instructor seems genuinely eager to provide something of value, but also seems

singularly unaware of what is needed for science instruction in the inner-city

junior high. schools." Another observer, 'commenting on another session ofthis

same course, voiced similar sentiments, indicating that nothing was observed

which would distinguish the course as being specially, designated to train

teachers for the junior high school or inner city.

The evaluators are- aware that /rome topics in a new course might be beyond

the previous experience of the instructor. Such excursions into new areas by

9
the staff can be useful for growth and should be encouraged. There are, how-

ever, other sources of help available. The Project appears to have made ex-

tremely limited use of consultants or experts outside of itg own department.

In a city as rTch and diverse as New York, it is unfortunate that so little

use appears to have been made of its human resource:-. In its four years of

operation, the Project must sqrely have encountered a number,of knowledgeable,

talented, and capable professionals who could provide an added dimension to

each of the course offerings. It seems unfortunate that the attitude which

sees the material elements of the City as a teaching resource does not 'prevail

when'it comes to instructional talent.

D. Conclusion

As the Project approaches the conclusion of its final year of funding, a

number of concrete things have been accomplished In the pxeservice program.

The Project staff has worked out a well-conceived plan for orienting students

0
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to the'program and gradually increasing their involvement in the schools. The

.,orientation prograth includes familiarizing students with the NYU campus and

its facilities, demonstrating how the city can be used as a resource for sci-'

ence instruction, dnd conducting a number of one- or two-session workshops on

various topics that have been well received by the preservice students.

Additionally, an intelligent and well- organized program has been developed

for introducing students to the available 4shools, having them meet potential

cooperating teachers and PCS coordinators, and observing in various classrooms.

The students are placed on a rotation cycle that allows them to see all the

schools prior to deciding which school and teacher they wish to work with.

The choice is made at an environmental center, where the^preservice students

and the Project staff spend a weekend together. The weekend gives every indi-

cation

.

of being a well-designed vehicle for developing a closer working rela-

tionship between staff and students. The benefits were apparent following

the weekend, and it appears to be a sound icha, successfully implemented.

In regard to the2orientation activities noted above, it is important to

note that the Project staff has been open to making changes in its approach,

based on student and,staff feedback. The efforts have been open to criticism,

and some successful adjustments have been made as a result. SoMe of the work-

sho s have been changed, the rotation time for students decreased, and the

str tture of the weekend modified. The willingness to not only accept but

seek ways to improve .program functioning i this component of the.program

speaks well of the staff. It has resulte in areas of real strength and im-

provements of considerable importance, since they come at the very beginning

of the program, when the initial attitude of interns is critical to the future

conduct of fhe program. The CPC Vtaff has developed a structure and techniques

here that have been successful and of real use, enabling the interns to be

a
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introduced into the public school system in carefully planned stages, expanding

their views of the City, aild)gettng them off to an enthusiastic beginning.

In terms of the recruitment process, it is difficult at this point to

determine its strength. There are few data regarding the size of the poten-
.

'tial recruitment pool. While the number-of inquiries and applications is

relatively small, it is ,impossible to know whether this is a result of inade-

quate publicity or of a general disinterest on the part of the graduate popu-

lation who have prior science training. Whatever the cause, it seems clear

the program has not attracted applicants in numbers that would encourage other

. -teacher training institutions to adopt the model: This has remained so in

spite of Ehe availability of science positions in the inner city and the

desperate need of the schools to fill them.

In regard to its organization, the Project does not appear at this time

to have developed any specific course or sequence of courses, assignments, or

activities that make up a unique program for preparing teachers for the City's

junior high schools. It is difficult to see how any firm model of teacher

preparation or teaching style is likely to emerge in the final months. The

staff is competent' but it has.not developed a solid theoretical framework upon

which to build a different program. The staff has yet to establish effective

techniques for evalqating its own efforts and using such feedback to continu
- 7

ously modify the courses. the result is that courses seem to be essentially

individual efforts rather than a program. It is, perhaps, because a cohesive
t,

model has not been developed that the fioject staff is found adding and

dropping courses in an almost casual manner in the final year of funding. What

remains is a series of activities that-begins to parallel all too closely

those. of other departments of science education in urban settings.. There are

differences, but they are fewer and less syStematic than one would hope. (The
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year of teaching experience and the presence of an on-site coordinator are

two of the more important ones.) The individual courses range, in their, rating

by observers, from fair to good. None of the observers characterized any of

the courses as excellent or particularly unusual in intent or execution.

The PCS staff appear personally able and politically astute. They have

built solid relationships in the educational hierarchy of New York and yet at

the same time have apparently been unable to utilize ordinary professional

relationships within the NYU community to take advantage of the wealth of

talent within the University. Over the period of this evaluation not a single

course session has involved visiting lecturers or individuals with expertise

who have been recruited from other departments within the University or from

0

surrounding institutions. Similarly, the research group has been unable to

attract either doctoral candidates or interested professors from otheridepart-

ments to invest their time in what would surely seem like a rich set of

possibilities.

The staff members have taken a great deal upon themselves. A small faculty

of five teaches elementary, intermediate, and senior high school science meth-

ods, curriculum, integrated science (content), psychology, softilogy, seminars,

workshops, education administration, supervision, community activity, urban

ecology, and a weekend course in Puerto Rico. When not teaching they suRer-

vise student teachers, prepare progress reports/attend staff and professional

meetings, and maintain the science education department. That is an exception-

ally burdensome set of professional responsibilities for so small a staff. The

performance of some of these responsibilities Must suffer from overextension.

The area that seems to be most easily put aside without fear of immediate con-:

sequence is that of planning. Yet the guidance that planning alone can provide

Tremains one of
0

e most significant needs of the Project.
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Suggestions for the Project:,

a) The senior staff, apparently has great confidence in one another, and

this is as it should be. However, it would 011 seem useful forthe Project's

leadership to develop a program of systematic visits te) instructional sessions

to monitor,-evaluate, and coordinate the effc;rts of the teaching staff.. Such

visits could provide the leadership with a bltercgrasp of the reactions of

students, the performance of staff,.and the needs of the program- rt is sug-

gested that each course might thus be more representatiye of a total project

effort. It would'also seem important to reschedule faculty meetings not to

conflict with classes, so the full staff can attend and contribute.

b) A number of participants have strong backgrounds in the sciences.

Some attempt might be made to individualize their training to enable them to

take advantage of the University' strengths. Currently, students are told

they need not take al'the Project's courses, but they must complete all the

course assignments. With only 18 participants it mayibe possible to achieve

a greater individualization than such a policy implies.

c) With all the effort to develop a closer rapport and build a special'

relationship between staff and students (i.e., PEEC weekend), is it in the

Project's best interest to mix students from outside the program will the pp-

, service students? It wouldIseem to erode the camaraderie PCS is try/ng to

\

develop in its interns. In one course there appear to be as many as 10 non-

Project students in the class. This may not be.in the best interests of the

non-Project student either. Many discussions center on specific PCS concerns

4

and other students are rarely involved. Such an arrangement may serve to

limit opportunities for both populations.

d) TheThe instructional day may be too long to be effective. Classwork
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begins at 9 a.m. and concludes at 6 p.m. Interns frequently note how diffi-

cult it is to sustain interest over such a period of time. Inasmuch as stu-

dents have courses pn a second evening, could the fall sequence be carried on

over a two afternoon /evening sequence? The change to a Monday format for the

spring semeste s iewed as an improvement, since it allows the interns to

spend four successive days in t1-.° school each week. The Thursday schedule

prevented this.

e) The Project should consider making greater use of outside consultants

and specialists. While the staff recognizes the value of the City as a

learning resource, it is not making sufficient use of the City's human re-

sources. Efforts should be made to avoid creating too great a demand on the

staff's own talents and resources.

f) The Project should undertake a formal search of the employment situ-

ation of all its previous graduates. The current record is skimpy and contains

numerous gaps. While the Project has done very well in stating the need for

science teachers in the City's junior high schools, it has expended little

effort in providing emplOyment information and assistance. In a project that

initially saw its graduates as being the vehicle for making significant chang

in the way science would be taught in the New York City intermediate schools,

such a lack is incongruous. One would expect an organized follow-up program

that would both encourage graduates and use them as an irreplaceable source

of data about how the Project could be improved. The potential value of such

a resource should be continuously exploited. To maintain an updated record

of their current professional statusmould seem to be a minimum requirement in

such an effort.
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II. PROJECT CITY SCIENCE: MODEL DISTRICTS PROGRAM

A. Introduction

In the initial evaluL i n eport of the model district program six mo iths

ago (July 31, 1978), four sect o of commentary explored each of the following

questions:

(1) How did PCS define a model district program and how did PCS

define the goals for a model district program?

(2) Which goals for the model district component of the project

have been completed an which remained to be completed?

(3) What possible courses of action for the fifth and last

funded year (1978-79) of the project could be proposed if

the project hoped to reach its fie riginal goals?

(4) What activities, mechanisms, procedur etc. were carried

out by PCS but not necessarily related to the goals or

definitions of a model district as originally proposed?

Two main conclusions of that initial report can be summarized as

follows:

(1) There had been limited progress toward meeting the goals of

a model district as originally detailed by PCS staff.

(2) Activities were undertaken by the Project toward the creation

of "model schools," i.e., places where an administrative

arrangement of support exist; between schools and the project.

This interim report, in two parts, continues to document the progress

%PCS is making toward the implementation of a "Model District/School

OfProgram."
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y of Prior Program Activity

In tta evaluation report of July, lam, the "history" of the model district

phase of- the Project as revealed in PCS written communication ended with

Progress Report #11 (thru -September, 1977).. To provide continuity with that

initial evaluation report, Progress Report 1112 (thru January, 1978) and

Progress Report 1113 (thru May, 1978) are here reviewed.

Progress Reports 1112 and #13

The tasks related to model districts for 1977-78 academic year were noted

in Progress Report 1111:

-.N..
The task or the coming academic year (1977-78) i to draw on

last year's d a collection and to begin early in th fall with an

expanded list Of questions about how science is actua ly taught in

the 'strict, i.e., the proportion of time spent in lecturing,

demor trating, experimenting or discussing; large or small group

Work; connections with other programs in the school and/or with

community activities, etc. This will be especially important

regarding the new schools chosen for involvement. In future years,

this information will provide one definite estimate of change in

science programs because of Project involvement.9

It was hoped that Progress Reports 1112 and 1113, reporting on the model

district activities for 1977-78, would indicate whether such tasks had been

completed. Specifically, was there evidence that Project activities had

been directed to finding answers to (1) how science is actually taught in

the district, (2) hOw science connects with other programs in the school,

and (3) how science connects with community activities? Progress Report #12,

covering the period of October 1, 1977 to January 31, 1978, does not report

on activities related to these tasks. Nor are these tasks the focus of an

advisory meeting held in October in which

Emphas s was placed on (1) ways to disperse Project teaching

style to sc ools which are not involved with Project yet, as well

as (2) the alysis of the on-site coordinator's role, and (3) the

central staff s role in implementing an all-school involvement.10
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These tasks were not part of the discussion conducted by subgroups of that

same advisory board meeting where two major questions were consider1ed:

First, have any significant areas been overlooked in the
criteria established for the selection and evaluation of model

districts for the teaching of science? (See Progress Reports

#9, pp. 12 ff and #11, pp. 14 ff.) The group agreed that the

. essentials had all been defined but that additional specifics
should be cited and pridrities set among the various criteria.

The second question concerned the best methods to dissem-

inate the Project model to other metropolitan centers throughout

the country. The subgroup has recommended that the Project hold
a.meeting to discuss inviting individual New York City districts

to become involved with Projct City Science at New York University,

utilizing their own funds in lieu of government funding. If this

proved successful, the program could be expanded to'include other

universities in New York to work in conjunction with additional.

districts. Moreover, the group urged the Project to make presen-

tations at various local and national meetings.held for science
teachers, supervisors, and curriculum speftalists to encourage
urban areas to consider adaptations:of part or all of the Model

Districts Program.11

Finally, these tastes do not form a part of the narrative of activities

of the Model Districts Program reported on pp. 13-39 of that same Progress

Report. For readers who consult the progress reports seeking an understanding

of the way the Model Districts Program has been developed by the Project staff,

such gaps in reporting represent a serious obstacle. In regard to loth

informing an audience and maintaining a record of Project achievement, the

reports lack a necessary continuity.

Progress Report #12 suggests that

This spring'(February - June 1978) the focus of the observationd
will shift t% the communities arqund the schools. Last year's

project (see ro ress Report #10) has been expanded and formalized.

Observations ills learned in the schools will help Rroject'City
Science become better .informed about and more involved in neighbor-
hoods surroundi g junior high schools.

Ten community observations have been assigned. These include
descriptions of student "hang-outs," home environments, community
resource organizations, the Community School Board, the Parents'

Association, local merchants, and local newspapers.12
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When one consults the following Progress Report (#13) to determine

the results of these efforts, one does so in vain. In the twenty-seven

,page devoted to the Model Districts Program, no reference is made either

these community activities or to the tasks of finding answers to how

cience is actually taught lc. the district or how science connect with

the programs in the schools.

Such discontinuity in reporting Makes it difficult for/Observers and

_

potential supporters of the Project's activities to understand or appreci-

ate its merits. If staff efforts at improving.sc'ence teaching in urban

junior high schools are to attract and hold the interest of a professional

audience, the results of such activities must be reported in a cltar and

straiht-forward manner. It is simply not sufficient to record intentions

and omieoutcomes, For it is---the analysis of results that would seem most

likely to sustain the continued interest of readers.

1. Project Activities October 1977-May 1978

An essential component in the evaluation of the model district component

of Project City Science must be the continuous examination of this critical

question: To what extent is .-here a correspondence between goals and the

procedures, tasks, or activities that relate to these gals?- To restate this

question in a manner more consistent with the style of the two most recent

Progress Reports,'one might ask wha.. objectives might be inferred from a

listing of tasks, procedures, and activities carried out by the Project?

The isolation of certain portions of the narratives contained in I

Progress Reports 12 and 13 make it possible to identify:

(1) What the Project reports that it did (activity reported) and

(2) What were the implied objectives for this activity.

By interpreting the meaning of the original goals, the evaluators believe it
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is possible to postulate reasonable implied goals based on the reported

activities and the projected objectives. The evaluators, feel it will thus be

possible to include in .the final report an assessment of the effectiveness of

Project activities.

The following section represents an attempt to extract the implied

objectives of 1-le model districts component of the Project by examining its

most recent operational aspects. Thus, the activities in which the Project

reports it has been engaged are presented, along with language that implies

;
the purpose or objectives of these ,activities. Some inferences are then drawn

from these operational endeavors as to .what the staff is intent on accomplish-

ing. The extent to which these are ckpleted can be used to evaluate progress.

What follows is a series of reported activities and implied Objectives

drawn from the two most recent Progress Reports. These are then compared with

the original goals of the Project, and inferences will be drawn about how the.

intended outcomes relate to these goals.

1. Activities and Objectives:

Progress Report #12, p. 14

Reported Activity 1: Have the Project team volunteer to inventory, then

organize, the science materials ana equipment.

Implied Objective 1: "To get a school's inservice staff to become aware

of the Project's presence and to have confidence in us as resources for

science education."

prorteortil.2, p. 14

Reported Activity 2: Have*the Project serve in a leadership role in

school science fairs.

Implied Objective 2: "To help teachers and students in the school on
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an individual basis and to,lset up a- resojt e center for Project

activities." A

Progress Report 1112, p. 15

Reported Activity 3: Have the Project assist students in the preparation

of newspapers.

Implied Objective' 3: To gagerate "enthusiasm amon, the administrators,

faculty", and staff about science and the Project."

Progress Report 1112, p. 17

Reported_Activity 4: Project should sponsor an anthropological research

effort.

Implied Objective 4: "To increase understanding of the relationships

between the schools and neighborhoods."

Progress Report #12, p. 18

Reported Activity 5: .
Involve Project preservice teachers in anthro---..

pological research efforts as a training device.

Implied Objective 5: "To foster better understanding and communication

between schools and communities."

Progress Report #12, p. 19

Reported Activity 6: Have preservice teachers record their observations

and impressions in a prescribed format and discuss such directions and

impressions.

Implied Objective 6: To sensitize preservice teae,ers,to "schools that

were being entered for the first time."
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Progress Report #12, p. 19

-

Reported Activity 7: Involve the preservice students with observation

tasks within their respective schools and discussions of this collected

and compiled data.

Implied Objective 7: 1!To,encourage the preservice students to increase

their contacts' with school personnel and students, and to understand the

'complexity ofLthe institutions in which they worked."

Progress Report #13, p. 13

Reported Activity*8. Hold weekly coordinators meetings, each meeting

focusing on 1) supervision of preservice interns, 2) work with inservice

teachers and administrator's, 3) review o progress during the month,

4) plan for.the month ahead.

Implied Objective 8: "To increase understanding of various situations in

' the schools in order to aid the coordinators in solving problems arising

there."

Progress Report #13, p. 13

Reported Activity 9: .Project staff prepares and distributes a list of

science objectives for the semester for the participating teachers and

distributes such lists.

Implied Objective 9: "To encourage non - Project teachers to use new

curricular materials."

Progress Report 1113, p. 15

Reported Activity 10: Provide coordinators with a series of practical

tasks to be.completed in the summer prior to the academic year.

1 5 9
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Implied Objective 10: To have "each coordinator ... develop skills for

the coming year."

2. Inferences.

In its original proposal for refunding, six goals are listed for Project

'lity Science (See Appendix P). Each goal is assigned a set of tasks that must

be accomplished,.

Project Goals*

Goal I: To develop a cooperative working relationship among those key

institutions and individuals having an interest in inTroved

science teaching in New York City. This goal (Cooperative

Interaction)' includes two components:
1)- establishing a functionally' sound and enduring relationship

between the Project and students, teachers, and administrators

in the participating schools, the neighborhoods in which those

schools are located, various departments and bureaus of the

central Board of Education, the United Federation of Teachers,

New York University, other universities, and state and federal

education ageficies;

2) gaining an ability to catalyze cooperation among these as

necessary to achieve sound science education ends.

Goal II: To improve tte ability of teachers to help children in grades six

through nine gain a better and more rewarding understanaing of

science. Associated with this goal (Staff Development and

Support) are three subgoals. These are 1) improving the skills

and insights with which intermediate school science teachers do

their job; 2) updating the science curriculum they utilize;

and, 3) developing a feasible support system for them.

Goal III: To find out and continually reassess the state of science

instruction and learning in each participating district. This

goal (Needs and Resources Assessment) encompasses: 1) learning

what the major science teaching/learning problems are as

variously perceived by different groups in each-district,

discerning what factors impede the solution of those problems,

discovering what human and material resources exist to help

ameliorate them, and determine what the implementation cost is

likely to be for any particular reform measure in terms of money,

time and education side effects; and 2) achieving this in such-
.

a way as to help district personnel (teachers; Administrators,

and parents) learn how to make such analyses themselves with a

minimum of external help.

Goal IV: To gain generalizable knowledge. This goal (Research and

Evaluation) is taken to include gaining knowledge of and in-

*This is a representative rather than a complete list of such goals.

A
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`sights about: 1Y-early adolescence as a unique period
(psychologically, physiologCcally and culturally) in the lives

of young people; 2) attributes of the inner-city situation that
affect the science learning of early adolescents; and 3) the

effectiveness of the Project City Science model in promoting
desired changes.

Goal V: To building Project City Science into "the system"
This goal (Institutionalization) will- be achieved to theextent
that the various-programs and activities of the Project become .

adopted as part of and integrated into the standard operations of
the appropriate participating institution, including District
Administration and schools, the Board of Education, United
Federation of Teachers, New York University, and the State Depart-
ment of Education.

Goal VI: To extend the influence of the Project beyond the boundaries of
New York University and the participating districts. This goal

. (Dissemination) can be achieved only if the Project is_reasonably
successful in reaching its first five goals, and in addition is
able to communicate information effectively to other districts in
New York City, to other cities, to other universities, and to all
interested indivi4ualg.13

Further, each goal is assigned a set of tasks to be accomplished:

I. Cooperative Interaction:

Meet regularl with administrators of each,of the key plements to
inform them of Project City Science goals and activities.

Coordinate Project City Science and community goals by working through
local school board coordinators of community services, health services,

special services, etc.

Cooperate with social and educational organizations of the city in

training staff and working in schools.

II. Staff Development and Support:

Implement the teacher' training programs.

Develop professionalism, peer support,

Emphasize new developments in scienc
concepts.

supervisoty techniques, etc.

elated materials, methods, and

Coordinate science-related resources in the schools.

III. Needs and Resource Assessment:

Gather and assess basic information about the needs of schools and

teachers.
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Analyze- the.attitudes, interests, and perceptions of students about

science, their school, and their lives.

Study the'needs and expectations of parents.

Ascertain the resources of the school in terms of finances, available

materials, and 'personnel.

Study the resources df the community in terms of cultural ethnic rich-
ness; park and museum facilities, health and industrial services.

Locate available city, state, and national institutions, programs, and

funding.

IV. Research and Evaluation

Gain an overview of the knowledge available.

Search for new ideas fdr finding wild using this knoWledge.

Locate the basic information available in our schools.

Begin psychological and sociological studies in connection with

university courses and, related field work.

V. Institutionalization

Show the feasibility of adopting and adapting various piograms of

A Project City Science for other institutions.

Continually check that avenues of communication and cooperation are

kept open.

VI. Dissemination

Disseminate information about the goals and activities of Project City

Science to individuals within each of the main elements listed below

(school, community, etc.)

4
Pay special attention to meetings with administrators anu university

science educators. 14

The reader will note that the term.,"model district" is not mentioned in

either the goals or the goal-related tasks.* However, the present Project

Director's operating definition of model district as being "an administrative

arrangemen.t of support between a sympathetic principal, classroom teachers,

and the Project," suggests that the goal of "Cooperative Interaction" is the

same as that which has been set for Model Districts.

*In its revised proposal, the Project reformulated its original six goals

and the "model district" appears as one of the four reformulated objectives.
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Three mechanisms or programs are suggested in the proposal as a means of

moving toward the development of a model district: (1) inservice staff develop-
,

went, (2) the publication of citiscience notes, and (3) the design of resource

0

materials. Since the publication of citiscience notes is discussed in a
4

separate section of this evaluation (see Dissemination), it is in the programs

of Inservice Staff Developmentand Design of Resource Material that goals can

be,implied and the relationship of the previously listed activities and im-

plied objectives compared. `

The reader will note that objectives one, two, three, and nine describe

behaviors that relate Project activities to the administration and faculty

within a Project school. To create an arreness among these persons, to help

them on an individual basis, to generate enthusiasm, and to encourage non-:

Project teachers to use Project materials, are all tasks addres4ed by the Project

with concrete actions. There is some evidence that the Project was successful

an accomplishing these tasks (see "A Redefined Model District" in a later

section of this report). Obviously, all four objectives relate to the program

of inservice staff development.

Objective four, the sponsoring of an anthropological research effort, pan

easily be recognized as part of the attempt to design, uniue resource materials,

which is noted, s a major goal.

Objectives five, six, and seven, (pr.eservice Concerns) and Objeitives

eight and ten (Coordinator's role) are tasks not specifically related to the

program or mechanisms that are part of the Model District component.

C. General Assessment

In September 1977 and again in June 1978 the present Project Director
44

indicated that the development of model schools rather than model districts

might be a more useful project goal. As noted earlier, a mod.1 sclic,.1 was

C



described as "an administrative arrangement of support between a sympathetic

principal and assistant principal, classroom teachers, and the Project."

A series of interviews, school visits, and c4ssroom observations, with

Project staff, school administrators, on-site coordinators, cooperating teachers,

and interns between October 1978 and December 1978 supports the notion that an

administrative arrangement of support exists. Comments such as these were

common:

a) "The program is working; I support it."

b) "The project supplies extra pairs of hands for the science effort."

c) "Project personnel might influence positive changes in the mostly

tenured faculty."

d) "The interns seem to be more dedicated than ordinary student teachers

who come into the school."

e) "The on-site coordinator relives the Project personnel from managing

and supervising the interns."

f) "Certain projects--like the science fair, a newsp per, and a special

science club were started by PCS--they're all very good. I think

they'll continue evenyewieS leaves."

g) "A useful service,in the schools. Their presence is welcomed and

they.are making a positive contribution." '

Internal Participaat Commentary

Such comments suggest that the structure of PCS offers the school, some

unique features that are indeed valued. As one school administrator -expressed

it, "Project City Science contributes to school services rather than drains

them." This individual was pointing out that the typical preservice teacher

arrangements requires a great deal of administrative support and effort to work

successfully, since the university provides so little on-site guidance for

trainees. The presence of an on-site coordinator not only alleviates this

burden but provides yet additional help for inservice teachers in the way of

ideas, materials and support for experimental ventures.
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The same administrator noted that without PCS, a number of classes conducted

for students who exhibited science talent or ability would have to be
,

dropped.

It

(
was also pointed out that the Project's very presence has contributed

greatly to the morale of the science department. It has provid d a lift for

i''teachers, helping combat feglings of resignation,.offering an alternative to

the rut teachers feel they are in, and countering the depressing effect of the

lack of upward, mobility and promotion available to teachers in the schools.

These are positive contributions and have helped make PCS a welcome addition

to the school's regular program of instruction.

External Observer Commentary

How do the views of "outside observers" compare with the views expressed

by school officials? With a focus on those activities that bear directly on

the improvementf science education, these "summary" observations have been

made:

1. I do not believe that the knowledge base, the skills, or the affective
directions of the children is being materially improved by PCS. If the

students, themselves, do not show a measurable.increase in cognitive,
affective, and psychomotor capabilities, then the projedt itself be-

comes questionable.

2. School administrators tend to view the Project primarily in terms of
providing additional hands for the classroom.

3. Cooperating teachers view the interns as little more than student
teachers in spite of their Project status.

4.' There is a wide range of competencies, enthusiasms, points of view,
and support among the participating schools and the Project participants.

5. The instruction within the class is not reflective of any particular
teaching model or strategy. There is too little attention paid to the

content of the real life, the environment, and the socioeconomic
status of the student. The Project staff would do well to orient

itself and its interns to deeper reflections about the learning styles
of students in inner-city environments.

With respect to observations by outside observers, it is clear that PCS has

not become a partner in the way schools offer their science instruction. The

Project has remained an outside addition, welcomed but not influentiel to the
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extent that their Counsel is either accepted or sought after in regard to

basic instructional decisions. Their instructional influence appears highly

restricted.

D. Conclusion

PCS has won a certain acceptance by the schools. It has done so because

the PCS staff has been patient and has shown good judgment in its interaction

with school personnel. Nonetheless, a portion'of tat acceptance has been won

at the cost of an adjustment of Project direction and Project activities. The

situation poses an interesting dilemma. To have any effect at all, it appears

that projects such as PCS must choose to work within certain limitations

dictated by the structure of the schools as they exist. To work within those

limitations, however, is to run the risk of'being coopted, to have the thrust

af the, program blunted, and to become simply another contributing service to

the school. Such help is welcomed and used, but by the very nature of the

compromise that has been struck, its capacity to influence has been seriously

diminished. Thus, it is possible to serve the short-term interests of the

schools ai the expense uf e long-term goals of the Project. To avoid such

compromises is perhaps the major obstacle to program success, and is extremely.

difficult.

The hard-won acceptance the PCS staff has obtained has, seemingly come at

a point when the Project has simply run out of time to capitalize upon it,

assuming that it was ever possible to really use the leverage gained to influ-

ence the basic operation of the schools. Whatever may have been possible, it

appears increasingly unlikely that the hypothesis of tradually gaining accep-

tance in order to be able *to help the schools make necessary changes will be

tested within the funded life of this Project.

wa,
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A project such as PCS operates at many different levels and has the

potential for servicing a number of different constituencies. In fairness to

the Proje17711 effort should be made to consider which of these has been

served and how effectively. It would appear that the outcomes for at least

five different groups might be part of such a consideration:

1. How did the National Science Foundation profit through its funding
of such a Project?

2. What did the broader community of science educators learn from F.IS
activities?

3. How did the New York City school system benefit from it?

4. How did the local districts profit'from it?

5. What were the benefits for the individual schools that directly
,participated in the Project?

Generalizing from the comments previously offered, it seems that officials

in the schools in which PCS has been working do feel there have been distinct

advantages. Preliminary investigations suggest that as one moves outward to

the larger educational communities the Project could ser<re, its impact

seriously diminishes. The extent and the degree of thatotential impact will

be the subject of further reflection in the final report.

16 0
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III. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

A. Introduction

As noted in the opening section of this report, there is little in the way

of specific research results to comment on at this time. The PCS staff has

used the fall semester to initiate some of its research activities and to assess

t,

the implications of work begun last spring. Having begun recently., nest of

these efforts are in progress and cannot be reported on fully at this point

What is clear is that the Project staff identified a line of research it

intends to pursue* and has mounted its resources toward that end. Initial

efforts appear to have been successfully implemented and the staff has indicat-

ed it is pleased with the direction that has been set. The staff members have

made.a major effort at redirecting their research efforts, which has required

internal readjustments. They appear better organized than last year and seem

to have a firmer sense o purpose.

While it is far too early to comment on the quality of the research being

done, the staff is to be commended for the redefinition of purpose that has taken

place. Under the rigors of a demanding schedule and the difficulty of collect-

ing data in the schools, it has initiated a good effort. Some large-scale test-

ing has taken place in the school without incident, and a broader integration

of staff (in this and other research endeavors) appears to have been attempted.

In brief, the new line of research, and i-articularly the effort to organize and

direct staff energies within the framework of a calculated design, is hopeful

and encouraging.

*The studies being conducted involve comparisons of adolescent students'

acadeoqic and global self-concepts,

1
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B. Summary of Prioi. Program Activity-

In contrast to early periods of the research program, the 1977-1978 effort

began a more intensive analysis of research related to adolescent students.

Of particular importance inthis effort were student data collected in May and

June.

Up to this period, the research component of Project City Science had

focused on evaluations of preservice interns, on whom A variety of information

had been collected. Such data included attitudes toward science, perceptions

of teaching problems, and science knowledge. Some of these studies produced

surprising results, such as the level of science knowledge remaining unchanged

from fall to spring. In most instances, the theoretical framework guiding the

collection of such data seemed unclear.

In addition to the work cited above, the research staff prepared several

papers for presentation at national conferences in science education, and also

0
completed a research proposal requesting planning support for a study of career

development in science. The proposal, however, was not funded.

In the area of intermediate school student research, the Project achieved

access to several kinds of information. Most notable were the analyses of

students' perceptions of science careers, and multivariate analyses of certain

personality variables such as motivation and global and academic self-concept.

Academic variables such as verbal fluency, achievement in science, mathematics,

and English were also considered. The staff found several strong relationships

between academic self-concepts and school achievement. The staff intends to

report the full data at several national conferences later in the school year.

Research Goals for 1978 -1979

Many of the directions begun in 1977-1978 will be continued during the last

year of the program. In.the student learning and attitude area, the projected
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studies will attempt to extend findings regarding the role of self-concept in

science learning. In addition, the role of ethnic status, socioeconomic level,

sex, and grade level as moderators of the effects of self-concepts will also be

investigated.. Types of classroom organization, (student-centered versus

teacher-centered) will also be systematically studied regarding the role of the

variables listed above.

Further work is anticipated on the use of a Project-developed instrument

called the Progress Index. It is used as an assessment of the so-called "hanp-

,

on" approach to teaching science. The on-site coordinators were to be trained

to use this observational checklist, which will apparently be employed to measure

the extent to which preservice interns use the "hands-on" techniques.

The research staff had earlier discussed its intent to evaluate the skills

of the on-site coordinators in the artas of observation and supervision. These

skills would be measured by showing brief movie segments of classroom teaching

and asking coordinators to reflect on what they observed and how they would

have reacted in each situation. This stidy will apparently not be continued

this year.

Fsesearch Activities

In regard to program research and evaluation, the unique features of the

Project City Science program still appear to be relatively unsupported by re-

search data developed within the Project. Specifically, the efforts to system-

atically improve science instruction in the intermediate schools in New York

City have not been measured nor have the effectiveness of attempts to diffuse

this information to members et the science education community. ,The relative

success of these efforts has not been evaluated in a manner that would allow it

to be reported.
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The preservice evaluation emphasized the academic changes that resulted

from participation in the PCS program. These data can be impoitant indetermin-

ing whether the instruction at NYU has been effective in raising overall scienti-

fic understanding. Far less attention has been paid to determining the partic-

ular skills needed to effectively teach science in inner-city schools, an issue

equally important and central to the Project. In regard to the information

that has been gathered, the small sample size presents a serious limitation be-

cause detection of changes and generalizability of results are made more diffi-

cult. Using samples of ten to fifteen is an inherent feature in this kind of

.training. The project has tried to develop useful information from the data,

but sampling error becomes a crucial constraint when groups are so limited in'

size.

The 3arger-size studies currently being conducted with students will over-

come the problems of sampling size and relevance. The studies of adolescerAts'

science career orientations and perceptions can be related to the original goals

of the Project. vurther studies that focus on changes in orientations and

perceptions over time in the Project would also be very useful in assessing

program effects. Another way of detecting potential program effects would

involve comparisons of participants and nonparticipants. This would require

some ccllaborat n and ccaperation from the local school districts, which might

be difficult to achieve, but would seem to be extremely important in examining

the overall impact of the Project.

The studies that examine in detail the-statistical relationship between

science achievement and a set of academically related predictors such as self-

concept, motivation, and 'verbal ability Lould prove interesting. They are use-

ful first steps in developing information on the educational psychology of

science learning. The next step could be to see which salient predictor
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variables are influenced in the hypothesized direction.

Some of the evolving, research program activities appear to be helpful

outgrowths of previous program activities. The development of a research file

for coordinators and other students on perceived problems in the schools should

give greater impetus to student research. This again, however, is a "future"

activity in a project that needs to establish the results of its present efforts.

The "Progress Index" could bring the research effort closer to 'the stated goals

of the program, and might offer the Project staff a Clearer understanding of

what is actually happening to the preservice interns.

The Project staff has no as yet, been very successful in enlisting re-

sources outside the Pro itself. Much effort must be expended in simply

keeping the science education department viable, and participation by other NYU

staff and students is very difficult to obtsainin this ind of situation.

Furthermore, the solicitation of outside funds and other school districts in
1

the city of New York, while perhaps necessary for the expansion and mainte-

nanLeof the project, has expended resources in staff time that has taken away

from the research effort. This is surely true of attempts last year to seek

external funding for continuation of Project activities. The most understanding

view of these attempts is that the Piojectis research efforts are considered

to be all that is possible in a difficult milieu. A significant part of the

dilemma the Project faces is the result of not having successfully used the

initial two components of the Project to lay the foundation for the period when

it was to operate without external funding.

C. General Assessment

As noted in the intrnductorysection,Lhe research staff has initiated

some efforts that are encouraging. It has identified a clear line of research

in the area of self-concept and has mounted an attempt to investigate some

1;)
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questions relating to academic achievement that seem promising. The results

of these investigations, currently in progress, should be completed prior to

the conclusion of this school year and will be commented on in the final report.

They represent a hopeful direction. The major weaknesses of the research phase

of the Project at this time appear to be threefold:

1. The staff has not been sufficiently skilled or persistent in getting

others to attempt to conduct research related to PCS activities. Thus

the sole research outcomes in view appear to be those initiated by the

small PCS staff, whose limitations in number and available time simply

cannot allow them to exploit the rich set of possibilities that such

a project affords.

2. The research program suffered from the absence of a detailed research

plan that would have informed and guided stafr efforts. The lack of

such a plan has led to some floundering in defining a line of research

and has resulted in a late start, minimizing what might have been a

substantial opportunity to conduct some important inquiries in the

field of science education.

3. There appears to be no firm foundation laid for the development of the

"Institute for the Study of Inner-City Science Instruction," which

was proposed as an outcome of the two funded components of the Project.

The existence of such an institute was not originally predicated on'

continued government funding but on the development of resources and

mounting interest within the city and the science education community.

With limited time remaining, it seems increasingly unlikely that such

an institute will be staffed and in place at the conclusion of the

funded stage of this Project.
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In regaT.:. to attracting additional researchers, the original proposal

offered by Project staff to NSF contemplated a broad mobilization of staff in r

other departments at NYU (as well as attracting outside source's) to conduct

research in areas relating to PCS interests. Even with the reduction of funds,

much additional help-was anticipated. Indeed, as one faculty member explained,

the decrease in funds made the necessity of attracting outside research interest

all the Im,re crucial. The staff remained aware of this need, noting in an early

Progress Report that one intent of making presentations at conferences was to

attract a "critical mass" of researchers interested in collaborating with PCS

personnel.

Midway through the final year of funding, it is apparent that such researchers

have not been induced to participate. The reasons for this are not entirely clear.

The absence of a clear research design on the part Project staff would seem
,

to be a contributing factor. To some extent, such a design creates limits to

participation, possibly excluding those who have no interest in the areas being

pursued. On the other hand, the clarity of purpose and the possibility of re-
,

porting some early findings might well have spurred interest or caused others

to see possible outlets for their own efforts at would otherwise remain obscure.

The evaluators believe the presence of a design that could have been clearly

explained to others and the reporting of results early in the Project's history

would have been of great aid in attracting outside interest.

The lack of a-commitment from participating districts to allow the Project

to conduct research in the scnools would seem to be another factor limiting

results and participation. We believe such commitments should have been sought

and obtained early in the Project's existence. To do this would have necessitated

the development of some clear guidelines (and limitations) to protect the

schools. The contacts should have been initiated at th' beginning, even if the

I A.,
'd
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PCS staff felt it advisable not to begin the actual research activities until

firm relationships had been established. The staff did appear to make such a

decision. to downplay research in the early stages of.)project activity and there

is reason to believe the decision had merit. In one of the first districts in .

which the Project worked, some difficulty did arise over research efforts and

proved costly. To that extent the staff was astute in its judgment and per-

ceptive in its assessment of the organizational dangers involved. Still, one

must begin sometime. Projects of a less threatening character might have been

initiated. Further, the reseach staff-need not have confined itself to-con-

ducting efforts solely' in'the two districts that PCS had chosen to work with.

The evaluators canosee no reason that some preliminary work could not have

beguh elsewhere if the two cooperating districts were closed to them.

It,should be noted that it may have been easy to yield to the presumed

dangers connected with such efforts when there was no clear research design to

put into. action. It was not that a carefully planned approach existed which

the staff was patientlymaiting to initiate. The research staff confirmaat

such a plan was not available and this was precisely the problem. It made

wiiting easier and resulted in postponing decisions about
.
a direction for the

research effort untql=much-too late in the funded life of the Project. Thus

the lack of a research plan, paucity of results to report, and the absence of

a concerted effort to encourage participation all appeared to contribute to the

inability to attract needed research help from outside the Project staff.

The relationship between planning and programmatic outcomes needs to be

carried one step further. In Progress Report 413, mention is made of the

breakthrough represented by the recent testing of students in the schools. the

difficulty in winning such approval needs to be underscored. The accomplish-
:

ment is a significant one, for the schools do resist this type of effort. The

most recent Prosress Report indicates why this is so:
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An assessment of Project City Science research output

to date indicates that the areas of greatest weakness have

been those dealing with science knowledge and attitudes of

innercity adolescents.

A major reason for this gap inRroject research has been

an inability to gain access to innercity adolescents.

administrators have tended to remain highly suspect of research

long afteethey have learned to accept other Project efforts

as a positive force in their schools. Stated reasons for

this apprehension include a past history of negative experience

141-4 researchers from other institutions, a suspicion that

students migh be rendered "at risk" by possible stales, and

a fear of retAbution by the parents of students involved.

During the spring semester of 1978, the research team

.
began to gain entre to several Project schools for conducting

-research. The,conitant contact with school personnel which

the Project, hae maintained throughout its history as well as

the nonthreatening nature of the research tasks presented

for approval combined to create a situation of mutual trust.15

The PCS staff needs to consider why access to the schools was gained

at that time and not earlier. If the breakthrough that is noted represents,

as is seemingly implied, some change in attitude on the part of the school
1

officials, what that change is and how it has been brought about is itself an

appropriate subject for study. What remains a point of contention is the

length of time it takes to develop the mutual trust- alluded to, and what factors

contribute to it. It is possible that the schools were ready for such activi-

1 ties earlier than the Project was. The lack o- access to students may indeed

be, as indicated, "a major reason for this gap in . . . research," but there

were other important factors that seem to have contributed to the lack of prog-

ress as well and/that again is where planning comes in. The PCS staff did not

appear to have a clear conception of its research purposes, a well-defined s t

of hypotheses it wanted to investigate and an explicit design for accomplishi

its goals that could be shared with personnel in the schools. This lack also

frustrated progress. It may not be a coincidence that access to the schools

was obtained at the same time that the Project staff developed a line of

research it wanted to pursue.

1 Pri
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D. Conclus n

There appeared to be an absence of leadership in the area of research.

Though1a number of faculty were assigned to this effort, it seemed no single

individual had a clearly assigned responsibility for seeing that research

objectives were develbped and guiding the staff to their accomplishment. In

the absence of such leadership, the Project appeared to place a heavy burden of

responsibility for the design and implementation of its research program on

junior faculty members, who in the early stages were too inexperienced to have

assumed such roles. The result seemed to be th search effort has be-

come heavily reliant on the personal skills = d intere s of faculty members to

the exclusion of a number of possibilities that appeared better suited to the

Project's purpose, and intent.

The changes in Project staff and the direct ship have'further complicated

this problem, as did circumstances in New Yor City. It would be difficult to

overemphasize the dileMma the fiscal crisis n New York posed for this Project.

In the early years of its existence, the mora e of teachers and the focus of

administrators on sheer operational survival ma research a low priority for

all concerned. Comments about progress must be Weighed ainst the confusion

such a dilemma pdsed for staff. Yet for all this, it is important the staff

to consider the flaws in their organizational procedures that contributed to

rather than reduced the considerable limitations such obstacles presented.

Before closing, some comments should be offered about the present status

of the proposed research institute. There continues to be ambiguity about how

and when it will be formed. The staff originally anticipated its formation at

the conclusion of this year, but there is little in place at this time to inspire

confidence that this will indeed be the case. recent BrogrAss Report explained

that funds are being sought for a five-year longitudinal study of career

development and noted:
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"If funded, this project would mark the beginning

of the Research Institute envisioned by (the)

former director of PCS. . .

That seems to make the existence of the institute a condition of further

governmental funding, rather than an outcome of this Project.. This was not

the stipulation stated in the original propoSal. Further, the potential devel-

opment of such an institute has not been aided by the University's decision

this year to cease offering a doctoral degree in science education. This is a

curious and distressing interpretation of its responsibility to the Project,

the staff, and the outcomes originally supported. In any event, the goal of

establishing the institute is in doubt.

In conclusion, if one is to measure ultimate success by the extent to which

intended Outcomes have been reached, this component of the Project poses a

dilemma. Even thd.most charitable assessment cannot conclude that the original

goals appear within reach. By itself, this need not constitute failure.' The

most well-planned projects often find that in actual,operation they have to

shift their goals to wiat is practical, accessible, and within reach. Such

revisions can prove imaginative and lead to highly productive results. The

problem with the PCS research effort is that while some of its original resetroh

objectives do not appear to be within reach, precisely what will replace them

in terms of breadth and depth is equally unclear at this late date. The final

report will attempt to deal with how productive the efforts recently initiated

have been and the overall contribution of the research program 'to the intended

outcomes of the Project.
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IV. THE DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

A. Introduction

The introduction to the Dissemination Program section of the latest PCS Progress

Report (#13) begins:

As PCS ends its next-to-the-last year of funding by the NSF, one of the

staff's major concerns is the continuation of the Project after funding

has been withdrAwn. Accordingly, interest in the content and direction

of the Dissemination Program has become prominent! 17

The present evaluation report is designed to review the status of the "content

and direction" of'the Dissemiation Program during the first half of the final

Project year. It will examine the nature of any changes in the program reflec-

tive of this heightened interest,

The July 1978 evaluation report raised a series of questions concerning

the Dissemination Program. These questions focused on the citiscience notes,

the Progress Reports, and conference presentations, since they appeared to be

conceived of as the major means of making the Project known. The report also

commented on the apparent absence of a formal dissemination plan. The evalua-

tion team has not received a response to the report from the PCS staff, norl'has

any Progress Report been written and published covering the period after the

evaluation report was issued. Further, since little in the way of reporting at

major conferences or new issues of citiscience notes have occurred during these

initial four months, we will defer the bulk of any further comment on these

issues until the final evaluation report. The present report will, therefOre,

be brief and will concentrate on those dissemination activities that are currently

taking place or are planned for the immediate future.

B. Dissemination Activities

Citiscience notes:

Citiscience notes continues to serve as one major dissemination vehicle for
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PCS. This monthly publication serves a variety of important functions, not the

least of which is to keep the name of Project City Science before a large group

on a regular basis. There is no doubt that the notes contain a variety of use-

ful information, some of which teachers may collect and retain as resource

material for future use. (Certainly a subject-organized index would aid in

this use.) While it seems reasonable that citiscience notes should be published

by The NYC Board of Education's Science Division, that is not the case and PCS

has filled the void with a useful publication.

The evaluation staff continues to believe that the PCS staff should evaluate

the perceived value of the notes to its readers as an integral part of the

staff's responsibility to NSF. An organized effort to determine their potential

effectiveness could aid the staff in determining how useful they have been to

teachers as well as how they might be improved. The evaluation staff will

conduct such a survey for our own use. The results of a survey will be included

in the final evaluation report. There is a need to determine their power as a

dissemination vehicle for the Project.

Pf-ooress Reports:

The first evaluation report (1976) was written without the benefit of

Progress Reports 12 and 13 (October 1, 1977-January 31, 1978; & February 1,

1978-May 31, 1978, respectively). In the absence of these two reports, which

covered the initial evaluative period, the evaluation team raised a series of

questions based on Reports 1-11 concerning the efficacy of the Progress Reports

as an instrument designed, in part, as a means of enticing new districts to

replace the project elsewhere. After reviewing Progress Reports 12 and 13

the evaluation staff continues.to fee] these question's are pertinent:

Can the unique needs of each group (who receives the Reports) be optimally

met by a single document?
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Have school administrators both within and outside NYC received enough

clear data in the Reports to determine whether or not the PCS models be

implemented in their schools?

Have science education departments at universities been offered sufficient

information to determine whether it is a viable alternative or addition to

their existing programs?

. . . Are the findings sufficiently rigorous for a project of the magnitude

and importance of PCS? 18

These questions,' as well as others, still need to be answered. The PCS

staff reports that the focus of the Progress Reports has shifted to more of a

business report. Nevertheless, one must question why it is necessary to expend

such critically needed resources to report information of such limited use.

Surely there are means available that are more direct and effective for dissem-

inating information to districts who are considering replication of the Project.

Even athis writing the PCS staff is still collecting data on the efficacy of

the project as a model of science education for the target population. It seems

likely that the Project has several populations that it can and should reach.

What is questioned'is how effective the Progress Reports are for reaching any

of them.

As in the case of citiscience notes, no formal effort has been made to

determine the effectiveness of the Progress Reports for the intended audience.

The staff appears to be content with reporting on their progress in a manner

that is best or most comfortable for them. While the Progress Reports meet the

Project's obligation to maintain a ecord of its activities,, there has been 4n-

sufficient concern with their us ess as a dissemination vehicle.. As noted

in an earlier report, the evaluators believe that the different audiences the

Project serves require a more varied effort. The Progress Reports seem too

17.1
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limited a form fo' this purpose. Even within these limitations, however, there

is a need for the staff to obtain feedback from those who receive the reports

about how useful they are. Such an attempt would seek to find Vays the reporting

could be modified or changed,.in order to better accomplish its purpose as a

dissemination vehicle.

To do this a more thorough effort at planning a system of reporting

would have to be made. The Progress Reports could not be seen as vehicles that

simply record, in a general way, the various activities in which'the Project is

engaged. They would instead be viewed as instruments for accomplishing specific

purposes. These would include reporting formally and at periodic intervals the

specific outcomes of various project efforts whose goals and procedures have

been clearly described. This would encourage different parts of the science

education community to look to these reports for data on successful classroom

implementation, teacher training practices, or developments in current research.

The present reports seem to offer data that are of greatest interest to those

most closely involved in this particular project and decrease in influence or

usefulness as one ia.further removed from it'. Little hard data are offered,

and information is presented with no apparent concern for a. systematic, devel-

opmental build-up of results. That defeats the central purpose of a dissemink-

tion vehicle, for it limits interest and understanding to the initiated.

Replication Activities:

The first evaluation report (1978) briefly commented on PCS's attempt to

expand its involvement in NYC by means of a cooperative effort with the Buieau

of Personnel of the Board of Education. This involvement, which originally in-

cluded the possibility of Central Board funds, did not materalize due to a

variety of events beyond the control of PCS,not the least of which was a serious

fiscal problem and a change in leadership at the central administration'level.
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While a significant number of school districts did initially express an

interest in participating in some aspects of a "new" PCS, ,the loss of Central

Board funds reduced that numbet to one. It is absolutely clear that such a

situation has little to do with the efficacy of the Project. Nevertheless, so

,F

much staff energy was expended that a follow-up report beyond that giver in

Progress Report #13 would assist future NSF-supported projects in their

replication efforts. Questions designed to determine what kind of information,

support, or university/NSF involvement would necessary for a school district

to participate in an already existing project like PCS should be collected.

While it may be impossible for PCS to ascertain all of the variables that

entered into the negative decision on the part of such a large number of school

districts, an analysis of those elements that.are reported, in relationto any

unique characteristic 6f the district, would be helpful. Stated,differently,

the process PCS used in following up the Board initiative should be examined.

Reactions of the districts when there existed the prcmise of Central Board funds

should be compared to their reaction when the funds were not available. A

thoughtful analysis would constitute an interesting and important part ,f the

history of this Project. It is suggested that such an analysis be attempted

and the results reported along with significant PCS experiences.

One major distinction between the PCS model currently being implemented in

the participating districts and that which has been proposed for any new

districts warrants comment at this time. When the characteristics of the PCS

model that set it apart from scores of other school-university "partnerships"

are examined, one clear distinction would be in the area of personnel.

The present plan supplies PCS staff 'involvement at three levels: The

master's level intern, studying at NYU and providing direct el ,erviaed in-

struction to children; a doctoral level intern, serving as the on-site cgordin-

ator, studying at NYU and providing continuous feedback to the PCS staff;

1
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and the NYU-based PCS staff who plan, execute, and evaluate PCS on a day-to-

day basis.

This three-tiered organization is clearly a "unique" feature of PCS and,

in the understanding of the evaluation team, one critical to the ultimate im-

c

provement of the quality of science education for the target population. The

potential for immediate feedback and supervision of instruction that exists

between the intern and the coordinator is undeniable. Equally obvious are the

additional costs of the supervisory intern (field coordinator) to the funding

agency--NSF presently and the community school districts (CSD) in the future.

The proposal PCS has discussed Lth several CSD drastically changes the staff

organization by having the field coordinator selected from district personnel,

leaving only the classroom intern to be responsible to PCS--a model not unlike

every student teacher program currently in existence. While the reduction in

cost resulting from this change is obvious, so too is the pOtential reduction

in PCS control. Where this approach has been used by the project, the results

have not been totally satisfactory.

It is probably safe to hypothesize that this change may have an effect on

the extant to which any unique aspect of the PCS instructional model will be

realized. ,While it is obvious that only future observation and evaluation can

determine such changes, it is equally clear that the proposed model differs from

that currently being employed in one significant dimension. If the on-site

coordinator becomes a district and not a University employee, it is quite

possible that what will eventually be repiicated is a student teaching structure

very common to most colleges and universities. The project will assign its

intern (student teacher), the building staff (in the form of the coordinator)

will supervise the field activity, and the collegz faculty will again be relegated

to a peripheral role lacking in both influence and impact. The PCS staff should
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consider how different or effective this model can remain.

Professional Conference Presentations:

The first evaluation report (1978) included a reference to the informal

and formal PCS conference presentations described in Progress Reports 7, 10,

and 11. It continues to be the position of the evaluation staff that these

activities are appropriate as one method of disseminating Project information

and, as such, are consistent with the Project's stated goal ". . . to have its

r major universities and neighbor-model for educational reform adopted by other
0

ing school systems throughout the nation." The PCS participation in the 1978

NSTA Conference is referred to further in Progress Report #12 and described in

detail in #13. In addition to these references, the PCS staff reported parti-

0
'cipation in a State Education Department meeting, an AETS session, as well as

a NSSA meeting held at the Pocono Environmental Center.

The first evaluation report referred to two questions raised by participants

at the NSTA Conference that we believe should be considered for the 1979

conferences:

/-
How was Lhe Project documenting its progress?

How is your preservice program different from other such programs and how

do you know it works?

It was th expressed hope of the evaluation team that 1978-79 conference

presentations would be designed to provi e answers to these and to similar

questions. An August 1978 PCS public on listed conferences scheduled for

the last year of the Project's funding. In addition to the items listed,Oit

was reported that a research paper based on Dr. Jordan's dissertation has been

accepted for presentation at the Annual Conference of the Eastern Educational

VResearch Association. It wil.., of course, require an analysis of "the planned
.

. .

presentations to determine whether they include any of the long-awaited answers
/ -

N.

1 7;5
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to questions of the program's efficacy. Such an analysis will be included in

the final evaluation report. Appendix B gives a full list of the conventions

that the PCS staff will attend this year and the presentations they plan to

offer.

C. General Assessment

This phase of the project is plagued by two problems:, the absence of an

overall approach and the lack of any clear results to disseminate. As was the

case at the time of the first evaluation report, it is evident that PCS is com-

plying with the broad intent of a program of dissemination. Citiscience notes

and the Progress Reports continue to be published, contacts continue to be

made with local school districts that might consider replication, and various

staff members are making presentations at large professional gatherings of

educators. In regard to what the staff has to offer such audiences, questions

first raised six months ago continue to be relevant:

1. Do the intended audiences find that which is presented useful?

2. Are the data necessary to substantiate any claims of success available?

One might note that these questions echo the underlying sentiment of those

raised by educators who attended the Project's presentation at last year's NSTA

conference. It is hoped that answers to these and other questions will be

forthcoming as the Project completes its funded existence at the conclusion of

the current academic year.

One of the major issues posed in last year's evaluation of the PCS effort

was whether a formal dissemination plan existed. The need for such a plan and

its seeming absence must again be raised in this report. There does not appear

to be any evidence of either a stated plan or one which could be logically

derived from the separate dissemination activities beyond that of a simple

frequency schedule. It seems clear that the major objective of Project replica-

tion is toc, important to be left to chance or a series of short-term efforts>

17"
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It is the belief of the evaluators that the "content and direction" the project

staff alludes to must first be established by clearly stating objectives so
.0"

that progress can be monitored and evaluated, both formatively and summatively.

Such an approach requires a different set of operational standards than that of

simply increasing interest in the Project and its activities. The mandate has

always been broader than that. What is implia is the creation of specific

procedures set up to achieve clear outcomes in regard to disseminating results,

attracting visitors and encouraging replicatio In a project whose third

component has always assumed ten years of unf ded activity, the absence of

such a plan of action represents a major deficiency.

This need not have been a solitary task. A better organization of the

effort could,have resulted in help. In this connection, for example, the

question can be raised of how 6killfully the PCS staff made use of its advisory

board in helping design and implement a dissemination plan. It is clear that

local members of that board have been employed in various ways, but less clear

how well the ftll membership has been used? Have they. been asked to Comment

on the usefulness of citiscience notes or the Progress Reports? Have _heir

opinions ever been sought not only in regard to how dissemination should be

conducted but on the effectiveness of the techniques currently employed?

Beyond the last meeting held (September, 1977), no record of such consultation

has been offered by the Project staff. In a similes n, it appears that t

advisory board has not been asked to participate in the' evelopment of a
4

formal dissemination plan or offer their reactions to a written plan developed,

by PCS staff. Such a course of action is net the only one available and need

not have been pursued. The evaluators simply suggest that there is a continu-

ing need and that groups such as this one represent an available and unexploited

resource that might have been used.
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In regard to specific dissemination activities, a number of suggestions

could be made. It would seem useful to have invited a selected list of educators

to visit the Project on a regularly planned schedule developed by the staff.

The schedule of visitors could have_ represented a calculated and coordinated

effort to reach particular audiences within prescribed geographic areas in ways

that mounted Project influence in thoughtfully planned stages. Depending on

need and purpose, visitors could have been brought to the NYU campus or Project

field sites. The audience considered might ha included:

\**..:.

a) Teachers and building level supervisors or administrators from New York

Ci who would be exposed to salient features of the i'roject and its,

potential for their district.

b) Teachers and supervisors from other urban areas. This could not only

,--,)

1 ad to replfcation but might have provided important data about the
N

strengths and weakness of current parts of the PCS effort as viewed

by other urban educatord.

//

//7 c) Science educators (possibly with some of their students) and school

superintendents (with members of their staff) who might have been

invited to spend a day at NYU in which workshops were conducted and

the Project enlly showed the best they had to offer. Conversely,

the staff might have chosen to have th field sites to observe

effective instruction, science fairs or other activities in which the

Project took pride. The visitors could have been local or from

surrounding geographical areas.

d) Researchers in science education, invited to attend a conference where

the Project staff presented data they had collected, suggested oppor-

.0.;-------"1
tunities for research wit in the Project, and elicited possible avenues

of research from those in attendance.

131
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4
At the simplest level, such an approach might have represented a means of

disseminating information on sp ci is aspects of the program. It also could

have served as an effective means of collecting data from a variety of pro -

fessional sources about how improvements could be made. Such outsiders repre-

sent not only a saurce of Project replication but a means of formative evalua-
- -

--

tion, collected from experienced sources. The evaluators have, for example,
,----

brought in a number of individuals from local school districts, other urban '

areas, and :different universities for precisely this purpOse. A similar pro-
.

Ledure, established earlyby the Project, might have proven extremely useful.

It is not the purpose of the evaluators to suggest specific vehicles, on

to point to the need and existing possibilities. Such efforts would represent

a varied and necessary effort at promoting the program, sharing its esults,

and obtai ing feedback about what parts seem ineffectiv4 or represent obstacles
,

for others It would require extensive and thou htful planning, however, and

this is precisely what the dissemination progr has always lacked." There has

not been a design, an overview, a plan to bilng about the Project's objectives

in,this important area. We are speaking here of a longterm, written glan that

coul_ Je modified or revised as data about its effectiveness was accumulated.

No such plan appears to exist.

1

Equally important, no one seems to have been clearly assigned the respon-

sibility to develop such a plan. There are staff in charge of the activities

hethat currently represent individual parts of the dissemination program.

citiscience notes are put out, the Progress Reports eventually are duced,

jand arrangements are made to visit conferences. But these are seperate activi-

ties, some of which are idated, and not a plan of action. What is lacking'is

1) an integration of these activities aimed at well-defined objectives, 2)

means of obtaining feedback that would inform and/or redirect present efforts,

1v°i0.



and 3) evidence that someone .has been charged with sufficient responsibility

anAuthority to set a clear direction.

D. Conclusion

The dissemination component wouN seem like the logical launching pad for

the third part ojfCS, which 3nvolve&ien years of unfunded activity. It must

Be noted that little resembling a reasonable foundation for such continued

activity is currently in place. No replication outside of New York City can be

pointed to at this time. Within the City, there are hopeful signs that some of

the local schdol districts may setaside funds that would enable the Project to

continue. Neither the form nor the extent of that continuation is totally clear.

Of considerable interest will be the decision made by the two distl-icts in which

the Project is currently working. If they are to be "model districts" or ev
\I

dissemination models, it will be useful to see what plans have been made for

them in Phase III by the PCS staff. he nature and extent of their participa-

.

tion is important the the Proje needs to plan their role carefully.

On the final page of its most recent Progress Report, the following

assessment is offered:

In conclusion, during the spring semester, the Dissemination

,Program became more prominent in the minds of th, Project staff.

This can be attributed to the staff's growing confidence that

the Project has developed a successful and t ansferable program

for educational reform, as well as the staff' :eeling that others

concerned with education should become persua e of the Project's

value and develop parallel programs nationwide. 19

It is good that the staf as confidence in what it has accomplished. It

is encouraging to hear they belie e a successful and transferable program for

reform been'del)eloped. What rema ns is for them to marshal the evidence for

this 'and present it in a form that can be disseminated. That alohe will provide

etus needed for the develo

.

ment of parallel programs on a national basis.
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In the absence of this data, such expectations would seem unwarranted and un-

realiltic, as a number of visitors at earlier conference presentations have

made clear.

3

U
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Penelope J. Haile

REPORT ON INTERVIEWS WITH PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS AND

ON -SITE COORDINATORS IN PROJECT CITY SCIENCE

INTRODUCTION

On May 9, 12, 16, 22, and 23, 1978, I interviewed fifteen preservice

teachers and six on-site coordinators involved in Project City Science.

These interviews were conducted as part of a total evaluation of

Project City Science. Each person interviewed waz: seen individually

by me for 30 to 45 minutes within the school in which he or she

worked for th ast year. A guided or focused interview format was

used. The inter ew protocol for the preservice teachers appears

in Appendix A and the interview protocol for the on-site coordinators

is in Appendix B.

The following is a 66o-part report of these interviews. Vhe

first part analyzes the responses of the fifteen preservice teachers.

The second part analyzes the responses of the six on-site c rdinators

whom I interviewed.

PRESERVICE TEACHERS ("INTERNS ")

Overview

Although all of the preservice teachers (interns) had specific

complaints about the details of Project City Science (PCS), no one
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considered his or her year a waste--not even the three interns who'do

not plan to teach next year. This is not surprising since these fiftee

interns are the ones who have successfully completed alb training.

Other:, who started in PCS as interns in the fall of 1977 have since

dropped out.

Most of the interns felt that the basic structure of the project--

the integration of coursework at Nev York University with a good deal

of fieldwork in the public schools and the use of a Hands-On approach

to the teaching of science--is excellent. Only three of the fifteen

interns ,.elt that the balance between time spent in the public school and

time spent at New York University was not ideal. Two felt that the one

day a week (second semester), when the interns were at New York Univer-

sity and not with their public school classes. was disruptive to the

classes. Another intern suggested that the coursework at New York

University could be intensified in the beginning of the semester and

lessened as the interns' duties in the schools increased. And of the

fifteen interns, eleven said they woLld use the Hands-On approach if

they teach science in the future. It would seem that most interns would agree

with one of their colleagues who said: "I think the idea of the project
4

is excellent: the concept, the Hands On, the learning. A lot of the

coursework is excellent."

Not all specific aspects of PCS, however, worked equally well

for all the interns. Questions about particular elements of the

project served to point out a number of areas of concern: The Hands-On

approach, the Instruction at New York University, the On-Site Coordina-
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tors, and the Cooperating Teachers. These four general areas of concern

are analyzed below.

The Model for Science Teaching

The model for teaching science in the Junior High School; as

promoted by PCS, was variously defined by the interns as follows':

a) HandsOn
b) Discovery Learning

c) Inquiry Method

d) Scientific Method

e) Exploratory Method

The model was characterized as "childcentered" and involving:

a) experiments or "lab work" (as opposed to "demonstrations") (11)

b) quantities of equipment and materials (11)

c) asking and answering questions
d) worksheets
e) group work
f) more student participation

( 4)

g) the teacher "not in front" ( 3)

h) higher noise level .
( 2)

( 9)

( 7)

( 7)

Three interns stated that PCS introduced them to an approach

or an attitude toward science education rather than a strict model for

teaching science.

One intern said:

They didn't give us a model. They didn't say "This is

the way we expect you to teach." They just gave us a

lot of little things. And, I think, we put: it together

ourselves.

le Indicates number cf interns who made the response--some interne

made more than one response per category.
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Another intern, said:

Basically the project set out roles--goals to be that type
of teacher who is' flexible enough to realize that if the
classroom has a stagnated appearance (a stagnated feeling,
We're not going anywhere, they're not picking up fast

enough, I'm not getting the attention of the students in
the back, someone's sleeping on be) to be able to realize

it without having self-destruction; without saying, "Well,

I'm a loss at being a teacher." And to correct that error

by using different motivations--maybe field trips, maybe
using cultural differences, bringing in other languages,
other cultural attitudes about science, incorporating what

goes on in your background.

There seemed to be times, however,when it was not clear in the
(

minds of the interns whether the model advocated by PCS was strictly

a "learning-by-experience-only" model or was a broader approach in-

eluding "concrete experiences." For those interns who saw the model

(
as limited to the basic Hands-On experiments, there was dissatisfac-

tion and confusion. This confusion and a desire to utilize a wider

range of presentation formats is illustrated by the following comments

by one intern: .

We were never told noc to (talk through a topic). In fact,

in some of the discussions that we had had in our curriculum
and methods classes, our professoi did mention that it wasn't

really necessary to do this (Hands-On experiences' all the

time. And that not everyone was really convinced that Hands-
On all the time was really that much better than lecturing.
But what they wanter! to do, I suppose, was to give us the

option to do it either way that we wanted. And I do feel that

I do have this option. I'm not required to do.Hands-On. I'm

not really required to do anything, although I'm encouraged to.

I've found that by doing the Hands-On, t haven't so much become

a better teacher for it, butA am developing an attitude which

is probably different than he attitude a normal teacher-has....

Lecture, that's the usual ehing. You sit down and write your
developm-ntal lesson and I suppose I can do that as well as most

teachers by now. But once in a while as I'm sitting there, what

comes to mind is whether or not what I'm reading is adaptable :o

a Hands-On experience for them. And if it is then I take off a

couple of hours and I write up some worksheets, go out to the

store, buy what I need.
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Another intern said:

I think there should be a marriage between the two (discovery

earning and traditional/ lecture). I don't think you can

have one without the other. They haven't emphasized that.

There are some concepts in the eighth grade that just
cannot be handled by discovery alone.

From the point of view of four interns, the advantage gained from

including Hands-On experiences in one's teaching is the increase in

student participation. Another intern noted:

An important thing, I think, is that kids participate more.

More kids participate more. Both in quality and quantity.

After you've gone through something like that. Of course,

there's always other stragglers. They haven't done anything.

But all of altudden you have faces popping out of the class

that were never there when you were just lecturing.

The fifteen interns were asked about their career plans for next year.

They responded as follows:

a) Hope to teach in Junior High School (6)

b) Hope to teach in Senior High School' (6)

c) Do not plan to each next year (3)

vd4.
When asked if they would use tree Hands -On model of teaching

science if they were to teach in the future, eleven said they would use

the model, four said they would not. One intern qualified his response

by saying:

Once I gec more relaxed in the situation; I got used to the

school, I'd go to more Hands-On. But I'll probably be more

traditional the first year....I think I'd have more control,

be able to develop rapport more easily. I'd sca-.-t off more

traditional than liberal. I think it presents problems in

control.

All of the interns acknowledged some difficulties o:- Iiritrtions

in implementing the Hands-On experiences. These difficulties

included:

191



a) student behavior and safety considerations (12)

b) time available (teacher preparation time and student

classroom time) ( 9)

c) content required to be covered (kind and quantity) ( 9)

d) level of student achievement/intelligence ( 4)

e) equipment availability ( 4)

f) student boredom/apathy ( 2)

g) method opposes students' previous science training/

does not fit tne system ( 2)

The greatest difficulty that the interns experienced in irple-y
menting the model was classroom management (student behavior and

safety considerations). One Intern stated:

They're a very rough class and its very hard to keep them
. .

going. You really just can't trust them with microscopes.
I fall back on a lecture sometimes to hove them,sit and
write and learn how to behave.

The content are' (e:g., "living things" and "chemical reactions"),

the amount of time available (to "cover the curriculum" and: the time

available for the teacher to plan and set up the experience), and

the availability of equipment were also important considerations in

implementing the method. When asked how he decid2s to us, . Hands-

On approach, one intern reportee: 1'

It depends on tne subject -atter, for me, more than Anything.
And sometimes it depeads on my Lime. It I see that I c',;,n't

arrange to do something with cheap materials or else I'd

be straining the topic by ding it, I just don't do it. I

just talk my way through it or else I show a filmstrip or

something like that.

The interns reported that they had used the following alterna-

tives to the Hands-On experiences:

a) "developmental lesso J (6)

b) lectures (5)

c) a mixture of lectures and la' (3)

d) filmstrips (2)

e) discussions/colloquia (2)

f) 3-week unit projects (1)

g) "Learn Ball" (use of competitive
teams) (1)

1 02

t
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Two interns had serious objections to the model. One felt that the

model was "too time-consuming," that."students could absorb more (con-

tent) verbally." Another stated:

It(the model of discovery earning) sounds great, but it does
not always work. It's a reatly hard thing to apply. It's

terrific in theory, but, as 've done some more reading of
my own, perhaps it's n3t even so good in theory. It's just

not the 'Jay science really is. What that.kind of model empha-
sizes is a theoretical-inductive model, where you work from the

,, specific and you work up to a model. It's very logical, very
rational. And if you have a very logical mind, you might be
able to come up with some very interesting things. However,

in my understanding of a philosophy of science and historical
approach to most of the great-tliscoveries; it wasn!t that way
at all. Things were more intuitive, more hit-and-miss.

A need for more evidence of the benefits gained by using the model

was clearly expressed by another intern:

The Project philosophy is to develop a lot of Hands-On
methods because they believe that it works better; that
it can help the student learn better. I was interested
in really testing .it out....If New York Univer'sityl can
really look over all the Hands-On experiments (as designed
by the interns), make sure they're perfectly set up, then
we can test to see if it really does work out. uI'm just
wondering on a bigger scale how it affects the students..
Are they really learning better with it? If not, why not?.
I'd like to see if it (the Hands-On teachilcbuld be
perfected, a little bit more organized.

Instruction at :3w York University

When asked to mention courses that were particularly helpful,

the interns noted the following courses:

a) 'Curriculum and Methods courses (7)

b) Psychology/.Behavior Modifications (3)

c) Integrated Science (2)

d) Workshops (1)

One intern reported that

Both (the Curriculum and Methods courses) that were
offered were very, very good. I don't think there's a
class there that I didn't enjoy or that I didn't learn
something.



The following courses were reported by the interns to be of

little or no help in preparing them for teaching:

s) Integrated'Science (7)

b) Sociology' . (4)
lio

. c), Some Workshops (2)

d) Community Work . (1)

e) Methods (1)

The Integrated Science course was viewed as particularly unsuccessful

for these reasons:

a) content was a repeat of previous science training (4)

b). a "waste of rime" (4)

,c) the instructor did not have a strongenough science background (3)

d) the book used was not good (3)

e) some content levels too elementary, some too advanced (2)

f) no depth (2)

g) boring (2)

One intern stated:

,One of the parts (of IntegratIg Science) involved going
through some book called Science Inquiry by Laughery.
This had a set of experiAents, so called inquiries, which
were supposed to provide us with experiences....I found
that really boring. The experiences were high school,

junior high school experiments. You know, I have a BA

in physics. That stuff to me was so boring. SD that

eight weeks was a total waste for me. I.could have read
that book and gotteit the same thing out of it in about

three houfg of reading.

Another intern - as critical of the'Sociology course. He said:

Now there's a sociology course where the professor just
gets up and does his "thing."...Some of the courses
that they taught us at New York University were Hands-
On methods. Some of them were complete lecture, complete
everything that they're trying to keep us away from.

All of the interns were asked if they were able to bring problems

they encountered in their fieldwork to their New York University in-_

structors and receive help. The interns reported that they round the

instructors:

19.:
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a) knowledgeable (7)

b) helpful

p). available
(6),

(5)

d) not helpful (2)

Two interns indicated that they did not bring their problems back

to New York University because they were fearful of evaluation by the -

instructors. One intern commented;

Their "rap-sessions" were not run very well. They turned
into a "Look-how-great-I-am" kind of thing. I think they
were overly-critical of anyone who had a problem. So I

didn't discuss any problems that i had. The "rap-sessions"
were very destructive. I think that probably came down to
the individual person who was running the "rap-sessions."
She probably felt she was emphasizing the positive things
about what we were doing, but I think it turned out'tobe
negative. I think they've tried to emphasize the positive
throughout the program. It was very good in the beginning
when we were all afraid of entering the classroom and that
kind of thing. But in the end, they should have 'Made some
concessions that "Yes, there are some proklems which you're
going to encounter. You're not the only_die.1: This type

of thing.

-----/Another intern reported that he had not received the he p( he sought

from the instructors bedause of a dispute over "jurisdiction"--which

staff member was the correct person to give the assistance.

One intern complained about the use of graduate students to teach

graduate level courses. She stated:

I' would like to see, in the psychology field, doctors of
philosophy teaching these subjects. The instructor for
our psychology course did not have a doctorate. They

should come in experienced.

Another intern noted the drawbacks inherent in a small

/
self-con-

tained graduate program. He commented:

195
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I would have preferred a more varied staff....You get dif

ferent opinions from different people. And just by a person'''.

looking different and talking different, in a different

voice, helps....Welve had, pretty much two people....Not

--day is it the same instructor at times, it's the same

students in the classroom also.

Of the fifteen interns, three felt that there were problems running-

the coursework at New York' concurrently with the extemgivo

fieldwork experience. Two interns mentioned that their classeS in

the public schools were disrupted by their absences once a week

(second semester): In both cases, the cooperatingeteachers, who

conducted the classes while the interns were at New York University,

.1
were seen by the interns as not following through with the lessons

as planned. When the interns returned ,o their, classrooms, they

ti

could not count on content having been covered, groundwork having

been laid, or instructions having.'been given by the cooperating

teacher the previous day. One intern felt that the work.got piled

up at the end of the semester. Typically in school courses, require-

ments such as papers, repo and projects are assigned toward the

end of the semester. In the interns also began to take on more

responsibility within their field placement toward the end of the

semester; This intern suggested that PCS alter this arrangement by

40

intensifying the New York _University coursework at the beginning of

the semester and easing off on assignments at the end of the semester

so that the interns can devote additional time to their field placements.

All of the fifteen interns felt that the fieldwork was vita] In their

'/'

training as science teachers. The value placed on the fieldwbrk can

be seen in the following comments by' three interns:
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*The student in the fitlywas the
most important (aspect of my training) because I

.learned a lot. I learned the New York City school

system. Also I had.the opportunity to learn from

many teachers--to listen to them talking.

But, maybe the best thing about it was that because

I started those curriculum and -methods courses at

the same time that I'was already inside the schools

every time there was a reference to a classroom

situation, it was so much closer to.a real exper-

ience that I\had had somewhere.

The fieldwork is probably a million times more
valuable than the coursework.

, . .

The following general comments and suggestions were made abput the

interns' relationship with New'York University:

a) too much work required's.' (3)

b) work involved not difficult '(3)

c) need a more systematic approach to reviewing science
'curricula; more specific to. New York City (3)

d) no time scheduled to prepare lessons, to "scrounge" '

for equipment , (2)

e) need a specific "library" of Hands-On experiences/

materials available (1)

f) give more credits for "Student Teaching" (1)

On-Site Coordinator

Each intern-was asked to describe the role of.Xhe On-Sie Coordinator.

The following functions of the On-Site Coordinator were reported:

a) supervise lesson plans (10)

b) liaison between interns and cooperating teachers

and -administration ( 9)

c) resource person ( 7)

d) work with other'science teachers in the school/
Eromote Hands-On experiences j( 7)

e) observe interns teaching ( 6)

197
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The.followillcharacteristics were viewed by the'interns as most important

in order for he on-site coordinaI to function adequately:

a) science.teaching experience (5)

b) availability .
(5)

c) good ae interpersonal "relations (5)

d) knows what to do to solve classroom problems (4)

e) responsible/dependable (1)

f) efficl.e * (1)

,s' 1,

0

Three general problems were reported with respect to the\on-site

coordinators:

a)

b)

c)

not available (5)

not "professional"/obje4ive (2)

not dependable (1)

fc

Lack of availability was attributed to 670 different things. In some casel

. the on-site coordinators were,doctoral c4ndidates intensively involved in their '

own work. In one other case, the on-site coordinator, was also the cooperating

teacher. This situation causdd a unique problem. The intern involved concluded

I

I would say now that the on-site coordinator and

the cooperating teacher should be separate

individuals. Sometimes you want to say something

to one about the other. What do you do when it's

all in one

O

The intern solved thisproblem by using the district science coordlinator (not

involved with PCS) to fulfill some of the functions of the Dn-site coordindtor.

The district science cuordinator observed her lessons, offeredcriticpms., and

made suggestions and corrections.

A lack of responsibility and dependability was attributed to one on-site.

ccx=rdinator. The ramifications of this situation were spelled out by an intern:
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Basic little things like being in on time can upset the

_whole system. When you tell twelve kids you're Oing to be

in to work on a science project, then they're knocking

on the door.alI morning and'you're not here. That is

upsetting to m who's trying to get my work done, to the

,kids. It lets them dgwn. They haven't had anything.
They've&en let,downLby society and' especially in this

school. And if you're going to let them down too...
they're not going to .trust. 'Spey can't even trust a

black person or a Puerto Rican. I mean, feally. And

that, to me, was very important.

.Three interns suggested that the on-site coordinator could..have

f

helped them more if they would havp been able to make more observe-

pons of the interns while they were teaching. One intern felt that

it would-have been more helpful if the on-site coordinator had had

science teaching experience.

Cooperating Teachers

The interns were asked if they used their cooperating teachers

as a role model in their own teaching. Nine interns reported that

they did use the cooperacikteacher as a model; six said they did

not. An intern commented:

It was inevitable that I used (the cooperating teacher)

as alibderl.. I just went to the classroom and found my-

seLf doitig things that he"would do. I didn't have an .

alternative model. What was I supposed to do.

Nine interns reported that the cooperating teacher used them.

as models for teaching science, to a certain extent. The cooperating

\ifteachers.would use the Ha ; ds-On,lessons developed by the-interns.

An intrn said:

I don't think I,have changed (my cooperating teacher's)

style at ail. But I have chafiged, maybe, the things that

he does do. "I think, in the future, if he does come
across something he may decide todo a Hands-On unit.

19:9
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But I'm not sure herd bother to do his own. I know that

now what I've done to the mealworms with him and I've dOne

the air and gas...he has copies of all of these apd he

can use them if he wants.

There seemed to be quite a problem in that not all cooperating

teachers used the Hands-On approach. The interns reported that the

cooperating teachers used Hands-On:

a) frequently (2)

b) a little (5)

c) not at all v (8)

Other methods used by the cooperating teachers included:

a) Jectures. (6)

b) demonstrations (4)

c) highly programmed "labs" (1)

Not only did this make it difficult for the interns to:learn the

Hands -On approach, it made it difficult for them to fulfill one of

their obligations to PCS, as they' saw it. One inter;, described the

"Catch-22":

To a certain extent, I'm caught in the middle because one

person4s.pushia.g you to do Hands:On.and.one person doesn't

want to do Hands-On anyway., And you're being evaluated,

partially, on the implementation of their program. And

there's- somebody standing there saying, "I'm not going to

let you do what you're supposed to do."

Another intern concluded:

Our positions in the school are strange, in a way. We're

supposed to be in there helping the staff, but Ilrh.supliosed

to be learning at the same time. Sometimes I question

whether or not the cooperating teachers 'I've been given are

the best models.

Three other interns also mentened the difficulty they had exper-

ienced in trying to be emissaries of an innova e teaching method

being neophytes in the teaching profession.
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Seven interns mentioned that their cooperating teachers were

[s.

quite helpful, both with method for handling children (classroom
,-

management techniques) and with content suggestions ("curriculum").

s

i

.

Seven-interns reported that other science teachers in the schools
s .

were helpful to them.

' Five interns stated that, by the end of the year, there still

were unresolved problems Involving the cooperating teachers. Three

interns characterized their cooperating teachers as restricting and

.

dogmatic. One intern suggested that the cooperating teachers were

less than cooperative because of internal problem; within PCS. She

stated:

We had-so much disorganization within the project that it
discourages the cooperatirig teacherS.

Suggestions for Farther Evaluation

At 'the conclusion of the interview, each intern was asked to sug-

gest thus far unexplored areas or aspects of PCS which he or she

felt should be subjected to evaluative study. The most frequently

mentioned. asnect was selections procedures.. Review of the selection

criteria for these positions was suggested:

4 a) the public schools in the project (3)

b). the, interns (2)

c) tbe cooperating teachers (1)

d) the:on-site coordinators (1)

One intern noted that an error'in selections canserve to cancel out
. .

0
positive,g-specis of the projeCt. She said

There are some problems with the'program in this school
which outweighed the Hands-0... The project was not
acceptedin this school (by most of the staff members).

. The way 1.4 was presented was we were going to change
curriculums. And they didn't 'want that. There has been
a lot of resistance.
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One ,intern suggested stddying the relationship betweeh the liroposed

goals of the.project and the budget. He suspected that the allocation

of.funds does not accurately reflect, the stated purposes of the program.

He said:.

As indii.xiduals working in the school, we should haVe

money to spend (Tor equipment): We were allotted $25

and they did even that in a begrudging manner. Money

to spend on things that the kits usetup, to throw away.

Money.to spend on things to be kept in the school and

tags that can be hoarded by New York University that

an be used when theneed 'arises. For something that's

supposed to be some really big educational project -I
guess it's like being in the infantry with an M-1 but

no artillery.

A closely.allied question was proposed to study by another intern.

He asked:

How do student teachers manage in the program? How do we

survive since we don't get paid? Would we be better if

we had some compensation? Has financial stress been a
factor in others' decisions to drop qut of the program?

If I had gotten only $40 a week,'I would have had less

worry. My mind would have been clearer.

Another intern suggested that an evaluation include a review of

the research being done by PCS andthe extent to which that research

has beeridisseminated to project members. Theintern did not think:

any research was being done and believed that research was necessary.

Similarly, an intern suggested that any evaluation effort should in-

clude a close look at the students who have receiyed the Hands-On

instruction. .She suggested looking at:

How the teacher has gotten the concept of Hanfds-On across

to the kids. If./t-hAs grogram has been effective, there

should be a difference in the teaching styles. The students

should be able to say, "Well, since
@I

this person's been here,

we've been able to do this."
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One intern proposed that the evaluation study include questions

directed to "interns" who dropped'out of the program before completing

the training, in order to find out why they resigned.

Two interns suggested seeing whether the Projett!has;specific

goals. One intern noted:

is 1.11:(1111am), WS theIt's not 1-11,;(1 (that

vagueness of it all.

Another intern stated:

I think they should be more structured. I thinkthey
should find out really what their goals are. You can't

take on too many. If you want to be good in these things,
you can't spread7yourself too thin. Find gut what your

goals are. Find out what you really want 4pt of the

student teacher. If they want us to do well in the schools,
make sure there's enough time to go out and buy the materials;
to go out and get extra resources; to look for something else.

ON-SITE COORDINATORS

Overview

All of the six on-site coordinators felt that their job was quite

1

extensive and multi-faceted. Each on-site coordinator emphasized and

'perlec ed different aspects of the job, based both on their own 3

strengths and weaknesses as individuals, well as the opportunities

and limitations presented by the partiCular schools in which they

were situated.

The six on-site coordinators felt, strongly that the Hands-On model .

for teaching science had great merit. They also ,felt comfortable

with the basic structure of placing preservice teachers in the schools

whilettaking courses attNew York, University, within a project context.

Thee of the on-site coordinators have had previous experience within

.203'
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the project as cooperating teachers. Two others had been.with the

projectis on-site ,coordlna}or for three years.

Again, as with the preseridce teachers, each individual on-

site coordinator had different opinions and responses to various

aspects of PCS. The weral areas of concern were: The role of

the on-site coordinator, The Bar0s-On model. The interns and cooper-

ating Teachers, and Research. These four general areas of-concern are

analyzed below.

The Role of the On-Site Coordinator
.

1

All of the on-site coordinators pointed out that their role in-

volved a number of different relationships, all on different levels.

The coordinators mentioned that the general areas of their duties

included:

a) Supervise interns

b) Work with inservice teacners

(6)

(6)

IP

c) Work with administration (4)

d) Chose''cooperating.teachers and pair with interns (4)

ei Mediate betweem intern'and cooperating teacher (4)

O.' Public relations/Promote.th project_ and 119nds-On (4)

g) Set up a "lab" or resource room (2)

h) Initiate departmental meetings (2)

i) Initiate a ence Pair (2)

j) 'Mediate betw en the interns (l)

r

One Coordinatox said that he worked
0

...with the insetvice teachers who are'actu'ally working

here: To try to get them to improve their science

instruction. To bring them new ideas, new curriculum,

whatever else is suitable.

Fodr coordinatoks sgpcifically mentioned that both the number

of things that the COOrdinator can do within the school and the

type of things he or she is permitted to do, vary greatly between

2.0.1

r
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the schools. A coordin4tor stated:

Schools are different and the'things you can accomplish
in each,school, as' a result, are different....I don't .

feel competition between schools, ampng the on-site
.coordinators. The director (of PCS) is.aware that the

schools are different

vjo specific anellique problemslwere brought out during the

interviews. One problem arose from the unique school where the
. .

000rdinatorWas also functioning.as the cooperating teacher (he was

a fufly employed science't'eacher in the school). Thii.coordinator said:

' Things are not running as wello-in terms of the curriculum

improvemerit, this year as they were last year because we

don't have a full-time coordinator. Another,problem(laniqUe
to the situation) is that since I've been here (as a teacher,

in the school), peoplelave come to know me as a colleague,

i not as somebody who can come in with fresh ideas'. I'm one

pf them....It would have.been better (mot to function as both
tithe coordinator,and the'cooperating teacher) because
here as the cooperating teacher I have a certain'telation-
ship with my preserviceteacher and as the on-site coordin-

ator, there has to'be a different relationship, The on-

site .coordinator is the one 'who has to get on the pre-
service teacher and the cz:operating teacher to do certain

things. Because there was no on-site coordinator to sit
on me (as the cooperating teacher) to get certa things

done, they _were done either improperly, late, or not

done at all.

Another problem which waslexperienced by the on-site coordinators

was reluctance on the part of the school science department faculties

to accept the Project and the Hands -Or Model for teaching science.

The on-site coordinators indicated that the school administrators and

science teachers did not share the same commitment to PCS. Tne degree

of cooperation was measured as follows:

20,
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I. Principals:
a. No cooperation (0)

b. Little cooperation (2)

c. A good deal of cooperation (4)

S

f.

II. Science Teachers:
a. No cooperation (2)

b. Little cooperation (3)

c. A good deal of cooperation (1)

One Coordinator suggested the following'reasonifor the lack of

cooperation that she experienced in her school:

The teachers were told, at the irtitial conferences,
to the effect that the project is going to come in and
really redo your whole teachi. "We're the experts

from New York University." Tit kind of attitude was

what I came into. There was resistance. "Who are you

to tell me."...If you're not wanted by the teAchers,
you shouldn't go. When I hear what some of the other
people are saying that they can't wait for everybody
to come because they're teachers who are out of
license'in science. They really have a crying need.
And it's nice to know that when you have a need for
somebody--you say to somebody "Come help me"--and,some-

ona does. IC.s a nice sharing, There's so little of

that here.

Three Coordinators.atated that their role in,the tchools has

changed during the year. They each said 'that the change was due,

I

in part, to a growth on their part, in their understanding of,their
t

own strengths and weaknesses and a clearer perspective of what was

entailed in the job of an on-site coordinator. However, the co-

ordinators also indicated that there seems to be a rather predict-
4

able process through which the role itself developed and became,

incorporated into the structure of the

2)

on-going school system.
. .

The Hands-On Model for Teaching Science

The shs.,cooidinators were asked to describe the model for teaching

science which has been espoused by PCS. The model was variously
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a) "Hands-On" (4)

b) "Student-centered" Learning (2)

c) "Ekperiential Learning" (2)

d) "Guided Discovery Learning" (1)

The Hands-On approach was further characterized as:

a) more work to prepare, then easier than traditional (3)

b) involved use of simple materials and equipment (2)

c) groupwork (2)

d) equated with "labs" (2)

e) skills-oriented (1)

f) hypothesis formation (1)

g) teacher not in front. of class (1)

h)- asking students to think' (1)

i) worksheets (1)

j) projects (1)
k) experiments (1)

The Hands-On model was seen as oppOssed to:

a) Developmental lessons (2)

b) Lecture (2)

c) Programmed "labs" (1)

d) Demonstrations (1)

'e) Expository teaching (1)

The coordinators found that the cooperating teachers were

variously receptive to the Hands-On approach. In some cases, the

cooperating teachers were already using a teaching method that was

quite similar to the Hands-On model, and this was a factor in their

being chosen as cooperating teachers. In other cases, the cooperating

teachers, as, well es the other teachers in the science department,

were not at all receptive to the model. The coordinators found the

cooperating teachers:

a) Very receptive to the model (1)

b) Interested to an extent (3)

c) Not at all receptive (2)

20~-
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The coordinators reported that they found the following problems or

limitations in the attempts to implement the Hands-On approach in the

classrooms:

a) Procedural problems (complex and difficult) (2)

"b) Bad planning OR the pait of intern (1)
YA

c) Cooperating teacher intervenes during lesson ,(1)

d) Achievement level of students (1)

e) Behavioral problems mkong students (1)

Three coordinators carefully noted that Hands-On activities do

not work well if they are used every day. These three coordinators

said:

There must be a balance between Hands-On activities

and developmental 1,estons.

Hands-On by itself with no discussion or any evaluation

of it is absolutely, to my mind, a waste of time because

they're not getting anything other than having a good

time. The Hands-On Approach they refer to here includes

discussion sessions, but some people seem to feel that

Hands-On Activities mean just the activities with nothing

to tie them up. That doesn't work because the loose,ends

are just left dangling. The Hands-On Approach, as I have

learned it'through PCS, is that there has tb be a balance

between the activity itself and"the discussion that

relates to it and develops from it.
r

Hands-On activities are not "the answer." You can't use

them everyday. You have to be flexible.- I don't see.

Hands-Od as a replacement as it is an auxiliary for all

the other methods. It's the method you use to create

interest. But besides motivation, it gives the kids a

chance to become involved. For example, the Science Fair.

Most of the kids did not know how to strip a wire; did

not know how to wire a battery in series. Because the

teachere here have only worked out of textbooks. Now

when you present them with a conceptual idea, they have

a better picture of it. Hands-On gives you a concrete

understanding of the subject.

The Interns and the Cooperating Teachers

Two of the six coordinators felt that a total of four of their interns

M
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were quite unsuccessful. The characteristics which the coordinators found

were most important for the success of the intern in the project' were:

a) A strong science background (3)

b) 'Cooperative personality (not competitive; can relate to students) (2)
c) Responsible/Dependable (1)

Three coordinators mentioned that the interns, to a great extent,

can make -or -break the project's attempts,to promote Hands-On as an ap-

proach to the teaching of science. One Coordinator explained this

situation:

4

If you have a student teacher who can get control of
the class, he's structured enough and organized enough
and con do a lab lesson and it works well and the kids
enjoy it, the kids learn something, the teacher is in-
evitably and invariably impressed. Even if they don't

show it right away. They get*the feeling that there's
another way to teach. 'The kids can actually enjoy it.

If you get a student teacher who can do that, the teacher
will be motivated-to try it himself. On the other hand,

the reverse can happen. You can have a teacher who doesn't
organize the lesson very well, who doesn't control the '

class as well. His lab lesson turns out to be quite a
failure. The kids are not accomplishing the goals.
Then the teachers going to get a little turned off.
"You see, this doesn't work. My way works better." It

just confirms the rears he already has. So you can

get it either way.

The Research Efforts by the Project

Four of the six coordinators indicated knowledge of some research

which had been conducted by PCS relating to the Hands-On approach.

All four coordinators reported familiarity with a "pilot" study using

a science attitude scale. One coordinator further mentioned a pilot

test used in connection with'the development o an observational

instrument. Two coordinators said that they wei directly involved

with data collection; four said they were not directly involved. Three
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coordinators responded that they were actively involved in the discern-

ination of information regarding research in th7 area (i.e., brought

in reports, published results in the school newsletter); three coordinators

responded that they were not active in dissemination of 'research results.

Four coordinators indicated that there was no systematic study of

the method by PCS. A coordinator stated:

We haven't done any systematic study (of the Hands-On

approach). We've done a study to see if (the.children's)

attitudes have changed toward science'e-was a pilot test.

Another coordinator said: I
They've told us that, as of right now, "lab-centered"
and "student-centered" activities versus lecture and
developmental lessons--neither one has proven to be

beneficial. "Lab-" and "student-centered" activities

are not harmful. Nothing is lost.

Another coordinatOr concluded that the question of which method re=

cults in mole learning 1.4a complex one. He said:

Our tests don't measurz. some of the things that children

-do pick up by doing "lab-centered" activities. Things

like using machines, using stethoscope, reading a ther-

mometer--observation skills. If there are any tests which

measure these skills, they're not the kinds of testing

instruments used in our schools.

Suggestions for Further Evaluative Study

At the conclusion of the interview, each coordinator was asked to

suggest hitherto unexplored areas or aspects of PCS which he or she

felt should be Subjected to evaluative study. The following cpmments

were made:

I would be interested to know if previous interns have

taken teaching positions, are they trying to use Hands-On?

If they are, what are the obstacles they have found?

210
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You should evaluate the role of the preservice in the
schools to see that they do what we claim they do. Also,

how well do we Coordinate what we're doing out here in
the field with/what they're doing at the university.
And, on tAe'other hand, if what they're doing is relevant

to what we're doing. We in the project feel we are rele-

vant. We've asked the teachers in the school,_"If you
were giver)! the opportunity to research, what problems

would yo research on?" They give us topics and we give

them to thetniversity, the research group. If I were

'you, I'd evalte the research group--have they followed
through?

I felt a problem With selecting the preservice.teachers.

We had a difficult time selecting the candidates that, I
guess, I truly would have wanted. I would really want a

person who is science oriented, really interested in teaching.

As an evaluator, I would look at the politics of the district,

of the school. Because things happen differently in the dif-

ferent schools as a result of the politics.

Final Comments

One Coordinator stated: '%

I'm sorry this. ,(evaluation study) lidn't'occur in the begin-

ning of the year because we've all had a chance, through

staff meetings, to identify what are we really doing. We

were going along,hit-and-miss. You know what you're doing,

but you don't. 'What I'm doing is each.tithe I talk to

any o.ze of (the evaluators) , I.'m identifying for mys f

what I think are the needs. And then what I'm saying to

myself afterwards is, "We really should do this or that."

.
We do a lot of talking in the project about (evaluation).

k ..'

As the interviewer, I noticed that the interne as compared to the

on-site coordinators, were' far more revealing and analytic in their

responses. The preservice teachers were completing the program and

did not look forward to any further involvement with Project City Science.

On the other hand, the on-site coordinators were -more guarded and pro-

tective in their remarks, they were looking forward toa continuing

relationship. with, the project.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - INTERNS'

A

A-1

1. Would you say you were given a model for teaching--a unique point

of view of science education? How would you describe it?

- What A the model?

- What are the most important .a ects of the model? The model's

sine qua non?
o

2. If I were to walk into your science classroom, how would I recognize
that you were using the model to teach?

- Would you be using particular equipment.or materials?

- Would the students be organized in a particular way?

- Would your relationship to the class be different from the tra-

ditional relationship?

- How would the students' activities reflect the model?

3. Do you plan to use the model in your own teaching? Why?

- Are you comfortable with this model of teaching?

- How would you modify the model?

4. Where did the model break down?

-Were there difficulties you had in implementing or applying

the model? What were they?

5. Did the instruction you received at NYU follow the "Hands-On" model?

6. Did the NYU instruction address itself to the realities of teaching

in the inner city? How?

-Do you feel it effectively prepared you for the classroom?

-Was the balance between time spent in college classrooms and

in the field appropriate? Why?

-Could you have eliminated some of the courses?

- Comparing the courses at NYU with your field work, was NYU

vital? Why?

4
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INTERV QUESTIONS - INTERNS...continued

7. Did the instructors appreciate the problems you were facing in

your Junior High classrooms?. ,

-If you went back with classroom problems, were you able to get .

the kind of help you needed? (Content, methodology, psychology./

sociology)

8. Were-there important omiAsione in your preparation as a teacher?

Things you feel should have been covtred? What were they?

-Did you feel free to offer suggestions, changes and/or modifi-

cations to the program? Was it flexible?

-What changes would yasuggest now?

9. How Would you describe the role of the on-site cocrdinator?

10. Which aspects of the roleIrd the most important to you? Why?

-Which aspectt; of his /her, background - his /her education, skills,

experience, personality--are the most important for you? Why?

11. When the role of the coordinator didn't serve you, in what ways

was it deficient?

-availability?

- training?

12e: In what way was the cooperating teacher a model for you?

-What was his/her role?

-Was he/she helpful?

'13. I understand that Project City Science sees you as a change agent'

in the school. How have you served as a model for teachers?

14. What aspects of Project City S ence should we, as evaluators, be

looking at?

-What are some of the things that are of key importance?

-If you were tocome in to evaluate the project, what other

thinge would you look at? .
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INTERVIEW.QUESTIONS - ON-SITE COORDINATORS

pow would you describe your role in Project City - Science?

VP,

2. How has your role chaugedpsince the project,began?

si

3. How were you prepared by Project City Science for your positidn?
v

4.' Would you say thOnterns were.gMn a model for teaching science--

a unique point of 4iew of stienee education?

\-What is that model?

ai

5. If I were to walk into a science classroom, how would I know that

the teacher was using the model to teach?

"

dt""

6. Are the cooperating teachers responsive to the modal that PSC offers?

7. Areyou convinced that Hands-On teaching is the most potent model

for science instruction in the junior high?

8. What characteristics of interns are most important for a successful

II

training experience?

-quality of their science background

-commitment
- love of children/experience with the age group

- natural teaching talent

-flexibility
-others

9. Has there been any research generated by the project that has been

directly useful to you or your interns? What?

10' Do you feel that you or your interns have been involved in the.

research effort in a ways that is useful?

11. What aspects of Project City Science should we, as evaluators, be

looking at?

-What are some of the things that are of key importance?

-If you were to come in to evaluate the project, what other things

would you look at?

2(
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Penelope J. Haile, Ph.D.\

June 1, 1979

REPORT ON INTERVIEWS WITH PRESERVICE TEACHERS AND

ON-SITE COORDINATORS IN PROJECT CITY SCIENCE

INTRODUCTION

On March 28, 30, April 3, 4, 23, and 30, 1979, I.interviewedtfOurteen

preservice teachers andaght on-site coordinators involved in Project

.

(7ity Science. These inter iews were conducted as part of a total evalud--
7

tion of Project City Science. EaCh person interviewed was seen indiviU-
,

4a
.c v

ually by mefor thirty to forty minutes either withih the schOol.in
oty

which he or she.had worked for thehe past year, or elde in the Project City

Science office of New York Univ'ersity. A guided or focused interview

rIformat as used. The interview protocols for tine preservice teachers

(intelus) the on-site coordinators (coordinators) follow this report_.

The following is a twoTpart report of. these interviews. The first

part analyzes the responses of the fourteen interns. The second part

analyzes the responses of the eight coordinatcrs whom I interviewed.

PRESERVICE TEACHERS (INTERNS)

, Overview

While all of the interns had complaihts or disappointments abo4

specific aspects of Project City Science (PCS)>, it would seem that the

basic objectives of the project to recruit and train science teachers

for the inner-city schools were realized. Eleven of the fourteen Interns

----) 79%)*mentioned that one of their expectations about'their involvement

216
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with PCS was that they would learn to be good science teachers.' Now, at

the end of their training year, twelve of the fourteen interns (86%) plan

to teach science for the next five years and ten of these twelve plan to

teach in the city's junior or senior high schools. Arid, of the= twelve

who plan to teach, eleven plan to use the hands-on approach 40% or. more

of the time.

Most of the interns (71%) felt the basic structure of the project (//

(team approach, year-long, work/study) was a facilitating factor in their

'success in meeting their goal of learning to be good science teachers.

Five of the interns (36%) felt that the fieldwork school was a contributor

to their success, and four interns (29%) mentioned the contribution

of the project personnel to theiv successful training.

The objective of the project to influence the science teachers

within the fieldwork schools to use a hapds-On approach in their classes

does not seem to hale beee'reached. No intern reported that the hands-on

model was generally used in their schools. Eleven interns (79%), in facg

reported that the hands-on approach was not generally used in the schools,

and only three interns (21%) reported that the approach was used by a

number (but less than half) of the teachers in their schools. As a matter

of fact, only five interns (36%) said that their cooperating teachers

used a hands-on approach as part of their teaching I'epertoite. nse-

quently, it is not surprising that half of the interns (seven) felt they

have not learned the skills necessary to use hands-on effectively.

Interview questions about particular elements of PCS servedto-

point out a number of areas that demonstrate the perceptions of the

t
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interns about the strengths and weaknesses of the project.' The general

areas investigated were: recruitment, conrsework, the teaching model, the

fieldwork, and the future. These.five general areas of interestare

analyzed individually below.

Recruitment

Table 1 summarizes the interns responses to the question that asked

,.

how they first heard about PCS. The number column indicates the number

of interns who gave each answer to the question. The percentage column

indicates the percentage of interns (out of fourteen) who gave that

information.

TABLE 1

SOURCE OF INITIAL INTRODUCTION TO PCS

Source Nurriber Percent >

1. Board of Education circular S 35.7

2. New York University catalogue /3
21.A

3. New York Times. - 2 14.3

4. Friend associated watt} PCS 2 14.3

5. Board ok Education campus rep. 1 7.1

6. Daily News 1 7.1

The majority of interns first learned about PCS through either the

New York City Board of Education circular sent on request as part of a

packet of information about available teacher training programs around

New York City, or throughethe New York University ,catalogue, which lists

the project as part of its Science Education Department.

Table 2 indicates what the interns considered to be the initial

points about PCS that interested them.

LI
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TABLE 2

INITIAL POINTS'OF INTEREST IN PROJECT

Points of Interest Number* Percent

1. Financial aid 8 57.1

2. Preparation for teaching 7 50.0

-3. Year-long project 6 42.9

4. Science-oriented 5 35.7

5. Field-based 5 35.7

6. Degree program 3 21.4

7. Focus on inner-city schools 2 14.3

8. Charismatic associaet-project director 1 7.1

9. Particular teaching approach taught 1 7.1

10. No teaching obligation 1 7.1

*Some interns made more than 1 response per question.

A majority of interns mentioned the prospect of financial assistance

as an initial attraction for them. As one intern noted:

Originally what attracted me was that it would be
concentrated in the city environment and also that

it was free. That's a very valuable thing that

you can get an education without having to lay out

tremendous amounts of money.

A majority of the interns also 'reported that preparation for teach-

sing was an aspect of the project that appealed to them initially. Six

interns mentioned that part of the attraction of the project for them

was the fact that it was a year-long program rather than a crash-course

taken during one summer. One intern said:

I thought it would be very good to be in the school

a year. You'd get a good view rather than standing

on the outside looking in....You get into the school,

you see what's happening and you can make an intelli-

gent decision whether you want to stay in a system

like this. If I just went through a regular program
and came into the school, it would have been a shock.

You would have, almost, burned your bridges before

you got in--before you knew the job.

2.u)
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Table 3 displays the interns' expectations regarding their involve-

ment with PCS.

_TABLE 3

EXPECTATIONS OF INVOLVEMENT WITH PCS

Expectations Number Percent

1. Learn to be a good,science teacher
1

11 78.6

2. Learn a new appro.ich to teaching science 4 28.6

3. Financial aid/tuition-free courses 3 21.4

4. Intensive team program 3 21.4

5. Masters degree 2 14.3

6. Teaching certification 2 14.3

7. Opportunity to do research 1 7.1

8. Admission flexibility 1 7.1

9. Unique teacher training for urban environment 1 7.1

10. Experience inIschools 1 7.1

A large majority of the interns considered the greatest promise the

project held out for them was teaching them to be goOd science teachers

(79%). A much smaller percentage of interns had more specific expecta-

tions fr,their involvement in the project. Twenty-nine percent ex-

pectelto learn how to teach science using a "new" teaching method.

Fourteen percent expected to receive state certification to teach upon

completion of the program. One intern expected to participate in a

unique teacher training program designed to prepare teachers for the

urban environment.

Table 4 shows the interns' responses to the question that asked

which of their expectations were satisfactorily met.

220
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TABLE 4

EXPECTATIONS THAT WERE SATISFACTORILY MET

Met Expectations Number Percent

1. Trained to be a science teacher/certified 8 57.1

2. Tuition-free master's degree 7 50.0

3. Rewarding fieldwork experience 7 50.0

4. None 2 14.3

More than half of the interns (57%) reported their expectation of

being trained by PCS to be science teachers was satisfactorily achieved.

Similarly, half the interns acknowledged satisfaction of their expecta-

tion of receiving tuition-free university courses, and half reported

satisfaction in their goal for field-based training. Two of the fourteen

interns (14%) reported that none of their initial expectations of their

involvement with PCS was met.

The list of interns' expectations that were not satisfactorily met

appears in Table 5.

There is far more diversity of response with the unmet expectations.

Much of the dissatisfaction seems to come from goals or expectations that

were not realized by one or two of the interns for each goal. The most

frequently mentioned unmet expectation was that not enough hands-on

teaching techniques_were learned by the interns. This response was given

by three interns (21%). One intern said:

I think I expected to see, according to their

brochure, exemplary science teaching on a

junior high school level. I expected to see.

how it should be done, presented in a much more
structured and cogent format. I didn't expect

this hands-on approach for learning in the way

they carried it through to us. I expected toti

see classes in operation that were exemplary- -

that reflected the project's goal.
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TABLE

EXPECTATIONS THAT WERE NOT MET

Unmet Expectations Number Percent

1. Not enough hands-on techniques learned 3 21.4
2. Inflexible program 2 14.3
3. Courses-not enough substance 2 14.3
4. Fieldwork-No role models/supervisor 2 14.3
5. No participation in research . 1 7.1
6. Grades for courses not based on fieldwork 1 7.1

7. No different from other teacher training programs 1 7.1

Most of the interns would probably agree with their colleague who

noted:

I don't know if I had that many defined goals. They
changed...che first month in school, my goal was to
survive!...Maybe my goal was to be able to get up in
front of the class and teach lessons and I dz, have a
lot more confidence.

However, a smaller portion of the interns seemed to feel their

expectation of taking part in a "project" was not realized. This point

was mentioned by interns who had an on-site coordinator who also was a

faculty member of the fieldwork school. An intern said:

I haven'e really been involved in any research. I

Was looking.for something more flexible. I assumed
it was more of a group effort; we would be working
together. As it turns out, it's more as it is in
most colleges where you're given certain courses.

e.

Table 6 shows the factors the interns pinpointed as those that

facilitated achievement of their expectations.
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TABLE tr.

FACILITATING FACTORS FOR ACHIEVING EXPECTATIONS

Facilitating Factor Number Percent

1. Structure of the program 10' 71.4

2. Specific fieldwork school 5 35.7

3. Specific project personnel 4 28.6

4. Specific coursework 1 7.1

5. Personal factor (prior experience) 1 7.1

The majority of interns (71%) credited the structure of the program

in general as the facilitating factor for achieving their goals fob the

program. The structure of the program includes the concepts of a field-

based project, the contribution of coursework in general, the team-with-

coordinator approach, and the hands-on methodology. To a lesser degree,

the interns noted the contribution of specific aspects of the project,

such as the 36% who attributed their achievement to the specific school

in which they had done their fieldwork. One intern gave the following

explanation of her achievement of her goals:

I. think it's a mix of things. I think it's me, for,

one thing--just getting the experience in front of

the class. Being exposed, in some of the courses
thaewe had, to different ways of approaching kids
with hands-on--even actual ideas and curriculums,- -

was positive., And (the coordinator), he's great.

Question 6 asked the interns to comment on those aspects of PCS that

perhaps, disappointed them. Table 7 summarizes the interns' responses.
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TABLE 7

DIoAPPOINTING ASPECTS OF PCS

Disappointing Aspect Number Percent

1. No team feeling/no support < 4 28.6

2., Courses too shallow 4 28.6

3. No curriculum developed to start
hands-on 3 21.4

4. Nothing 3 21.4

5. Inflexible program 2 14.3

6. Project goals too high, unrealistic 1 7.1

No one aspect of_the project was a disappointment to even one-third

of the interns. Twenty-nine percent of the interns were disappointed

that their expectations with regard to the team aspect of the project

(and, thus, the on-the-job support and supervisioh) had not been realized.

One intern described-the situation gs follows:

There's.a lot of disillusionment. The program's

philosophy--hands-on--is fine. I see that as

important. And I try to do those things in my

class. The only trouble is, I don't have a role,
model. My cooperating teachers don't know
science. They're not all that enthusiastic
.about teaching; they've been teaching for a

long time. They've seen, according to them, the
system go down the tubes....Sometimes I think
of how-to prepare a lesson, how can I do iti,
hands-on the best way and I'm confused. The

only way I'm going to find out whether it works
or not is to do it, because I have nobody to

44, talk to. My cooperating teachers can't teach
me how to teach science.

Table 8 summarizes the responses of the interns when asked-to describe

aspects of PCSthat were better than they had expected.

TABLE 8

ASPECTS OF PCS BETTER THAN EXPECTED

Aspect of PCS Number Percent

1. Fieldwork excellent experience 4 28.6

2. Project dtaff helpful/supportive 2 14.3

3. Courses better than expected 1 7.1
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Coursework

The titles or descriptions of the courses offered by New York

University and the actual,content of the courses did 'not seem to cause

concern for most of the interns. An overwhelming majority (86%) of the

interns felt the actual courses sufficiently matched the course descrip-

tions. Table 9 summarizes the results fOr question 8.

.TABLE 9

DID THE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS FIT THE COURSES?

Yes. 12 85.7%

No 2 14.3%

Totals ' 14 100.0%

The actual adequacy of the inter preparation for teaching offered by

the courses was not as clear-cut. Eight of theinterns (57%) felt that the

coursework adequately prepared them for their role as interns, and six

interns (43%) felt the coursework was inadequate. A number of interns

felt uncomfortable with the idea of on-the-job training, andfelt they

would have preferred to receive at least some structured teacher training

before becoming a "student teacher:" One intern, while generally pleased

with the training program, made the following comment:

I wish I would have been a little better prepared.

I wish I would have come in as an expert rather

than having the handicap of coming into the school

without knowing what hands-on really ip,.then.trying

to be a student,teacher. If I were trained in how to

conduct a hands-on activity, if I were trained in a

particular curriculum, and I came in and knew'what I

was doing, I would have been a lot more effective.

Instead of giving us courses in-unrelated fields;

go over the curricula, go over hands-on and prepare

us the-first four or five months while we're going

to school and were observing.

'RN
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A theme repeated over and over again is that the training in gerieral-

was judged by the interns as unsatisfactory and the coursework as in-
,

adequate. In response to the questioh, "Have you been pleased with the

training program at Nyu?", a clear majority (86%) responded in the

negative. One intern complained:

They're (PCS staff) totally against passive education.
We get what we can give, and I wish it weren't that
way. I'm tired of teaching-myself....They have a lot_
of materials, but it's totally disorganized. I was very

angry and disappointed that I didn't have complete sets
of curricula available. But they're not. We have to

scrounge and scrape in between....I think one of the
thihgs they at least could have done in five years is
organize their materials.

The interns were asked to specify those courses they enjoyed the

most and those that mere the most useful. Tables 10 and 11 summarize the

results.

TABLE 10

COURSES THAT WERE ENJOYED

Course Number Percent

1. Curriculum 6 42.9

2. Methods 3 21.4

3. Implementations 2 14.3

4. Urban Ecology 2 . 14.3

When asked why they chose these courses as the most enpyable, the

interns mentioned that the courses involved more student-centered learn-

ing (2,14%) and required more work (1,7%).

29-u
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TABLE 11

COURSES WHICH WERE USEFUL

Course Number Percent

1; Methods 3 21.4

2. Curriculum 3 21.4

3. Urban Ecology 2 14.3

When asked why they chose thdbe courses as the most useful, the

interns mentioned the courses stimulated their own creativity (3,21%),,

opened up new avenues of approach to science and teaching1(1,7%), offered

things to use with their students (1,7%), and were interesting (1,7%).

The interns were asked whether they would recommend dropping any

course from the training sequence, adding any course to the sequence, or

any other change in the coursework. Only one intern (7%) made the

recommendation that more days be spent taking courses at NYU, but na

specific additional courses were suggested. Three interns (21%) recom-

mended that courses could be dropped: Urban Ecology (2,14%) and Implemen-

tations (1,7%). A number' of interns, however, made specific recommends-

titas regarding changes they felt should be made in the present coursework.

Table 12 reports these recommendations.

TABLE 12

SUGGESTED CHANGES IN COURSEWORK

Suggested Change Number Percent

-k. Improve instructors' presentation or

change instructor
5 35.7

2. Develop our concrete skills 4 28.6

3. Demonstrate mcolaiete hands-on process 3 21.4

4. More depth-all courses
2 14.3

5. Spread courses out more 1 7.1

6. Less theorizing in curriculum course 1 7.1

2
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Again, a number of interns suggested they do not feel adequately

prepared to teach science using the hands-on approach. One intern said:

Give more hands-on--to focus in on what this special
thing is supposed to be....how to go about it.

Four interns (29%) mentioned that training in concrete teaching and

science skills should be offered in the training program. An intern

stated:

Skills really.need to be worked on. I think we
should have had a whole course oIL lab techniques,
because that's very important--how to run a lab.
I. think we should have gone through whole lessons.
I think a whole course on audiovisual would have
been very helpful--making films, slides. We should

have skills to bring into the classroom.

More than one-third (36%) of the interns felt either thelmatructor

should improve his/her presentation of the course content or a change of

instructor was warranted. One intern said:

Sometimes I get the impression anyone could have

done what they've:4one. You really didn't need

eny special qualifications. I got the impression
from one or two of the instructors that they didn't
know what they were doing. To be a graduate student in
that position just makes you lose respect for the whole
thing in general. Especially when it's supposed to be a
project-type thing where everybne works as a group.
You're only as strong as your weakest link.

Table 13 summarizes the results of the interns' ranking of the NYU

courses. The courses ranked at the top were reported (7,50%) to be the

most "useful" and "interesting." Those courses ranked at the bottom were

so because they were considered to _lack depth of content (9,64%) or b--

cause the interpretations and content were challenged (1,7%), or because

(1,7%), as one intern noted, the course was "too sixtyish--the days of

2°'
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TABLE113

RANK ORDERING OF COURSES
\

TOP RANKING

. Course Number Percent

i BOTTOM RANKING

Course Number Percent

,
, 1

1. Curriculum 6 42.9 J. Implementations 6 42.9

2. Methods 3 21.4 2. Psychology 4 28.6

3. Urban Ecology 2 14.3 3. Urban Ecology 3 . 21.4

4. Implementations .1' 7.1

5. Student Teaching 1 7.1

Speaking about the psychology Course, which was ranked at the bottom

7

by 29% of the interns, an intern voiced this complaint:

It came across that the children's values are totally

that different from middle-class values. Its not

an accurate picture because 'I'm an inner-city person

myself and that didn't always fit well.

The Urban Ecology course was rank4at the bottom by three interns

(21%). An intern qualified the ranking by stating:

There were interesting issues raised, but I find it

very boring and a real waste in a lot of ways. I

think the idea was okay and the instructor was very

sincere and he tries to do a good job, but I just

feel he's not that effective in the classroom add

I don't know how much was gained from the course.

Teaching Model

The science teaching philosophy, approach, or model offered to the

interns and in-service teachers PCS was variously described by the

interns- as summarized in Table 14.

2 r)
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TABLE 14

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEACHING MODEL OFFERED BY PCS.

Description of Model Number Percent

1. "Hands-on" 8 ,
C7 157.1

2 Student involvement 7 ' 50.0
3. Use of labs in classroom 7 50.0
4. Student-centered instruction 6 42.9
5. Use of "projects" 4 28.6
6. Students taught to "think through

a problem" ; 3 21.4
7. Use of instructional sheets 2 14.3
8. Teach skills 1 . 7.1
9. Use of filmstrips 1 7.1,

10. "Discovery Learning" 1". 7.1

3'he catch-word "hands-on" was used by the majority of interns(57%),

but all further defined the term. Phrases like student 'involvement

(7,50;) and student-centered instruction (6,43%) were used frequently'.

The interns reported the method involved use of labs (7,50%); "projects"

(4,290 , instruction sheets (2,14%), and audiovisual aids, such as

filmstrips (1,7%).

, The interns were asked whether their cooperating teachers used the

hands-on approach to the teaching of science. Five interns (36%) in-

dicated that their cooperating teachers did use the method, but all five

further stated that the cooperating teacher used hands-on less than 50%
%

of their teaching time. Nine interns (64%) reported their cooperating

teachers did not use th hands-on approach. A number of.reasons were

offered by the interns to explain why their cooperating teachers did not

use the teaching model (see Table 15).

A number of the interns accepted their role in the schools as that

"n }henna agent" and felt a sense of failure that their cooperating

,20%
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teachers were either unwillinrro change teaching methods or styles, or

e

that they, as prescrvice teachers, were riot capable of, influencing the

inservice teachers. One intern stated:

Most of the people here do not welcome duf trying to

influence them. It's a very difficult thing we're

asking and they don't have enough support from NYU.

It's very difficult to just come.in and.tell somebody

they're doing something Wrong and ask them to change.

That takes a lot more giving of equipment and lesson

plans and labs and assistance. You can't'jcat go in

to a person who has their family, their salary, their

...all considerations...and ask them to change for the

betterment of matikind. You have to give them more./

immediate rewards. And, I think, three credifsat

NYU does not doit.

Another intern noted the extra burden placed on the teacher who

cbooses to use the hands-on approach:

The other science teachers have a way of doing.things.

It's very easy.. You just writegthe notes on the board

and the kids just read the book and they answer the

questions. It's safe, it's easy, it's the'least amount

of effort. Why should theytOe interested in changing?

TABLE 15

REASONS FOR COOPERATING TEACHERS NOT

USING THE MODEL

Reason
Number Percent

'1. Teacher do^,a,sn'tIolow
science/lacks basic skills 4

4

3

28.6

28.6
21.4'2. Strain on tea ,cher's time

3. More class control with teacher-centered instruction

4. Lack of equipment
2 14.3 .

5. Students not interested
1 7.1

6. Teacher lacks confidence
1 7.1

7. Intern not an effective model 1 7.1

8: Not teaching science classg:s
1 7.1

The interns were evenly divied in their opinion about whether they,
v04

themselves, had learned the skills necessary to use the hands-on approach

2
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effectively. Fifty percent (seven) of the interns felt they had not

learned the necessary skills and 50% (seven) felt that they had.

The two most frequently mentioned restraints to their implementation

of the hands-on model in their own teaching were that the science teachers

in the fieldwork schools did not use the mode_ (36%), and the lack of

the degree of student discipline necessary for laboratory or project work

(36%). These restraints, and the others mentioned, are summarized in

Table 16.

TABLF 16

RESTRAINTS TO IMPLEMENTING HANDS'ON MODEL

Restraints

. .

Number Percent

1. Teachers don't use model
2. Lack of student discipline

5

5

35.7
35.7

% 3. Lack of role model 3 21.4

4. Lack of equipment 2 14.3

5. Uncooperative school administration 2 44.3

6. School's rigid re lame on curriculum

. content and pacing 1 7.1

7.iength of class periods (some too short) 1 7.1

The.interns were asked if they felt that -the instructors of their

courses at NYU themselves used a hands-on apppach in teaching them.

The lajority of interns (see Table 17) reported that their NYIJ instructors

'use the hands-on method to some degree in their classes. Examples of

hands-on activities used by the instructors included simulated lab

lessons, case studies, projects, and role playing.

I TABLE 17

DID NYU INSTRUCTORS USE A HANDS-0N APPROACH?

Yes 3 21.4%

Some 8 57.1%

No. 3 21.4%

Totals 14 100:0%
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Fieldwork

The role of the on-site coordinator was clearly a weak point in the

project this year. None of the interns reported the coordinator was a

resource person to whom they could go for immediate, on-thejob help.

Five interns (36%) stated either they did not consider themselves as

having a coordinator, or else that the nominal coordinator did not play

very much of a role in the project for them. Contrary to the interns last

year (where two-thirds reported the function of the coordinator to be

supervision of lesson plans), only 14% of the interns this year said their

.
coordinators played an active role in their lesson planning. Table 18

summarizes the results.

TABLE 18

FUNCTION OF THE ON-SITE COORDINATOR

Function Number Percent

1. Not much or nothing 5 35.7

2. Liaison with school administration 4 28.6

3. Observations/occasional visits 4 25.6

4. Planning 2 14.3

5. Discipline 1 7.1

6. Science Fair 1 7.1

7. Moral support 1 7.1

The most. frequently mentioned (29%) functions of the coordinator were

that of liaison with the school administration and provider of occasional

visits and observations (29%). An intern noted:

They (the coordinators) become middlemen
between the. management and yourself'. There are

a lot of things that are very hard to deal with-

especially when you're being introduced to teachers.

It's very hard to just come on and talk with them.

If they're good coordinators, they'll smooth the

way. A good one should be a buffer zone.

233
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The interns reported the two most important characteristics of the

coordinator w're prior teaching experience (50%) and skills in inter-

personal relations (43%). (See Table 19)

TABLE 19

MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE COORDINATOR'S ROLE

Aspects of the Role Number Percent

1. Teachinc! experience 7 50.0

2. Interpersonal relations skills 6 42.9

3. Science skills 2 14.3

4. Knowledge of routine information 1 7.1

The main area of deficiency with respect of the coordinator's role

appears clearly from the data--unavailability. Three interns (21%) did

not feel an on-site coordinator was ever available to them. Eight other

interns (57%) felt the nominal coordinator was either not present at

the school frequently enough, or else if he or she was present, his or

her schedule and other duties did not permit the intern enough time.

(See Table 20)

TABLE 20

AREAS OF DEFICIENCY IN COORDINATOR ROLE IN PROJECT

Areas of Deficiency Number Percent

1. Lack of availability/time 8 57.1

2. No on-site coordinator 3 21.4

3. No evaluations/observations/feedback 2 14.3

4. Lack of experience/finesse as super7isor 2 14.3

5. Lack of experience as a science teacher 1 7.1

6. Doesn't serve as a teaching model 1 7.1

All of the coordinators appeared to have dual roles, the second

being that of doctoral student or of full-time faculty mem er in the

fieldwork school. With reference to the situation where e coordinator

2 9 ji
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was also a doctoral student, one intern complained:

At the beginning of.the term, he was more involved

with his doctorate. He didn't have time then. Now,

he's still working on his doctorate and they've
given an edict saying he only has to be here one

day. I don't feel that's giving me a fair deal,
I do need guidance.

Another intern noted the similar problem encountered when the coor-

dinator has another full-time position in the fieldwork school:

.I think it's hard for him (the coordinator) in a
sense that he still has, pretty much, a full

teaching load. He can't devote as much energy
as someone who doesn't have a job, but he still

devotes a tremendous amount.

Without the coordinator to give them day-to-day supervision and to

observe their lessons, most interns turned to their cooperating teachers .

for the help they needed as preservice teacherg: The cooperating teachers

both observed the interns' lessons and provided them with feedback on

their lessons (See Table 21).

TABLE 21

FUNCTIONS OF THE COOPERATING TEACHER

Did the coopergting teacher...

Yes Some No

1. observe intern teaching? 5 4 5

(36%) (29%) (36%)

2. provide feedback on teaching? 5 4 5

(36%) (29%) (36%)

.

The cooperating teachers also guided the interns in developing teach-

ing techniques, lesson plans, and class management skills (See Table 22).
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TABLE 22

FUNCTION OF THE COOPERATING TEACHER

Number Percent

1. Help with teaching techniques 9 64.3

2. Help with lesson plans 5 35.7

3. Help with class management 3 21.4

4. Help with paperwork 2 14.3

5. Provided Information about students 1 7.1

6. Provided feedtiek after lessons 1 7.1

The interns, however, aid not mimic the cooperating teachers

entirely. The majority of interns (57%) reported that they used the

cooperating teachers as role moddls only to some degree (See Table 23).

TABLE 23

WAS THE COOPERATING TEACHER A ROLE MODEL?

Yes - 4 28.-6%

Some 8 57.1%

No 2 14.3%

Totals 14 100.0%

In response to the question,."Was the cooperating teacher a model

for you?" one intern said:

Yes and no. I decide what.to do and what not to do. In

other words, they're my models, both good and d.

In response to the question whether their particular fieldwork school

was a "good" school in which to be placed, the interns seemed to answer

based on two rather separate emphases on their own roles in the project.

For those Interns who saw their primary function to be a preservice

teacher in training, tne high quality of the current science teachers in

the school was a reason to consider the school'a "good" school for field-
.

work placement. The lack of current science teachers who used the hands-

on method was considered a reason to consider the school not "good" for

2r1G
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TABLE 24

WAS THE SCHOOL GOOD FOR FIELDWORK?

Number Percent

1. Very good science teachers 4 28.6

2. Good lab with technician 1 7.1

3. Physical plant ietcellent 1 7.1

4. Cooperative administration 1 7.1

5. School in desperate need 1 7.1

1. No one using hands-on in school 3 21.4

2. Teachers not committed to project 3 21.4

3. No on-site coordinator 2 14.3

4. Not a typical inner-city school ' 2 14.3

5. No materials 1 7.1

However, for those few interns who saw their primary role in the

project as that of change agent, t need for change and the possibility

of effecting change in the school were considerations in their determin-

ing that the school was a "good" school. Two interns described this view

as follows:.

This is not a typical inner-city school in many

ways. We have science teachers. Many of the

schools that we're in don't have science teachers.

We have science teachers who'Ve been teaching 13,

14 years. Like anything else, you get set in certain
things, you think they work, and you get good results.

You're not, necessarily, going to change because

someone comes along and says, "Oh well, we can do

it this way." And the project may not, necessarily,

be of value to this school. This school could

survive very easily tomorrow without the project.

Whereas there are other schools, talking with others

from the project, that seem to have benefitted from

(PCS).
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This is a very good school because they're in

desperate need. I came over here because, I said,

thiS is the better schoOl because here they have
nothing going (science activities), they have a

lot of problems. In a school like this, you can

make a real impact, whereas in (another school)
You would be just another cog in the wheel.

Twelve of the fourteen interns (86%) plan to teach science next year

and for the next 5 years. Six interns plan to do their teaching at the

junior high school level and six at the senior high school level. All

except oneskof these interns (11) expect to be in the,city schools (1 in

a suburban school), and all except one (11) plan to be in a public school

system in a private school). Two interns (14%) do not plan to teach

in the near future. One, however, plans to be employed developing science

instructional-Materials.

Of the twelve interns who plan to teach for the next 5 years, all

except one (11) will use the hands-on approach. Ten of these eleven

estimate that they will be using hands-on at least 40% of their teaching

time. One intern was not able to estimate the percentage of time he

would be using hands-on in his classes. Figure 1 shows the distribution

of responses to the question on percentage of time devoted to hands-on

lessons.

z
M-I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentage of time

Figure 1. Percentage of teaching time interns plan

to devote to hands-on teaching (N=11).

2(1')
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By way of explanation as to why he would not be using hands-on 100%

1

of the time, an intern noted:

Some science Courses lend themselves to a hands-
on approach more so than others. Earth science is ,

better than, let's say, chemistry. Although,

involved.- I'm mixing this and this and
this, but what the hell is happening in this test

tube? You can, explain it by saying there's an

alemistry, you play in the lab, there's so much

electron transfer, changing ions, but what does

,that mean?' I don't see it happening. Whereas

with earth science, you pick up things, you can
actually make a cloud in the clasroom. You can

understand the processes by which natural phenomena

occur.

sr

A number of interns reported they had already considered and rejected

the possibility of a serious conflict between the goals and processes in-

volved with the hands-on methodology and the educational climate of the

early 1980s. Only two interns (14%) felt that the back-to-basics movement,

competency testing, and the other emphases developing for our educational

future will result in the elimination of the hands-on approach. The

majority of interns felt that the hands-on approach either was an appro-

priate and effective method for teaching basic skills such as reading and

arithmetic, or else that the hands-on approach could be used in conjunc-

tion with, and perhaps, _o supplement traditional methodologies

(See Table 25).
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TABLE 25 R

USE OF THE HANDS-ON APPROACH'IN THE 1980s

Use of Hands-On Number Percent

1. Hands-on teaches reading, math, skills also 5 35.7
2. Can be used as motivation 3 21.4
3. Cannot be used exclusively 3 21.4
4. Teaches process skills 2 14.3

5. Will not be used in the public school system 2 14.3
6. Continue hands-on and change testing method 2 14.3
7. Relate to curriculum and make each'activitY

meaningful. 1 7.1

8. Involvement of everybody (student, parents,
community) in child's learning 1 7.1

One intern suggested that the hands-on approach was actually a return

to the true "basic educational process." He said:

I like to think of hands-on as more than just
motivation--taking the activity of the commun-
ity, of the family, to the way it was before,

LLaNalving parents and community. You've got
to involve everybody. Hands-on might serve to
redirect learning to the way most people want
it to be.

Suggestions

The following final suggestions and comments were made by some of

the interns:

The image that I get from the program is that
they don't very well know what their goals are.
Or perhaps they do know, but they don't commun-
icate to us. So it took us a long,,long time to
get the feeling--get the feeling, not to really
know--what was the goal....The other thing, it
seems that each of the faculty is working inde-
pendently, without communicating with each other.

There aren't enough minorities (in the project).
It's more than a matter of color, it's a matter
of culture. It's being out of tune. I think it's
one of the major problems between teachers and
students now. They're out of tune with each
other. They're not coming from the same scene.
It's a big problem.

2 4 0
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I think it's a very tight program, it's a very

intensive program. And I think there's an open-

ness there which you won't find under normal

circumstances when you just go into a university

and look,at people who drift in and out and have

'different courses. It's more like a family--you

have very open criticism and I think it's very

good. So if you get very negative results, you

should take them with a grain of salt. (The very

positive comments) should also be (taken that way).

`I

211
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: INTERNS

I. Recruitment

1. How did you hear about the program(New York Times, Board of Education
circular)?

2. What initially interested you about Project Oity Science and made you
wan: to investigate further;

3. Prior to your involvement in PCS, what were your expectations of
your invoArement?

4. Which of your expectations were satisfactorily met? Were any unmet?

5. What factors facilleated achieving your expectations (Project
factors, personnel, personal factors, etc.)?

6. Did any aspects of PCS disappoint you? Why?

7. Were any aspects of PCS better than you expected? Why?

II. Coursework - How well did course titles/descriptions fit the actual
courses? Do you feel that the courses adequately prepared you
for your intern role? Do you feel that you were as well-prepared
for interning as other teacher trainees?

8. Have you been pleased with the_training program at NYU? Which courses
have you enjoyed and why? Which have proven most useful and why?

S. If you could improve the coursework aspect of the training program,
what things would you change? Would you drop any courses? Would you
add anything? Would you prefer to see content changed? Instructors?

10. If you had to rank-order your coursework, what course or courses would
be at the top? Bottom? Why?

III. Teaching Model

11. How would you describe the educational philosophy or th teaching
model Project City Science is offering you?

12. Does your cooperating teacher use the model? Why or why not? What
percentage of the time ,foes he/she use the model?

13. Do you see that such a model generally is used in your school?

14. Do you believe you can use this model effectively? Has Project
City Science given you the skills you need to implement it? Are
there restraints in the schools which have kept you from using it?

15. Have the Instructors in your courses at NYU thembelves used a hands-
on approach in teaching you? How often and uncle.. what circumstances?

2.12



IV., Fieldwork

16. What function has the on-lite coordinator played for you?

17. Which aspeCts of his/her role are the most important to you
(education, science skills, experience,_ interpersonal relations

skills, personality)? why?

18. When the role of the coordinator did not serve you well, in what

areas was it deficient (availability, training, experience)?

19. What was your relationship with your cooperating teacher? What

function did he/she play in your training? Was the cooperating

teacher a model for you?

20h Has this been a good school for field work (location, other teachers,

administration, students)? Why or why not? _Did your coordinator

observe your teaching? Did she/he give you any feedback on your

teaching?

V., Future

21. What do you plan to do next year (work, study, travel)?

22. Do you plan to teach within/for the next 5 years? What \grade,

subject, location (urban, suburban, rural)? Public/private?

23. Will you use hands-on in your teaching? What percentage of the time?

24. I'll play "devil's advocate" for a moment and ask you why you might

use a method of teaching which seems to some to be passe now with

the current emphasis on back-to-basics, competency-based teaching

and testing, and accountability? How would you take hands-on into

the 1980s?

VI. Suggestions

25. Whaklspects of Project City Science should we, as evaluators,-be

lookft at?

26. Do you have any further suggestions or comments?

2,13
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: ON-ISITE COORDINATOR

t. Recruitment

1. How did you hear about the program (New York Times, Board of Education

circular)?

2. What initially interested you about Project City Science and made you

want to investigate further?

3. What were the factors that made you decide to become a participant- -

what were the promises that attracted you? What were your expectations? P.

4. Of these things that drew you into Project City Science, which of them

proved satisfactory? Which expectations were fulfilled?

5. What factors facilitated achieving these goals (Project factors,

personnel, personal factors; etc.)?

6. Which promises disappointed.you? Which expectations were frustrated?

7. What factors impeded achievement of these goals?

II. Training.

8. / a. Did Project City Science prepare you to perform your supervisory

function (for the interns; for the other staff members in the school)?

b. How?

a. Was it sufficient?
b. Do you feel as well qualified as a supervisory teacher?

10. Did your job as a supervisor coordinate well with your responsibilities

as a doctoral stUdenc?

11. n what ways did these two aspects of your role (that of supervisor

and of student) match or fit together? What aspects were at odds

with each other?

. a. Were you satisfied with the weekly meetings with the associate

project/ director?

b. What were your needs? Why were/weren't your needs satisfied? -

,

13. Did you receive training in how to keep a diary, observe, give feedback,

write a case history, oNher supervisory tasks?

14. a. Were these exercises (diary, histories) themselves effective?

b. Did the Project do something with these diaries, histories, etc.?
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a. Do you feel that you profited professionally from the NYU faculty

meetings with the full staff?

b. Why or why not?

III. Supervisory Role

16., a. Do you generally find that you are successful in getting the in-

terns to improve their teaching and methodology?
b. What have been your frustrations, your problems?

17. a. Has the building administration facilitated you in your role as a

coordinator?
b. Is your role so defined that it a11^-ao you to work effectively?
c. How was your role perceived by teachers/adMinistrators?

18. a. Do the other teachers in the school understand and accept your

role if! the school, and use you as a resource person?

b. What means did you use to get other teachers to understand/cooperate?

IV. Model District

19. Do you feel that your/PCS presence has changed the quality of science

teaching?

20. Do you believe this school has enough trained teachers to demonstrate

good hands-on teaching?

21. a. Has the project had an impact on this school?

b. What has the project accomplished in this school?

22.. What obstacles have you encountered in this school in your efforts to

achieve the project goals?

V. Research

23. Do you feel that the project has defined a coherent line of research?

1 24. a. Is it one you want to pursue in'your own work?

b. Does it have practical significance?

25. a. Hau there been any research generated by the project that has been

directly useful to ;you or your interns?
b. Would you describe research efforts with which you are familiar?

26. Do you feel that you or your interns have been involved in research

in a way that has been useful?

27. a. What are some of the difficulties you notice with conducting research

on the hands-on approach t: teaching?
b. Can the hands-on approach ever be experimentally shown to be more

effective?

245
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VI. Future

28. 'What do you plan to do next year (teach, research, study, travel)?-

I

'29. a. Do you plan to teach within/for the next 5 years?

b. What level?
c. Wh.t subject?
d. In what location (urban, suburban, rural)?.

30. a. Will you use hands-on in your teaching?

b. What percentage of the time?

31. I'll play "devil's advocate" for a moment and ask you4iFhy you might

use a method of teaching which seems to some to be passe now with

the current emphasis on "back -to - basics," competency-based teaching

and testing, and accountability. How would you take hands-on into

the'1980s?

VII. Suggestions

32. What aspects of Project City Science should we, as evaluators, be

looking at?

33: Do you have any further suggestions or comments?

4
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ON-SITE COORDINATORS

Overview

Of the eight on-site coordinators who were interviewed this year,

four were also interviewed last year in their role as coordinators in

Project City Science (PCS). One other coordinator who was interviewed

was also a coordinator last year, but he did not take part in the inter-

views last year. The coordinators were evenly divided between those

(four) who were doctoral students as well as coordinators and those

(four) who, along with being coordinators, also held faculty positions

within the fieldwork schools. For thp4p coordinators who were active

members of the fieldwork schools, the primary reason for their involve-

ment with PCS was to improve the quality of science teachings within

those particular schools. For those coordinators who were doctoral

students, the opportunity to work in school while working on their

doctoral degrees was an important incentive for participation in the

project.

This fundamental dichotomy between the coordinators, however, went

far beyond their reasons for joining the project. This basic= difference

in perspective and emphasis colored their responses to most of the inter-

view questions. However, as with the interns, each individual coordinator

had different opinions and responsks-to various aspects of PCS. The

general areas investigated during the interviews were: recruitment,

training, supervisory role, model district, research, and the future.

The six general areas of interest are analyzed individually below.

The interview questions follow this section of the report.
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Recruitment

Table 26 summarizes the coordinatOrs' responses to the question

asking how they first heard about PCS. As with the report on the intern

responses, the number of coordinators who gave each particular answer

to the question'is given along with their responses.

The percentag

eight) who ga

column indicates the percentage of'coordinators (out of

that information.

TABLE 26

SOURCE OF INITIAL INTRODUCTION TO PCS .

Source Number Percent

1. Past experience with project 4 50.0

2. New York Times 1 12.5

3. Project recruited in school 1 12.5

4. New York University brochure 1 12.5

5. Deputy superintendent of district 1 12.5

Half of the coordinators (four) were initially introduced to PCS

through prior experience with the project. These four coordinators

all had seen the project in operation in their schools before they

became coordinators. Two other coordinators were recruited from within

the schools. One was recruited by the district deputy superintendent,

and the other was recruited when PCS staff visited his junior high

school.

Table 27 indicates what the coordinators considered to be the

initial points about PCS which interested them.

210
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TABLE 27

INITIAL POINT OF INTEREST IN PROJECT

Point of Interest Number Percent

1. Improvement of science education 3 37.5

2. Wanted project in school '3 37.5

3. Ph.D. or master's program 3 37.5

4. Work/study program 3 37.5

5. "Project".concept 1 12.5

The four most Lcaquently mentioned initial points of interest in

PCS--each of which was mentioned three times--can be divided into two

categories. Improvement of science education and wanting, the project

in their schools were responses given by the four interns who were

faculty members within the fieldwork schools. The following comment

from a coordinator illustrates this perspective:

They came in talking about the project as being
something that would investigate a way of improving
science education, both in the classroom and in
terms of teacher preparation and preservice training
and so on. And I,at that point, and I still do,
feel that that was a very worthwhile kind of thing.

The work/study and doctoral aspects of the program were attractions

for the four coordinators who were doctoral students. This perspective

is illustrated by the following comments by\Otoordinator:

The fact that it really was a work/study kind
of thing where I could be a research assistant,
work in the schools; I was interested in junior
high. school students and I wanted to have somewhat

more contact with the people, with the staff.

The coordinators expressed a variety of expectations they had with
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(regard tq their involvement in PCS. Table 28 summarizes theiJr

expectations:

TABLE 28

EXPECTATIONS OF INVOLVEMENT WITH PCS

Expectations Number Percent

1. Improve science teachings in school 4 50.0

2. Work within the schOols 3 37.5

3. Ph.D. or master's degree 3 37.5

4. Financial aid 2 25:0
0

5. Inservice courses .1 12.5

6. Learn more about curriculum, basic
educational psychology, etc.

7. 0 rtunity to do research

1. 12.5

1 12.5

Four coordinators were particularly interested in improving both

the science to chings in their junior high schools, as well as improving

the quality of cience teacher training. One coordinator stated:

I knew that I`was1 not exactly satisfied with
the kind of education that I had gotten in

education school. What they had taught me in school
in no way prepared me for what I ft:hind here.
I thought it might be worth some time to try to
help those coming up afterward and I wasn't exactly
happy with what I was doing here. Since they also
said that gne of their goals was to improve the
teaching in the school, in terms of inservice
education, I felt it might be also very worthwhile

. for me to find out what they had to offer there.

One coordinator relt that the prospects of "extra loads" to help

receive some of the duties of his overburdened faculty was an incentive

for him to take on the duties. of coordinator. When asked his

251
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expectations fromitis involvement in PCS, this coordinator pinpointed:

Extra hands, primarily. The extra hands,

hands-on things--and the extra hands in other

things. There are so many reports and the clerical
aspects of teaching, running tests off, marking
tests, also taking over-classesif a student
teacher should take over'd class, the teacher'can
sit down and rest awhile, so you're saving them

physically. .

However, one other faculty/coordinator felt that he expected more

from PCS than "student teachers." He reported:

PrI.Or to that time (the start of PCS), we

had student. teachers in here--not through
Project ,City Science--and we are still-getting

them. So it wasn't a matter of that being the
only way: we could get "extra hands." Even now

we still get student teachers who are not

affiliated with PCS who come in. So that wasn't

an'inducement to me,personally.

Three other' coordinators, of the four coordingtors who are not

faculty members in the fieldwork schools, stated that one expectation

they had had for-their involvement in PCS was to acquire work experiehce

in the junior high schools. One coordinator said:

ti

I think the experience of working in the school
certainly has been something which you can't read

about on paper--the experience...also the fact of

working with people who are your teachers and, also,

at times you feel they are your peers. That's

been a nice experience.

,Table 29 shows the coordinators' responses to the question which

asked wili0 of their expectations were fulfilled:
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TABLE 29

EXPECTATIONS THAT 'WERE FULFILLED

Expectations Number

3.

3

1: Good.school/fieldwork experience

2. Brought help to the school

3. Near ,cnmpletion,of degree 3

4. Improved my teaching 2

5. Financial aid 2

Percent

37.5

37.5

37.5

25.0

25.0

Once again the dichotomy appears between the faculty and studen

coordinators. Three of the four doctoral student/coordinators felt

that their-goal of having a successful fieldwork experience had been

fulfilled, whereas threerof the four faculty/coordinators felt that

their godl of bringing in help to. their schools had been fulfilled.

Two faculty/coordinato felt that their goal of improving their own

teaching style and. techniques had also been fulfilled. One coordinator

stated:

They did expose me to a nu

They made me aware ofthe shortc
doing....They offered me the chan

a4 take a look at myself and sa
really not doing all that I could." And then they

came in with alternative ideas.

er of new techniques.
ings of what we are
e really to sit back
"Gee, maybe I'm

Three of the four doctoral student/coordinators were satisfied

that their expectation of completing their degree program was near

fulfillment.
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Table 30 shows the factors the coordinators pinpointed as those

that facilitated achievement of their expectations.

TABLE 30

FACILITATING FACTORS FOR ACHIEVING EXPECTATIONS

Facilitating Factor Number Percent

1. Structure of program 6 75.0

2. Personnel/staff 2 25.0

3. Coordinator meetings 1 12.5

4. Excellent interns 1 12.5

A decided majority of the coordinators (75%) credited the structure

of the program in school as being the facilitating factor for achieving

their expectations. The structure of the program includes such aspects

as the work/stildy.element, the hands-on methodology, and the team

approach. Two coordinators (25%) specifically mentioned the contribution

to their success made by the project staff.

The coordinators were asked to comment on those aspects of PCS

that had perhaps,disappointed them. Table 31 summarizes the coordinators'

responses.

254
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TABLE 31

DISAPPOINTING ASPECTS OF PCS

ointin As ect Number

1. Limited impact on school 3

2. Can't adequately supervise interns

3. My time too limited 1

4. Nothing 1

5. Not a typical inner-city school for fieldwork 1

6. ,ITIU disappointing--lack of extensive contact 1

(for dissertation committee)

Most of the aspects of PCS that were sources of disappointment to

the coordinators centered around the fieldwork schools. Three coordinators

Percent

37.5

25.0

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

(35%) stated they were disappointed with the limited impact the project

seemed, to them, to have on the schools. Two coordinators (25) expressed

disappointment that they were not able to better supervise the interns

assigned to them. And one coordinatOr (13%) expressed disappointment

that the fieldwork was not done in a more " typical" inner-city school.

One coordinator mentioned one aspect of the problem of limited

impact of the project on the schools might be due to a lack of direction

within the project at the beginning. He stated:

As we got more and more experience, we were
making our own work more intensive and also more

directional. If that had happened at the outset,

we would have been far more productive. For

instance, what we started doing in the schools
this year, we should have done years ago, the delineation

of expectations for preservice interns giving
them more structure. We had less of that at the

beginning.
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Other factors the coordinators saw as impeding project or personal

goal achievement are presented in Table 32.

TABLE 32

FACTORS WHICH IMPEDED GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

m edin Factor Number Pe'rcent

1. Project goals unrealistic- 3 37.5

2. School used for fieldwork 2 25.0

3. Science education Department (NYU)
not adequate for completion of degree

1 12.5

4. Teachers resistant to change .1 12.5

5. Outside job too time-consuming 1 12.5

6. Nothing 1 12,5

More than a third (38) of the coordinators felt the project goals

initially were unrealistic and needed to be adjusted to the situation as

fOund in the New York City schools. Setting goals not actually possible

led to the inevitable sense of lack of project achievement. One

coordinator noted:

The project started to admit that the goals were

unrealistic. We came out from trying to change a
district to trying to change a school. And, eventually,

we were trying to change teachers in classrooms. So,

in a way, that's an admission of the fact that there

was a disdrepancy.

Along the same lines, another said:

We've had administrators who liked the project and

wanted the project there. We've haditeachers who
admired the same things, but the amountof energy that
needs to be put out...that's when the qualification.
came between realizable goals and ideal goals. We had

to drop back, in many cases, from the ideal to the
realizable ones which, sometimes, was a little short

of what we intended.

25G
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One coordinator felt that one of his major goals was thwarted by

the New York University Science Education Department. Henoted the

department was not slr up to move on research as fast as was necessary
.

to accommodate the prCillKt and the project doctoral Candidates. He

reported:

It's a function of the Science Education Department.

The field training I got is really superb. Th,e other research

people (in the department) don't have as much experience

in the field--or as much understanding of what's going on

in the schools as I feel I do--working at it three years.

Training

The coordinators were asked whether'they felt they had been ade-

quately prepared for their duties as supervisors of preservice teachers

and as coordinators of the inservice activities ofiere.: the teachers

in the fieldwork schools. Their responses are summarized in Table 33.

TABLE 33 ,

r I

PREPARATION TO PERFORM SUPERVISORY FUNCTION

a. Did the project prepare you to perform your supervisory function?

Yes 1 (12.5%)

No 5 (62.5%)

No need 2 (25.0%)

(-...//

b. How?

Learning-on-the-job ''5 (62.5%)

From previous coordinator 1 (12.5%)

(*inferences 1 (12.5%)

While four coordinators (63%) reported they had not received train-

ing for their duties prior to their actual assumption of these duties,
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five coordinators (63%) 'acknowledged they had received on-the-job

training. One coordinator described the situation this way:

In actuality they really didn't (provide preparation)
because I didn't have any supervision experience before
I came to the project and, of course, one of the things
you're doing is supervising. It was a learning on the job,

and I still feel I'm learning. on the job. We did have
a course that was on the books, "Supervision," so that

over the two years we really had that kind of thing (two
instructors), when they come up, will talk to us--we've done
some audio tapes and things...now we haven't been as
diligent in doing it--it hasn't been put in as a block
of time, so, I would say that I haven't really had a
formal course in supervision. But it is available if

I know the right questions to ask.

Another coordinator concurred:

They told me what they expected me to do and how they
expected me to gb about it. But the day-to-day, nuts-and-

bolts kind of stuff. ...really the only way to do it is
to go, through it and see how things work out.

Two coordinators (25%), because of past courses, job assignments,

and. duties, considered themselves not in need of supervisory training.

Of the six coordinators who felt they had been in need of super-

visory training, t,hree reported the training they received (either

"preparation" or "on-th-.--job" training) was sufficient. (See Table 34.)

TABLE 34

WAS THE TRAINING SUFFICIENT?

Yes 3 (37.5%)

No 3 (37.5%)

Not 2

applicable
(25.0%)

Total 8 (100.0%)
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Three of these six coordinators felt the training they received was

inadequate. Of these who expresSed the need for more supervisory

training, two stated their preparation and training would have been

better if there had been more formal supervisory instruction. However,

overall, 75% (six) of the coordinators considered themselves well-

qualified as supervisory teachers and only 25% (two) did not consider

themselves well qualified.

One coordinator who has been with PCS for three years reported

on his training through these three years. He stated he now felt well-

prepared as a supervisory teacher because...

...In the last three years I learned when to strike with

the right thing at the right time. Foc exacuple, whorl to

do an intensive classroom
observation, and when to take

the interns for some workshops or ts. Science Fair, a

workshop on field trips. I got, really, a good experience

in terms of that. In terms of classroom observations,

after class when the intern, the teacher, and I met about

the class, I felt my handling of the session became more

sophisticated, more Lseful. What I'm saying is, in all

dimensions (i.e., diagnosing, interpersonal relations,

supervisory techniques, timing) I felt I improved a lot.

That' ,where the field-based experience'I was expecting

was very helpful.

One coordinator. however, felt he could have done a better super-

visory job if he had been more formally trained in the actual hands-

on techniques the interns were to be using in the science classes.

He stated:

I felt that there were more curriculum - -I'm talking

about actual software curricula--that could have been

presented to myself and perhaps to the preservice teacher,

in a more structured way. You know some people react well

to this (learning on-the;-job) and some don't. They'could

have said, "Listen, you're going. to teach a unit on physics,

here are 10 things that we found that proved effective

with the majority of cases--some more than others, some

less.
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When asked whether their supervisory duties coordinated well with

their responsibilities as doctoral students, half the coordinators

(four) indicated that the question was not applicable since they were

not doctoral students. Of the four who were doctoral students, two

indicated there was some coordination of the two functions and two

stated two areas of responsibility did not coordinate well. (See

Table 35.)

TABLE 35

ID JOB OF SUPERVISOR COORDINATE WELL WITH

RESPONSIBILITIES AS DOCTORAL STUDENT?

Yes

Some

No

Not
Applicable

0

2

2

4

(00.0%)

(25.0%)

(25.0%)

(50.0% 4

Total 8 (100.0%)

The two doctoral student/coordinators who reported there was some

coordination of their responsibilities gave these reasons for the degree

of coordination: evening classes at the university (1) and fieldwork

affording opportunities to do research (1). A coordinator said:.

We get a little overworked because the demands are
fulltime from here and fulltime from there. But the fact

that we had evening classeS helped. \

All four doctoral student/coordinators reported the greatest diffi-

culty they, had with their positions as coordinators was a lick of time

to do either job well. One furthe- indicated another difficulty was

that he, himself, was not provided with enough supervisory help.

2
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When asked about their joint weekly meetings with the associate

project director, three coordinators stated they did not attend these

joint meetings because of their assignments as faculty members at the

fieldwork schools. Of the five (63%) who attended these joint meetings,

"N. all reported satisfaction with these meetings and none were dissatisfied.

o-

,

Table 36 summarizes the coordinators' needs that were met by these

joint weekly meetings with the associate project director.

TABLE 36

NEEDS MET BY WEEKLY MEETINGS

Need Number Percent

1. Overview of supervisory job/project 4 50.0

2. Answers to problems 3 37.5

3. Development of plans 3 37.5

4. No needs 2 25.0

5. Probe problem areas 1 12.5

6. Coordination of project 1 12.5

One coordinator who could not attend the meetings felt he missed

theopportunity to take part in discUssions about mutual problems. He

said:

It would be nice if I got some kind of feedback.
They put notes in my mailbox after it happens

(the meeting). But I would like to be able to have

some input into It or to get more insight. In other

words, when a problem comes up .ind they discuss it,

it's nice for them to write down the resolution of
the problem, but I had no input into it. I may

have had a similar problem and I may want to hash

something out.

261

1%.

t
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One coordinator stated his meetings with the associate project

director gave him...

...A chance to quickly state what has happened, as an

overview. It's forced me to say "Has anything been
accomplished" and "What things am I looking to do the

week follosang." And then (the associate project director)

will always ask a little question or say "What do you

think of..." and so it's a chance to see where we're at

in the school on all the different levels--the administration

and the preservice and what we're doing on our own here.

So that's been helpful.

Seventy-five percent (six) of the coordinators stated they had not

received training inhow to keep a diary, conduct observations, provide

feedback to interns, or other supervis ry tasks. Of these six

coordinators, five indiCated the conceit and foat of the diary had

evolved during the course of the year. One coordinator (13%) stated

he had received training in certain supervisory tasks, and one

coordinator (13%)-- stated -some training was provided.

,When asked whether keeping a diary was an effective exercise for

them, a large majority (75%) of the coordinators answered "yes."

(See Table 37.)

TABLE 37

EFFECTIVENESS AND USEFULNESS OF DIARY

Yes No Don't Know

1. Was the diary an effective 6 1 1

exercise? (75%) (12.5%) (12.57)

2. Did the Project use 2 1 5

the diary? (25.0%) (12.5%) (62.5%)



One coordinator said:

I think it's a good idea because when you keep track,

more or less, of how the intern is working out--in terms
of, is he or she accomplishing more now than in the
beginning of the year or have there been any changes in

terms of attitudes?

Another coordinator used the diary to recall meetings and plans.

He reported:

Personally, it (the diary) was useful for the project,

I'm not sure. Because the project needs a specificity?.

We wanted diaries this way. I wrote about the meetings I
had in schools--the response, what kind of issues we talked

about, what we were planning. Mostly I used it to recall

meetings I had with the AP--what we talked about--to
build on at the next meetings to assure progress,.

One coordinator (13% felt the exercise of keeping a diary had

limited usefulness. He stated:

There's been a problem, in that they (the diaries) 4

haven't been returned as rapidly as they could have.
So I may not get as much out of them as I could have.

One coordinator (13%) felt the diary exercise was not effective.

He said:

4

The associate project director) collects our diaries
each week or every couple of weeks in our conferences with
him, he usually asks us to talk about what we wrote in the
diaries and the general situation in the school. It's hard

to do. It's not a very regular thing. And it's kind of

hitor-miss, which is not that good. 'It is pretty bad.

But given the circumstances in t e project, there're so
few people to do different thin As long as you keep

on top of things arod really feel that you have a

grip on what's goihg on in the school, not make
any gross errors or do anybody a disservice, then

you're doing he job. So, unless there's a problem,

it's (use of the diary) not intensive.

2 c3

.4w
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The majority of coordinators (63%) did not know whether the

project itself made use of the diaries. (See Table 37.)

When the coordinators were asked whether they had professionally

profited from attending the NYU faculty meetings with the full staff,

six (75%) responded that they never go to the meetings. Two coordinators
%

(25%) reported they occasionally attend the meetings to become aware

of and involved with "wider issues."

Supervisory Role

All eight coordinators reported they were successful in getting

the interns to improve their teaching and methodology. In a number of

cases, however, the coordinators qualified their responses by indicating

it was difficult for them to pinpoint any cause-effect relationships.

Most of the coordinators had difficulty in assuming that they, per-

sonally-, were responsible for the improvement they saw inp,their interns

.

One coordinator said:

'Yes, and I'm not sure it's e. I started out

with two interns who were very ncere and really

came intending to do a job. In erms of my own

supervision of them, it's been very...I've offered

Suggestions based on what they've done. I've

offered suggestions on what I think they might try

to do and I basically left it to them. Each of them

is different, obviously they reacted in different ways.

But they've impFoved very well. They've dope nicely.

I don't think it's due to my supervision. I think it's

due to the fact that they're really high quality people.

One coordinator described his job as a supervisor of the interns

as one of "hand holding." Another coordinator said he "relied on the

cooperating teacher" to promote the intern's professional growth. A

third coordinator reported the improvement he witnessed in the intern



this year was "less than in the past."

The coordinators reported they encountered a vast number of

frustrations in their attempts to successfully train and supervise

the interns. None ofthese frustrations was mentioned by more than

25% of the coordinators. (See Table 38.)

TABLE 38-

FRUSTRATIONS ENCOUNTERED IN INTERN IMPROVEMENT

Frustrations Number

L

Percent

1. Lack of.time 2 25.0

2. Excessive absences of intern 2 25.0

3. Too much to do 1 12.5

4. Lack of materials 1 12.5.

5. Personalities 1 12.5

6. Interns frustrated by students/teachers 2 25.0

7. Attitude of program "phasing out" 1 12.5

8. Fewer interns than previously 1 12.5.

9.. Needed more structure from project 1 12.5

10.. Extended absence Of.cooperating teacher 1 12.5

One coordinator explained his own and his interns' frustrations

as follows:

The frustrations were that the philosTphy came
through early on about handson, but the "howtodo it,"
the management problem and, also, the ability to get
the materials from the lab assistant here, and have
the teacher herself be affected, was hard. I think
that the intern, for quite a while, put off the decision
about.how to do that. And when she did do a lot of it,
she was frustrated because'it was so difficult--so many
things that she had to control at once--the materials,
plus management and everything else and then said, "Well
maybe don't have to do it all the time." So now it's
relaxed into a few labs and the rest demonstrations.

P.



When asked whether the school administration had facilitated their

role as coordinators, fiVe of the eight coordinators (63%) answered

5144t it had. Two coordinators (25%) stated,while the administration

did not actively facilitate their efforts,' neither did it offer opposi-

tion. A coordinator explained the situation this way:

It's very, very--not strained but--I really
don't think that he knows where I'm coming from and

I -really don't know, all that well, where he's coming

from. We don't interact personally. But it's

reasonable enough. We get'along pretty well.

One coordinator did feel that the school administration had frus-

trated his attempts in his role as PCS coordinator. He reported:

Our supervisor (AP) comes in and says, "these. are

the rules, you've got to do this\ Everytime I come

in to observe, you've got to have this up on the board."

Of course he gets his orders down the line and if the

deputy superintendent är superintendent walks into my

room, he expects to see my planbook opLn on the desk,

the homework assignment on the board, and the aim on

------------the-boardy-and they expect me to be following the New

York City curriculum.
I

All the coordinators felt their role was so defined'that it allowed

them to work effectively. And 75% (six) of the coordin ors felt the

%

school administrators and teachers perceived that role as, essentiLlly,

a resource person. (See Table 39.)

TABLE 39

ROLE OF COORDINATOR AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS/ADMINISTRATORS

Rolte Number

t

Percent

1. Resource 6 -75.0

2. Inservice, informal training 2 25.0

3. Department coordinator 1 12.5

ti
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The most popular means by which the coordinators elicited the coop-

eration and understanding of the other teachers in the schools was

through individual contact, especially during preparations for a Science

Fair (See Table 40.)

TABLE 40

MEANS USED BY COORDINATORS TO ELIOT TEACHER COOPERATION

Means Number Percent

lir Individual contact (as through Science Fair) 5 62.5

2. Acting in role of colleague or supervisor 2 25.0

(dual role)

3. Outside agency offering assistance 12.5

4; Fliers in teacher mailboxes 1 12.5

5. Assistance to special education teachers 1 12.5

One coordinator believed the teachers were not aware of his role

as PCS coordinator, but used him as a science resource person because

of his faculty function in the school. He said:

I don't think (the teachers) are aware, in
that sense, of my dual role.

Model District

Half of the coordintors (four) felt the presence of PCS had changed

the quality of the science teachings in their schools. As an example

of how the quality of teaching had improved, one coordinator stated:

I'd oecome lazy over the years, speaking for
myself. This year...this is the first year I've
been teaching three grades. I think, without the
project, I could never have done as many different
types of labs and lessons.
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However, half of the coordinators (four) reported the presence

of PCS in their schools had not changed the quality of the science teach-

ing there. 'One coordinator explained:

A
'They (the teachers) are a group that has been here

10 years. They're set n their ways. The best that

I could say is that th teach-effectively and it has

nothing to do with th= project...At this point, it's

too much to change-- .ming from the outside agent.

There's not enough motivation.
es

Another coordinator reporte

Many, many of aIhers in this school are afraid
to do anything but the t ditional developmental lesson.

I am ionstantly on their backs about it, but I can't

make them move. And it's not really fair for me to demand

it, because my supervisor is going to turn right around

and say, "No, you can't do it."

Of the eight coordinators, five (63%) felt their schools did not

have enough trained teachers to demonstrate good hands-on teaching.

Three coordinators (38%) reported their schools did have enough trained

teachers who used the hands-on approach.

Half of the coordinators (four) stated PCS had had an impact on

their schools. A coordinator noted:

I think it has had a very positive impact. It's made

everybody more aware of science and how important
science is...When I first came into the school, they

weren't doing any science.

Two coordinators (25%) responded that the project had not had an

impact on their schools, while two coordinators (25%) felt that some

impact had been made. A coordinator stated:

.
We probably set a, however little, higher standard

on the Science Department in terms of creating new

problems. For instance, since we've been there, there's

been a very special program for gifted children, which

was a proposal I wrote and got funded from the.District.

And there is another special program, Science Talent,

that didn't start until we were there.
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The coordinators listed a number of project accomplishments in

their schools. (See Table 41.)

TABLE 41

PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN SCHOOLS

Accom lishment

1. Introduced new materials/ideas to teachers

2. Stimulated science teachers to work

harder

3. Got grant monies into school 2 25.0

Number Percent

2 25.0

2 25.0

4. Set up library reference corner and displays 1 12.5

5. Built rockpts with district science 1 12.5

coordinator and sixth grage

6. Began science fiction flub 1 12.5

7. Planted garden with health conservation class 1 12.5

8. Arranged field trips 1 12.5

9. Responded directly to student needs 1 12.5

10. Organized Science Fair 1 12.5

11. Encouraged science6talent 1 12.5

A number of obstacles encountered affected the coordinators' efforts

to achieve the goals of the project. Table 42 summarizes these obstacles.

t

I
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TABLE 42

OBSTACLES ENCOUNTERED BY COORDINATORS IN EFFORTS TO

ACHIEVE PROJECT GOALS

Obstacles Number Percenc

1. Teachers "not ready," or feel threatened

by project

4 50.0

2. Lack of equipment/time 3 37.5

3. My _time limited 2 25.0'

4. Lack of "impressive" number of project

members in school

2 25.0

5. Adlinistration not helpful or

uncooperative

2 25.0

6. Teachers successful with present methods 1 12.5

7. 'Teachers not trained in method 1 12.5

8. Interns can't disseminate method because 1 12.5

of heavy teaching load

The most frequently mentioned obstacle (50%) was the perception that

the teachers in the schools were either "not ready" for change, or else

were "threatened" by the project and'its attempts to 'introduce the

hands -on approach to science teaching. A coordinator stated:

The first thing that anybody working for the project,

in terms of the schools, should realize is that we are

outsiders. My experience is that the moment we feel like

insiders, it sort of backfires. The administration

really gets threatened and we have to, in terms of that,

really walk a tightrope. But as long as the school

personnel and the school administrators feel that you are

an outsider, that you are helping them, it's all right.

But if you sort of show them that you are coming

aggressively, to change things--that's the last thing

they want.
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Research

The area of project-sponsored research is another one in which

a division exists between the four coordinators who are faculty members

in the fieldwork schools, and the four who are doctoral students. The

four faculty/coordinators did not know about any research.

(See Table 43.) One coordinator responded:

I'm not aware of the studies going on and I'm not

doing any research right now.

And another stated:

I don't know anything about the research.

TABLE 43

RESPONSES TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

euestion Yes No Don't Know

1. Has the project defined a 3 1 4

coherent line of research? (37.5%) (12.5%) (50.0%)

2. Is it one you want to pursue? 2 6 0

(25.0%) (75.0%) (0%)

3. Does it have practical 3 0 5

significance?
i -

(37.5%) (0%) (62.5%)

4. Was the research generated by 1 7 0

the project directly useful (12.5% (87.5%) (0%)

- .4.-.. 4..,r1

One coordinator who is a doctoral student noted that

after the formation of the Research Team, I think

the policy of getting research and the research areas

were getting more and more defined.

When asked whether they would want to pursue the project's line

of research in their own work, two coordinators (25%) said yes and

six (75%) said no. (See Table 43.) A coordinator reported:
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Further pro t-generated research, as described by the coordi-

nators, is s arized ,in Tabler44.

TABLE 44

PROJECT-GENERATED RESEARCH

Pro ect Research Number Percent

1. Student attitudes/self concept* 3 50.0

2. Behavioral objectives 12.5

3. General science studies 1 12.5

4. Others' doctoral work 1 12.5

5. Hands -on evaluation sheet-pilot* 1 12.5

6. Small4eigth-grade pilot* 1 12.5

7. Teacher attitudinal survey** 12.5

*Last year
**Two years ago

Seventy-five percent (six) of the coordinators felt neither the

interns nor they themselves had, as yet, been involved in project-

generated research in a way that was useful. Two coordinators (25%)

reported either they and/or their interns were meaningfully involved

with the project's research efforts.

Six of the eight coordinators felt they were not familiar enough

with experimentation that addressed hands-on issues to be able to

discuss difficulties about conducting such research. Two coordinator's,

however, did mention difficulties they noticed with conducting research

on the hands-on approach to teaching'. One coordinator mentioned

physical problems -- availability of the necessary schools, students,

teachers, and materials necessary for adequate experimeutation.
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Another coordinator mentioned time as a difficulty. Many school routines

and period schedules precluded allocation of adequate time for successful

hands-on lessons.

All of the coordinators were unsure about the possibility of ever

experimentally demonstrating that the hands-on approach to the teaching
r-Y

of science was more effective than another approach.

Future

Table 45 summarizes the coordinators' responses to the question

about their professional plans for the next 5 years.

TALE 45

COORDINATORS' PLANS FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

Plans uber Percent

1. Teaching 4.5 56.3

2. Research 1.5 18.8

3. Study 1.0 12.5

4. Supervisor" duties 1.0 12.5

Five coordinators (63%) reported they plan to teach at least part

time for the next five years. Four coordinators (50%) plan to teach full

time and one coordinator plans to.combine teaching and research. The

five who plan to teach at least Tart time will teach science in an urban

setting, one at the high school level, three at the junior high level, and

one at the college level. All plan to use the hands-on approach in

their work. Two plan to use the approach from 0-75% of thdir teaching

time, two between 25% and 50% of the time, and one coordinator could

not estimate the percentaze of time he might use the hands-on approach.
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There are curtain techniques that I've learned

this year that I think will be useful (in teaching

at the high schoo level)--slide presentations,

classroom managem t, behavior modification,

cup iculuth packages

One-Coordinator felt he would be interested in pursuing research

on the issues involved in the hands-on appzh.

I realize there hasn't been a 1-Ot of systematic

research done on hands-onactivities. I would consider

doing some study on that.

Several uses for the hands-on approach were mentioned by the

coordinators. The uses are summarized in Table 46.
.

TABLE 46

USE OF THE HANDS-ON APPROACH IN THE 1980s

Use of Hands-On Number

.%,

4. Motivation

1. Not the only approach that will be used

2. Offers necessary experimental base for

learnings of science

3. Develop skills

5. Help to overcome fears, perceptions

of nature based on magic

6. Help children to "know what they're doing"

7. May be effective with minorities

2

1

1

Percent

25.0

25.0

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

The two most frequently mentioned reasons that the hands-on methods

may h' useful in the educational climate of the 1980s are that the

approach will supplement traditional approiches (25%) and that the approach

provides students with the necessary experiental base fOr the learning

of science concepts (25%). One coordinator said:
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Going back to the case study we did, we finally
struck a balance between how much hands-on a week and
how much traditional, and we said you do three to two- -
three days hands -on, two day's where you do some kind

of summary, making sure that the concepts are understood
by the kids. With that kind of arrangement you still
test the kids, make sure that they can pass the tests
so that accountability /is taken care of. I'm not into
this unstructured kind of hands-on, sort of open class-
room. With some structure, it can be really, really
useful.

Suggestions

Two coordinators felt that we, as evaluators of PCS, should note

how much the project has used the community as a resource.

Another coordinator suggested that we talk with the cooperating

teachers.

Two coordinators said that they would have found more frequent

feedback from the evaluation team most helpful.

Finally, one coordinator showed the need for giving students an

objective test of their attitudes toward science, witL the expectation

that if Cie project had been truly effective, the effects should be

observable in the attitudes of the junior high school students.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: ON-SITE COORDINATORS

I. Recruitment

1. How did you hear about the program (New York Times, Board of Educa-

tion circular)?

2. What initially interested you about Project City Science and made

you want to investigate further?

3. What were the factors that made you decide to become a participant- -

what were the promises that attracted you? What were your

expectations?

4. Of these hings that drew you into Project City Science, which of

them pro ed satisfactory? Which expectations were fulfilled?

5., What factors,facilitated achieving these goals (Project factors,
personnel, personal factors, etc.)?

6. Which promises disappointedyou? Which expectations were frustrated?

7. What factors impeded achievement of these goals?

II. Training

8. Did Project City Science prepare you to perform your supervisory
function (for the interns; for the other staff memberS in the

schoo/). How?

9. What was the training you received? Was it sufficient?. Do you

feel as well qualified as a supervisory teacher?

D

bi

your job as a supervisor coordinate well with your responsi-

ties as a doctoral student?

11. In what ways did these two aspects of your role (that of supervisor
and of student) match or fit together? What aspectsoaere at odds

with each other?

12. Were you satisfied with the weekly meetings with the associate

project director? What were your needs? Why were/weren't you

satisfied?

13. Did you receive training in how to keep a diary, observing, giving

feedback, write a case history, or other supervisory tasks?
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14. Were these exercises (diary, histories) themselves effective? Did

the Project do something with these diaries, histories, etc.?

15. Do you feel that you profited professionally from the NYU faculty

meetings with the full staff? Why or why not?

III, Supervisory Role

16. Do you generally find that you are successful in getting the interns

to improve their teaching and methodology? What have been your

frustrations, your problems?

17. Has the building a inistration facilitated you in your role as a

coordinator? Is y ur role so defined that it allows you to work

-effectively? How as your role perceived by teachers/administrators?

18. Do the other achers in the school understand and accept your

role in the school, and use you as a resource person? What means:

did you use to get other teachers to understand/cooperate?

IV. Model District

19. Do you feel that yOur/PCS presence has changed quality of science

teaching? ,

20. Do you believe this school has enough trained teachers to demonstrate

good hands-on teaching?

21. Has the project had an impact on this school? What has the project

accomplished in this school?

22. What obstacles have you encountered in this school in your efforts

to, achieve the project goals?

V. Research

23. Do you feel that the project has definea a coherent line of research?

24, Is it one you want to pursue in your own work? Does it have

practical significance?

25. Has there been anv research generated by the project that has been

directly useful to you or your interns? Would you describe research

efforts with which you are familiar?

26. Do you feel that you or your interns have been involved in research

in a way that has been useful?

2'. heat are some of the difficulties you notice with conducting

res6arcr on the hands-on approach to teaching? Can the hands-on

approach ever be experimentally shown to be more effective?
4



VI. Future

265 A-

28. What do you plan to do next year? (teach, research, study, travel)

29. Do you plan to teach within/for the next five years? What level,

subject, location, (urban, suburban, rural)?

30. Will you use hands-on in your teaching? What percentage of the time?

31. I'll play "devil's advocate" for a moment and ask you why you might

use a method of teaching which seems to some to be passe now with

the current emphasis on "back-to-basics," competency-based teaching

and testing, and accountability? How would you take hands-on into

the 1980s?
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As one step in the evaluation, of Project City Science, a group of

science teachers, science-teacher supervisors, and college-level science

edLzators were asked to independently observe and assess the teaching methods

of Project City Science interns. To provide some information, however limited,

concerning the nature of the instruction/training the PCS interns were

receiving, an observation of a class at New York University was also made.

This report synthesizes the observers' perceptions of and reactions to

Project City Science at Work.

Generally, the observers characterized instruction as average,

unimaginative, and traditional. Mont classes were described as teacher-

centered if not teacher-dominated and were reported to lack the "hands-on"

approach central to the PCS objectives. The scientific accuracy of the

.t

content of instr ction was most often considered above average, although in

one case the accuracy of content was rated as poor.. Ratings of the rigor

of the content and the significance of the topic generally fell in the

\average to (above-average range.

Students were most often described indifferent and clearly, not

highly motivated. Although a

1

f'w of the classroom observations make

brief reference to an isolated ' ands-on" lesson format, the student's

role was generally felt to be a passive one.

In response to the model of science Instruction employed and its

characterization, most observe.rs reported the usage of standard junior'

high school science pedagogy: lecture; question and ansWer; some experimentation;

denonstration. In general, the form of the instruction seen was felt to

be undistinguished.

.11

.....

26u
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The character of Project City Science instruction appeared to be

teacher-specific. The positive aspects noted by the observers dealt with

the individual intern's style: use of open-ended questions; field-trip planning;

drawing from learner's experience; experimentation. No across-classroom trends

were apparent in the strengths mentioned by the observers. Disparity between

articulated goals and practice was reported often. Similarly, the observation

of the New York University class that described the oral presentatiOns of

three PCS interns concluded that the interns' teaching was "didactic" and

"uninspired" and did not reflect a sensitivity to the project's target

population. Additional support for this impression was given in response to

an on-location observation: lesson was not organized in a way to allow

students time to complete a task; routines were not emphasized; lesson pace

did not change to accommodate students' attention; content was not always

relevant to real life; curriculum materials were often too difficult for

the students.

Within the affective domain, the cooperating school administrators were

generally pleased about Project ity Science and the interns, although interns

were considered "extra-hands" ia one case. Observers' descriptions of

the interns were both positive and negative with respect to both their

acade

(

ic preparation and their ability to effectively communicate with

inner city adolescents. Comments concerning extra-instructional apsects of

Project City Science, i.e., the role of cooperating teacher'and on-site coordinator,

were also offered by some observers. Although in one case an intern's success

was judged to be a function af4the attitudinal and material support of the

cooperating teacher, it was generally felt that difficulties inherent in

student-teaching situations were compounded by placement in classrooms ttuf

or



lacked the appropriate climateand necessary
back-up of cooperating teachers.

More.careful placement and the pcssibilitof summer training workshops

for both interns and master teachers were suggested. On-site coordinators

were described to be somewhat of an unused if not unavailable resource.

Recommendatims concerning their function included extended contact with

I

interns in the form of obdervations, consultation, and curriculum planning

and assessment.

In general, most aspects of Project City Science appear to vary from

school to school and classroom to classroom. Despite the interns' knowledge

of Project City Science objectives, it would appear that many of the //

'participants observed were 'unabre to translate these goals into instructional

action. ,PCS interns, once in the classroom, no matter how zealous their

attempts, were describe4 to lack the necessary resources to motivate and

successfully teach their students. These observations, in addition to the

commendations mentioned above, resulted in suggestions for richer training

th t would provide interns with a better understanding of the psychology

of the situation as well as exposure to and facility with instructional

methodology key to Project City Science philosophy.
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Summar of PCS Evaluators' Comments

In' reviewing the PCS evaluators' comments, a common dominant

motif is seen to emerge. The evaluators, whether or not using the supplied

observation protocol, processed their observations through three generic

questions: (1) Are the interns reasonably competent in and expressive of

PCS methodology and intent?, (2) Are they interns and PCS program effectively

supported on site?, and (3) In actual classrooltuationst are PCS methods

04
and intent being achieved? Possibly, another qu&stion may also be added,

viz., Are the goals of PCS

however, to dwell too long

in themselves desirable? It is, unnecessary,

on this, as barring those instances where the

evaluators .rolled this fourth question into the first three, the answers

turned out to be more panegyrical than substantive.

t.

In regard to the fist question, the PCS competency of the interns, the

evaluators further distinguished two sub themes: (1) the background and motivation

of the interns and (2) the relevancy of the PCS staff courses: content as

well as teaching dynamics.

In general, the evaluators applauded the morale and qualifications of

the interns. As one observer put it, ". . . the interns are well qualified by

way of content background and professional interest." Another,when listing the

strengths of PCS, straightforwardly declared it,was "the enthusiasm of the teachers-

in-training." In many cases, the evaluators took pains to separate their

criticism of the project from their favorable comments about the interns.

4fic theory behind the program is commendable and the enthusiasm of the interns

noteworthy. However, I find the actual implementation wanting." And again,

"The morale of the interns seemed to be high--much higher than I had antici-

pated in view of some of the shortcomings obthe Project as I observed and

inferred." 2°.J x
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As might be expected, steadfastly diverting criticise away from the

interns while directing it toward the Project alone is not entirely consistent.

One observer, after lauding the interns, was later forced to admit ". . . it

became apparent from my observing one group (i.e.,of interns in a staff class)

that even such concepts as acceleration were not clear to the Project staff

as well as the interns. 11

. . I did not observe that the instructor either tried

to find out what the conceptual base was for the interns, or tried to establish

minimum concepts at the-outset." In an earlier situation, the staff instructor

even made "gross" errors in presentation, but the interns ". . . did not have

enough background in physical science to know when errors were made, or simply

felt it unethical ot unimportant to comment dr correct the mistakes."

In summing up the evaluators' comments about the background and motivation

of the interns, it can be concluded that, though praising the preservice

teachers, the evaluators did fid.the content background of the interns not as

q solid as called for or perhaps as anticipated by PCS. Furthermore, the quality

of staff instruction appeared to be unequal to the task of remedying these

deficiencies. Tribute was paid to the high morale of th interns, but this

/
need not necessarily be attributable to PCS. In faat, as one student teacher,

exclaimed, "Itis an experimental program and I feel as if I'm being experimented

on." Perhaps the idealism, rather than the factual circumstances, of a new

and exciting career adventure is what is really occasioning the high morale of

many.

The observers' characterization of relevancy of the PCS staff preparation

courses ranged from unfavorable to nearly condemning. One evaluator simply

stated that course content ". . . had little or no relevance for either the interns

or for the students they are preparing to teach." Later or., the same evaluator
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added that the ". . .
materials made available to the interns. . . had little

relevancy for junior high school instruction, in my opinion." Another

observer raised a question about the "real uniqueness of the program," because

the "expected urban thrust was not in strong evidence in the el...c.c....." And

still another observer concluded, "Insufficient emphasis is placed on

relating and adapting curriculum ideas to the inner-city situation." After

observing one of the interns classes, yet another evaluator flatly declared,

"I didn't recognize anything distinguishing this class as having something

to do with teacher training for junior school or inner city."

Many of the observers believed that the manner in which the interns are

taught will invariably influence the way the interns themselves will teach.

In other words, PCS staff teaching dynamics will ultimately affect the goals

of PCS. On this score, the observers noted many drawbacks. "The instructional

mode, and the materials used, must be especially relevant for the interns.

That was not at all the use as I observed it." PCS staff, in this case, are

seen to be fostering a teacher-centered method basically in conflict with its

own goals. An evaluator concluded, "I suspect that they, themselves (i.e.,the

O

interns), will lecture to their students in the public school. If they do,

Project City Science will have its own staff largely to blame." Another evaluator

observed, "the studentwlo not have the opportunity to explore and experience

the 'hands on' activities of the curriculum projects studied." In one situation,

where a particularly ill-conceived exrriment was conducted, the interns were

not even led into a discussior. "ThOtotal group never discussed any of the

observations they had been asked to carry out. A disastrous demonstration

of teaching." Another observer noted: "The project is weak in training teachers

in the areas of classroom management, lesson planning, and lesson implementation."
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:The project does not seem distinctively innovative in its approach to teacher

training." And, finally, "The project does not appear particularly well suited

to the inner-city situation." A less terse, but no less telling statement

came from two other observers who aptly express the common sentiment on this

point: "A more experienced staff would seem to be indicated for the nature of
.111

the program being operated. The University teaching staff must certainly

serve as models. In this instance, however, little was seen of dynamic

exemplary presentation, of urban orientation, and especially of teaching strategies

suitable for use with academically disadvantaged children."
a

With regard to the second question about effective on -site support for the Pro-

ject and the interns, most observers expressed negative impressions of on-site

coordinators and/or the cooperating teachers in the fieldwork schoels. One
A

evaluator, who had some positive things to say, did not have first-hand information.

For ehe most part, the prevailing sentiment seemed to be that the "preservice

teachers do not feel that their coordinators and cooperating teachers represent

powerful supportive resources." Anorber observer was "a little distrubed that

the on-site coordinators appeared to be somewhat weak in their ability and/or

desire Co give leadership and direction to the interns." Still another observer,

whit co entiug on the PCS program', noted, "It is a worthwhile approach, but will

take a long time because there are not enough cooperating teachers willing to .

1

Jer

accept the new approach." One observer who rated PCS very high in regard to

the achievement of its goals, nevertheless, felt that the coop:trating teacher

was a major detraction: "The major criticism lies ia the fa%.t that the co:

operating teacher did not allow the intern the academic freedom to deal witi- the

scientific questioning of tne students." Tnterectingly enough, this same

observer went so far as to suggest givielg the coordinators evaluative power

°vexr cooperating teachers. "The coordi#ator needs to have a power base in

287
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order to have control over an effective program of instruction." The

"power base" referred to is school management. Later on, the observer

concluded that "your coordinators need to have evgrilatie power over co-

operative teachers, as well as the intern teachers." This position may appear

more radical than those taken by the other evaluators, however, asewill be

seen in the following section, equally strong steps (at least by implication)

are suggested by many of the other evaluators.

4

Regarding the third question concerning how well PCS is achieving its goals,

most of the evaluators felt that the program was traditional or teacher-centered.

It is important to tote, however, that such characterization need not haver'

affected the observers'comments on the effectiveness, rate of learning,

f's

/

i

scientific accuracy, etc., of the particular class 9r classes observed. For

example; one obgerver rated he project less than average insofar. as it adhered

to -its Stated goals, but still rated many of those other factors much higher.

The reason was that the teacher used a model that had merit, lout was not PCS-

developed. "The teacher,, Mr. , developed and utilizsa this model of

instruction prior to working with the Project City Science Program.' Another

observer rated the p-oject only ave'agP in regard to its goal achievement even

though a "hands-on" model was used. In. this case, "the approach was 'hands on'

but not student-centered. Too much of the activity was rushed through. The

students did not have time to become involved in what was happening. Thgir

questions,'which couldlhave lead to real ialvement, were treated casually."

Still another observer, after ending his description of the teaching model by

citing that the teacher talked 90% of the time and the students 10%, went on

to characterize the instructional approach as follows: "Absolutely nothing

_spectacular to rave about. Teaching was average, Lab session was average or

below, student interest and motivationvery low."



Although most observers evaluated the attainment of project'goals un-
-

favorably, a strong dissenting minority did appear. 'Aside from the evaluator

previously mentioned,another observer described the te.,ching model. as "generally

'hands on.' .Students were asked to choose or were directed to a kit, exercise,

or task that involved their senses. They experienced the task or solyed the
.a,

problems by-doing rather than just listening." Another observer thought

the instruction "well - planned," "interesting " and executed with "variety" and

"student involvement."

It is interesting to note that the pro's and con's in this issue,do seem

co have or imply a point of mutual convergence. The observer who rated. attainment

of project goals high, but faulted the cooperating teacher, actually was looking

for a change in philosophy more in keeping with the spirit of PCS. "My

recommendation is to find more cooperative, philosophically similar teachers to

work with your interns." And on the other hand, an observer who,described the

pr4gram's success much more modestly, nevertheless made a similar point: "The .

4

concept that process is at least as important as content in science education

has to be accepted by the cooperating teachers and administrators In the Model

District Schools." Other evaluators observed that "The strict adherence to

the N.Y.C. curriculum.a1166ed by the staff is certainly a constraint in...that it

limits the opportunity to practice what is being taught and most likely, in the

long run, the potential for making instructional improvements as suggested . . ."

In other words, PCS seems to be beset by inconsistent themes, and until and unless

the conflict in philosophy is resolved (i.e., from student training,' to on-site

teaching support), progress will continue to be uneven.

CIS
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Report on the Observation and Evaluation of the
. ,

In-Schbol TrainingNcomponent of Project City Science (PCS)

It would be helpful to the reader of this report to keep in mind that

PCS was originally funded by the National Science Foundation with the know-

ledge that the inner -city school conditions prevailing in New York City

basically did not lend themselves to changes in approach to teaching science

or -to change in science content taught. Successes probably would be small;

yet there was hope that there would be some lasting impact because of the

nature of the PCS staff. Funding most certainly resulted from the fact that

.$1he original project director has achieved considerable success in producing

some substantive change in the teaching of physics through Project Physics,.

In addition, NYU in the area of science education within the New York City

metropolitan area and in Puerto Rico has maintained a reasonable reputation.

The analyses presented herein should be weighed against this, background.

4

The report presented here results from visits, to classrooms in schools in

New York City (I.S. 141 and'137) housing PCS interns. The visits followed

observation of a full day of on-campus instruction to the PCS interns at NYU.
A

The on-site school visits included observation of several full-length classes

taught by the interns, as well as opportunity to talk at length with the interns,

their cooperating teachers, two school PCS cOordinators, and with student-

! members of the classes being taught. One lesson was taught bilingually to

a group of Spanish language competent youngsters by one of the PCS interns.

ti

One'class was a traditional lecture question answer type presentation, and the

third followed a laboratory individualized group project type format.
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The content of the classes observed included: team project in a variety

. .

of content areas such as testing for various food components and ,quality control,/

u. of household products; study of dihosaurs, and an audio visual presentation on

the fettiiilation of frogs' eggs. The class presentation about dinosaurs was

by a PCS intern covering a class for the regular teacher. The students in

the class Were being given background that would be helpful to them on a future

trip to the Museum of" Natural History.

Observations:)

During\the visits ttwo schOols, the evaluators had.an opportunity to

observe and to speak with PCS interns, regular teachers, ascience coordinator,

an assistant principal, and a number of middle-school-aged students. Follow-

ing are some of our observations:

1. The assistant principal, who served as PCS on-site coordinator for

one school was most helpful and willing to share his experiences.

2. The interns were willing-to discuss openly their experienCes both

- in the field and at NYU; but in one instance, the\int9rn did not

know we were to 'visit that day.

3. The science coordinator interviewed was very responsive and gave us
. 4

a longitudinal view of the project in her school.

4. The interns clearly-viewed the teaching period as the mcst important .

part of the PCS program.

5. The New York City Public Schools! loS'd, Ofmmay-science teachers. -----"-----.-
, .

0,, %. .

..-,!--- ..:0,

during the prior year, coul e&with union problems that emphasize\
t

1
..:

seniority instead of competence, had great effect on the relative '

impact of PCS. ftg,

6. The inconsistency in availability of funds for

considerable effect on the value of PCS iir4e.

29274

science-materials had

two schools visited.



P
in one school, profits frvm doughnut sales sdpplied funds for material.

, .

In another, requests for funds were honored by ttie.school admiaistra-

tion or were supplied by the PCS intern.

7. It was difficult to detect infusion of content and/or methodology

unique to the needs and interests of inner-city children'and citizens.

8. Orientation to teaching, teaching strategies utilized, and content

being taught had littie'relation to the "academic program" presented

to the interns at Nyu, although the interns indicated that they did

have access to curriculum materials at the University.

9. Little evidence was seen of continued or sustaining commitment 10 the

original goals of PCS by the project staff or by,the schools.

10. There was some suggestion that the city curriculum formed a,limita-

tion on the interns' ability to apply what had been taught to them

at .the University.

11. At the stage of their experience we observed, it seemed clear that

the interns needed fairly close supervision. ;,t was mot entirely
..

1--------'1- clear that they were getting it.

/ .

.

e . .
12. Suggestion was offered by one.intern that more methodology of direct

..,

classroom applicability would have been useful. E.g., one intern

clearly missed the opportunity to pursue a line of speculative ques-

tions with pupils(didn't recognize the opportunity?)

13. The,interns felt that the Urban Ecology course .was most useful

(although no clear application of it was observed) and questioned the

value of the "implementation" course.

2 9 r')tJ



Specific to PS 141:
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1." The administrator in the building, :rho was also program coordinator

for the building,yas quite helpful.
.

2. Use'was being made of,sedand-language skillg of one intern toserve

the needs.of the particular school population.

3. Science programs in oteration were in place prior o placement of,

intern teachers by PCS, and apparently had not changed in any way

related to their presence, except for having more "hands".'available

4 ,
to operate it.

V

Specific to IS 137.

1. Observation oftlasses was Prevented by an assembly program and the

absence of one intern.
4

2. Extended discussion with the regular science coordinator brought

out the following points.
.

a. There seems to be a reduced level of rmmitment on the'part

of'project personnel. (This could be perception relatgd to the

individual on-site coordinator.)

b. The interns and the on-site coordinator seem "so carried away

with hands-on approach," that the are short on organization

and managerial skills.

c. The capabj.lity of the interns seems higher this year. Interns,

are more science-oriented and less oriented toward teaching./
4-

Conclusions:

1. There was little indidation of regular teachers' behavior having

A
been altered by the activities of PCS.

2. There was little indication of programmatic change relative to the

.presence of project personnel,

29 .



3. There'was little indication of impact through injection of extra

materials/supplies.
!

. The teaching observed was of the quality one would expect from 4-

\

most any teacher education program, but did not reflect any clear

characteristics that would label the program that produced them

as.being unique. Also, there was little indication that PCS staff

.

did or would have continuing impact on teaching content, methodology,

or commitment by the schools to a "different" kind of science teaching

, 5. Most .pf tie PCS interns- would leave phe inner -city environment and/

or teaching altogether.

6. Interns had too little- or no. experience or involvement, in the inner-

,

city community fora variety of reasons:

a. Most interns worked part-time outside the school.

.

h. They became involved in the school and its activity too -late

in the year to truly develop such Involvement.

s: Devotion to projett and goals'waned quickly as interns ran

. 7 .

;) 'IrInt0

d. ,There Was lack of assurance that PCS staff" or school personnel

/
would back. nteiliss decisions.

e. The psycholog course experience, which might have helped set

direction,'was too open-ended to be of support in dealing with-

inner-city type\problems.
.

Summary:
. 4

of course, not possible to'generalize with( total accuracy re-

from the four man-days of observations. However, based on our

It is,

garding PCS

observations and our Years of Professional involvement in education and in

293'
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particular, as Well'as information received by reading

the, years,' the tiro evaluators and writers of this report

some general statements regarding PdS and its pbtential
I

The PCS staff has.faceci a number of educational problems common 'to most

large city universities and school systems. The major. difference in the PCS

situation is that these problems or "roadblocks" are more severe'and more

advanced in1New York City than elsewhere. ilke-project has faced dilemmas

such as the'decision regarding the ch.Tic,. of 'coordinators. li these persons

are employees of the schpol district, then tiley are responsible to the school

district first. If they are university employees, their decisions need not.

be accepted by school. district personnel. Over a four-year period it would

0.

I .1

be hoped that PCS staff would have gained the confidence of school personnel

so that the NYU staff could serve as coordinators and so that their dedisiones!:-N

would be accepted 'even though these decisions might create extensive changes

in methodology, curriculum, etc. 11'

'

A second example, is the dilemma faced regarding research. It is tjue

that large public school systems shy away from having "outsiders" conduct

research in classrooms. At the same time, school district classroom personnel

generally do not. become involved in research activity on their own unless

requested to do so from the central administrative offices. It would seem

after a period of four years, however, that school distric't personnel should

have developed enough conftdence in PCS to permit useful research activity
.

.

to .occur with greater freedom that is often the case.. The amount of research

data accumulated and anthtxzed was amazingly large, but it appeared to have

been obtained with considerable difficulty.

.1
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The writers wish, finally, to offer a few suggestions here regarding how
_..

k -

PCS, ii continued, might become a more effective change 'agent,- -building both
. ..,

tx
. . .

\,'.. on the difficulties observed and on the strengths inherent in an internship /
.

, .

model.

The term 'internship" has been widely used in describing many forms

oflield-based, supervised practice, covering a wide range of levels of
1

responsibility. Michaelis offered a definition,- in the form'of characteristics,

for the academic internship, which should be useful here. The definition

includes five charaeteris4cs, paraphrased here:

JI
.e

1.- The intern possesses a baccalaureate degree and.deets .the

criteria for adassion to a teacher echtcation program; ,

2. Begins the study of education at au advanced (postbaccalaureate)

level and successfully completes a preservice training program;

3. .91/as responsibility for the instruction of pupils;

4.. Is paid by the school district; and

5. Is supervised both by the college or university and the. employing

1 ,school district.'

The model dedtrihed here Yeas been adapted successfully at a number of ,institu-

tions,. including Temple ntiersity.

.Building on this definition of intership and the objectives and basic

character of PCS, the writers of this paper suggest the following for_FCS.

1. Following the preserviee period, the intern'ahould be involved in

teaching five day's a week through,the school year, under the super-

vision of a "team" consisting of a PCS-ataff member anf a competent
of)

teacher in the school.

2. The public si...hol system should be asked to hire the interns on a

, 1/4

. 29 7
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provisional certification basis, paying the interns at a rate.

comparable to the salary of a regular teacher. This would help the

school district-relieve its shortage of science teachers.and also

Wbuld make, participation in PCS more feasible for interns. This ,

latter ties to suggestion 5 , following, in that the salary would

hopefully obviate the need for outside employmeht.

3. Supervision would be more intensive at the outset, tapering 'somewhat.

This would tend to Take the spring termsupervisory load lighter

than the fall, thus freeing same staff time'for, perhaps, pursuit

-
of some of the research activity that should arise from such a

project. A concurrent seminar should accampghy the supervised

teaching at least during the first year.

4. Supervision should continue through, the second year, at a level

determined on an individual basis by the program staff to meet the

needs of each intern. For many interns, this would mean a relatively

low level during the second year,

5. Contact with the program at the Univeristy should be maintained

through classes &ming the evenings and summer. The two year period

should permit ample time for comp'iation of certification and the U.Ed.

degree. The one-day-per-week foreat now in use for classes during
'

the teaching period is too concentrated and draws the interns away

from the school programs and activities at, a crucial time.

6. A culminating activity such as a master's essay or project should be

completed under supervision by a PCS staff member during6the final

semester of the two-year period.

29
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f the above suggestions were adopted, with modifications .as- needed to meet

circumstances with which the writers are not familiar, the program, would

in the writers' view gain strength and increase its potential as a change

ggent through increased likelihodd of retention of interns in teaching and

in the city system, increased likelihood of impact by way of longer tdtm

consistency, and increased likelihood of concluding research.

--
ti
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1

Michaelis, J.V., "Teacher Education -- Student Teacher and Internship,"
The Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 3rd ed., W.S. Monroe, ed.,

p. 1474 (Ne* York: MacMillan, 1960).
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I. BACKGROUND NARRATIVE

PCS went into District 4 in the winter of 1974-75; this district was selected

because: (1) it was fairly typical of contemporary urban school district; (2)
2

it had science supervisors and principals willing to cooperate with the Project;

(3) the District was fairly stable politically;,, (4) it had a grEl working rela-

tionship between the superintendent and the UFT representative, and (5) geo-

n-ronynolly ^ince& to N y N.1

Eleven science teachers from four intermediate schools in the district volun-

teered to work as resource teachers with the Project, participating "in a two-

.
year pro:gram designed-to improve_their own science teaching and to cApare them

'1,2to become master teachers in their district. Through the Project, resource

teachers could obtairi an NYU science education degree or a teaching license,

depending on individual need and background. Resource teachers would have the

clP

back-up and assistance of PCS "On-Site Coordinators" (one for each school) who

would "serve as liaison personnel between their schools and PCS and would coor-

dinate PCS activities, namely by teaching demonstration lessons, helping

teachers prepare units and mplementing new curricula."3 ResOurce teachers in

turn would train "In-service" student-teachers assigned to them. Teachers

would receive inservice credits for the student/teacher arrangement and for

attending ZOS workshops.

""

'New York University, School of Education; Health, Nursing and Arts Pro-
fessions, Project City Science; Quarterly Report #1, Sept. 1, 1974-Dec. 31,
1974, p. 2.

2
New York University,

Professions, Project City
1975; p% 3.

3New York University,

Science, Quarterly Report #5, Sept. l', 1975-Nov. 30,

School of Education, Health,'Nubing and Arts
Science, Quarterly Report #2, Jan. 1, 1975-March 31,

SchOol of Education, Health, Nursing and Arts
Professions, Project City
1975, p. 18.
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The Project became operational in District 4 in the spring of 1975, with the

approval of the district superintendent and the district,sciencecoordinator.

Staff development workshops were conducted and individual conferences held as

part of the PCS Resource Teacher Training Program to prepare teachers for

participation in the Project.

The alliance between PCS and District 4 continued until the spring of 1976,

when letters between the District 4 superintendent and the director of PCS- -

both stating intentions to withdraw the Project from District 4--crossed in

C)
the mail. Dissolution of the relationship was triggered by an episode in which

a "controversial" research- related curriculum (on "Environmental Factors Which

Influence the Development of.nealthy Offspring") was brought into one of the

schools without the foreknowledge or approval of the district science coordin-

ator. Clearly, however, this incident,was merely "the last straw" in an already

uneasy and dysfunctional situation.

The present evaluation team was sent into District 4 in June 1978, charged with

attempting to ascertain "what went wrong" and how the breach might have been

prevented. Over a 3-day period we interviewed seven former.PCS resource

teachers, three assistant principals in charge of science education wha had been

involved in PCS, and the district science coordinator. The following is our

report on the content of these interviews, as well as our assessment of the

underlying dynamics of a highly complex and extemely difficult situation. It

is our wish that our findings be used to improve the function of PCS in other
-

school districts; we suppOrt the stated Project goals, and hope that these

goals can be met, at least approximately, elsewhere in New York City.

303
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II., PERCEPTIONS OF PCS ON THE PART OF SEVEN PARTICIPATING TEACHERS

Ths..seven interviewed teachers had all volunteered to participate in the
.

.

. -t. .

Project. Their assessments of the value of PCS to.science teaching were divided:

four teachers expressed satisfaction and praise for the Project, and three

manifested disenchantment. From the data obtained, certain g il eralizations'can

be made regarding teachers who primarily viewed PCS positively as compared with

those who viewed it negatively..

A. Teachers Who Viewed the Project in a PrimaVy Positive Light

Of the four teachers who felt that participation in the Project had been a

valuable experience, three had a nonscience background and were unlicensed

science teachers.' They were clearly eager for help and ideas that would

strengthen their teaching. In gene" they were impressed and satisfied

with the calibre of the on-site coordinators. These four teachers made

comments such-as: "The coordinators were good people." "An asset." "I

was sorry to see them go." "I was so sed that they left." The fourth

teacher in this group, who did have a science background, described herself

' as "weak in the area of physics", and gratified to have assistance in this

area from her On-Site Coordinator, whom she recalled as "brilliant."
r.

This group reported receiving the following specific service from the

coordinators: suggestions for making complex material intelligible to the
0-

students; alternative strategies for presenting content; course outlines;

reference materials and teaching materials; observations of the resource

teachers with followup evaluations; and the teaching of demonstration

lessons.

In general, the resource teachers reported good rapport with'the inservfce

teachers whom they were training and their comments suggested that these

relationships were characterized by warmth, mutuality and flexibility.
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These four resource teachers, describing,their inservice teacher trainees,

made comments such as the following: "He got me anything I needed." "We

worked together very closely.", "He got...close to some kids, took them co

NYU, got them certificates." "He got an aquarium for the classr om, paid

for dissection samples." "One of the ways he helped me was by functioning

as a lab technician after the school's lab technician got excessed."

Regarding criticisms of the Project, this group-made the following comments:

"The Staff was inexperiencedat working with people. Sometimes too ideal-

istically oriented--for example, they gave a demonstration on using materials

in lab, when we had no,lab." ,ftCS should have developed its proposal in

conjunction with school staff members." "Staff should have been more sensi-

tive, should have listened more." "My non-SP classes weren't ready for a

hands -on approach which is only helpful if kids already have some kind of

discipline and motivation. My kids got out of hand during hands-on lesSons.

They needed blackboard and notebook to keep them interested, and the teacher

had to sneak the lesson in." "PCS doesn't understand the Board Of Education

mentality. They must go through channels,.Principals must be kept informed."

But this group, interestingly, was even more critical of colleagues working

for the Board of Education. "Most of the teachers were apathetic about the

Project." "Teachers are very uptight people, afraid of change." "There are

qwo kinds(f teachers: one is open, looking for help, will use it; the

other is closed, not receptive to help."
I 7

B. Teachers Who Viewed the Project in a Primarily Negative Light

' Three teachers with science background felt that the Project had not

delivered what it promised. This group appeared critical of (possibly even

competitive with) the on-site coordinators, and tended to experience the

,

M
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inservice teachers as one more burden on their already burdened existences.,

They objected to the fact that "schools had, no say in whether or not they

wanted PCS to c e in," and tended to feel that individuals working for thew

Project were merely using the intermediate schools to further their own

careers.

.

ong their criticisms of PCSwere the,following: "If I asked the On-Site

C ordinator for anything the acted like whe was doing me a favor." "They -

v

had preconceived notions of how things Shourd-b-e-done-in-a-schooI-which---.--

didn't jibe with reality. They didn 't understan specific problem of the

District._ They were out of touch with theirealit esthe teacher faces."

"They came in gung-ho--like they-were selling the sky. They dangled the

Carrot." "They'were Preparing people to be teacherswhere there were no

jobs--a cruel exercise in futility." "The Project wasn't well organized."

"They weren't sufficiently aware of limitations of time for teachers, or of

problems in the-school." "In the beginning it looked as though the Project

was just grabbing people off t e streets." "PCS staff was overloaded with

specialists in physics) at the expens2 of other science areas:" "We didn't

need them.- What we needed was money for textbooks, moneyAo get our

excessed lab technicians back."

This same group did, hOwever, have some positive comments to make about PCS:

"They got me supplies, filmstrip." "Eventually we might have gotten it

together." "The staff was well-tquipped but not yet organized," "The type

approach they were promoting is useful in SP classes." "The Project might

have worked if there's been more commitment from resource teachers." "I

wish they'd hired some true specialists--master teachers who taught model

classes for the fulls school year, who we could have observed and learned

30G
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something from': "I took' a curriculum course through PCS that was very

good." "I got my M.A. through PCS." "Some of the workshops were valuable."

It must, be noted that two of tha three teachers, despite expressing dis-

appointment with the Projeci,Aelt that had the Project been given, more

/Le to function in theDistrict, it would have Both teachers

also responded, when asked, that if it were possible they would bring PCS

back into- the District,/ but LNa more organized fashion.

--C:--Reactions-Common-to-Both_Groups

Two perceptions were shared by teachers who viewed the Project positively

and those who viewed it negatively.

Both groups tended to feel that program planning (from the proposal level

on though) should have been done jointly by NYU Pr 'staff members and '

Board of Education personnel who would be affected. The type of input

desired was (1) to apprise PCS staff of the problems and politics of inter-

. mediate school education in District 4; (2) to sensitize PCS ff.to the

levels of understanding and educational abilities of preadolscents in the

District; and most importantly (3) to vent their frustritions.and to voice

what they felt to be their major problems and needs in order to upgrade the

level of science instruction in their schools.

A second shared reaction was shock that PCS had been "ousted" without any

consultation with the teachers involved. Most teachers seemed to feel that

before taking such a step the District science coordinator should hali"

solicted the views of the participating resource teachers and assistant

principals. Only three of the seven teachers interviewed were aware of the

controversial "birth defects" curriculum which triggered the severing of

ties; none remembered receiving any official notification or explanation of

4

4
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District 4's sicikion to withdraw from PCS. In view of'the energies these'

teacher's had expended, they felt that this was poor treatment.

III. PERCEPTIONS OF PCS ON THE PART OF THREE ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN CHARGE
OF SCIENCE

Divergent views of the character of PCS were also manifested cn the

assistant principal level.

One assistant principal we spoke with said, "I'm just so sorry they had to

leave." This assistant principal--new to the school at the inception of

the Project, and bringing with him evident experience and skill in curric-
,.

ulum development, teacher training, project proposal development and

community relations--had only good things to say aboutPCS. He welcomed

into
his school any and all resources that had potential for enriching the

curriculum (and thereby the students); he believed PCS had been offering

and would continue to offer such enrichment.

The secondlassistant principal interviewed had only negative things to

say about PCS. Clearly, he saw the roject as an imposition. "The school
--N

didn't have time to deal with it the ay they should have The'Project

had
P
no impact on science teaching in our school." He complained that On-

Site Coordinators had come to his office to confer with him only at the

.inception of the Project. Although expressing the view that he had "no

time to spare" for the Project, he complained that there)should have been

weekly or_ki-weekly conferences betweep himself and PCS staff.' He felt

there had been a lack of guidelinesand reportage. The Quarterly Reports,

he stated, were the only information he received in Project progress.

This assistant principal regarded curriculum resource materials and demon-

stration lessons'brought into the classroom by PCS staff as "an interruption

of the curriculum." He pointed out that his school lacked textbooks,
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science materials and staff (in particular., a lab technician), and expressed

the view that Federal monies would. have been.betteis spent in remedying these

deficiencies.

, .

Was the Project staff competent'? "I don't know."

How did you feel about the Project leavini,you District? "I couldn't care

less."

In the opinion of this assistant principal, PCS staff members were using the

Project to feather their own nest4, while the schools existed ida state of

deprivation.

.

In what appeared to be a most objective assTment,,the thirty assistant V--

4

principal expressed his disappointment while admitting that he had felt no

particular enthusiasm for the Project from its inception. He stated that he

hardly ever saw the on-site coordinator and felt that inservice teachers were

just using the situation to get teaching credentials. He was pleased, iloT-.:ever,

with some filmstrips and barographs that his school had received throuenthe

Project.

IV. PERCEPTIONS OF PCS ON THE PART OF THE DISTRICT SCIENCE CO RDINATOR

The science coordinator. for District 4--who .was new to her job whc PCS came

\.
into the district--impressed us as exceptionally intelligent, energb ic, creative ,

and committed to upgrading the teaching of science in her district. She recalls

the events leading up to the discontinuance in the Sprirg of 1976 of District

4's participation in Project City Science as "on ce of the most horrendous ex-

periences of my life." .Two years later her feelings still run strong; and she

welcomed the opportunity an evaluation team presented to express to these

feelings.
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AS a district science coordinator, she is accountable to the District Super-

intendent for the content and implementation of science curricula within her

Alstrict. She feels that she must be kept informed of activities in the science

clacsroos, and, that new projects must receive her approval prior to initiaWn.

In.these instances, she is no more than adhering to the letter of her job
.

description, as spelled out by theJ3 and of Education.
1

In her view, PCS violated first one, then the other, of these trusts-.-initially

by "not keeping her informed of the day-to-day in-school-activities of PCS staff;

and finally, by laUnching a "sensitive" new curriculum project without her

r."knowledge or approval.

As fhe,science coordinator recalls it, she consistently pursued PCS staff for

information regarding their work (on-site activities, self-regulatory guidelines,

schedules of meetings, indications of future plans), but such information was

either not forthcoming, sparse, late, or at times inaccurate.

In addition, the district science coordinator was critical of some of( PCS's-

curriculum workshops, feeling that their content often revealed a lack of

insight into the interests, needs and abilities of students and often fellshort

of the mark. Some of the approachet; and materials demonscrated were, shel felt,

oversimplistic and unoriginal; others overly abstract and difficult; and,at
\

least one, lacking in good taste and good judgement.

The culmination of an already uneasy relationship ensued when the research-

.

4 related experimental curriculum on "birth defects" was introduced into a school

Without her approval. Upon learping Of the project the.science coordinator- -

feeling that portions of the curriculiim content were controversial and potenti-

ally upsetting to students--demanded that it be brought to a halt immediately.

When her decision met with opposition from PCS staff, it would seem/that-a Chain

o
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of events were unleashed that eventuqlly led to a recommendation td the

district -superintendent that ties between PCS and District irbe severed. It is

interesting to note that',a letter from the district superintendent requesting.

1

severance crossed in the mail with'a letter from the Project director to the

same effect. And so ties were cut,

The science coordinator's current feelings regarding PCS and its leadership

remain negative. She views PCS upper-echelon staff as self-serving, using the

'Pro ect (and, by extension, others in the system) to attain personal ends not

1

related to the needs of those predumably served.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Clearly, the events leadingup to the dissolution of ties between(Distrit 4

and PCS are complex. The decision to sever the relationship appears to rest

on no single element,-but was bawd on an accumulation of incidents.

There is ample evidence to suggest, however that the Project did havt its

merits and that ekistilgrproblems might have been resolved had tempers not

been lost.

6

It would appear that the%Project got bogged down because r poor planning, lack

of coordination, and.poor communication on the part of PCS staff and the district

office. The,a1 eady strained relationships were further aggravated by a tense

working relations ip between the district science coordinator and the assistant

principal wJ app oved the controversial curricullum without seeking district

approval.

Interestingly, the resource teachers we interviewed- -who gave their time and

'energy,to the Project--were neither consulted by the district prior to sever-

ance nor officially notified as to why PCS left the district. Had their input

been solicited by the district office, it seemed likely that the more positive

4
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aspects of PCS would have come to 'Light as well as existing problems.' his

could have served' as the starling point for a more constructive relationship
, .

between PCS and District 4.

In the hope that our findings may be used to improve the operation of RCS in

other districts, the following recommendations are made:

1. It is vital that PCS woo, win, and retain the support of administrators in

the districts in which the Project is operational.

2. All Project participants must bpcome aware of and not violate Board of

ti
Education guidelinrs. a '

!

3. PCS should set'more realistic,goals and ones that are in fiarmony with thfL

needs of the districts and their students.

4. It is vital that joint planning sessions bf held regularly and that at these

meetings Project participants be given'the opportunity to vent their feelings.

5.' If at all possible, PCS might, use its "weight" (perhaps even some of its

funds?) to help remedy some of the manpower and material shortages with

which NYC Board of Education science departments are suffering.

6. A new screening device (some sort of personality inventory) should be

developed to assist ix determining which teachers possess the requisite

o enness and enthusiasm allowing them to work well with a program in the PCS.

7. The Project might consider retaining a troubleshooter/communications expert'

on its staff -- someone who can go out into the field, ascertain, where and

why the Project is getting stuck.

8. It might be well to havie on the staff a specimen of that rare bird-- the

genuine master teacher--a man or woman-who elicits content learning while

staginhlectrifying theater. Such a master teacher could teach an ongoing'

class; district teachers could sit in and observe. The master teacher could

12 C.
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also work with resource teachers to upgrade their teaching performance and

expand their view of what could be accomplished with students.

4
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5
Results of Telephone Interviews

of Former Staff Members of Project City Science.

OVERVIEW

To do a more thorough evaluation of Project City Science (PCS), it

was important to have a better understanding of what the project was like

during some of its early days of planning and implementation. With this

objective in mind, the former staff members of PCS were contacted by

telephone and interviewed about their roles.

Ten former staff members were eventually reached by telephone. These

people had been members of the PCS staff from the beginning of the project

in May, 1974 until the end of f.ts initial two-year funding period. At

that time, not only the Project Director, but a majority of the original

staff, including assistant professors, research assistants (junior staff),

and secretarial staff, left the Project.

Of all the persons interviewed about City Science to date,

the former staff members proved to be the most informative and perceptive

P

about the Project. Their responses tended to be more objective and less

emotional in tone.

The average interview lasted approximately forty five minutes and

staff responses were recorded by hand. A copy of the interview protocol

is included at the end of this section.

There was a rather large turnover of staff after the initial funding

\IS.

) ,

pe d ended: approximately ten of sixteen PCS staff members left the

Projec at that time. This seems to indicate a relative discontent
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within the staff. Their stated reasons for leaving PCS- included:

communication problems among various levels of staff,,pre-occupation of

staff hierarchy with other matter*, fiscal crisis at New York University

and in the New York City Public School System, problems with initial re-

cruitment of doctqal candidates, and problems in intervention at the

,cooperating schools.

One former staff member stated that the basic idea behind PCS "to

train people to teach science at a junior high school (JHS) level was
"'-

unique, aimed at that particular age group." There was an "incredible

turnover" of teachers in junior high schools before the inception of PCS

.because of two major reasons as stated by-,a former staff member:

a) the problems of puberty, experienced in a child's middle

years, made teaching difficult at that level;
eN\

b) teachers weak -in their subject matter had major problems

teaching in the junior high schools

"The retraining of the staff of a major school system was very ambitious."

The project began under huge assumptions that, unfortunately, did

not all materialize. Among these were:

1. There would be a 30% turnover in JHS science teachers

in the city schools, who could be replaced by PCS-trained

interns.

2. The Project would attract highly qualified interns to train
4

and be trained in science education in the NYC public schools.

3. There would be more stability among the staff members.

4. The doctoral candidates who served as on-site coordinators

316,
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(OSC)1Lould be doing their dissertation research for the

project rather than for themselves.

5. The doctoral candidates would be strong sources for

science content and serve as models for the dissemination

of project goals,

6. The university affiliation with such a project would up-

grade the teaching of science in a university, and the

university science department courses would improve as

a result of the university's affiliation with PCS.

UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION

Unfortunately, the fiscal crisis in New York during the first two

years of PCS also affected the ability of the university to respond to

the needs of the project. Once the project was funded, there was coopera-

tion with the existing staff of New York Univergity to obtain information

and make valuable cdntacts with knowledgeable Board of Education members

so as to introduce the Project into school districts that most closely fit

the category of "inner-city" as defined by PCS. During the early years

of the Project, when cooperation from NYU was strong, a joint effort of

the various departments in science put together a course entitled, "Man

and Nature, an Introduction to the Sciences," which is still offered by

NYU.. It combined the efforts of the Departments of Biology, Geology,

Chemistry and,Physics. It was this type of affiliation that was curtailed

because faculty were not compensated by reduction in teaching load. Where

the entire science staff of New York University could. have been tapped

31
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for help in course content and support, the heavy teaching'load of the

professors, lack of funds, internal problems,. and time allotment prevented

individual departments within NYU from continuing their.assistance toethe

Project.

A strong university affiliation must be an ongoing strength of any

future programs designed to help improve instruction at the junior high

school level. Future programs should have sve stipulation written into

their proposals to compensate university staff members who lend their

suppOrt and expertise to such programs, including an open-ended proposal

to allow for continued support. Herein lies our hope for future educa-
,

tiopal programs; Qe must recognize the need for university involvement and

be ready to compensate staff fo, that need. We shall see in a future

a

report where other key personnel involved in PCS also cite a university

affiliationts important to the success of such a project.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

While the project was called a "casualty of inflation and a shrinking

job market," many of the initial problems noted by the staff members were

internal in origin. In the opinion of the evaluators, the individual staff

Members were extremely dedicated, highly qualified individuals. Individ-

,

uals is what they remained, however, due ta a lack of strong administra-

tive'counseling as to their specific duties, roles, and responsibilities

in the Project. The responses of the former staff members were unanimous

in citing "administrative problems" as having plagued thet in their duties.

Most felt this was a major weakness of the Project.
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No one denied the brilliance and capability of the project director

and assistant director during those initial twn years. What was stated

frequently was the dwindling involvement of the project director in the

ongoing work of the Project. As one former staff member put it: "Where

there is not administrative support, the staff morale bottoms out." While

the hierarchical approach to staff organization left "the decision-making

power'centralized in the project director," his preoccupation" with other

responsibilities contributed tda "lack of leadership." ,While this may

not have been a contributing factor in the later years of the Project, it

does suggest an obvious need in future programs for more highly structured

job descriptions with clear-cut responsibilities set down for all staff

positions, while keeping open channels of communication between the various

levels of staff.

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE COOPERATING SCHOOLS

One staff membtr commented that "the entire first year was taken up,

in establishing credibility in the schools." Initial problems of inter-
,

vention in the various school districts should have been prevented by the

administration's setyng down guidelines as to: a) the level of involve-
-

ment expected from the staff, b) its role in the individual schools, and

c) its ultimate responsibilities (clearly stated) to those people with whom

they woad eventually haire contact in the individual schools.

Many of the doctoral candidates who went into the schools believed

a

they had been requested. One staff member said he assumed "the Project's

original proposal had been written with the cooperation of the ditrict
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people." Future' programs of support for junior high schools should urge

that a fuller consultation be conducted with the people such projects are

designed to help; supported by appropriate commitments. 4Maybe a worth-
.

while program to be funded would be one that would accomplish just that

goal--to investigate the stated needs 'of junior high school teachers,

students, and administratdrs.

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES

L

ti

The.role of the doctoral candidates (junior staff) connected with

the Project was not cleirly defined. Many comments from former staff

members related to the initial recruitment of these doctoral sidents.

They would eventually play a key role in the success or failure of PCS in

the schools their capacity as on-sitecoordinators. Three former staff

members, including research assistants, specifically stated that the in-

adequacies of the doctoral candidateg with respect to science content

background was a weakness of the-program. Initially, the district schools

S
expected science !melts. Many times the science teachers and district

coordinators were more highly qualified than the project staff. This

- 4
-

problem, coupled with the lack of definition-of staff responsibilities in

the field and administrative problems, did not help consolidate the staff.

Once the project started to work in, the individual schools, problems

arose and there were "difficulties in responding speedily and effectively

to the problems with the interns and the cooperating teachers." Possibly,

as suggested by one staff member, "the rigid enforcement of staff hier-

archy worked against the_cultivation of new id&as brought about by the'

32
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.

junior staff." Ultimately, the junior staff members, as on-site coordi-

"

nators, would serve as the prithary project representatives in the field.

PRESERVICE TRAINING

The prevailing strength of the Project is indicated by the,positive

responses of the staff interviewed to the preservice training program for

teachers. "The preservice program is unique with'an on-site coordinator."

"The training situations forstudents were top notch!" "There was a joint.

effort to train.students." "The structure of the preservice program was

good." "Project was effective with the cooperating teachers." "Project

was unique, aimed at that particular age group." Clearly, the need exists

to train teachers o teach science in the junior high schools. A corre-

sponding need is the development of an effective training program.

The cal role of the on-site coordinator requires greater definition.

Possibly a reevaluation by PCS of the on-site coordinators' duties, re-

sponsibilities, and qualifications is necessary so the OSC may fulfill

that "unique opportunity to take science education in t e schools and

implement models of science instruction. ".

SUMARY

To summarize briefly, the former staff members pointed out the

following:

1. Fiscal crisesvin both the New York City public schools and

within New York University itself were contributing factors

to some of the.Project's problems.
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2. The hiring freeze, which occurred in New YorkCity during

the initial years of the-Project, decreased the need for

replacement of people in the junior high schools, so that

the initial supposition of a 30% replacement in JHS science

teachers with PCS interns was not realized.

3. Initial recruitment of master's and doctoral candidates

requires revision in the procedures used and clearer role

definitions.

4. There were not:en9ugh qualified people connected with the

Project to serve as true models of superior science instruc-

tors.

5. There was definitely a lack of clear-cut definitions of staff

responsibilities.
?

6. There should have been more interaction between PCS and

district school personnel pertaining to how the Project

could have best served its own purposes and those of the

schools.

"

-

st,
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QUESTIONNAIRE: FORMER PCS STAFF MEMBERS

1. How long were you with the program?

2. What was your role in the Project?

3. What are you doing now?

4. What is your assessment of the Prpjecil as a vehicle for improving

science instruction in the junior high schools.in the inner city?

Was it effective or notZ

5. a. While you were on the staff of PCS what did you find were the

major strong points 'of the program?

b. While you were on the staff of PCS what.did you find were the

major weak points of the program?

6. Do you feel that you had any input into the diiection the Project

was taking while you were on the staff? If so, in what ways?

7. While you were on the ctaff, did you feel that PCS was moving toward

the accomplishtent of its goal to establish model schools of science

instruction? Please comment.

8.' Do you feel that PCS was moving toward its goal of developing a

method of "hands-on" instruction in science in the schools?

Please comment.

9. Why did you leave the program?

10. Have you had any contact with the present staff of PCS or the Project

in general, since you left?

11. Would you consider becoming a member of the PCS staff again if it

were possible?

12. Could you cite one outstanding reason why the Project (did) or (did

not) have problems?

3 0
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RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS OF. ADMINISTRATORS'

AND SCIENCE TEACHERS IN PCS PARTICIPATING

JUNIQR HIM SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION I"

During the week of June 4, 1979,:several days were spent visiting five

e'

junior high schools pirticipating in the preservice training program sponsored

by Project City Science. A total of four days were spent interviewing the

principal or assistant principal in charge of science, a cooperating teachei,

and a regular science staff teacher (two,of whom were former PCS interns)

An each school.

The purpose of the. interviews was to evaluate the impact of PCS on these--....,

-- schools and teachers. Each interview lasted an aveage of 35 minutes. A.

copy pf the interview-protocol' used for the administrators appears at the end.

:of thiS section. The interview questionnaire used for the cooperating teachers

and the science teacher is also inclOded there.

RESPONSES OF ADMINISTRATORS

Of the'six administrators inte7liewed, two were pr:fncipals, three

assistant principalsprincipals in charge of science, and one was an acting assistant

principal in charge of sclente.

Questiop one requested the administrators to define model schools

-
Responses varied with each school. There was no clear definition of what a

model school should be. A model school was variously defined as:

"...a.showplacEe for everyone to visit...a traihing ground

for other Leachers "

...a science project room with materials centrally located".

..parents aware of what the scgool can
5
and should offer children"

"...an ongoing program with a college supplying student teachers",



z
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None of the administrators were fully convinced that their school was
ON.

such a model school, due in part to a lack of the necessary funds.

The role that PCS played in developing a model school was characterized

by these responses:

"Gave us science fain'''.

"Extra hands to help teachers."

"Filled in gap for lab assistant lost due to budgbt cuts."

"Value of PCS is in enrichment-- the program is not bound by teachers'

boundaries (other commitments of teaching staff)."

"PCS enabled me to revitalize my staff when they work with interns."

"PCS is a good academic stimulas--is, shows us newer techniques

and provides a source of new personnel."

These responses indicate some of the more positive benefits of a program

like PCS., They do not indicate the establishment of a model school as *defined

by PCS.,

In response to the question asking what attributes an on-site coordinator

(OSC) should possess, the following responses are representative.

As on -site coordinator should:

"demonstrate latest techniques."

"have a strong science background."

"be a good liason between school and college."

"demonstrate good organizational skills."

"bring out the strengths of every teacher."

"give suggestions on new approaches and materials." Ok.
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The admitstrators did not place as great an, emphasis on the role of,the

OSC as did the
(
classroom teachers. Perhaps the administrators saw the OSC

; .

role as similar to ehgir own supervisory role, while the teachers as we shall

see later in this report--saw the function of the OSC as being a "source'

person to both the Science teacher and El[1, intein.

Question three asked the administrators what qualities a.teacher should

possess and whether these qualities were exhibited by the PCS interns and On-Site

Coordinators. Administrators wanted the following qualities in their teachers:'

"a master teacher--devotion of time and energy."

"a good Science background."

"to be able to use methods other than textbooks for teaching science."

"one who knows how to respond and convey information in different

1.
creative ways."

0

' "understanding's child's needs."

When comparing these q alities co PCS interns and On-Site Coordinators, til

administrators noted:

"The program is only as good as the people!"

"We changed them!"

The latter comment reflects both the separation and the conflict that

continued to eXist between Project htaff and the administrators in the schools.

0
Table 1 summarizes the administrators responses to question four,which

S

asked about the impact PC8 had on staff, regular or science.

30" A
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TABLE 1
.

RESPONSES TO QUESTION 4: DID PROJECT CIIIPSCIENCE

HAVE AN IMPACT ON*.YOUR STAFF?

Yes 1 (177.)

'Partial 3. (507.)

No 2 (33

One e-administiator who felt.that PCS had\had some impact On his staff

stated that the Project offered

"help with the science fair."

Another administrator who reported some impact,of the Project on her staff

noted that PCS

"forced my teachers to think about methods for teaching re6e4a1.,"

kids."

..1

.
The administrator who tared that PCS had an unqualified impact ba his

.staff said

"Hands on-on--my science staff will use it."

Interestingly, when asked to comment on the Project's strengths and

'
weaknesses (.:.n that order), almost everyone reported the weaknesses first.

/

Also, administrator responses to the`strengths of PCS sometimes contradicted

. the rioted weakneSses.

b.

The following strengths of PCS were reported by the administrators:

."Our children have done a lot more in science due to PCS."

"Gooc for career orientation. o.

.

"Flexibility of program in assisting people."

"Hands-or.."

'

390
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"Interns stay full year."

"Selection of interns good."

"Good people have an. impact."

The administrators reported that the following represent the weaknesses

of PCS:

"Came in t to strong when they didn't really know."

"OSC not her every day."

"Interns leave work at NYU they lost time after class."

"Interns didn't start until mid-October--lost valuable organization

time."

"Interns pulled apart in too many ways."

"College made too many demands --traveling to NYU."

"Should be field-based experience."

"Not too different from student-teaching program."

"People not always good."

The responses to question six of the administrators'questionnaire are

summarized in the Recommendations and Suggestions section of this report on

page eleven. The administrators' responses to "a single suggestion for the

improvement of PCS" were of particular interest in light of suggestions for

future funding by responsive ageries.

Question seven asked th6 administrators if tre have been arty permanent

changes in their schools due to PCS. All the administrators (six) reported that

there have been no permanent changes as a consequence of the presence of PCS ,

in their schools. Thes- unanimously negative responses were qualified bythe

following comments:



"In the area of revitalization...my teachers are getting

interested in receiving more science background."

"It pointed out the need for a'resource person."

"I had needs and they fulfilled those needs."

"Our science program has been enhanced."

When the administrators were asked whether they would recommend the

continuance of PCS, they were unanimous in their affirmative respogbe. However,

when asked directly if they would choose PCS over a lab assistant, four of the

six (67%),wonld choose the lab assistant. As one administrator noted:

"A lab assistant provides for the needs of 16 full-time

teachers and 2150 students."

One of the two administrators who would choose PCS rather than a lab

assistant was an assistant principal who would not have final say in this matter.

The other administrator who would choose PCS would do so only ". . .if I got the

right person. I wanted to use someone from my own school to act as coordinator."

RESPONSES OF COOPERATING AND SCIENCE STAFF TEACHERS

The same questionnaire was used for interviews with cooperating teachers

and regular science staff teachers. Twelve teachers were interviewed. The

average interview lasted approximately forty minutes. Years of service of the

teachers interviewed varied from one to twenty-one years, with the average

being six years of teaching experience in the junior schools. Table 2

summarizes the professional status of these twelve teachers.

33)
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TABLE 2

PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF THE COOPERATING 'TEACHERS AND THE

SCIENCE SUFF TEACHERS.

Number Percent

Certified Junior High School--
general science

6 50%

Certified Common Branches 3 25%

Per Diem Certificates --Junior High 2 17%

School

Recertified Junior School--General 1 8%

Science

The teachers' responses to question one indicate theft ideas of a

model school were not clear; One teacher stated:

"I don't know what a mode(school is."

Eight teachers (67%) felt that more materials and equipment would make their

school a model school. Four teachirs (33%) looked upon a model school as having

a resource person available to demonstrate)new approaches to teaching and to aid,

with the development of materials for students on different reading levels.

Eight teachers (67%) reported that they looked to the On-Site Coordinator

for ideas. 'Four teachers (33%) wanted aid in the form of mater4s and equipment.

The role of the on-site coordinator, from the point of view of these

tethers, included many responsibilities. The following comments illustrate

the various responsibilities of theOSC as seen by the teachers:

"a translator between teacher and project."

"work with teachers to provide materials."

"bring to attention of teachers what's new and available in science."

"plan trips, provide experiences; get books, materials."

"bring resources to the school."

331
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"Make equipment available to aid us in teaching."

"Should suggest different ideas on how to teach science."

"I'm:looking for better ideas."

"Good organizer."

"Know curriculum--work with entire staff." 4

"Get community involved to give money for projects."

Evidently, all of the teachers interviewed had definite ideas as to what

the role of the OSC should be. However, one teacher felt that the "On-Site

CoordinatOrs didn't even have a clear idea of what their role, should be." Further

comments were:

)

"The teachers should feel that this person has status."

"The OSC didn't understand what goes on in a school."

"The OSC's job was to work with the student teachers; it should

have encompassed more work with the administrators."

The teachers were asked what special characteristics they thought a

cooperating teacher should have to be successful in their school. Responses

to this question elicited the following, ideal characteristics:

"a willingness to want to be a cooperating teacher."

"to be able to give the intern some authority in the classroom."

"to be diplomatic, creative, an excellent disciplinarign."

"good in the art of questioning."

"to have thought about their philosophy and to be able to teach it."

"open to new ideas."

"delegate authority without being overbearing

"original ideas of student teachers should be complimented in class."
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The cooperating teachers were asket1wholtther they had received help from PCS

in preparing them for their role as cooperating teachers. 'All of the

cooperating teachers indicated they had not received any preparation from PCS.

As one reacher noted: "Some cooperating teachers just blossomed, they grew

with exposure to the project- -they needed a groper model." Another teacher

stated: "My role-wAtl.ongoing...I was informed as it progressed."

When asked about the interns involved in PCS, the teachers gave more

negative responses than positive responses. The negative responses included:

"Interns too science-oriented."

"Interns are subject-oriented, don't know how to deal with children."

"Not'prepared enough."

"No behavior control."'

"Many interns not eager to work--wanted to use other's ideas."

Some positive responses included:

"They helped run the science fair; they made it more successful."

"They interested teachers in workshops outside of school--in the

university."

"Science background was not such a big criterion--they need to work

with inner city students,"

The following were made by the teachers, some of whom were former interns

themselves:

"Interns took too long to get into schools, a waste of

time, PCS wanted research from you on your choice of school...

not relevant to intern."

"No practical classroom management courses."



'Not enough time to prepare for field work."

.
"Needed a lot of materials, short.of supplies."

"NYU overemphasized academics--course work."

"Only six credits for all of your field work."

"They didn't want you to work while in the program--but you

needed money to live, for lunch and transportation. Some

people had families. I was lucky, I lived at home with

my 'parentt."

"People were under the assumption they would get their mastet's

from the program" -they still needed to pay for 10 more credits!"

Question five asked whether PCS fulfilled the teachers' expectations for

establishing a model school. Four teachers stated that PCS did not meet their

expectations_for establishing a model school. Other responses included:

"When it,boils down, all they're getting is a student teacher,

another pair of hands."

A six-year veteran teacher stated:

I

"I expected people to give more suggestions, have more experience.

I wanted different methods of science instruction--the On-Site

Coordinator was less experienced than myself."

teachers felt that PCS met or came close to meeting their expectations,

commenting:

"NYU tried harder than other colleges."

PCS warmed me up to 'Hands-on'." I

"Yes, even though there were problems--the direction was more focused."'

34
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RECC*HODATIONS AND OBSE(VATIONS

In order 'to analyze and discuss the recommendations and observations

made by both adadnistrators.and teachers, Question 6 of the administrators'

questionnaire, which requested "a single suggestion for the improvement of

PCS," was.combined with the responses collected from the classromn teachers.

These tesponsis and commen'ts were analyzed within these categories:

1) University affiliation with public schools, 2) interns, 3) cooperating

teachers, 4) hands-on, 5) recruitment, 6) cuiticulum development, and

7) conclusion.

.1. Univeksity Affiliation with Public Schools:

The public schools need help, fund's, and interested people. They want

the professional and educational stimulus that involvement with a large

university gives them.- They encourage interns to come to their schools as a

professional stimulus for their individual teachers and departments. "A

connection with a university increases the professionalism of the staff."

One teacher summed it up this way:

"It made me think about why I do things. It helped me grow.

I liked being able to ask people for help."

Certainly, the need for a program Such as PCS exists. However,, the following

comments demonstrate the need for cooperative effort to meet the schools needs:
.

"I'm aware of the needs of the school. The school is!

Therefore you can't build a school--recognize what's there

first!"
ea.

"Interpersonal relationships should be taken into consideration.

Understand the 'oldl/teachers, interject things into the way

they're working, suggest new approaches and materials. There are

hard and fast rules as to the takeover of responsibilities."
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Role.definition apparentlY'prevails as a problem for the project.

Clear guidelines for staff, interns,and cooperating teachers were never

f

developed. Part of the function of these questionnaires was to engage the

schools in the task of establishing role responsibilities. One former cooperating

teacher summed up what he thought the resonsibilities of an On-Site Coordinator should w

be; "Insure that.the student teacher takes his work seriously.

Act as an intermediary. Be present constantly and take

care of promised resources.",

One teacher described the current On-Site Coirdinator as

"Aggressive--demanding of teachers to train their people!"

"Came on too strong, suggest but not farce."

Another veteran teacher offered these comments abo..)t the responsibilities

of the intern:

"An intern should haVe a knowledge of subject matter, learn hew

to make lesson plans, learn how to run a laboratory, and make

up tests."

"Truthfully, I want a lab assistant to prepare materials for

me. A student teacher has other responsibilitiei."

2. Interns:

Present PCS policy requires that the interns lose weeks.of valuable field

experiences while selecting their own field schools and cooperting teache%

The following comment illustrates the question some teachers and administrators

have about the value of this policy:

"Interns should not take time to choose their schools.

they lose the valuable,crucial beginning."

3 ')rL/0
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Another administrator stated:

"I don't want PCS o decide on Elle,Iiierns and coordinators for

my school. I want to choose them!"

The schools and teachers appeared to the interns "shopping around" for

a good cooperating teacher and a suitable school.

When a former intern was asked to explain his choice of a school,

the response was:

"the time of travel and the equipment the school\tzsd.

It was the closest school to my home. You didn't need to choose

your school."

As a consequence of the schgol selection process, the interns entered the

schools 44 mid-October when routines and programs had already been set up. In

/

addition, theyassumed class responsibilities for only four days a week. The

instruction gap of one day a week had to be filled by the regular teacher. One

respondent felt that the . .."interns should be in school on a continuona4basis,

even if they leave two months earlier."

A-lother comment dealing with the interns in one school noted a problem

of the ultimate responsibility for necessary equipment and materials:

"The interns used a lot of materials. We ordered materials

for the interns' use. The university shotad provide

materials and resource books."

This same administrator was asked about.the science units developed for

this school, as noted in Progress Report #15. When asked where they were, the

response was, "They were in the project r om but I guess they cleared them out

when they left."
`0,
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3. Cooperating Teachers:

PCS must more fully recognize the value of the field schools as A training

ground for the °interns, particularly the role played by the cooperating

teachers. The added burden assumed by the cooperating teachers for the

responsibility of training another teacher could be better acknowledged.

A problem arises in any program involved with training teachers in the

field. Selecting and securing competent cooperating teachers who can serve

as "proper models" for the interns is difficult. The following comments and

suggestions were offered by administ-aebrs and teachers:

"Traditional teachers resist change. They're tooset in

their ways...find something to turn them on."

"There is a lack of cooperating teachers."

"Most cooperating.teachers,don't need NYU credit."

"Most don't even need inservice credit."
.

e

Perhaps, as suggested by one administrator, the university can offer teachers

other incentives to encourage them to rake on the responsibility of

training preservlce interns. Suggestions were made to:

11 ...establfsh it as a professional kind of thing. Offer

r
a weekend nature camp trip with families once in each

i

season to sustain the interest!"

"Maybe a tour of industrial sites to expose teachers to

sctince applications and career orientation, outside of

New York."

Other administrators offered these comments:

3 0
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"Industry needs to accept science teachers. Provide

alternative careers for 15-year veteran teachers--so as

to make room for sdience teachers with more enthusiasm."

"There is no merit system. Give principal the

opportunity to reward merit...a positive incentive!"

The teachers themselves had other ideas about incentives!

"I 4as once a cooperating teacher with PCS:- The credits

IfrowNYU didn't interest me."

"People would take cash for having student teachers:"

With reference to the university affiliation, one teacher felt the university

should have "an in-service course for, teachers involved in the program to share

information.. I wanted information and they didn't make it available." Others

had different suggestions:

"Receive in-service credit for having a student teacher - -plus

attending a workshop on new teaching methods, in the district."

"Maybe,cooperating teachers should earn mastds credits for just

having a-student teacher in the room."

"Have teachers receive credit for having a student teacher."

"A stipend - -- always nice!"

"A stipend---to buy additional materials."

"Compensato..ry. time---preps!"

"Bring the university to the school--conduct programs and

wori6hops within the district."

an one school the cooperating teachers were asked to give workshops at

NYU to demonstrate science techniques.

33
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Theinterview data indicate that university education departments should

review their policy of tuition remission for cooperating teachers and look

for alternative incentives to further enhance the "professiOnafism" ofthose

teachers in the field to whom they give the ultimate respo4sibility of molding

'new teachers.

4. Hinds -On:

The project placed a great deal,of emphasis on the philosophy of "hands-on"

instruction being especially helpful for slower children. However; discussions

with some teachers elicited these comments:

"Hands -outdid not work with the slower kids."

"'Hands -on'only for bright --not slow .children--the brightest. kids!"

Other teachers said:
0

"Change curriculum to adjust minioourses for slow kids."

"Resource person should provide activities for stuqents on

all levels. Help teachers make own reading materials on

student lev'el."

"Use h.ands-on where it's relevant--must be developed--

always revising."

"fin ego trip for slow kids to do hands-on."

"I need extra help in a hands-on program."

A former intern, now a teachertin a junior high spool, stated:

"I used hands-on infrequently....

I use hands.Lon now very little due to a lack of supplies...

Hands-on with slow kids took longer."
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5. Recruitipent:
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It would appear that interns who had strong science backgrounds
4

seemed leis satisfied with teaching'on .the junior high school level--

especially since many of the cooperating schools were actually intermediate

Schools (6-8 grade), whbre the depth of science instruction is not great.

One Auceessful cooperating teacher whose background was a common branch'

license'comMented:

"The subject matter is the same as in elementary school--

only on a higher level."

Another successful common branch certified teacher, a former On-site ,

Coo-dinator, felt that:

"The age and level change was noproblem. The science background

is not such a big criterion. You need to be able to work with

inner city students."

Perhaps the common branch certified teachers who wish to become
c

recertified in junior high school--general scieneece the people the Project

should attempt to recruit.

6. Curriculum Development:

"You had one lesson converted four ways--due to the level

achievement in each class taught on the grade."

This comment should be investigated in the future. Ma fly teachers felt

the reading level of their students prevented them from teaching science

effectively. Much time was spent in making "own reading materials on students'

level." A former intern, now a teacher, stated, "You.have to make up your

own curriculum. It's good that we did that in the project."

3 4 I



Other teachers noted:

"Come up with a decent science curriculum."

"Junior high school teachers should not have to teach all

four sciences. We need more specialization of subjects."

"The Human Body--most relevant to children. You can probably,

teach eighth ede curriculum from the standpoint of the

life sciences."

3 One administrator stated:

'"There is too much money for 'innovative programs and not enough

support for ongoing, good programs."

7. Conclusion:

"The program (PCS) was excellent--they just put to much

on everybody."

The Project staff put too much on themselves too. PCS goals proved to

be unrealistic when faced with the problems the staff encountered once they

started to work in, the schoolL Five years tatrnot been adequate time for

the project to successfully adjustcits goals and focus on the training of

teachers according to the stated philosophy. Unfortuantely, a cooperating

teacher can still say:

41. "My student teacher was never observed7-appointments made,

never came!"

3 4 cl
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TERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE: PCS ADMINISTRATORS

1: If you were asked to describe a model school - -one that would offer you

a visible example of-outstanding science instruction for the inner-city

child - -what would that school be like?

a. Do you believe your school is such a model?' Why or why not?

b. What has been PCS's role in the development of a model for inner-city

science instruction?
o.

2. If you were going to bevprovided with a'resource person from the colleges

who would be available to'help you improve the quality of science instruction

in your school? What skills or abilities would you want that person to have?

What tasks would you want them to perform?

a. Do you believe that the PCS on-site coordinator was such a resource person%

3. If you've re to describe a teacher who could join your science staff and

serve aala positive change agent, what type of skills or demonstrated

abilities would he/she have to possess?

a. Did the preservice interns exhibit th e skills?

h. Did, they serve as change agents?

c. Did the on-site coordinator possess these skills?

4. How would you characterize the impact of PCS on ylr full teaching staff?

a. On your staff of science teachers?

5. In relationship tohe Project's ability to serve as a vehicle for improving

science instruction in the J.H.S. in the inner city, could you cite:

a. Iwo of the Project's outstanding strengths and

b. two of its major shortcomings or weaknesses?

6., If you could offer a single suggestion for the improvement-6fPCS with

- regard to helping you improve science instruction in your schoolwhat

would it be?

7. The school and the university being different institutions with different

goalswould you say PCS was successful in responding to your major needs?

a.- What permanent changes, if any, in the operation of your school or its

science program have taken place as a result of your school's association

8. If your school were allocated a sum of $5,000 for science instruction., would

you recommend continued support of PCS or would you select an alternate use.

a. If you were given a direct chOTEE between having the Project or a lab

assistant, which would you choose? Why?

343
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE:PCS COOPERATING TEACHER/SCIENCE TEACHERS

Introduction as Evaluating Team Member

I wish to speak to you today in more depth, concerning the relative successes

or fiilures of PCS in establishing a "model" school here.

I. If you were to establish this school as a "model" school for science instruc- 4

tion, what things would be important to you? Would be necessary?

a. physical set-up
b. number of teachers
c. administrator's ;pie

2. Ils46feel that the ITsite coordinators have a place in your model school?

a. could you define their role?

b. Responsibilities?
c. Did to PCS On-site coordinators fit that role?

3. What special characteristics do you think a cooperating teacher should have

to be successful in your model ,school atmosphere?

a. Did PCS help you prepare for your role in establishing a model school?

4. What about the interns or student teachers involved in a mod school?

a. What should their preparation be?

b. What should their responsibilities be?

5., Lastly, do you feel the presence of a program like PCS in your school

is the type of program that.fulfills your expectations for establishing

a model school?

Cooperating Teachers only:

1. Haw long have you been teaching?

2. Where?

3. What subje4ts?

4. Permanent Certification? - Master's?

5. Are you receiving credits for your affiliation with PCS?
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Summary pf'Telephone Interview Responses
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PURPOSE OF STUDY:
7

Telephone interviews of PCS dropouts to determine their reasons for

leaving the program.

OBSERVATIONS:

Most nterns interviewed felt that the inordinate amount of course

work at NYU (18 credits) bnrdened them to the point of interfering with

their field work responsibilities (6 credits).

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that some course work be prerequisite to field

work, or that the credit status of field work should be increased. Practical

methodology in preparing and shaing "hands on" materials and lessons should

also accdmpany field work. On-site coordinators or PCS faculty could con-,

duct credit status workshops at individual schools, after classes, to

alleviate the credit load ofinterns. This would also give cooperating

teachers and regular scirgnce staff the opportunity to take or to audit

workshops for in-service credit within their own district' schools.
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SUMMARY OF TELEPHONE INTERVIEW RESPONSES

OF PROJECT CITY SCIENCE INTERN DROPOUTS

INTRODUCTION:

I

Since the inception of Project City Science (PCS), there have been

changes in administrators, staff members, on-site coordinators, cooperat-
.

ing teachers, and preservice interns. Over the past five years, a number

of interns have left the program before completing their training. From

the very beginning of the Project, according to records obtained directly

from New York University (NYU), fifty-lour interns entered PCS. Of these

fifty-four interns, thirty have completed the full '24 credit program offered

by Project City Science at New York University.

During the weeks of late April, May and early June, foufteen of the

twenty-four program participants who had not completed the program were

contacted by telephone and also by mail. The following report summarizes

the responses of these former interns obtained through telephone interviews

conducted to determine their reasons for leaving the program.

A copy of the interview protocol appears at the end of this report.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS:

Question 1: How long were you with the program?

Eleven of the fourteen intern dropouts were with the program:for only

one semester.

Question 2: How many credits did you complete as part of PCS?

Credits earned by the intern dropouts varied from 0 to 21 credits.

Question 3: What is your present, occupation?

The occupations of the intern dropouts .today vary from unemployed to

systems analyst.

0,
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C
Only five are actually teaching school and of these five, four

4

were qualified teachers before they entered the program. The only in-

tern dropout who is presently teaching science.in an inner city junior

high school left PCS to take\over a cooperating teacher's class. He stated

that will-probably return closer to home to teach school next year.

Two other former interns.are working in an edUtational capacity

outside the classroom,'but they; too, were in education before entering

the ,program.

&estion 4: Wh,t would you list as the progra44s strong points?

- The major strengths of the Project, in the view of these form& pre-
,

1

service interns, werer4ated tog their field work experience. Eleven

intern dropouts cited field work as the strongest part of the program.

Four intern dropouttinentioned the influence of their cooperatim..teacher

as a strong point, and three indicated the on-site coordinators everted

the most positive impact.

ff

None of the former interns cited the coursewo k experience at 1114 is

a strong point of the Project.
a

Question 5: What were the major weaknesses?

The weak points of Project City Science, as noted by those inter-

-viewed,- varied with each intern. A few responses were repeated by several,
VA-

however. Many intern dropouts were unhappy with coursework requirements.

Seven of the fourteen interviewed stated that the coursework requirements

were far too demanding andtrigid. Four of the former interns felt that

the number of hours spent in the field was not commensurate with the

number of credits earned - -6 credits for fieldwork and 18 credits for

colirsework.
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No guarantee of jobs was stated by two former interns as a weak point

of the Ptpject.

Question 6: If given the chance, would you reenter the program?

Six of foutteen intern dropouts indicated that they might reenter

the program if it were possible. That appears to be a relatively favorable

level of response and an indication that some of those who dropped out may

11.

have done so for reasons that were unavoidable.-

Question 7: Why did you leave the program?

Reasons r leaving the program were also varied. Four intern drop-

outs cited-the need to work as a reason for leaving"the program. This has
6

been a consistant problem and is a weakness'in a program that requires a

year of non - employment. Four former interns were forced to leave PCS

because health reasons prevented them from fulfilling the requirements of

the program, either in field work responsibilities or in course work

completion.

Question 8: Would you recommend the program to otters?

Of the fourteen preservice interns contacted by telephone, twelve

would recommend the program to someone else.

FINAL COMMENTS:

Any interviewer, having made personal contact with someone, must come

away from such contact having formed some opinions. Hopefully these are

based on an objective assessment of what are frequently subjective com-

ments. The former interns appear to have had sound reasons for question-

ing the nature and the extent of the coursework required by the Project.

They make a valid point when they hAghlig the inequality of credits



4

assigned to the field work-experience. All interns praised this experience,

but also felt it was extremely time consuming, particularly considering the

inordinate amount of course work required by NYU. The deininds of pre-

paring teaching lessons and'the four full days spent in the schools was
.

41'

cited as strenuous by most'of the interns. The coursework did not-f4e/

smoothly into the requirements of the field placement and took away time.

More of the interns may have completed the program had the above

mentioned requirements not been so rigidly adhered to.

Sadly, the program did not convince any intern to teach junior high

school science who was not already committed to a career in education.

Of those without an educational background, none would leave PCS to teach

in the junior high schools.

0

3 5 0
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TELEPHONE INTERVIEW:

0-

QUESTIONNAIRE: FORMER PCS PRESERVICE INTERNS

1. How long were you with the program?

2. How many credits did you complete ea part of PCS?

3. What is your present occupation?

4. While you were an Intern what could you cite as the two major strong

points of the program?

a.

b.

5. While you were an intern what could you cite as the two major weak

points of the program.?

a.

b..

6. If given the opportunity, would you consider reentering the program?

Yes No

7. Why did you have to leave the program?

8. Considering your stated reasons fgr leaving the program, would you

recommend it to someone else with a background similar to yours?

Yes No

If no...to whom would you recommend the program?

351
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Summary of Results of Telephone

Interviews with College and University Personnel .

INTRODUCTION

During the weeks of April 22, April 29, May 6, and May 13, 1979 telephone

interviews were conducted with personnel in the teacher education departments

of local metropolitan and suburban colleges and universities, and various

universities in the Washington, D.C. and Atlanta, Georgia areas. An effort

was made to contact high level personnel in the teacher education departments

of these institutions-to evaluate their knowledge of Project City Science.

The titles of the personnel contacted varied with each college or

university. An effort was made /o interview the particular person who

was in a position to recommend to higher authorities the adoption of PCS

into their respective curriculums.

N list of the names, affiliations, titles and addressess of those
ti

interviewed appears at thew end of this section. Each college was assigned

a letter for purposes of identification. A copy of the interview protocol

also appears at the end of the section.

The results were analyzed in terms of the following categories:

1. Total number of colleges and universities contacted (36).

2. Institutions offering graduate teacher education programs (24).

3., Institutions offering only undergraduate teacher education

programs (12).

4. Institutions specifically Mated by PCS as being on the

Progress Repert mailing list (8).

C
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OVERVIEW

Overall, the findings indicate a rather weak policy of dissemination

on the part of PCS. Fourteen of the t/enty -four graduate teacher education

institutions contacted had prior knowledge of PCS. (See Table 1.) Seven

of these fourteen indicated they had only limited knowledge of the PCS

Table 1

RESPONSES, TO QUESTION 1: HAVE YOU HEARD OF PRO ECT CITY SCIENCE?

Type of Teacher EducatiOn Program Yes No Total .

1.

2.

Graduate Programs

Undergraduate Programs

Totals

14

2

(58%)

(17%)

10

10

(42%)

(83%)

24

12

(100%)

(100%)_

16 (44%) 20 (56%) 36 (100%)

"model" for the preservice training of teachers.' None of the twenty-four

graduate teacher education institutions plan to adopt PCS into their curricu-

lums. The major reason cited was "a lack of information about the program."

.Based on the t , it appears that the City University of New York*(CUNY)

system had a working knowledge of PCS. Of the five CUNY colleges contacted.

four had a limited knowledge of the "model" proposed by PCS, in that they recalled

having seen something written about it in literature received in the mail. None

of the CUNY member colleges planned to adopt the program into their curriculums.

There are eight universitites on the PCS Progress Report mailing list located

in the Washington, D.C. and Atlanta, Georgia areas. These schools were chosen

for telephone interviews because of their proximity to an inner-city environmen't.

Four of the eight schools had heard of PCS, two of these had a limited knowledge

of the "model," and none planned to adopt the program. A summary of the re-

sponses given.by the contact le from colleges and universities offering

-a.
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graduate teacher education programs is included at the end of this section.

The re ponse from the twelve schools offering' undergraduate teacher edu.:

cationt,programs indicates a similar lack of information about PCS. (See Table 1.)

Two had prior knowledge of PCS, and that knowledge came from a circular sent to

them in the mail from the New York City Board of Education. All of the twelve \?

undergraduate'schools interviewed are local metropolitan area schools. One

school had limited written information about the PPS "model." None of the

schools intend to implement any part of the PCS program. A summary of the

responses given by the contact people from colleges and universities offering

undergraduate teacher education programs is also included at the end of this

FINAL COMMENTS

section.

While some of the college and university personnel did acknowledge a

limited knowledge of the PCS "model" of preservice training of teachers,

none of the personnel interviewed were able to articulate clearly what they -

felt PCS was attempting to do. None, for example, referred to the attempt

to encourage greater use of hands-on as an instructional model, and few even

referred to the Project's special emphasis on the junior high scnool level.

Therefore, a "limited" knowledge of the "model" ;.ndicates that the contact

person was familiar with the basic structure of PCS, but was not familiar

with the content and unique features of this teacher training program. It

should be noted that approximately 20% of the personnel interviewed cited

the prestige and reputation of both the former and the present project director

as Lheir rea,:on for having had some prior knowledge of Project City Science.
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LIST OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED

NAME OF INSTITUTION

Adelphi University
Garden City, New York 11530

Brooklyn College
City University of New York
Bedford Avenue & Avenue H
Brooklyn, New York 11210

City College
City University'of New York
138th Street & Convent Avenue

-44 New York, New York 10019

Columbia University
Teachers College'
606 West 120th Street .

New York, New York 10027

Hunter College
City University of New York

695 Park avenue
New York, New York 10021

H.L. Lehman College
City University of New York
Bedford Park Boulevard West
Bronx, New York 10468

York College
City University of NeW York

150-14 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica, New York 11451

College of Mt. Saint Vincent
263rd Street & Riverdale Avenue
Riverdale, hew York

Dowling College
Idle Hour Boulevard
Oakdale, New York

Hofstra University
1000 Fulton Avenue
Hempstead, New York 11550

35G

CONTACT-PERSON AND PHONE NUMBER

Hiss Julia Pratt

4

Prof. J. Lemke (Science Coordinator)

'Prof: Hal Spellman

Dr. Willard Jacobson
Department Chairperson Secondery.Ed.

O

Prof. Elizabeth Lawlor

4 J

Prof. Ron Ellis (Secondary Ed.)

Prof. Archie Lacey

Dr. McGee
Science Chairperson

Mr. Michael Kelly
Coordinator of Sernhdary Ed.

Prof. Donald Smith
Administrator of Adelphi

Satellite Program

Dr. Holzinger
Secondary Ed. Chairperson

ti
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NAME OF INSTITUTION

Fordham University
Lincoln Center
New York, New York

L.I.U. Brooklyn Center
385 Flatbush Avenue Extension
Brooklyn, New York 11201

C.W. Post College
Greenvale, New York 11548

Manhattan College
Riverdale, New York lopq

Marymount Manhatuta College
221 East 71st Street
NeW York, New York 10021

Molloy College
1000 Hempstead Avenue
Rockville Centre; New York

New York Institute of Technology
'268 Wheatley Road
Old Westbury, New York .11568

Pace University
?ace Plaza
New tork, New York 10038

St. Francis College.

180 Remsen Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

St. John's University
Grand Central Parkway & Utopia Pkwy
Jamaica, New York 11439

St. Josephs College
245 Clinton Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11205

American University
Mas3achusetts & Nebraska Avenue
Washington, D.C.

CONTACT PERSON AND PHONE NUMgER

Dr. Vinci
-Science Coordinator

Prof. Madeline Long
Chairperson Education Deklrtment

Dr. Arneson
Chairperson of Department of Instruction

Brother David Delahanty
Chairperson Education Department

Helen Napolitano
Coordinator of Education

Ms. Jane Panek
Chairperson Education Department

Dr. Lawrence Brody
Science Education Staff

Prof. Ruth Ferguson
Secondary Skills Department

Dean Braise
Academic Dean of St. Francis

Dr. James Campbell
Curriculum & Teaching

Sister Margaret Buckley
Chairperson Secondary Education

Dr. Doris Hadary
Chemistry Department Secondary Ed.
Pre Service Education in Science
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NAME OF INSTITUTIXO

University of District of Columbia
1100 Harvard Street N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20009

Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20059

A

George Washington University
\ Washington., D.C. 20052

Catholic Un4e.r<ity
Washington, D.C. .

4rcer University
000.Flowerd Road South

Atlanta, Georgia 30341

Univerdity of Georgia

AthensGeorgia

Emory University
Division od Education Studies
Atlanta, Georgia 30322

College of New Rochelle
New Rochelle, New York 10801

ti

Iona College
715 North Avenue
New'Rochelle, New York 16801

State University of New York
College at Old Westbury
Old Westbury, New York 11560

. r

Wagner Col ge
Staten 'gilt d

" New York, New York 10301

Yeshiva University
500 West 185th Street
New York, New York 10033,

Bank Streetecllege
West 113th Street

New-Yok,'New Y61(

,
CONTACT PERSON AND RHONE NUMBER

Mrs. Miriam Everett
Special Education

Dr. Sandra Smith
Dean School of Education

Mr. Louis Kornhauser
Assistant Dean of Education

Mrs. Ceill Block
Director of Teacher Education

Dr. Baird W. Lloyd
Science Education Coordinator I\

Dr. David Butts
Chairperson,Science Education Dept.

Donald Rechard

Sister Mildred Height
Chairperson Undergraduate Ed. Debt.

Dr. Dan Friedman
Graduate Education Dept. Chairperson

Dr. TArlyll Wood
Chairperson Education Department

Dr. Carmine Sippo
Prof. Science Education

Dr. Julian Roberts
Chairperson Curriculum & Instruction

Katie 0!Donnell
Director Education Department

fr )
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TELEPHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL

Telephone interview directed toward: r

- College science education department heads

- Chairpersons of graduate and undergraduate education departments

- Science education staff members

- INTRODUCTION

I represent an evaluation team under contract with the Natibnal Science

Foundation to evaluate a program going on at the present time in the New York

City Public Schools.

QUESTIONS

1. We are interested in finding out whether you have ever heard of a

program called Project City Science?

IF YES: - IF NO:

2. Are you familiar with their Briefly explain what Project City Science'

model for the preservice is about and discuss the extent of

training of teachers? interest in such a program.

3. Do you plan to implement or

adopt this program into your

own science education curric-

ulum?

4. Could you cite one outstanding

reason for your acceptance or

nonacceptance of the program?



SUMMARY OF, RESPONSES TO TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS

4,,k WITH PERSONNEL FROM SCHOOLS OFFERING GRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

stion 2 Question 3 Question 4

(

.1.

.

College Question 1

A

B*

No

Yes

3. C* Yes

4. D Yes

5. E* Yes ,

6. "' F* Yes,

, , m
7. 1 No

8. J No

9. R Yes

10. L Yes

1P0'. 'M Yes

12. T ' Yes

13. V** No

14. W** Yes

15. X** No

16. y** No

17. Z** No

18. AA** Yes

0 19. BB** Yes

20. CC** 'Yes

21. EE** No

22. GC Yes

23. HH No

24. II No

-

L mited No No-dse their ideas.
o

Limited No No-lack of information

Limited No No-exposure to all prograths.

No No No

Limited No No-lack of information )

m

-

No No No=lack of information

, Limited No No-lack of resources

No No No-lack of information

No No No-lack of information

Limited No No

Limited No No

No No No

No No No-lack of information

k

0
,

...,

-

No No No-exposure to all programs.

3(;0
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS

WITH PERSONNEL FROM SCHOOLS OFFERING ONLY UNDERGRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

25.

26.

27.

College Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 4

G*

H

I

No

Yes

No

No No

-

No-lack of information

28. N No 4_

29. 0 Yes Limited No No

30. P No

31. Q No

32. R No

33. S No

34. U No

35. DD No

36. FF No

*Indicates college is part of the'City Laiversity of New York
*.*Indicatescollege.on. PCS Progress Report Mailing List
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The PCS staff have expressed the belief that the evaluators have

shown insufficient appreciation of the difficulties they fate. This may

be so. It is impossible for those outside the Project to know in any

depth the impact that external events had on Project morale and capa7

bility. Some aspects of this do cause us concern, however. There is

little in the record of the time to indicate the Project staff

itself understood the problem. Progress Reports issued during this

period offer no hint of the retrospective confusion now recalled by

staff. Indeed,-one of the most optimistic of the Ruarterly Report 8,

was issued in the midst of this crisis.

Further, the Project staff may themselves misunderstand the nature

of some of the criticism. A project determined to workAm'an urban

environment like'New York assumes a certain burden in terms of potential

contusion and difficulty. It is very much part of the terrain. That

has bben not only acknowledged by evaluators connected with the Project,

but has been used to warn the staff against what was believed to be

their unrealistic view of the difficulties they faced. That has been

a major concern of the present grOup of evaluators. The whole of

Chapter i has's its underlying theme the gap between Project ambitions

and the reality of what is possible in a major urban center. This

was also the concern of an earlier team of evaluators, who similarly

pointed to the immensity of what the Project was attempting and questioned

whether it were possible.* The PCS staff took strong exception to such

a view.

It is, needless to say, very encouraging to read that
"the staff is good, it has good ideas, it has gotten off to a

good start. The Project is well-supported by a number of
educatiqnal leaders of the City, seems to be tolerated by most,

and opposed by none. Most of all, we are pleased with the
judgment that "the project is admirably attending to the needs
and problems of the classroom teacher as a whole."

*The original CIRCE 'report of Phase I of the Project.
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All the more depressing, then, to be told that "the job

is too big,,the manpower needs are overwhelming, the resistance

of the City is too great." If either the Project staff or the

National Science Foundation had been that pessimistic, the-

Project would never have been attempted in the first place?'

The evaluators submit then that underestimating the difficulties .4

which the Project would face was, at best, not a one-sided affair. It

has been an implicit part of the thinking of the present evaluators and

the cause of a continuous emphasis upon the Project's need to reexamine

what It could realistically accomplish. In terms both soft and otherwise,

1
the Project has been warned that its ambitio s

:
are badly out of line

with the unpredictable and rapidly changing c rcumstances that are a

no condition in urban environments. That this was viewed as criti-

cism nd not sound advice did not stand the Project in good stead. In

our view, events, including present expressions of staff about the

difficulty of the task, have borne out the .accuracy ofthat concern.

We should mention our predecessors in this evaluation endeavor,

whose report we. found informative and accurate. For those who have

been with the Project for the full period of its funding, t makes

interesting reading. While we would object to the tone/of some of what

is said, the content itsel3 is insightful and the Project would have

been well-advised to consult it carefully. Based on this experience,

we would advocate the use of such quick and inexpensive evaluations.

4
They have their uses and can be very valuable.

A

*Quarterly Report 4, pp. 30-31.

ti
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PROJECT CITY SCIENCE

.Revised.Proposal
September 1, 1976 to August 31, 1979

The main purpose of Project City Science remains unchanged: to

improve intermediate and junior high school science teaching in New York

City and to learn something in the process that will be useful to

colleagues in other universities and in other urban areas. At the level

of funding in the revised budget (May 5, 1976), it will not be possible

to accomplish this as rapidly as originally proposed, or with the same

probability of success. In radically revising the proposed budget down-

ward it was, of course, necessary to reduce staff and to eliminate or cut

back certain activities. This cutting was undertaken using three criteria:

1. The Project's chief characteristics must be preserved.
These,include utilizing a cooperative and functionally
comprehensive approach, keeping the school district as

the chief unit of attention, being knowledge-generating,'

and making and keeping long-term commitments. These

features were to be regarded as more crucial than exten-

siveness and magnitude.

2. Those activities most likely to lend themselves to
institutionalization should be favored. To insure con-

tinuing reform, this must be sought in the university,

school and community settings.

3. Whatever is to be undertaken must contribute to the
development of a concrete, describable, "visible"
entity or product that has dissemination capabilities.

Qort
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Reformulation of Goals

To translate the above criteria into operational constructs,

the Project goals were reformulated. At the level of funding now

available, the Project will work toward the achievement of four

definite "products." These are: 1) two model districts; 2) a unique

preservice program; 3) as research and evaluation institute; and

4) a strategy model for change and institutionalization.

Model Districts:

It was decided to contract operations by concentrating on the

development of two "model districts" rather than four. Substituting

intensity for extension, the Project will apply itself to working

with two selected districts in New York City in an effort to bring

them to the highest possible level of intermediate level science

teaching.

Within the two districts (one to be carried over frcm'the cur-

rent set and one to be newly acquired), the emphasis will be on

selected programs. Inservice staff development will have the

highest priority. The development of a change model focusing on

an administrative and support system will also receivt

special attention. For this reason, Citiscience notes and the

design of resource materials will be continued. All in all, in New

York City we propose to have within three years two school districts

operating in such a way as to stand as visible, visitable examples

of what can be attained even in the'face of inner-city economic

and political problems.

vo,
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A Preservice Program

The second main permanent outcome to be a..hieved by the end of

the three-year refunding period is a model preservice training

program. Such a program is urgent from several standpoints: as an

institutionalized embodiment of the Project's philosophy, its stand-

ards and its approaches to inner-city intermediate school science

teaching; as an ongoing link to the model diitricts; and as part of

a stablilized financial base for continuing Project activities.

In order that other universities may adopt a similar approach

, to the preparation ofinner-city junior high school science teachers,

the Project will have its system tested and in operation by 1980.'

Explicit descriptionsokill be made available in the literature all-

cerning all aspects of the program, including selection processes,

field aspects, the content and structure of special courses 'developed

for the program, assessment procedures and results, and placement

outcomes.

Research and Evaluation

A third product will be an intensified, articulated, and ongoing

research and evaluation enterprise. Since the Project, taken as a

whole, will not be as extensive as originally contemplated, it be-

comes more important than before to plan for the dissemination of

knowledge. The intent is trd sign a lasting mechanism that will be-
,

gin to make headway in generating systematic knowledge about the

science learning of early adolescents in the inner-city situation,

A
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and also about how to achieve science teaching in the inner-city.

schools.

To this end, we now plan to have in operation by the end of

academic year 1978-79 what we are for the moment referring to as

the Institute for the Study'of Inner-City Science Instruction. We

hope to have this survive as an NYT.1 activity for at least 15 years.

Its purpose will he o provide a ce and a focus for research'

related to the title o the institute. The functions will include:

serving as a clearinghouse for research on inner-city intermediate

school,science teaching; ident.ifying and promulgating related re-

search needs; providing a location and a focus for post-doctoral

and doctoral study; undertaking continual synthesis of accumulat-

ing knowledge;, making possible longitudinal and group studies on

important questions; and disseminating information on a continuing

basis. The Institute will also capitalize on the experience the

Project has gained in assessing its'ciwn programs by developing an

evaluation capacity to be put at the service of oth5r organizations

throughout the country that are working on the improvement of city

science teaching. This may eventually help broaden the financial

base needed to sus ain the model district/teacher training/research/

change enterprise.

Project Programs

A Change Model
1

The fourth proposed outcome will be a well articulated model for

1
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}

change and instituionalization. A preliminary =model has already

been made that draws on the experience that, this and other such

projects have had at many levels in their attempts to change.tea-

chers, administrators and communities towards better urban inter-

mediate science instruction. This model will be further tested in'

the next few years especially in. terms of institutionalizing the

changes that are seen as most worthwhile.

Within the reduced budget, the Project will be able to continue

to some degree its four major systems: Training, Analysis, Research

and Implementation. However, some of the programs within those sys-

tems will be severely cut back, some maintained at current levels,
e."

4
and a few to be given increased emphasis. Briefly, the following

can be expected:

1. The Resource Teacher Training Program will, as described

in the original refunding proposal, shift in emphasis to

general staff development. That is, the Project expects to

he able to work with nearly all of the science teachers in

(rather than four) participating districts to develop

hose teachers to their fullest dapacity. The best of these

wil serve as resource teachers over the next decade as

originally conceived.

2. The Preservice Teacher Preparation Program will receive

somewhat more emphasis than described in the refunding

proposal. This is because, as suggested above, such a

370



program is needed ,to serve as the continuing link

between the university and the participating school

districts, as a major catalyst for rapid change

among the cooperating teachers, and because it can

serve as a focus for dissemination.

3. The Inservice Teacher Improvement Program will be merged

ith the Resource Teacher Program to emphasize general

staff.development.

4. The Resources Development Program cannot be as ambitious

as hoped for. Nevertheless, as part of the support system

cc.*

for the teachers in the two model districts, s me permanent

mechanism will be :tstablished helping teachers to locate

and/or develop the teaching materials necessary for activity

oriented science teaching.

. 5. The Clinical Professor Training Program will continue to be ail

essential ingredient of the Project. The total number

trained has been modified slightly downward.

6. The Alternative Settings Program will receive reduced attentior.

It is still expected that by the end of the Project at least

three junior high schools in New York City will have been

identified that are significantly different in their

approach to science teaching and that can be co-opted into

a permanent working relationship with the university and

the two model districts.



'7. Because its outcomes will be necessary as a conceptual

foundation for-the model districts and for the pre-

service program, the Standards Formulation Program

must be retained. The intention is to create an informed

consensus on a set of standards specifying what knowledge,

skills and attitudes an inner-city junior high school

science teacher needs, and on what conditions of instruc-

tion are essential to the attainment of good science

teaching. This formulation should be ready by year five

to submit to city and state officials for validation and

approval.

8. The Cooperative Self-Study Program remains essential as

part of the process of building the two model school districts.

9. The same statement is true concerning the Curriculum

Needs Assessment Program.

10. The Education Technologies Utilization Program, which has ,

been slow in developing, will not be heavily invested in.

The current economic situation in the school, one that
(P;

will probably persist for a long time, mitigates against

the widespread utilization of the newer technologies.

Also, initial-costs are high whatever the long term cost

and education advantage.might.be.

370
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11. While efforts will be made'to make informal but informed

judgehents about the cost-effectiveness of various aspects

ur work, a formalized approach, as originally contem-

plated in the Cost Assessment-Program, will not be

undertaken.

12. How much can be accomplished in the Basic Investigations

Program depends, first of all, on how thoughtful a research

model we can develop, and then on our ability to

persuade other researchers to address themselves to

questions identified by the Project. Thus, our efforts

for the immediate future will be directed toward the

development of such a model rather than the doing of

basic research.

f3. On the other hand, the doing of research of the sort

contemplated in the Research Applications Program will

receive increased emphasis. We expect to have identified

key questions necessary for t1T improvement of science

teaching in inner-city intermediate schools, to have

matched that against the current state of knowledge, to

have identified the most useful research approach,

and to have made some headway in our research. It is

also anticipated that the two model districts will

serve as sites for the 'application of research findings

and for studies on how to use research to modify practice.
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14. By the same token, greater emphasis will be placed on

the Program Evaluation Program. The Project expects

not only to provide summative evaluations of indivival

components of the Project, but also to describe its

evaluation techniques in the literature so that they can

be used by others. The skills gained in program evalu-

ation will be necessary to continuing work of the

proposed Project initiated research institute.

15. The intent of the Project Evaluation Program was to

assess the overall effectiveness of the Project. Now,

however, we propose not to undertake such an evaluation

ourselves, but to leave it to an outside group, separately

funded. This will allbw the Project to concentrate on

the analysis and assessment of various aspects of its

work (i.e., on Program Evaluation) and for the dissemin-

ation of results to other groups wishing to undertake

a similar effort.

16. The Institutionalization Program is surely as crucial as

ever. At the very least,as indicated above, the

end of the five year of Project activities, we xpect

to have (a) two model, districts operating permanently

under their own funding in New York City; (b) a new

preservice program designed, tested, in operation, and

officially Adopted by NYU: (c) a recognized research

institute underway; and (d) a well articulated and

tested strategy for educational change.
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17. The Dissemination Program will match the intended out-

comes as outlined above. The model districts will serve

as places of observation and as examples of attainable

standards in 'the city setting. The preservice program

will have been fully described, including all of its

field and academic components and publication of follow

up studies on its effectiveness and will have been started.

Finally, the ongoing research institute will disseminate

research findings and information about the continuing
A

impact of the Project and other cities will have been

made aware of possible educational change models that

might be applicable to their particular situations.
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GOALS TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

In the original proposal the thrust and structure of Project City Science

was presented in the framework of sixteen programs (kinds of activities) cluster-

ed into four syste%ms (kinds of functions). In the previous sections of this

present propoall progress and change were reported on much within that same

context. But any major educational enterprise can generally be usefully exam-

ined in more than one way. In this sections, in order to provide a different

perspective, an effort is made to outline the actual activities (current and

planned) of the Project as they relate to specific tasks to be completed and

broad goals to be achieved.

In order to avoid unnecessary redundancy and to keep the length of the

proposal within reasonable limits, the assumption has been made, in what follows,

that most of the substantial matters to be mentioned are treated sufficiently

elsewhere (i.e., in the original proposal or in the earlier sections or appen-

dices of this one). Consequently the format is intentionally terse and cryptic,
4

and no attempt is made at this point to defend the goals nor describe the tasks

and activities in detail. In the subsections below: first, the six broad

goals of the Project City Science are stated; second, t e specific tasks which

the Project has set for itself are listed, grouped actor ing to the goals with

which they are associated; next, a sample is given showing the relationship

between tasks and activities; and, finally, an enumeration is presented of the

Project's most important activities.

The Goals of Project City Science \ r

The overarching purpose of Project City Science is to improve intermediate

and junior high school science teaching in New York City and to learn something

useful in the process. That purpose can be usefully'analyzed into six broad

(_, 377
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Project goals. Note that achieving the first of the listed goals is necessary

to the attainment of the others, and that each goal except the first relates

to a particular Project system.

Goal 1: To develop a coopLrative working relationship among

those key institutions and4individuals having an interest

yin improved science teaching in New York City. This goal

(Cooperative Interactioncludes two components:

Np, establishing a functionally sound and enduring rela-.

tionship between the Project'Snd students, teachers and

.

administrators in the participating schools, the neighbo

hoods in which those schools are located,, various depart-
.

ments and bureaus of thekcentral Board of Education, the

United Federation of Teachers, New York University, otter

universities, and state and federal education agencies;

2) gaining an ability to catalyze cooperation among these

as necessary to achidve sound science education ends.

Goal II: To improve the ability of teachers to help elildren in

.grades six through nine gain a better and more reward-

ing understanding of science. Associated with this goal

(Staff Development and Support) are three sub - goals. These

are 1) improving the skills and insights with which

intermediate school science teachers do their job; 2) up-

dating the science curriculum they utilize; and, 3) devel-

oping a feasible support system for them.

3 '1.*-1
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Goal III: To find out and continually reassess the state of science

instruction and learning in e__ participating district.

This goal (Needs and Resources Assessment) encompasses:

I) learning what the major science teaching/learning

problems are. as variously perceived by different groups, in

each district, discerning what factors impede the solution

ofthose.problems, discovering what human and material

Goal IV:

resources exist to help ameliorate them, and determine

what the implementaion cost is likely to be for any par -

ticular reform measure in terms of money, time and education

side effects; fuld 2) achieving this in such a way as to help

district personnel (teachers, administrators, and parents)

learn how to make such analyses themselve3 with a minimum

of external help.

To gain generalizable knowledge. This goal (Research and

Evaluation) is taken to include gaining knowledge ',f and

insights about: 1) early adolescence as a unique period

(psychologically, physiologically and,culturally) in the

lives of young people; 2) attributes of the inner-city

situation that affect the science learning of early

adolescents; and 3) the effectiveness of the Project City

Science model in promoting desired changes.

Goal V: To build Project City Science into "the system"

This goal (institutionalization) will be achieved to the

extent that the various programs and ac4;ities of the
A

Project become adopted as part of and integrated into the
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standard operations of the appropriate participating

institutions, including District administration and

schobls, the Board of Education, the United Federation

of Teachers, New York University and the State' Department

of Education.

To extend the influence of the Project beyond the boundaries

of New York University and"the participating districts.

This goal (dissemination)can be achieved onlylf
4.

the Project.
1,1
rA

js reasonably successful in reaching its first fiye'goals,

and in addition is able to communicate information effectively

to other districts in New York City, to other cities, to

other universities, and to all interested individuals.

Goal-Related Tasks

For each of the six goals listed above, the Project has assigned itself

a set of tasks to be accomplished. .The tasks are different from each other

in complexity, importance andcurrent status. What they have in common is the

formation of operational links between broad Project goals and actual day-to-

day activities.

I. Cooperative Interaction:

Peet regularly with administrators of each of the key elements to inform

them,of Project City Science goals and activities.

Coordinate Project City Science and community goals by working through

local school board coordinators of community services, health services, etc.

Utilize the resources of the Board of Education and the United Federation

of Teachers to upgrade facilities ano the training and licensing of teachers.

A st
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Coop4ate with social and educational organizations of the city in training

staff and working in schools.

II. Staff Development and Support:

Implement the teacher training programs. Develop professionalism, peer

support, supervisory.techniques, etc.

Emphas ze new developments in science related materials, methods ana concepts.

Coord ate science related resources in the schools.

III. Needs and Resource Assessment:

Gather and assess basic information about the needs of schools and teachers.

Analyze the attitudes, interests and perceptions of students about science,

their school and their lives.

Study the needs and expectations of parents.

Ascertain the resources of the school in terms of finances, available

material and personnel.

Study the resources of the community in terms of cultural ethnic richness,

park and museum facilities, health and industrial services.

Locate available city, state and national institutions, program and funding.

IV. Research and Evaluation

Gain an overview of the knowledge available. Search for new ideas for

finding and using this knowledge.

p Loca

J
e the basic information available in our schools.

Begin psychological and sociological studies in connection with university

courses and related field work.
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V. Institutionalization

Show the feasibility of adopting and adapting various programs or Project

City Science. for other institutions.

Continually check that avenues 9f communication and cooperation are kept open.

VI. Dissemination

Disseminate informatior, about the goals and activities of Project City Sci-

ence to individuals within each of the main elements listed above (school,

community, etc.)

Pay special attention to meetings with administrators and university

science educators.

The Relationshi between Tasks and Activities

There are two fficulties in trying to portray accurately the complete

task-activities ana.Lysis made by the Project. One is that the carrying out of

a given task typically involves many particular activities; the other is that

any given Project activity usually contributes to the accomplishing of several

different tasks. Rather than present the entire complex of interrelated activ-

ities and tasks, this section provides two examples to serve as samples of the

whole. The first shows how one act y relates to several tasks. The other

does just the reverse. ,o.

Example One:

Activity Goal Tasks

Publishing Citi- I Coordinate PCS and community goals

science notes Cooperate with social and educational

4'very organizations.

[See Appendix K for II Emphasize new developments

a copy .of notes]* Coordinate science related resources in school.

*[Original reference changed to Appendix S in the current report]
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Activity Goal

III

4.

O

Example Two:

IV
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Goal II: Staff Development and Support

Tasks
4

Implement the teacher training

programs.

Develop professionalism, peer
support, supervisory techniques
etc.

Develop awareness of science
related materials. 6

Develop awareness of methdds

Tasks

Study the resources of the community

Locate available'institutions, programs

and fundings.

Locate basic information in our schools. .

Show feasibility of adopting

PCS activities.

Disseminate information about the goals

and activities of PCS to administrators,

and teachers, etc.

Activities
(Numbers refer to the list of activities

in the next section.)

#51 - Preservice
# 1 - Inservice
4151 - Clinical- Professor

# 4 - surveys
.# 1 - Seminars, Workshops
#37 -- Courses

# 1 - Meeting place in school

# 9 - EciLipment, inventory
# 2 - Inexpensive materials

# 3 - Team teaching
# 3 - New demonstrations
# 2 - New hands-on labs
# 1 - Clasbroom managemenc
#15 -"Field tr:Tps
# 5 - Educational technology

38,3
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Page 7 Tasks and Activities continued:
Example Two:

Teaks Activities

Develop awareness of concepts # 1 - New curriculum ideas
# 3 - Unit development.

Develop awareness of science
related resources in the school

Activities

#15 - Media center
all - Library
#11 - Shop
#43*- Alternative schools
1116 - District resource

Science Cante etc.

#10 Proposal wrif

School Centered Activities

1 - Implement the Inservice Staff Development Program

2 - Try to introduce new materials ana-concepts especially

through workshop activities.

3 - introduce new techniques by means of a team teaching collaboration.

- Gather baseline data from the files and reports about schools and

and districts, as well as from individual teacher interviews.

5 - Asdess curt .n each district to find out frc,in teachers,

administrators anV university edi :ators, what the tealistic

curriculum needs are.

6 - Begin tlj6 Cooperative Self-Study Program (cf Appendix A)*

7 - Begiq the Standards Formulation Program (cf Appendix A)*

8 - Plan and arrange Alternative School Programs in cooperation wit

each district.

9 - Analyze the educational technology available in each district,

and train teachers to use it.

*Appendix A not Included in current report.
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Page 9'Activities continued

10 - Aid teachers in writing proposals to get funding for

'school needs.

11 - Develop awareness of school resources that may influence

science education (library, laboratory equipment, shop, etc.).

Community School Board Centered Activities

12 - Meet regularly with District Superintendent and District

Science Supervisor.

13 - Cooperate with Supervisors of various district departments:

+Health--to set up Community Projects that involve

parents, students, and the community at large around

an important health program (s*kle.cell anemia, heart

disease, drugs, etc.).

14 - +Community Services--to help survey the district's needs and

resources.

15 - +Special Services--to

help arrange mupeum

help plan district publications; to

programs and field trips; to'develop

r

media centers..

16 - +Cooperate with District Science Supervisor to: (a) Write

proposals for outside funding; (b) involve elementary

schools (6th grade) in science activities; (c) lan

lecture and workshop activities in.the district; (d) plan

and develop use of district science.center; (e) gather

material for district description or profilest
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Community Centered vities

Jy - inform parent,s and other community members of PCS goals

and activities by meeting with District Steering Commfittee
.

biannually:

18 - Meet to explain PCS'goals and activities with various

parAnt organizations such as: Parents for Eductional

Action; Harlem Interfaith Community Service; Lectorium

Publications, Inc.

19 - Use sociology and psychology course field component6

district surveys to study the cultural richness, the

..ethinc heritage, the needd and resources of the neighborhood

around each school.

2q,- Develop community related projects in conjunction with

the district offices that provide worthwhile connections

with the schools (health services field trips. etc.).

United Federations of Teachers _OFT) Centered Activities

21 - Meet to inform UFT leaders of PCS goals and activities.

22 - Vice President - Advisorm,Boardstieetings, District
ft

Representative - Steering COmmittee meetings.

23'- Seek funding from the UFT to support's PCS Science

Development Center.

24- Cooperate with UFT in establishing special licensing

for Intermediate School teachers.

25 - Contribute PCS press releaSes and articles to UFT

publications.

3
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Outside Organization Centered Activities .

26 - Utilize the resources of the Workshop Center for Open

Education in training staff and teachers.

27 - Consult with the Creative Teaching workshop regarding

their Principal Leadership Program.

28 - Cooperate with Industry in: obtaining free materials.

arranging speakers and films and arranging field trips

to industrial plants.

29 - Seek help from the Urban Coalition in selecting a new

district "C" planning a PCS Science Center and training

staff and teachers.

30 - Help in the/chools and district to get funding by writing

proposals to city, state and national organizations.

31 - Aid other universities to adopt and adapt PCS programs

for their own.

32 - Advertise PCS to recruit qualified students from other

universities and community colle4 ges.

Central Board of Education Centered Activities

33 - Inform the Central Board science leaders bimonthly of PCS

activities.

34 - Utilize the special city-wide programs of the Central Board:

bilingual, reading, etc.

35 - Cooperate with the Central Board of.Examiners in deciding

on realistic standards and measurements for middle

school teachers.



New York University Centered Activities

36 - Arrange the Symposia Series.

37 - Plan and implement special courses: Integrated Science, Early

Adolescent Psychology, Science in the City and The City.

38 - Articulate the Project change model more fully and show its

position relative to contemporary theoretical models.

39 - Organize and give a priority to the research questions and

thrusts proposed by the Project staff and its advisors.

401- Mpnitor doctoral studies as part of the Clinical Professor

training Program and seek publication of staff and

associated faculty scholarly studies.

41 - Increase the relevance of the science education research

being done.

42 - Improve the fidelity of the application'of science education

research to real school situations.

43 - Trinl test NYU Medical Center Alternative model where eighth

grade students will rotate each week to receive their

' formal science instruction and work on a project utilizing

the Medical Center's teaching laboratories and staff.

44 - Explore the advisability of Project City Science and the

Department of Science.Education joining with other faculty

in the University to form a new Department of Science,

Technology and Social Change.

Q
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45 - Prepare a trial series of paired science and science teaching

videotapes to be utilized for the school science staff

develoriant.

46 - Plan a Science, Development Center in cooperation with

the urT, Urban Coalition and individual Districts.

Project City Science Centered Activities-

- Coordinate PCS activities. Overall responsibility:

Director and Assistant Director. District level

responsibility: Research Assistant Professors.

School level responsibility: Clinical Professors.

48 - Recruit and Maintain staff according to Timetable.

49 - Maintain District involvement according to Model.

50 - Sefrch for new districts C and D in cooperation with

Coalition, Central Board of Rduhation and the MT. .

51 - Develop and implement Teacher Tranini Programs:

Clinical-Professor Progrmi (AppendixQ);

Inservice Staff Development Program (Appendix R);

Preservice Program.

-.Recruit candidates for Research Assistant Professors,

The Clinical Professor Program, the Preservice'Teachers

Program, and the Staff Development Program.

- Publish the Quarterly, calecijIn4221Et, press releases,

New York c4fy sp4eflos, wield Trip and Resource Guide

and District Supplements.
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54 - Arrange regular meeting for the PCS staff with the

teachers, administrators and community as mentioned

in individual sections above.

,55 - Meet with and make presentations to science educators:

Nationally NSTA, AAAS, AERA, NASSP: Locally NSTA,

AETS, Academy of'Science, other Udiversity Science

p
EducatiOn Departments.

56 - Evaluate impact `sf the Project in general and of each of

4
the separate Programs. (This will be done internally

!le

by the Board of Education Bureau of Research and Evaluation,

and staff as ongoing procedure, by an external group if

fanded by the NSF.)

57 - Make a cost assessment of each of the 16 Programs to

provide other institutions with a realistic idea of

what it means to adopt one or more programs.

3 9 o
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During the course of the evaluation, a variety of questionnaire and'inter,

view data,Nms_collected froth different sources connected with the Project.

Some of this data is repirted in appendices which should be read to obtain a'

fuller understanding of the views of participants and observers. ju Appendices

A 'and B, the results, of interviews with interns and on-site coordinators are

offered. They are reported in fuller fashion than was possible in the main

body of the report. Appendices C - E consist of summaries of or reports by

outside observers of Project activity. A ?pendices F Mare separate reports

11;

of surveys of former PCS staff,,intern dtopouts, interest of local colleges and

S(f.:41-

=1
assessments of the Project Offered'by school administrators.

111a, following sections display and summarize some of this questionnaire

data.

PRE-SERVICE INTERNS

The Queens College evaluatidn plan included.the.use of a questionnaire

designed to measure the pre-service interAsl.perception of various aspects

of their total PCS experience. This quesiionnaire was administered to all

1977-78 and 1978-79 interns toward the end of their.program.

In addition, a slightly modified version Of this questionnaire (see question-

naire items 3, 27, and.27) was sent to the 77-78 group in May of 1979as a fol.-.

low- -up.. Because of the anonymous nature of the questionnaire, it was

impossible to correlate the responses for any individual.' However, the

positive/negative nature of the groups' reaction to the questionnaire items

in the form of those responding positively, negatively or neutral is displayed

in Table 1.
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RESPONSES TO INTERN QUESTIOWIRE
1977-1978 PRE-SERVICI: INTCRNS'

FOLLOW-UP ONE YEAR LATER
% (11) N,45(78); 9(79 follow-up)

ITEM #

POSITIVE

78

1

Follow-up
79

1 46.7(7) 22.2(2)

2 26.7(4) 44.4(4)

4 53.3(8) 66.7(6)

5 73.3(11) 7/.8(7)

6 60 (9) 77.8(7)

7 35.7(5) 44.4(4)

9 26.7(4) 11.1(1)

11 50 (7) 88.9(8)

12 F2.5(2) .
11.1(1)

.14 73.3(11) 100 (9)

15 53.3(8) 77.8(7)

16 43.8(7) 7-7.8(7)

17 13.3(2) 33.3(3)-5

18 73.3(11) 100 (9)

19 73.3(11) 75 (6)

20 80 (12) 77.8(7)

21 33.3(5) 44.4(4)

22 53.3(8) 44.4(4)

'23 46.7(7) 33.3(3)

.24 33.3(5) 22.2(2)

35 35.7(5) 33.3(3)

26 66.7(10) 66.7(6)

7 33.3(5) 25 (2)

31 46.7(7) 37.5(3)

32 62.5(5) 50 (4)

33 13.3(2) 37.5(3)

34 21.4(3) 33.3(3)

35 21,4(3) 313.3(3)

36 28.6(4) 44.4(4)

NNEUTRAL
1

F011ow-up

78 79

40 (6)

66.7(10)
20 (3)

20 (3)

40 (.6)

7.1(1)

46.7(7)
42.9(9)
18.8(3)

13.3(2)
33.3(5)

18.8(3)

6.7(1)

,13.3(2)

20 (3)

26.7(4)
26.7(4)

13.3(2)

13.3(2)

28.6(4)
26.7(4)

40 (6)

6.7(1)'

12.5(1)

40 (6)

35.7(5)

28.6(4)
28.6(4)

55.6(5)

33.3(3)
33.3(a)

11.1(1)

11.1(l)

11.1(1)

77.8(7)
11.1(1)

11.1(1)

11.1(1)

22.2(2)

,33.3(3)

11.1(1)

22.2(2)

25 (2)

25 (2)

NEC3rIVI'd
1

Follow-up

78 79

13.3(2)

"6.7(1)

26.7(4)

6.7(1)

57.1(8)

26.7(4)

7.1(1).

68,8(11)
1).3(2)
13.1(2)

37.5(6)

80 (12)

13.3(2)

6.7(1)

-20 (3)

40 -(6)

20 (3)

40 (6)

53.3(8)

35.7(S)
6.7(1)

26.7(4)

46.7(7)

25. (2)

46.7(7)

42.9(6)

50 (7)

42.9(6)

,

1 Responses 1&2 of the questionnaire have been combined and labeled ''negative ";

4&5 - "positive' while 1f3 hz.tbeen classified as "neutral".

Response rate:

r may '78 -\,11.5 sent and 15 returned =100%

May .'79 - 5*, sent and 9 returned r. 60%

I
t,

22.2(2) 4

22.2(2)

77.8(7)

11.1(1)

33.3(3)

12.3(1)

22.2(2)

33.3(3)
55.(5)
55.6(5)
77.8(7)

55.6(5)
11.1(1)

50 ',(4)

37.5(3)

50 (4)

62.5(5)
46.4(4)

55.6(5)
44:4(4)
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RESPONSES TO INTERN QURSTfONNAIRE
1978-1979 PRU-.SERVICE INTERNS'

% (#),N=13

ITEM' 1/ . POSITIVE -

1

NEUTRAL.

.

NEeATIVE

. .

1 7.7(1) 76.9(10) 15.4(2)

2 , 23.1(3) 46.2(6) 30.8(4)

4 38.5(5) '30.8(4) 30.8(4)

5 61.5(8) 0.8.(4) 7.7(1)

6
,

61.5(8) 23.1(3) 15.4(2)

7 69.2(9) 15.4(2) 15:4(2)

9 7.7(1) 46.2(6) 46.2(6)

11 69,2(9) k___ 23.1(3) . 1.7(1)

12 -30.8(4) . 69.2(9) .:

14 . 84.6(11). 15.4(2) ,

15 30.8(4) ' 30.8(4) 38.5(5)

16 61.5(8) 23.1(3) 15.4(2)

17 . 23.1(3) 23.1(3) 53.8(7)

18 69.2(9) 23.1(3) 7.7(1) '

19 76.9(10) 23.1(3)

20 69.2(9) 15.4(2) 15.4(2)

21 38.5(5) 15.4(2) 46.2(6)

22 46.2(6) 46.2(6) 7.7(2)

23 38.5(5) 15:4(2) . 46.2(6)

24
. .

15.4(2) . 7.7(1) 76.9(10)

25 8.3(1) 8.3(1) . '83.3(10)

.26 38.5(5) '30.8(4) 30.8(4)

27 , 30.8(4) 23.1(3)- 46.2(6)

31 . 53.8(7) 46.2(6)

32 33.3(4) 25 (3) 41.7(5)

33 30.8(4) 30.6(4) 38.5(5)

34 7.7(1) 23.1(3) 69.2(9)

35 23.1(3) 76.9(10)

36 30.8(4) 53.8(7) 15.4C2

N.B. Sample responses to the open-ended items (#'s 8, 10, 28, 2§,,30, 37) have been

reproduced and follow the commentary on the non-open-ended questions.
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1977-78 PCS Courses

Rank ordered in terms of their
(perceived) usefulness to you as a teacher

May 79

-

.

Max 78
Rank X

Follow-up
Rank

*

7
Methods of Science Education 1 L'.846 1 2.111

Science.Education Curriculum 2 2.154 2 2.375

Psychology 3' 2.667 3 3.000

Intergrated Science 4 2.923 4 3.625

SOciology 5 4.500 5 3.750 .

1978-79 PCS
Rank ordered in terms

(perceived) usefulness

Rank

Courses
of their

to you as a teachet

Methods 0.e Science Education 2.462

StudOnt.Teaching 2 2.769

Science Education Curriculum 3 2.846

Psychology 4 4.462

Urban, Ecology I & It 5 4.576

impl6entation 6 6.417 -

Commentar

Several 'general comments, sometimes contradictory, appeared to tie oppro- ,

priaie after an (.;xayinaLion of the responses to' the pre-servicp questionnaire..

The passage of a year, frustrations in..L.,)btaining a desired teaching position,n,

in applying the PCS model are among a myriad of intervening

variables which may have had an influence on the changes in responses after

the one year for the 77 -78' group. In addition, the responding follow-up

group in 1%79 was an unidentifiable sub set of the 1978 group. Needless-to

say, the evaluators can not attribute changes in response to any single -or

combination of variables with a reasonable degree of certainty

.Comparisons presented below, therefore, were made boltween the initial

(post, completion) questionnaire for the 77-78 group and those adminisEered

to the 78-79 group after they completed the program.

- 46.77. of the 1977-1978 Pre-Service Interns and.7.79 of the 1978-1979

group rated the NYU courge work as being positive (#1), while 7,13% and

61.57. respectively believed that the methods taught could be effective with

inner city JilS students (#5). Similarly, 26.7% (77-78) and 23.1%(78-79)

felt the course work f,,as applicabl.z to their classroom-situation iA2). .

3(1
,.
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Suppl6menting the above, 35.6% (77-78) and 69.2"4 (78-79) reported that

there wore important omissions in their preparation as teachers. (c78)

, 807.,(77-78) and 76.94 (78-79) did not feel ,that their cooperating teacher
used an-instructional model, which was consistent with PCS (#17) yet both

groups overwhelmingly reported that those cooperating teachers wade an

effective contribution to their growth .'s classroom teachers. (1r18)

- 73.3% (77-78) and 76.94(78-79) rated their actual teaching experience

as positive in terms of helping them learn to be a good teacher.'(#19)

-,53.1% (77-78) and .30.87. (78-79) reported that the WU courses represented

a vgood" demonstration of an ac,.ivity oliented, "hands-on" instructional

approach. (#15)

- Both groups of student:: (77-78 and 78-79) were split as to their opinion

of the effectiveness of their building cuurdinator in helping them grow as
a teacher.(#23) (see also items 31-33)

011.

- 66.7% (77-78) and 38.5% (78-79) felt that they have been well preHred to
become 'a science Leacher in an inner city school (#26), while 26.7% (77-73)

dud 46.24 (78-79) report that they do not plan tov teach in such a school. (07)

- 21.4% (77-78)taand,0% (78-79) believed that theil school could serve as a usable

model of science instrAction; 28.6% (77-78) and 30.8% (78-79) ekpressed

that belief about their own classrooms.

1978-79 PRE-SERVICE 1tiTER14 FOLLOW-1,11P QUFSTIONNAIE

A follow-up questionnaire was administerCd to the 78-79 group after the

evaluation group lcarned'of additional items that the interns Niched to

be asked ( these items were not administered to the 77-78 group ,and there-

fore no compar4.sons are possibIC) The results are displayed in Table 3 below.
.

. FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS ADMINISTERED TO: 78-79
STUpENTS AFTER COMPLETING ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

UNDECLDED

TABLE #3.
.
YES NO SOMETJ.NES

1 83.3(10) 8.3(1)

2 21.4(3) 64:3(9) 14.3(2)

3 61.5{8) 30.8(4) 7.7(1)

4 50 (7).. 28.6(4) 21.4(3)
, 5 21.4(3) '42.9(6) 35.7(5) .

6, ' ' 30.8(4) 61.5(8) 7.7(1)

4 .

, 7

8

- 42,90)
46.2(6)

35.7(5)

53.8(7)

21.4(3)
1.

'9 5.7(5) 57.1(8) 7.1(1)

/ -

COMMENTARY

.4

Although 50% of the group would choose to hhome a PCS intern.. knowing what ..

(they) now know, (#4) and 61.5rwould tecomsiend the project to a friend(#3), it is,safe

to summarize the balance of their responses as less .

. list. of, proposed changes (1/10), reproduced in Appendix c , is consistent With

their responses to Items 1-9.
I' 39C ,

I.
,:--,--J-
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While it is impossible to average the, results of the questionnaire items,

would be safe to say that the respohdents showed great variability in

their reaction -to Oe'd.i.ffexent components of their PCli total Aperienoe.

Of .the items whieh.coidd he answered positive, neutral or nev,ative, the

77-78 group responded more PotaCively than negatively (18-10)t.while the .

78-79 group's' responses wore more negatiye (13-15).

Ih summary, it appears that the PCS students ofboth years evaluated their

experiences' in a gpecif-ie rather than 04pal fashion. .%Their assessment

is clearly mixed.

PCS graduates were administe,rpi;at of questions concerning program

completion,.teachibg status, and placement experience. The results are

displayed in Table 4 below.

PRE-SERVICE INTERNS

PROGRAM

TABLE 71 4

,COMPLETlON'QUESTIONNAIRE

YES .NO SOME

1 88.2(15) 11.7(2)

64.7(11) . 35.2(6) '

3 27.7(5) 72.2(13)

76.4(13) 23.5(4)

5 75 (12) 25 (4)

6 25 -(4) 75 ,(12)

7 88.2(15) 11.7(9)

64.7(11) 2;.4(5) 5.8(1)

9 46.7(7) 53.3(8)

10 60 (9) 40 (6)

11 64.7(4) 35.3(6)

Prop-am graduates appear to have been relatively successful in gaining

teaching positions at the junior high school leVel (#4,5),though of these

on1i 1 of 4 are teaching in an "inner city" school. Almost 70% of those

who located a position, reported that the iroject was helpful in obtaining

their current: position.

64.7% reported that they would prefer teaching-at some level other than

junior high school, a disappointing but not unexpected situation.
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PRE-SERVICE INTERNS
RESPOND TO OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS

1978-79

Question 8: If you feel there were such omissions, would you briefly describe what

they were?

Classroom management techniques, dealing with administration, clerical duties,

hands-on,course should be taught before going into sopools, clearer picture of the

kind of course work, opportunity to do more creative work; more information on
different cultures, othei,important ways of teaching 1.detures, demonstrations,

discussions.

Question 10: In addition to youi response for number eight, what suggestion would you

offer that could improve the course work given at N:Y,U.

Lenghthen curriculum course to 1 year, shorten ,ecology course to 1 semester, more

lab instruction, including important principles, more "hands-on", have us teach

some of old curricula in fix'se.semester and write our own in the second.

Question 28; List 3-5 adjectives that best describe your feelings about having

been a Project City Science participant? "40.111.

Critical, aware, realistic, understanding, cooperative, disillusioned,_
skeptical; overburdened, satisfying, hard work, excited, stagnant, inactive,

confused, good, frustrating, dangerous, positive, negative, IYelpless, shell-

shocked, older and wiser, more 'experienced, disappointed, befuddles, enriched.

Question: Science,When you complete your work in Project City Science, what are the
,things you will recall, as your greatest successes?

Haying gotten certification,.to be able to know that kids le'arned something

from you, getting through; becoming more relaxed in front of a class, getting

down to where kids are and working with that, some hands-on classes I taught.

,

Question 30: Wha wiil you recall as your greatest frustrations?
C

to teach in ghetto, not being able to teach because of

dis ipline problem, 6 hrs. of sitting at NYU and no change of scenery, lack

of coordination between project and school, lack of real support from all

parties involved, trying to implement some handszon-activities, low level

in the teaching, wanting more curricula and materials available, wanting to

trade ideas -, problems and successes.
I

Question 37: If you do not feel your school is such a model, what do you think

could or should be done to make it such a model?

Science Teacher licensed in the field, money put in Science Department, project

provide workshops for coop teachers, project relies too heavily on student tdachers

to provide model, more of teamwork approach'to "Project" in the school.

393



PRE-SERVICE INTERN;
RESPONSES TO OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS

1977-78

Question 8:

Lack of supervision, very little observation by professor while teaching,

no feedback, classroom management, should have learned the sturlard.

approach stressing discipline before handsron.

Question 10:

Decide what.goals arc, survey course of 7,8,9 grade curriculum and ideas

to adapt it to classroom lite, each pre-service should give a min,Llesson

so they can learn how to write lesson plans, also tips on how to make

lessons more interesting, male it harder, too Much emphasis on hands-on,

don't give too much work..

Question 28:

intense, a different experience, good, unusual, confusing, stimulating,

frustrating, tiring, happy, experlenti.il, interesting, exhausting, exciting,

frustrating, happy, lucky, tired, over-worked, warm, sheltered knowing,

delighted, enjoyable, interesting;, .rewarding.

Que s t. ion 29.:

Relating to othct individuAls 1.11 ahumanisti.c fashion, relationships with

students staff and peers, working in the schools and learning how to teach,

surviving, having students react positively to your teaching methods,

knowledge of inner city school system.

Quest in 30:

Being introduced as a panacea for the school when in actuality I was unprepared

unexperienced and scared, little interactiom wAh staff at NYU while in the

school, coping with the kids, Tut ha-Ang the opportunity to give attention

needed to individual students, not knowing what we were going to do next,

always needing assistance with class lesson plans, getting critis:ized after

a lesson was taught without the co-op teacher extracting pit-fall errir::

previously, dictation by the coordinator on what to do..

Question 37;
on

Less apathy, no idea, school already is such a model.

t

9
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Questionnaire: Pre-SerWice Interns

We would ask you to respond to the questions below as honestly and accurately as

you can. You will be asked to rate some of the westions on a five-point scale.

Select that point on the scale which most closely approximates the extent of

your agreement on that particular item. A 5 would represent a strong positive

reaction or agreement while a 1 would represent fi strong negative reaction or

disagreement.

1. ,Overall, how would you rate the project-related courses you took at N.Y.U.

during the year?

2. Overall, was the course work applicable to your classroom situation?

3. List in rank. order the courses you took in terms of their usefulness to you

as a teacher?

4. Would you say you' were given a clear model for science instruction?

4

5. Do you believe the instructional methods you were taught can be effective

with inner city, junior high. school students?

6. Do you believe you were effective as a teacher using these methods?

7. Do you believe there were important omissions in your preparation as a

teacher?

8. If you feel there were such omissions, would you briefly describe what they

were?

9. Was the course work consistent with your teaching needs?

10. In addition to your response for number eight, what suggestion would you

offer that could improve the course work given at N.Y.U.?

11. Do you believe that a,"hauds-on" approach to science instruction is the most

effective model to use in the junior high school?

12. Do you believe the more traditional lecture technique is more effective?

13. If you believe a combAfied approach would be more effective, what kind of a

mix do you feel woult be most appropriate?

14. Are you personally comfortable with the "hands-on" approach?

15. Overall, did the instruction you received in your courses at N.Y.U. represent

a good demonstration of an activity- oriented, "hands-on" instructional approach?

16. Would you say the cooperating teacher(s) you worked with was (were) effective

with his/her own students?

17. Did the cooperating teacher use an instructional model that was consistent
with what you were being taught in Project City Science?

18. Did your cooperating teacher(s) make an effective contribution to your growth

as a classroom teacher?



19. Has your actual teaching experience been satisfactory in terms of helping

you learn to be a .good teacher?

20. Was the teaching experience extensive enough?

21. If the opportunity were available, would you accept a job teaching i the

school you are now working in?

22. Do you plan to became a junior high science teacher?

23. Would you say the coordinator in your building was effective in helping you

to grow as a teacher?

24. Do you believe the coordinator was effective in Helping regular teachers in

the building improve their instruction?

.

25. Do you believe that Project City Science has haa,widespread influence in

improving science instruction in your school? .1

26. Do you feel you have been well prepared to become a science teacher in an

inner-city school? ,

27. Do you plan to teach in such a school?

28. List 3-5 adjectives that best describe your feelings about having been a

Project City Science participant?

29. When you complete your work in Project City Science, what are the things

you will recall as your greatest successes?

30. What will you recall as your greatest frustrations?

31. Was the coordinator in your school available to you often enough tomeet

your professional needs?

32. How helpful was the coordinator in regard to pre-lesson planning?

33. Do you feel you were observed sufficiently by your coordinator for him or

her to do an effective job of helping you in post lesson evaluationi?

34. Would,you characterize the school you are now working iri as a place where a

high level of science teaching takes place?

35. Do you believe your school would, serve as a visable model of effective

science instruction?

36. Do you believe the classroom(s) you are working in would serve as visable

models of science instruction to which other teachers should be invited?

37. If you do not feel your school is such a model, what do you think could or

should be done to make It such a model?

401
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COOPERATING SCIENCE TEACHERS

(.1 During May 1979 a brief questionnaire was sent to 19 cooperating PCS teachers

in the schools. This. questionnaire was designed to help the evaluation team.

learn more about these teachers assessment of various aspects of PCS. Their

responses are displayed i Table 5 below.

Table 5

Questionnaire Responses of PCS Cooperating Teachers

1. Do you believe that the presence of PCS has made your school a model

of superior science instruction?

yes 16.7% (2) no 83.3% (10)

2. Do you feel that the presence of PCS in your school has had a significant

positive impact on the level of science instruction in those classes where

there are PCS interns?

yes 41.7% (5). no 58.3% (7)

3. Has the presence of the PCS on-site coordinator contributed to the

improvement of science instruction in yout school?

yes 41.7% (5) no 58.3% (7)

If yes, please explain in what ways..

Mays in which the on-site coordinator contributed ..W0 the
improvement of science instruction in the school

-provides source materials
-planned trips
-curriculum references
-coordina.tor of science fairs

-provided model lessons
-provided workshops

'4. Based on your prior( experience, are these pre - service intern(s) better

prepared or more sk llful than other student teachers with whot you have

had contact?

yes 58.3% (7) no 41.7% (5)

5. The PCS interns have been in your school since October, so they have been

interning for 111 semesters, 4 days per week. Do you believe this extended

time resulted in their developing superior teaching skills when compared to

a more common one semester student teaching experience?

yes 83.3% (10) no 8.3% (1)
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6. Have your teaching technique been improved as a result of having a

pre-service intern'from the Project in the room?

yes 33.37. (4) no 58.3% (7) .

7. Have the OSC been an'effective liiison between you and the pre-service

intern? Between you and the Project?

yes 81.8% (9) no 18.2% (2)

8. If you were In a position to develop a program to prepare pre-service interns

to become effective junior high school science teachers what areas would you

stress in your progreth? Please number from 1-6 in order of importance.

goals/activities AVERAGE RANK RANK ourgR

classroom management tech. 2.0 1

"haffds on" appfoach 3.6 3.5

Dev. Science content bkrnd 4. 6

Finding master teacher- 3.6 3.5

maintaining discipline technique 2.7 2

familAr with curriculum 4.2 5 N=10

9. Do you feel that PCS did a responsible job in preparing you for your role as

a cooperating teacher, offering you and your intern appropriate help when

needed?

es 33.3 (4) no 524,7(S

10. The following comments were offered as aids to evaluating the efforts

PCS has made in the schools.

Student teachers are very well prepared in content.
The problem lies in the lack of a realistic approach in Methods courses.

PCS has a nice budget, but no funds were funnelled into our school. We don't

really see difference between PCS and any other program.

Master teachers should be more directly involved in the Grogram and they

should receive compensation for the time and work.

All on-site-coordinators do not know the children. Hands-on becomes boring

too. Limited supplies, room layout is a problem.

Interns lack basic courses needed before entering classroom. PCS must

establish before term begins a commitment or lack of one re: materials

and teaching aids, and-help with classroom management and disciplinary control.

Tried to accomplish too many taski at the same time.
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Commentary

-Cooperating teachers were split in their assessment of the influence of

PCS on the level of science instruction in their school and in the

cooperating classrooms. (items #2 & 3)

-Similarly, they rated the interns. as being better prepared than other

student teachers by a majority of only one. (oat teacher responded positively

for this year's intern only -- past years' were the 'pits'). (item #4)

-The respondents were unanimous in their belief that ;_lie extended

internship was beneficial. (item .#5)

-Fifty percent responded negatively with regard to PCS's preparation
of the cooperating teachers for their role and their help for the intern

and cooperating teacher. (item #9)

AO&
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SCIENCE TEACHERS

During May, 1979 a brief questionnaire was sent to 51 science teachers

in the PCS cooperating schools in order to learn of the effect PCS has had

on science instruction in their schools.

Their responses are displayed in Table 6 below.
01,

Table 6

Questionnaire responses of science teachers in PCS cooperating schools (N = 27).

1. Do you believe that the presence of PCS has made-your school a model of

superior science instruction?

_ Yes No
**

....\
23.1 (6) 76.0 (20) .

2. Do you feel that the presence-of PCS irtyour school has had a significant

.1
positive impact on the level of science in those classes where there

are PCS interns?

es

69.2 (18)

No

30..8 (8)

3. Has the presence of the PCS on-site coordinator contributed to the

improvement of science instruction in your school?

Yes No

38.i (8) 61.9 (13)

4. Please indicate your present status as a science teacher

certified recertified teaching out of license

77.8. (21) 0 22.2 (6)

5. Have your teaching-techniques been improved as a result of having a pre-service

intern from the Project in, your room?

Yes L., No

36.4 (8) 463.6 (14)

6. If you were in a position to develop a program to prepare pre-service interns

to become effective Junior high school science teachers what areas would you

stress in your program?

Please number from 1-6 in order of importance.

* Per cent of total population responding is this manner.

** Actual number of respondants.

4 05
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6. _Av.- Respi

Classrom management techniLques
A "hands on" approach to teaching

0 Developing science content back-
i ground

.

Finding a master teacher with

r , whom to place internQ
Shoving interns how to maintain

discipline
Familiarizing interns witinth

curriculum
F

2.259 1

3.704 -4

3.963 5

.

,3.222 2

3.333 3

.

- 4.481 6

7. Would you offer a\ny comments you have that might aid us in evaluating the efforts

that Project City Science has made in your school?

The.Program should.oe! more selective in recruiting its ,

teachers and trainers.' It.is a glorified student teaching 4

program. The two PCS people were an aid in classroom and pupils

benefitted from PCS aids. ,

Master teachers are more productive because of the presence of

studdht teachers. More labs and-demonstrations have been offered.

Sample "ways in which the on-site coordinator contributed to the
improvement of science withid your school."

-triedto add activities' relating to Science, new ideas,-science

fairs,-talent clastAs.

COMMENTARY

The evaluation responses of the non-participating Science teachers were

somewhat mixed.

76.9 (20) did not believe that the presence of PCS made their
school into a model of superior science instruction -(item #1).

.

-in contrast, 69:2 (18) believed that the project had a significant i

positive impact in the class where PCS interns were assigned-(item i2).
1 '

38.1 (8) felt that their presence'of the on-site coordinator.
contributed to the improyement of science instruction in the school, in

contrast to 62.9 (7) wfib did not share that view-(item #3).

63.6 (14) of these teachers, the greatest majority of whom, were
certified in science TM did not report that their teaching had

improved as a result of having a pre-serviCe intern in the room

(items 5 and 4). o
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ADVISORY BOARD

During the Spring of 1979 questionnaires were sent to the 19 members of

the PCS Advisory Board in order to learn of their experiences with and their

attitudes toward* PCS. A total of 9 membeFs responded, 2 of whom indicated

by letter thatihey resigned their posititon on the BoIrd. The remaining 7

responses #e displayed in Table 7 below.

. Table 7,

Advisory Board responses to a mailed questionnaire (N = 7).

1. Are 'ou still active'as an Advisory Board Member?

yes 57.1
*

(4)
**

No 42.9 (3)
**

4

2. Have you served as a Project City Science (PCS) Advisory Board Member for

more than one year?

Yes 85.7 (6)

3. Hob many meetings have you attended?

No 14.3- (1)

All 57.1 (4) Four 14.3 (1) Two 14.3 (1) Do not recall 14.3 (1)

4. Are you satisfied ,that the project has kept you adequately informed as an

Advisory Board Member?

Yes 85.7 (6) All but this year 14.3 (1)

5. Do you feel the pyblications put out by the project (Progress Reports and C4ti-

science Notes) ha4e been a useful and efficient means for disseminating

information about PCS?

Yes 85.7 (6) No basis for assessing 14.3 (1)

6. ' Do yoi feet your background, experience, and expertise were used effectively

by 'Project City Science?

a

1.

Yes 50 (3)' No 16.7 (1) It depends 16.7 (1) Moderately. 16.7.(1)

7. Has the proiect actively sought -to use in its disTmination efforts

i

(e.e. making an oral presentation at a professional conference)?

( Yes 28.6 (2} No 71.4 (5)

8. In youz opinion,.do you think the Advisory Board Meetings were effective in

establishing policy direction for the project?

Yes 71.4 (5) No 14.3 (1) Moderately 14.3 (1)

* Per cent of tonal population responding in this manner

** Actual number of respondahts.
4 0 ",

.
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9. Do you feel suggestions made at meetingi were effectively implemented by

the project?

Yes 57.1 (4) No 14.3 .(1) It depends 14.3 (1) Where 14.3 (1)--

appropriate.

10. Did you receive a copy of the independent evaluation report completed in

Summer 1978?

Yes 71.4 (5)

11. Were you asked to comment on this report?

No 28.6 (2).

Yes 71.4 (5) No 28.6 (2)'
.

' .

:

12. In your opinion, do you belid-Vfe Project as it nears completion of its /

funding, Ips achieved its major goali? . -

Yes 57.1 (4) No 14.3 (1) As well as such :projects do 28.6 (2)

13. Was there any cne phase of the project about which'you 'felt most informed?

Yes 42.9 (3) No 57.1 (4)

14. Was there any one phase of the project that you were most involved in while

on the Advisory Board?

Please list the phase (Two listed dissemlnatidn and one indicated staffing).
_ -

15. Please make any additional comments about PCS, or your role as an Advisory

Board Member, that you feel would help us in evaluating the achievements of

this project.

(1) I believe that we should have been meeting more frequently and to

have greater input.from the point of view of our expertise.

(2) As a past (official of an influential educational group) I made
various offers for PCS to utilize (our group)...It was never accomplished.

(3) I feel that the program had merit. It was tackling a difficult

problem - science ,for the middle level student - under very difficulc
conditions.xne of its achievements were noteworthy.

(4) I believ the very active cooperation of the Un made.the project

a success.

(5) PCS vas staffed by first rate people and able administrators, but

they lacked the political skill and the 4111 to get-'the things done

that they wanted to do...the program objectives were quickly redrawntin

order to say they wanted to do, what they could do easily. This is

unfortunate.
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4
COMMENTARYlow N.

..t Clearly, the responses indicate,a mixed reaction to the members'

involiliment in PCS.
V.

4

-While 85.7% (6) were satisfied that they had been kept adequately

'informed about PCS (one responded positively except for current year-(item #4)

only 50% (3) felt that their" backgrounds were used effectively by the

Project-(item #6).

-71.47. (5) felt that the Board meetings were effective in

establishing policy direction, while *one .other member, 14.3% felt they were

lipderatelY successful"-(item #8). Similarly, 57.1% (4) felt that

4Tigestions made at Board meetings were implemented. 28.6% (2) offered

a qualified yes to. the question-(item #9).

.
-71.47. (5) reported that they received a copy of the evaluation

xdport'of June 1978 and that they were asked to offer comments or reactions

toit-(items #10,11).

-Only 14.3% (1) responded that the project had not achieved its

+I major goals, while 57.1% (4) responded "yes" and 28.6% (2) answered with

a qualified "yes." (item #12)

It appears that, in general, the members of the PCS Advisory Board were

positive in their reaction to the project. The most consistew. "negative"

comment was the desire, on the part of some members, to have been more involved.

40
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PROGRESS REPORTS
t

During the Spring of 1979 a questionnaire was mailed by the PCS staff

to,all bf the recipients of the Progress. Reports,- (N A 500) (See Appendix).

Responses were received from 16.4%(82) individuals. While the great majority

of those respondents who regularly received the Progress' Reports viewed-them

in a very positive manner, the percentage of responses was too to allow

for any reliable analysis to be made. The responses received are displayed in

Table 8 below, without comment.

TABLE 8

RESPONSES TO PROGRESS REPORTS QUESTIONNAIRE.

Q;:estion % (#)

1. What is your primary professional role, the work which requires the vast

majority of your time?

20.7 (17) Classroom teacher: Grade Subject

25.6 (21) Science supervisor
;.$

_2.4 ( 2) Building administrator

6.1 ( 5) District administrator

29.3 (24) College instructor -
A

15.9 (13) Other, please specify

2. Your name is on the mailing list fo.the tri-annual publication produced, by

Project City Science called Progress Report. Nave you been regularly re-

ceiving this publication from the Project?

Yes 84.9X (62) .

Comment (if any)

No 15.1% (11)

'. 3. Do you recilarly read the 'material contained in the Progress Reports when

they arrive?

Yes 87.1% (61)

Comments:

No 12.9% ( 9)

4. Do you ever consult them for information at a later time?

Yes 64.3% (45) No 35.7% (25)
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Progress Reports

(cont)

5.. If you have been a regular reader of the PROGkESS REPORTS, how would you

r-e their overall usefulness to you?

Exceptionally highly45%(27) 36.7%(22) 11.7%(7) 0

useful 6.4% (4)useful useful not very useful no use

6. If reu have not been a regular reader of the reports, what is the major reason?

6.3% cak. Lack personal interest 18.8(3)D. Their content does not interest me .

0 B. Not my professional area6.3%(1)E. The reports have little useful

- information

25% (4) C. Cannot find'ille,time
43.8 %(7) F. Other reasons or additional com-

ments:
G. 6.3% (1) Staff 'Member

H. '37.5%t.(6) did riot receive

ti

Please answer the following questions only if you regOiarly read the reports:

7. How would you rate their usefulneits in regard to informing you about teacher

training practices?

Exceptionally highly41.770( 25) 407.(24) 11.7%(7) 0

7 useful 6.7%(4) useful useful not very useful no use

8. How would you rate their usefulness in regard to informing you about in-

structional methodologies?

Exceptionally highly 33.9%(20) 45.87.(27) 15.3%(3) 0

useful 5.1%(3) useful useful not very useful no use

p

9. .How would you rate the usefulness in regard to reporting on current science

.research?

Exceptionally highly 18.6%(11) 42.47,(25) 27.1%(16)

useful10.27,(6) useful useful not very useful no use

10. Given the information you have about the activities and interests of Project

City Science, do you consider this Project one of the leading forces in the

field of science education to whom you would turn for information and direction?

Completely strongly 55.9%(33) 13.6%(8)

ag'ree3.47.(2)agree 27.1(161gree strongly disagree completely disagree 0

11. Please add any addition comments about the Progress3122m you would like

to make:



CITISCIENCE NOTES

A brief questionnaire was mailed by the PCS staff to the 1800 recipients

of citiscience notes. Responses were received from 105 readers for a

response rate of 5.83%. Although the responses were generally most

favorable, the return was clearly inadequate for any reliable analysis.
Therefore, the results are displayed in Table 6 below without comment,

TABLE 9

RESPONSE TO CITISCIENCE NOTES QUESTIONNAIRE

1. That is your primary professional role, the work which requires majority of

your time?

76.1% (82)

13.17. (14)

1.870 (2)

4.6% (5)

1.87. (2)

2.6% (3)

classroom teacher: Grade Subject

science supervisor

Building administrator

District administrator

College instructor

Other, please specify

2. Your name is on the mailing list for the monthly publication put out by Project

City Science called CITISCIENCE NOTES. Have you been regularly receiving this

publication from the Project?

Yes
76.2% (80. No 23.87. (25)

Comment: .(if any)

3. Do you regularly read CITISCIENCE NOTES when they arrive?

Yes
95.97. (93)....

Comment:

No 4.17. (4)

4.' Do you keep copies and consult them at a later time for information?

Comment:

yes 80.2% (73) No 19.8% (18)

412
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5. If you do not read CITISCIENCE NOTES, would you give your major reason or

reasons?

6. If you read CITISCIENCE NOTES, would you rate their usefulness in providing you

with information about activities taking place in New York City?

Exceptionally highly 38.37.(36) 10.6%(10)

useful 12.8% (12) useful38.3%(36) usefdl not very useful of no use0
7. If you read CITISCIENCE NOTES, how would you rate their usefulness in. offering

you suggestions for good classroom activities?

Exceptionally highly 45.27.(42) 9.%(9)

useful 11.8% (11) useful33.3%(31) useful not very useful of no use 0

8. If you read CITISCIENCE NOTES, how would you rate their usefulness in offering

you suggestions for effective instructional approaches?

Exceptionally highly 53.37.(49) 9.87. (9)

. useful 9.8% (9) useful27.2 %(2 '5) useful 'not very useful of no use '0

9. Overall, how useful have the CITISCIENCE NOTES been to you?

EE xceptionall highly

useful 10.67. (10) useful 27.7%(26) useful2T 9.6 %(9)

not very useful of eof no use 0y

10. If this publication were to cease, it would represent a real loss to the education

community.

Completely strongly
37% (32) 12.4% (11) 4.57.(4)

agree 20.44(18) agreei1.51(28agree strongly agree completely disagree

11. Would you add any additional comments about CITISCIENCE NOTES you would like

. to make:

'

4
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ON SITE COORDINATOR

At the close of the 1977-1978 school year a questionnaire was completed

by 5 of the on-site coordinators (See Appendix

below.

A

)

TABLE 10

ON COORDINATOR

QUESTIONNAIRE 1977-1978

(N=5)

The results are displayed

#5 How would you rate the teaching effectiveness of the intern in your

school?

lV%04, "I.......

(1) 207.

II4,%).44 VVV4e

1111
(4) 807.

%FM J.V. 4.114.14.4.%.7

#6 111 (3)

60%

(1) 20% (1) 20%

#7 11 (2)

407.

111 (3)

607.

#8 (1) 207. III1
(4) 80%

21

1'
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ON SITE COORDINATORS

(1) Haw would you define the role of the on-site coordinator?

Provide resource role for preservide interns and cooperating teachers

( "hands-on" workshops given to disseminate new ideas, assist in, lesson planning,_

field trips, provide materials on curriculum adaption); provide role model

for teachers and preservice interns - observe and evaluate methods of planning

and instruction; involve and coordinate other school departments. Efforts in

science activities (Art department projects for science faiie, newsletters;

English department involvement in proposal writing for Scate and Federal grants);

liason between PCS office at NYU and cooperating schools' administration

to establish and meet goals in line with PCS philosophy; be aware of community

resources volunteers, possible topics for research efforts; assist research

team.

(2) What do you believe the Project expects you to accomplish in your role?

Provide role model according to PCS philosophy to train interns to be

effective, innovative teachers; provide resource role for cooperating teachers and

pre-service interns; liason with school administration; establish working

relationship with othei than science faculty to integrate subject areas; assist

research team.

(3) What are our ersonal oals or ex ectations in this role?

Experience in developing and supervising programs; establishing relationships

with faculty members to work toward common goal; opportunity to resolve

educational problems on a school level; become more aware of and involved in

education issues.

4 1 5
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(4) How.would you describe the model of teaching you are seeking to have the

interns implement?

Guided discovery approa using experimental "hands-on" "manipulative",

nconcrete11 experiences; group and indiVidual interaction with projects; use of
.

visual aids; activities which allow for active student involvement; ability

to use a variety of methods.

(9) What in our o inion represents the reatest success or the most -ositive

aspect ofthe coordinators role?

The ability to work closely with interns on a daily basis - talking

personally, evaluating lesson plans, observing interactions with students,

trying out new ideas; getting teachers interested in assisting with the training

of preservice interns.

(10) What in your opinion represents the greatest failure or most negative

aspect of the role?

Not enough time to accomplish requirements, negative attitude of staff

mombers to change or adaption.bf curriculum; lack of prior training and experience

in supervision and working with administrators

(11) What limitations or difficulties within the structure of the confines of

the school caused. you the greatest frustration or concern?

Cooperating teacher!eand interns' classroom problems; lack of cooperation.

between PCS, cooperating teacher and administration; science department problems.

(12) What limitations or difficulties within the structure of PCS itself was'the

cause of your greatest frustration or concern?

Lack of direction and communication; vagueness as to goals; lack of

materials and individual activities as promised by PCS,; lack of sensitivity as

to time commitments to perform-role.

4-1
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HIGH SCHOOL CHAIRPERSONS

Questionnaires were distributed to all Chairpersons in the high schools to

- whom FMCS children were sent. This was done `to ascertain their perceptions of

PCS. Responses are displayed in Table llbelow.

Table 11

Responses in 7 and (0 of H.S. Science Chairpeople

1. you (or the department teachers) receiving copies of Project Citiscience

Notes? (see sample attached copy)

yes 0% (0) no 100% (14)

2. If you are not receiving Cit cience Notes, do you feel'ehat they are of

sufficient interest and val e to secondary science teachers to haveyour

department receive them in e future?

yes 85.7% (12) no 14.37. (2)

. 3. Have you, or department teachers, ever received copies of Progress

Reports, the major publication of Project City Science?

yes 0% (0) no 100% (14)

4. Was the work of `tom Project City Science Staff in thejnnior high schools

made known to your teachers before you received- this quetionnaire?

yes 0% (0) no 100% (14)

5. Was any effort made by Project City Science Staff to involve you in the

Project's activities?

yes 7.1% (1) no 92.9% (13)

6. Have you observed that Project City Science students now attending your school,

are better prepared for high school science classes compared to those students

coming from traditional junior high school classes?

yes .0% (0) 100% (4)*

7. Have you either observed, or heard about, any positive results of Project

City Science teaching in the intermediate, or junior high school classes in

the Project Districts?

yei 0% (0) no 100% (12)

8. Could you please give us a brief estimate of your impressions of the Project

City Science activities?
85.7% (12) did not' have enough knowledge of PCS to make judgment

7.17 ( 1) believed it had significant value
7.1% ( 1) reported that it was "fine" for Elementary and

Intermediate students, but lacked substance, for High School

students.

*Nine responded that students are not identified as to PCS involvement.
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On the basis Of the data collected it is safe to say that the Nigh School

Science Chairpeople responding had no prior contact with PCS and little to no

knowledge of its operat6nal aspects.

418
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APPENDIX R

ExaminatiOn of Project City Science's

Use of Diffusion and Change Models
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This project has been in existence for, five years. During that time

several shifts, some basic, some just minor, have taken place. The first

such change was the substitution or modification of a plannu. Institutional

change model mentioned by the Project Director in the Progress Report of

1975.
1

This modification led to the combining of the fourth component

(institutional change model) into a dissemination-diffusion model. The

following Appendix traces this modification and discusses the implications

for Project evaluation.

Social Interaction Strektgies: A Protect follow-up to the cooperative

change model

In the other sections of the full evaluation report, mention was made

of the lack of a well designed dissemination plan.
2 Recommendations were

made at several points to the PCS Staff to\,devote more time to the development

of such a plan. As of the writing of this report, no formal plan has been

developed or written for organizing the dissemination program. However, as

data and information were being collected uld sorted during the past few months

of 1979 (especially via interviews with Advisory Board Members, PCS Staff,

and some school personnel) the skeleton of a plan or perhaps the vestige of

.a former dissemination model did appear. Describing the design as an informal,

unwritten plan is most accurate. A brief assessment of the plan's impact on

the present and future efforts of the Project will be attempted bete. It

should be noted that fOrmulation of this unwritten, of informal plan, in the

opinion of the evaluation team, can be an effective operating plan for...innovative

projects such as PCS, if the Project adapts itself satisfactorily in the

institutional setting.

420
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A )
Cne procesi used for PCS dissemination resembles, to some 4gree, a

set of strategies and tactics classified by researchers as the social inter-

action model of innovative diffusion.
3 It is:noted that this set of strategies

is not stated explicitly in the Progress Report, nor is it reported as the

"formal" system employed by the ProjeCt.Staff in dissemination. It is frequently \*

not followed faithfully, consistently, or systematically, or-perhaps evem

with full awareness by itf-users. Nevertheless, the steps of working with

"the system" (school districts, Advisory Board, unions, etc.) strongly and

clearly parallel the social interaction (S-1) schema described by Havelock:

(a) Natural diffusion--a spreading of the innovative word through.

the social system by natural process (e.g. teachers, students,

adidnistratorl)

(b) Natural comiunication network utilizationidentifying opinion

leaders and circles of influence (Advisory Board, Union, Central

jBoard)
0-----

/

(c) Network building--diffusion networks using informal centacts for

"selling" innovations (teacher unions, principals' organizations)

(d), .Multi -media approaches--different media are effective at different

stages of diffusion-awareness, interest, evaluation, trial and

adaptation (Progress Reports, TV presentations, conferences)
4

The PCS staff seemed more at ease using such an informal strategy. This

may explain, in part, the transition from the explicitly identified fof-mal

institutional change model of the early phase of PCS to the more informal

diffusion model. It may also.helpto explain these observat4ons:

'a. The social-interaction strategies supplemented, or replaced, any

a..

original plan for an institutional change model that would be
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used to analyze and-critiqiie Project adaptation in the schools,

It is posiiible however that such an institutional change model may still

be a long range objective for PCS.

b. The cooperative change model cited in Progress Report 5

(September 1, 1975-November 30, 1975)`, preceded the social

interaction strategies and may have set the tone for use of .

these methods.

c. No written reference is made to any institutional change

model since the early Progress Reports (1975)

d. "(The model) is really a combination of the four most often

used change models as described by Havelock."
5

As described in an early Progress Report, the original cooperative

PCS change model (See Progress Report #5) outlined these steps to be followed

in dissemination:

"define audiences, identify the main interest groups,

establish cooperative connections, assess specific needs

and identify resources, organized for basic research,

organize for general evaluation and dissemination."

The elements of the cited model however, are more a seti#s of methods

to be used in the diffusion of Project ideas and not an institutional change

% model or a paradigm for analyzing on-site implementation problems. This shift

from the original Project direction toward developing a formal institutional

change model to the use of an information - sharing dissemination model was a

serious shortcoming, in the view of the evaluation team, since it did not

allow for careful planning of the steps needed for effective implementation at

the Project school sites. In addition, the dissemination model did not address

such issues as the usefulness of other outside change specialists vis-a-vis

_ use of inexperienced on-site coordinators and interns.

422
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I

From 1977 through 1979 specific tactics and strategies were employed

by the Project leadership. Opinion leaders who were persuasive, influential,

and visible were sought by the Project(to help in the dissemination process.

Teacher union leaders, science educators, Central' Board administrators, and
4,

others were enlisted in the effort to attract sAidents, and interest school

districts; It was an informal, but "natural" diffusion at the district and

school levels. Pre-serOice interns, on-site coordinators, cooperating teachers,

and building principals were all involved in publicizing the Project. It was

the intention of,PCS to have each building develop a project "identity" and

transmit the hands-on science methodology to interested staff and administration.

The use of a social-interaction orientation is hindered,however, by

obstacles present in the "natural dissemination network." These obstacles

include the difficulty involved in identifying the most influential opinion

leaders, the slim rate of "spreading the word" on PCS, and the distortion of

messages as they are transmitted through the huge city system. Moreover, the

S-I orientation is based on the successful "selling" of an innovation after

it has been completely tested and packaged. PCS of course has not "packaged"

any of its key features. For better or worse, the Project has not put together

any instructional or curriculum packets for easy dissemination to teachers in

other districts. This, of course, was not an original goal of the Project.

However, for an S-I orientation to be successful, the Project staff would need

to have cAsidered such an approach.

PCS Viewed as an "Outside' Innovation and its ffect on the Dissemination Program

The Project's main ideas were originally. formed and developed in a

university setting. It funded through a national agency. T1e change

specialists were basically university people.

t:



The various school personnel intervigwed filusing the past year perceived

PCS as an "outside" innovation, imported by the district for'a variety of

motives. This was bath natural and accurate in regard to all the basic

elements of the PCS model. Cooperating teachers and administrators generally

see-the "hands-on", and pre-service teacher dimension's of PCS as "university"

associated, and not the result of any specific set of inte-rally generated

educational needs. Of course on the other hand,\ the Project is often perceived

by district personnel as an "add on" and viewed positively since it provides

them with extra hands and minds. Basically, the cooperating-teacher personnel

in eny school consist of volunteets who accept certain risks for certain

rewards. Fo1 example, a cooperating teacher who accepts a PCS student teacher

may do so because it will provide additional time for planining'lessoni or

marking papers or for tuition free NYU courses. Such a system has been going

on in most schools. for many years.

The type of teaching approach eAployed by PCS was felt by some coopetiting

teachers to involve greater risk then the ordinary student teacher arrangement.

These risks included lack of goal clarity in the'use of "hands-on", appearance

of possible. classroom safety factors, discipline problems, and lack of support

by administrative staff. Some teachers reported they were reluctant to try this

approa6h because they lacked the science background and could not spare time to

take courses or attend workshops in this area.
.

In today's educational climate, traditional classroom procedures for

teaching basic subjects have a strong especially_in urban areas

where there are many external pressures on teachers and administrators. A

phands-ori"' instructional approach is running against some basic trends in urban

centers t this time. "Back to basics" has brought forth.a new rhetoric, and

424
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City school personnel respond to some of its appeal. Supervisory and

administrative personnel, especially at central office levels, have expressed

more concern over competency-scores and measures of reading skill then innovative 0,

meth:rig fnr junior high school science instruction. The PCS staff has indicated

to some degree, its intention of responding'to this trend, and mentioned the

possibility that Citiscience Notes may broaden its themes to include development

of reading skills using science content. Still, the resistance to "hands-on"

was high.

Applying an "outside idea" to those "inside" the system presented the

on-site coordinators with a difficult dilemma. Some of the more effective

on-site coordinators were able, through, the use of interpersonal skills and good

judgment, to help teachers see the benefit of trying new instructional approaches.

Dissemination of.Project ideas was difficult when left solely to on-site---

coordinators and interns, however. One effective tactic employed by the Project

was its effort to develop a cooperative working relationship with teachers.

The PCS staff complemented this through its work with union leaders. Support

by'the teacher union leadership has been reported, and teacher membership on the

Advisory Board led one union representative to state:

"Project City Science works through and with the teachers."

Though considered an "oute'ide" idea, PCS was not viewed by cooperating teachers

as an innovation that was forced on them by central office administration. Thus,

the staff avoided a mistake some proponents of innovation make. They did not

become so identified with central office administration that teachers in the

classroom began to distrust the Project's motives.
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One unintended outcome of the Project's concentration on working cooperatively

with teachers have been the development of a schism between supervisory

and adxninistrat e personnel. Interviews have revealed that a schism existed

between PCS aff and a few district administrative personnel. Some of this

had to do with the role of curriculum in the Project's conduct of "hands-on"

instruction. It was the understanding of the central office staff that master

teachers would prepare pre-service interns, and that the district curriculum

would remain intact. As time passed, some supervisory personnel became concerned

with the efforts of PCS staff to change the curriculum. A deeper cause of the

schism,however, web the result of the Project staff's not maintaining contact

with some of the administrative personnel. Interaction after the initial years

was all but non-existent. That is a bad misuse of a potential resource and a

suprisingly inept mismanagement of what were otherwise reasonably smooth relation-

ships with school personnel. For dissemination purposes, it was an unfortunate

area in which to perform poorly.

In seeking advice about implementing change in the schools, the PCS

staff brought the matter to the attention of their Advisory Board at the June

1975 meeting. They received some excellent counsel from one of their Board

members, who anticipated the difficulty they would face.

"...the project needs a change model. (The Board member)

stated that the project must assume that teachers know wore
about how to improve the situation than they can implement,
instead of assuming only lacks and deficits in the part of the,

teachers.

(The Board Member) felt that the project needed to adopt an
explicit change model-or strategy, perhaps by adding an
organizational change specialist to the staff." 6

This Advisory Board Member's recommendations were implemented to the

extent that a diffusion model was outlilied for use, an institutional change

model was no'. The evaluation team believes that an institutional change

426
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model, while not insuring success, could certainly have helped the University

staff, analyze and evaluate a wide range of tactics they could have used to

encourage wider use of the "hand-on" approach in the schools.

University-sponsored projects face strong resistance among some staff

and adminigtrators. This was true for PCS as it is for most innovative 1

programs. A key factor in the acceptance of a uew instructional system is

the teaching staff's perception(that the innovative efforts are central to the

goals of the school. As the evidence from interviews with tide on-site

coprdinators, pre-service interns and cooperating teachers indicates, the

hands-on approach never assumed such a view in the minds of too many of the

key personnel in the schools.

4-
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1. Progrollkpart #5, September 1, 1975 - November 30, 1975, Appendix VIII

2. Appendix A and B, Evaluation Report.

3. Havelock, Ronald G., The Change Agents Guide to Innovation in Education,
Educational Technology Publications, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1973.

4. Havelook, Ronald G., Planning for Innovation, University of Michigan, 1969,

cited in Progress Report #5., Appendix VII.

5. Ibid.

6. Minutes of Advisory Board Meeting 6/7/75.
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citiscic icenotes
Things to do places to see

for the intermediate school science teacher

Projedt City Science is a National Science Found-
ation-funded project, operating from New York
University, to help improve intermediate school
science teaching in New York City. We are cur-
rently at work in Districts 4 (East Harlem) and
17 (Crown Heights, Brooklyn). As part of our
attempt to aid all intermediate junior high school
science teachers in the City, we intend to publish
each =nth citiscience notes.

Tnis month's issue, our first, will include des-
criptions of major scientific places. and e/ent of

..interst to intermediate school students and tea-
chess. The notes will be divided into categorfees
including Musenms, Media, Workshops and Conferen-
ces, and Free ?taterials. We are concrUering in-
corpormting tntc-EraZ notes additional, topics such
as Stt....tent's Activities and Accomplishments, Feld
Tri3K7:751strict Fairs and Activities. We uel-
co^e any ar.#70.7757u can g7e us on how to make
these notes more useful to you.

Museums
Each conch, in addition to listing information on
,major detropolitan museums, the notes will high-
light cite institute of particular Interest to New
York ..ty teachers and students in grades 6-9.
Tnis enth's "feature" is the New Yolk Aquarium:

TH7 .EW YORK AQUARIUM.
Board.i:k, West 8th Street, Brooklyn,
(212) 256-3540.
Open c:try day from 10-5
Fee: , dolts-41.25:Children(6-12) -.60C

Tne is a particularly enjoyable field
trip for junior high students, and offers a wide
range of educational programs to scoot groups.

.These programs stress biology, and can serve as an
exciti-g teaching resource and laboratory. A
brief description of tours as offered in tile.
':via:Lc:1's brochure guide for grades 7-12 follows:

atic Hdbttatl. Principles of the ecolu3y ard
biological signfacance of aquatic habc_At-.. uti-
lizing zpecific animal exhibits to explain baste
concepts.

.tntations: Teacher's guide to forms of animal
arlaotat_ons to Aquatic environment, e.g. s.nsnry
laCt3ens, 1.,conotion. ;

A (111(=usslon of the evolution of animll,

lite .owing animals to adapt t adverse con0i-
tions in the:: aquatic realm. col ration ,atrtrns.

poisenoss de/icea, bodi coverings d

vtterns.

Alrit/mnal totes incltde Oceanographic Toots.
fndan4tred Spctes and Aquatic Ecolog

In addition, lectires ranging from 1/2 to 1 hoar
in lerpth on varied topics are ava:lable for
classes, and are'conlucted by teuirlum instructors
and vel.mteers.

,Basic Information on Other Major New York City
Museums follows:

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NAT RAL HISTORY.
Central Par% West at 79th Street,
(212) 873-1300.
MornmSat. 10-4:45, Sun. & Holidays 11-5
Pay-what-you-wish admission fee.
Group visits before 1 pm. by appt. (373-7320)

HALL OF SCIENCE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
Flushing Meadows, Corona Park, P.O. Box 1032, or
111th Street 1 48th Avenue, Flushing, New York,

weds. ri. 10-4, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5
At-Lssion is free, but there is a 25C charge for
the PlanetAtum and 25C for the "Rendezvous in
Si.ace" Snow. Reservations for school trips can be
made by calling 699-9400.

The Hall is offering a "Saturday Science Adven-
tures" series of special science programs for
children 6-13. The program consists of 4-week
ocurses-at 10, 12, and 1:30 on Saturdays beginning
November I. The fee is $8.00.

MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
Fifth Avenue & 103rd Street,
1(212) 534-1672.
Tues.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5
No admission fee.

In November, a puppet workshop is offered to
children 6-12 for a fee of 525,00. The classes
meet on November 1-8-15-22.

AMERICAN tU OF NATURAL HISTORY-
HAiDE PLANETARIUM.
Central Park West,at 81st Street.
(212) 873 -8828. $

Mon.-Sat. 10-4:45, Sun. i Holidays 11-5
Admission: Adults 51.75; Youths 17-under 51.00:
Stcdents over 17 51.00.

Of particular interest is "Laserium:The Cosmic
Laser Concert," Performances are every Friday.
thr. Sunday night at 7:30-9:00-10:30. Guaranteed
seating is available at Ticketron. Fee 53.00.
For more information call 724-3413.

TFF NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2 Easta63rd Street, New York,
(212) 838 -0230.
Since it was founded in the 1800,s, the Academy
has played an important role in science education.
To-ay the Academy organizes conferences which
relate to research, and holds a particular inter-
est in the interrelationship between science,
soctety and government. The Annalsfis published
as a record of the proceedings of Academy confer-
eAces. In addition, the Academy publishes a maga- 2
ztne entitled The Sciences,
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disciono° napes
things to. do places to see

for the intermediate school science teacher:

0 January 1978

SCIENCE ON A SHOESTRING
To help you get started on your search for free
materials, we've listed below, in alphabetical
order, public and private organizations that offer
free and/or inexpensive materials to science
teachers and students.

Thi- special issue of citiscience notes is full of
_lists, lists acd more lists of FREE and INEXPENSIVE
science materials you and your students can use in
class en.: at home.

This Sampling of pamphlets, films, cassettes, maps
and charts will give you a good idea of the variety
and quantity of science aids availabe frua from
public and private sectors.

GUIJELINES FOR REQUESTING AND USING FREE MATERIALS:

. When requesting materials, use official school
stationery.

. Be as specific as possible about the kids of
materials you need.

. materials before using them in class.
inlay items reflect the biases of the issuing
o-ganization: others may contain either con-
troversial subject matter or controversial
treatment of subject matter.)

. Ptturn promptly and in good condition those
raterials that are on loan.,

IDEAS FOR USING FPEE SCIENCE MATERIALS..

To supplement textbooks and library readings

To use as displays for class bulletin boards

To illustrate student reports and projects

Tu enr,.th classroom collection of study prints

Tr give students experience selecting. classifying
a-.-1 cataloguing science materials

alsEggr-ex.r-:c A' INITIAL INVESTmEN

Building a free materials resource library will be
tire and roney well spent. Project City Sciellce
staff merbtrs have found the following referxnces
invaluable sources of booklets, Charts, slides...
free:

Cqide to,Free Science Paterialc Educators
Pro;ress Service, Inc., 214 Center Street, Randolph,
Wiseensin 53956. 511.25 4 $0.95 postage and handling.

5. ed.!s-7 =tae ratariale f,r Clasoro,,m rrl-hera by
Rut, Aubrey. Fcaron Publishers, Belmont, California.
Aeilable at Barnes s Noble bookstores.

t.i...-,0eTeacher and Fciinef and Ch:( -ff..
W a;ailnes published by the National Scicrce Teachers

D. C. 20:S9. Comprehensive membership in he NSTA
4sssaiatian, 2742 Connecticut Avenue, Washington,

m
brit;s you both magazines for $35.00 per ye ice
iecltdes rerbrehlp and su.bscrlption fees)

)
.k

,f.fh., th.' school year by Pfortct City Sc*.n.:e toliod by in" National Science

Those marked with an asterisk have been checked out
by PCS staff as being particularly valuable and
worthwhile sources of information.

Unless otherwise indicated, all offerings are ma e
to teachers.

Agate re-r-ber that this information is subject to
change.

ALUMIN':4 ASSOCIATION 750 Third Avenue, New York,
NY ice:

The Story of Aluminum"' -- pamphlet: up to 30
copies sent free.

"Recycling, An Ecology Study"' and 'Challenge
Jhange, A Story of Science S Technology"' --
audiovisual kits and teaching guides sent on loan.

AMERICAN EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS Education Center,
Co n us. OH 432

Ecology booklets, grades 4 -6' -- sold as a set
35t.

AMERICAN IAA ASSOCIATION Att'n: Education Service,
1515 :;iison Boulevard, Arlington, VA 33169

'How the Jet Engine Works," 'Look to the Future,"
'Fuel Cells,' and "Science Behind Your Burneic --
these four films are available on loan.

Natural Gas Newsletter, "Story of Gas Energy,"
Experiments: Properties of Jas s Heat Energy;
Stencils and Teacher's Guile' -- one copy each sent
tree.

THEJ-YEJICAJ. MAN OF NATURAL HISTORY, Central
Pargc-tess. NPW loch. NY 10024

Excellent courses g'ven to teachers with college
credit available. Contact the Education Department.
Natural Historz magazine sent monthly to museum
members. Special exhibits and lectures for all
age groups featured monthly: contact museum for
group info:nation-and reservations.'

AMEPIC,*.s P..?to INSTITUTE 260 Madison Avenue. New
YOr4. 10316

;
Row Yea Cen.Make Paper"' -- 30 copies of this chart

available free of charge.



Workshops and. Conferences
Under this category we will bring to your attrn-

.

tton several workshops and conferences of poten-
t, tiel interest to you. Again. we welcome you to

ee-trc,te any information on activities or
rescereas you know of which might be of interest
to other teachers.

LILLIAN WEBER'S WORKSHOP CENTER FOR OPEN EDUCATION
City College, Convent Avenue & 140th Street,

of (212) 366-1619.
3! Mon.-Thursj-6, Sat. 10-1

The workshop offers workshops and other activities
of help and interest to teachers, principals,
supervisors, para-professionals, parents and stu-
dents in the New York City area. It was estab-
lished in 1973, and is a free facility. The
Workshop publishes a quarterly journal, monthly
Notes and a monthly calendar of its activities
(available at a subscription fee of 51.50 per
year). Workshop topics are varied, and'samples
include: Reading Assessment, and Making Simple
Science and Math Equipment.

Project City Science itself is offering weekly
workshops for the benefit of our teachers in par -
ticipating districts. All intermediate school
science teachers are welcome to attend these
workeaeps. ,There is no fee for attendance.
Please note that all workshops in District 17 meet
at the District Offices at 2 Linden Boulevard (at
the corner of Flatbush Avenue near the Church
Aver.? stop of the 7th Avenue IRT in Brooklyn).
Meeting pieces in District 4 eorkshope are noted.
A listing follows: -

wed.. Nov.5 (District 17) 3)30-5:00
COPES (Conceptually Oriented Program in Elementary
Science) This and the following workshop will
introdace the COPES science proJect as a means of
supple-enting existing physics units with a hands-
on-ratertals approach. Emphasis will be on the
concepteel schemes: conservation of erergy. This
concept will be illustrated by means of activities
with .'eat and Met..-11CS.

wed.. Nov.12 (District 17) 3:30-5 00
COPES '-ontineel.

Mon.. Nov.17 (District 17) 3:30-5.00
"Readin; and Science Teaching" Prof. Trika Smith-
Buree will discuss ways of teaching reading and

readin; skills in the context of scie-ce lessons.

Thurs.. Nov.13 (District 4) 3:30-4:45
5cieree Center, D4. P.S.101 (111th Street, West

of Leer ngton Avenue).
Cortnah.ty Resources Field Trip: Where do you get
eyes:asses for free if you live in District 4 and

cannot afford them? How an you use street re-
sources as the oasis for a scier-- lab? We have
sort irstgnts on how to try to do these things

and will explain how.

110 Thers., :ov.20 (District 4) 3:30-4:30
I.S.117 (109th Street, between 2nd & 3rd Avenues)

"Ratc, I.e., and Genetics"

AudioviSual Aids, Free Materials
Earlier this year, the AAAS publishes its Science
Fiic Catelol. The 39a-page book contains a des-
crii'ioe of, and index to, elementary. junior high
and films relatir:g to science, broken down
into cete.pries such as social sciences, life
scieec...., history of sctence, medicine, etc. In

futere Loc,e5 ue will include brief deecriptions of
one or ...0 inexpensive or free file,: that might

prove useful to you as supplements to your class-
room presentations.

Free materials C9.n serve as a "saving grace" to
any teacher. Th Educators' Progress Service,
Inc. of Randolph, Wisconsin publishes an Educa-
tor's Guide to Free Science Materials which con-
= airdiiptias onivaieds eth materials.
Films, slides, tapes, magazines, posters, charts,
etc. are all included in this valuable resource
book. The following free materials might be of
particular interest to teachers this, month:

Biology:
Miss Goodall and the Wild Chimpanzees, a 16mm
sound color film, 28 minutes an length. The film,
recording Gooffall's 5 years in Tanzania studying
the life of wild chimp zees, can be obtained
from Aetna Life and C ualtY, Public Relations
and AUWaiii Dept. Film Library. 151 Farming-
ton Avenue, Hartford Conn. 06115. Borrower pays,
return postage. Tw months advance booking.

General Science:
Alaska Earthquake,41964, a 16mm color sound film,
22 minutes in length, which is available from ttie
U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Visual Services,
303 National Center, Reston. Va. ,22092. Borrower
pays return postage.

Earth Science:
Beyond Disaster,, a 16em sound color film, 28 1/2
minutes long, recreating the hurricane of 1928 t
which killed 2000 Americans. Recent methods of
water management are presented :n this film which
can be obtained from the Central and Southern
Florida Flood Control District, Florida Dept. of
Commerce, P.O. Box 6, West Palm Beach, Fla. 33402.
Borrower pays return pestage, Book one month in
advance.

Physics:
The World Beyond Your Light Switch focuses 6n the
dramatic work of the ponneviffnqver Administra-
tion crews. The film is 26 minutes in length, 16
mm color sound, and is available from the S.P.A.
at the U.S. Dept. of the Interior, P.O. Box 3621,
Portland', Oregon 97508. Book two months in

__advance. Serrower pays return postage.

Media
WNYE -FH 91.5 is the Board of Education's radio
station. In the fall term, a course entitled
Twentieth Century Science is being offered for
students in Grades 5-9. ,November's schedule is
as follows:

Nov. 3: Freud: Exploring the Unconscious
Nov.10: Fleming and Florey: The Penicillin Mold
Nov.17: Enders,Salk,Sabin-Conquering Polio
Nov.24: Transplants: A New Kidney, A New Life

Shows are broadcast at 10:15 Tuesday, 1:15 Wednes-
day and 11:15 Thursday. 1

t

WNYE also has a t.v. station (25) which carries'
its programs. November's schedule follows: 1

Nov. 3: uedicine i

hov.10: Mass Production
Nov.17: Electronics !

Nov.24: Agriculture and History 1

1

Broadcasts are Tuesdays 1:00. Wednesdays 2.30 and
Fridays 10:30.

The Protect City Science office is located at
N.Y.U., School of Education, Press 52, 32
Washington Place, N.Y.C. 10003. Our phone
numbers are 598-2131, 2132. 2019.

4o44) n
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CITISCIENCE NOTES

NEW YORK MARCH -APRIL 1978

THE GREAT GARBAGE ISSUE
NEW YORK CITY is piled higher and deeper in gar-
bage than any other city in the world. 30,000
tons of solid waste get dumped daily into pails,
bins, trucks, lots and, of course, the streets.

And things are not getting better. By the inn-
1980s, New Yorkers will be tossing 40,000 tons of
papers, peels, cans and cartons onto the garbage
stockp2.1e daily.

when smoke gets in your eyes...

Solid 'refuse is only part of the problem. The
air you breathe carries sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
dioxide, oxidants and carbon monoxide. The aver-
age person breathes 35 lbs. of air each day, and
for every man, woman and child living in New Yor
there are about 600 lbs. of these pollutants d ed
annually into the atmosphre,

What Science Teachers and Students Can Do:

conduct science lessons on the different types of
urban pollution and its effects on the urban ecosystem

s ggest pollution preventing science projects
tudents can do at home

A's
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Azd ita,:c you ever tried to take a sw e in the
Hudson Rieer or sought a moment's pe ce in Grand
Central Station? Water and noise pollution are
szch urban hazards that water filters and ear
plugs are becoming a way of life in New York
City,

Pollution threatens people, animals and p1 is
alike, and in our highly industrialized s lety
there is no getting under, over, around o above
it. Traces of DDT are found as far sout as

.Antarctica.

This do ble issue of eitiscience notes takes a
look at the grit and grime that plagues the city
an offers some suggestions for incorporating
urtii en.ironrental protection into science lessons.

For classroom gardeners there are garbage garden-
ing projects that will turn city classrooms
greener thts spring. Enjoy:

ri

build an environmental reference library in your
science classroom (see suggested references)

stare students on a letter-writting campaign as
part of an environmental science course (see
suggested references)

inquire about permission Co involve your class in
a be cleenup, expand this project into lot
gardening

make family and friends aware than when they care-
lessly toss wrappers, cigarette butts and papers
on streets and in parks they are contributing to
Che heap

The Environmental Protection Agency of New York
City offers the following suggestions for reducing
the problems of air, water, noire and garbage
pollution. You may want to incorporatesome of
these ideas into environmental lesson plans.

use mass t,ransportation whenever, possible

save a watt

,support clean elr and water legislation

find out if your apartment and school incinerators
s.re installed with properly maintained pollution
control equipment

put refuse in racyczabie bags and seal whenever
possible; try Co put out trash only on collection
days

use litter baskets and classroom garbage pails for
refuse

sweep your siddwalk

avoid overpdckaged products; return redeemable
bottles and save cans and bottles for recycling
centers

don't dump -- call your local department of sani-
tation for bulk pickups (if you are discarding
usable or repairable furniture, clothing or ap-
pliances, contact a nonprofit organization such as
the Salvation Army. Goodwill Industries, Volunteers
of Averica, etc., they may be able to put these
items Co good use -- ed.)

lean up after pets; it's Che law
r) 1-1

t.)

Pvio,ts"%ed :1..f.n9 the nhout yea( by Proseet Csty Sc,ente.ftindcd by the Ndt.onat Scienct
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ktF4ICAN PUTROLEUR INSTITUTE1 12/1 Avenue of the
Anericds. hew York. NY 10020
e
Tree educational /environmental materials available.

CALIFORNU REDWOOD ASSOCIATION 617 MontgorrY St,
San Francisco, CA 94111

Zeroes, Lumber, Forests"' -- free pamphlet sent to
ftachere and students.

CRA'ZW:G L. BETE CO. 45 Federal Street, Greenfield.
MA 12301

"It'S a Dirty Old World' -- free booklet sent to
teachers and students.

COCA COLA 515 Madison Avenue, New York. New York 4-,R.

"Mart and His Environment" -- free kit.

CO:: EDISON 4 Irving Place, New York. NY 10003

."Sow to Use Electricity i Gas Wisely S Save Money
Too.' "Save adWatiVElierjar Savers #1-8." An Electric
Taking Picture" -- free, un2imit.d copies sent to

teachers and students.

EASTERN AIRLINES Educational Programs P.O. Bo1x 7u,
Darien, CT 06920

"Eastern Ecology Kit"' -- teacher gui,le,lesson plans
and filmstrip sent on loan to teachers.

ED.F.5:4 ELECTRICAL INSTITLTE SERVICE 90 Park Avenue,

New York, NY 10016

" Conservation of Electricity,' Electricity Conic
Boets, Cardboard Models of Electric Power Systems
and :'ultiredia Kits. -- free to teachers and pupils.

'FT.^`_ i AGRICULTURE OFGANIZATION OF THE UNITED Ns.rIONS

Liason Oefice.1776 F Street N.W., wast-nglon. D.C.

'Fishery, Soil. Food Plants. Animal Cycles". --

seven individual charts sent free to teachers s pupils.

OF MfNNESOTA Agricultural Extension

Se-vice. Bullet. Room. St. Paul. MN 55T T--

-Tre.s and Our Environment' -- feee booklet.,

NATI:NAL A/PPOLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION
Cnlications Unit. Rockville. MD 20352

ree materials available to students and teachers.
,t

NAT:nWL AUDUBON SO
NY '10022

A wife variety of high quality teaching aids at

mini -al cost. Descriptive brochure sent free.

. 950 Third Avenue, New York,

AeNAT1:NAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 1412 Sixteenth Street
Wastiiiiaton, D.C. 200117-

"Ranger Pick" and TLcher Packet" "Ranger Rick"
environmental magezine available by paid sebscrip-
tion, teacher pact sent free.

1,

Hsi war LUNG ASSMCIATION 22 East 40 Street New'
10518

Pollution(glossary) 'Respiratory System and
'Breathing: What You Need to Know"(pemphlets) --
free to teachers and students.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY OFF/CE OF EDUCATION Instructional
Materials Center. 6011 Folson Boulevard,Socremento
C.4713119

"Indoor/Outdoor.Natural Learning Experiences, A
Teacher's Guide" -- individual and classroom acti-
vities for the elementary level. 90 pp. $1.50.

SAN DIEGO ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY De artment ofkEducation
San Diego County. San Diego, Ca i ornia

Duplicating masters t lesson plans in wildlife free.
Large mounted photos can be purchased at minimal cost.

SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS, Government Printing .

Office, Washington, D.C.

This government office disseminates-'a wealth of
information to the general public at low or no
cost. Free listing of publications aTialable.

TAYLOR INSTRUMENT COMPANY Consumer Products
171171.11CT6704

'All You Want to Know About Humidity" and, "Weather
Forecasting With Your Barometer" -- free pamphlets
sent to teachers and students.

TVOMAS ALVA EDISON FOUNDATION Suite 143, Cambridge
Orriaza, 181t0 West Ten Mile Road, Southfield,
Much. 48075

"Energy Conservation Experiments You Can Do,'
'Environmental Experiments," and 'Electricity S
Chemistry Experiments". free to teacners 4 pupils.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIon AGENCY
hashington. D.C.

"Recycling"(glossary),"Noise(chart),and "Fun With
the Environment'(booklet). -- free to teachers and
students.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 604 ath
Picket Street, Alexandria. VA 22304

'San Andreas Fault," "Collecting Rocks," "What Is
Water," Our Changing Continent," Gold," "What Is
the Oeean," and "Metric Conversion Facts "" -- free
boe.lets sent to teachers and students.

ZERO POPULATION.GROWTH 50 West 40 Street. New York,
New York

Free materwis available. Information may prove
controversial; teacher discretion is advised.

TheJe arc just c feu good sources of informction,and
raterialc. Contact meat, state and federal conser-
vation an.; energy officeo for other claorocn

Editor: Nancy Stone

. "Free Materials" compiled by PCS staff rembers
Christine'Abate and Marcia Rudy.
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OUT OF THE CAN AND INTO THE CLASSROOM
For information, booklets and help with pollution
problems, write:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Public Information and Education
2345 Municipal Building
NewYork,'NY 10007

Department of Air Resources (Division of the EPA)
120 Wall Street

New York, NY 10005
(contact this o4fico for into on noise pollution
and for a citizen's noise complaint affidavit ale)

Department of Water Resources (Division of the EPA)
2345 Municipal Building
New York, NY 10007

or call (in Nov York City):

Air Pollution Complaint Center
966-7500 A

t",
Airplane Noise

S
*Ap.at,%,.6995-2828 .

otri.A. l'iluma44 113
Hydrants (broen ..- running) 44113$77No.,
966-7500 VeAV "

4.-
(1)

voPYIDdkat3r.9...Lot Cleanup
677-8470 :0";' v°

v Er

Mayor's Action Center
i n'
iti....51.4..g 1:4it Ahrill =

Ter n ivor g

Parks Information 1 S25
472-1003 .7.

s activated sludge

:at
lirts:rs Air Is Polluted Air t -

eet
Pest Control (Rats) 0N" vsoid
566j7726 it! VO9 io9( 4 is," 1".> c% es .* ' Oso ,(6.- %,- .04
Pot Holes . e:&. Ps twit sewage (0

e. Os56C-3681 2 II' ENVIRONMENT
Sanitation Complaints ,

._
bacterial Mora

566-5700

964-1800 send for EPA booklets

Water Pollution
566-7500

GARBAGE -- We all know what it, is and where to
find it, but what can we do with it?

A lot,41_"3unk" can be recycled into science equip-
rent and projects. For instance. you might try
"garbage gardening" or build a balance from cups
and scraps of wood.

All it takes is a little imagination and the right
kind of garbage. Listed below are items to look
for that can be used in a science classroom.

SUPERHARNET STUFF -

AROUND THE HOUSE -

JUNKiXRD .1UN

cartons, fruit crates, packing
materials, styrofoam fruit and
meat trays...

electric motors, mixer's, radios,
wire screening or mesh...

jars, candles, fish bones,
cottage cheese cartons, 35mm
film cans, ice cream containers,
seeds from fruits and vegetables,
shoe boxes, wire hangers, egg
cartons, bottles, jars, foil,
milk cartons...

JOB LOTS - cardboard boxes, carpenter's
supplies, dental tools, elec-
tronic materials, plastic.
materials...

LUMBEPEAPD SCRAPS - doweling, floor fi wall tiles.
'scraps of wood...

HOSPITAL SUPPLIES - adhesive bandage cans, analysis
tubes. chemical stains, corks
Or rubber stoppers, co3er slips,
discarded transfusion equipment
(sterilized, without needles),
flexible vinyl tubes, ose
clamps, medicine cups pill

plistic conbe ors,
plastic eyedroppers,
mouthed bottles, plastic petri
or culture dishes...

M.D. Some of these items may be difficult to obtain. Soo,
states require a permit for possession of syringes. After
using such equipment, be sure to collect it all before
dismissing the class.

Now that you have collected,
stored garbage "finds," what
PCS staff members offer some

turn gallon mayonnaise jars.
and terrariums

cleanee, labeled and
do you do with them?
ideas:

Into simple aquariums

fly old evinces and other paper handouts as paper
planes; use old handouts to create °repeal art

grow your own vegetables and fruits from seeds
thrown out after cooking at home

sprout roots and new leaves fro's, carrot and
pineapple tops

fill washed cups, jars and containers with powders
and solutions; use these items for storage

use spice shakers and jars to dispense and hold
powders (e.g., iron filings)

4
build animal habitats from scrap lumber and old
screening fie

experiment with fiber from old clothing and rags

fly a kite made of paper and plastic bags

conduct an experiment In sound by filling large,
-empty bottles with varying levels of water and
striking than with a wooden dowel, pencil or
broom handle

strain substances through riveting from potato or
onion packaging or use old stockings

start seeds in milk cartons

cut o,?en old transitor radios and dry cell batteries

conduct absorption, reflection and solar energy
experiments with aluminum foil; use tin ft4ts for
heating solids and solutions (file sharp *ales)

build a pinhole camera with soup cans and
paper

grow a garden in a greenhouse built from old
lumber scraps

I

Of

1



STARTING FROM SCRAP

4UILDING A CLASSROOM GREENHOUSE

4'

Materials for small greenhouse

large plastic drycleaning bags
shoe box
wire coat hangers (2)
electrical tape (optional)

Instructions:

1. take the two wire coat hangers
and bond into large "0" shape
to fit across shoe box

2. either secure each hanger to outside
of box (one at each end) with heavy
duty tape-or run wire through box

and over cage

3. line shoe box with plastic bag
(you pay either 1111 box with dire,
starting with a law of gravel for
drainage, of fill. box with small
planting receptacles)

4. drape plastic covering Over hangers
and secure with tape to outside of box

Ttas 'oini-greenhouse is ideal for startsng

seedlidgs. Place in indirecr,,sunlight (e.g.,
northern exposure)s When,seedlings begin to

mature, you may vane to transfer them to a larger,

more substantial greenhouse. instructions are

given below.

.... :---. - ........

r--*---1/4.--",. -...!zz...

1-1/S

z1-1 %.

Students at I.S. 115, Bronx

Materials for large greenhouse:

large fruit crate
large plastic drycleaning bags
approximately 9 2'x4' boa'rds or similar

scrap lumber
hammer, nails, stapler

Instructions:

1. remove about one-half of the wooden
slats on fruit crate so that crate
stands approximately 6" high

2. build a frame over the orange crate
with lumber and nails (see picture above)

3. line crate with plastic and drape

plastic over frame

follow instructions given above for

planting
4
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BUILDING FROM JUNK'

BUILDING A PINHOUE CAMERA

Materials: 1 shoebog
1-small sheet.of wax paper
scissors
tape

Instructions:

1. cut out one end of shoebox

2. cut a square of wax paper to
fit over cut out end and tape
to box so tKat wax paper fits
tightly over the cut out space

3. with a small, thin nail, thick
needle or similar object, punch
a small hole in the opposite
end of the box

4. secure lid of shoebox with tape

This design can be improved upon by making the
following adaptationsi,

1.

1
cut out large viewing hole in
one and of shoe box and leave
open

2. cut out a hole approximately .

the size of a quarter in op-
posite end of shoo box: cover
securely with tin foil and
make a pin prick in the foil

tape a square of wax paper
inside box parallel to and
approximately 10" from end
with viewing hole

You can also build pinhof cameras frou.ein
by following these instructions;

1. wash and dry thoroughly two
large soup cans (or cans of
similar size)

2. take one can and open both
ends and cover one end with
wax paper

Cans

3. take the ether can, leaving
one end unopened, and punch a
small hole in unopened end

4. paint the inside of both cans
with biack paint

I. attach the two cans together
with masking tape so that no
light can seep in

Instruct students to point the pinhole towards a
bright object. Looking through the viewing bole,
they will be able to se. an image on the wax paper.

Remind students thet.in a real camera filo is used
instead of the wax ,aper, and a lens takes the
place of the pinhole. In face, 1f the pinhole
camera were light-proof, film could be used vith
fairly good results.
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GROWING A GARBAGE GARDEN
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There's no need to spend eoney on seeds that are
readily available from home or from the school
cafeteria. Have students collect some of the
following seeds to plant in a classroom greenhouse:

squash, watermelon, avocado, lemon, orange, tomato
(keep citrus seeds wet until planting)

And why spend coney on pots and plahters? Almost
all Of our food stuffy Sr. packaged in containers
that are easy to clean, easy to score, hold water
and dirt and ma)ea a good start Tor growing seed--'
lings. These are:

marg4rine tubs, plastic containers from deli
salads, coffee cans, milk and Juice cartons,
soup cen4

You can also start seedlings on the half-shell!
Fill half an empty eggshell with loose, sterilised
potting soil. Tin foil pressed into shape in an
egg carton may be substituted. You may start two
seeds per unit.

Place planted eggshells or tin foil in egg car'eve IS I.
Place seedbed by sunny'
windowsill

Keep bed moist -- not
wet! Cover with Saran
Wrap to preserve mois-
ture

As seedy begin to sprout, remove Saran Wrap for
one hour each day, increasing this exposure by an
additional hour daily, for five days. Remove
wrap entirely on fifth day.

To transplant maturing seedlings, simply crush
eggshell (gently) and transplant in garden or
larger pot. If you have subetetuted tin foil, sireoly
=wrap, the foil.

FOR THE BOOKSHELF

Abraham, George and Kat* Green Thumb activities
for Classroom Gardeners. The Instrector Publica-
tions, Inc., Dansville, New York 11437. 1975.
,62.45.

Cheap but Interesting -- A Conglomeration of
Gadgets and G1::os Made Primarily Out of Junk
Wach Noy Be Useff..1 in Tour Ciassroon. Project
on Elementary Se'sol Mathemaiics and Science,
Cniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 606
East Grove Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820.
1973. writ. for price information. (The Project
is a course content icprovement proytc. funded by
the National Science Foundation.)

Boehm, Robert G. 711u-crated Treasury of General
Science Activities. Prentice-Hall, West Hyack,
New York. 1975. $13.95.

Fockcastle, Verne N., Salamon, Frank R.. et alia.
.573M Elementary School Science, Teacher's Edition,
Level Six, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts.
1975. School price: $10.56.

LAMEJIL'(11.0fILLUELMIERIVINAILSCLEICE CLASS.
at' 41, .111.41. .4. .4 ease

A PROJECT CITY SCIENCE OPEN wORKSHOP, mA7-57.7-70.
nee 70RK uNlveRSITY,2e wA5111NGT0 n PLACE,PRES5
ANNEX BASEMENT. CALL (212) 598-2131. SEE YOu ntRE.

a,

Sc

THE COMMUNITY COLUMN

PROJEET JABES

Jamaica. N.T. One seventh -grade class in Queens
is concerned with the pollution problem in its
own backyard. Miss Josephine Casey and her sci-
ence students at Robert Goddard,Junior High School,
Ozone Park, are working in Jamaica gay under the
Jamaica Bay Environmental Study (Project JABES),.
observing and investigating the flora, fauna and
problems facing the area. s

9riginallya coopeeative effort between Robert
Goddard Junior High and Beach Channel High, the
program involves 'students in experimental work
in physic,0 and chemical oceanography, marine
biology and ecology. All research is now being
conducted in the Robert Goddard oceanographic lab.

Field trip activities include studying wildlife
in its natural habitat, collecting sample organ-
isms for closer scrutiny in the lab, and research-
ing the history and environmental problems facing
Jamaica eey environs and wildlife inhabitants. e

An a result of this interest and cloie study,Hiss
Casey and, her students kave produced a concise
booklet reporting their research and findings.

If are New York City science teachers and students
became ertive in similar environmental projects.
perhaps areas such as Jamaica Bay would not be
sentenced to a slow death from raw sewage, gas and
oil spills, and contaminated wildlife.

(Proje.:t
bel

)J

ADES
booklet sent free on reguest.S..address .)

for information on teacher and study-oriented en-
vironmental programs In Bow Tort City; concert:

COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT OF NEW Ydik.C1TY,
51.

Chambers Street, Room .28, lieu York, New York/
10007 (212) 566-0990

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COALITION, 156 Fifth Avenue,
Suite 1.130, New York, New York 10010..0121 929 -8431

GATEWAY ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY, Floyd Bennet Field,
Brooklyn, New York 11234 (212) 252-7307

NIGH ROCK PARK CONSERVATION CENTER, 200 Nevada -
Avenue, Staten Island, New York 10306
(212) 987-6233

JAMAICA BAY COUNCIL, 321 Beach 57th Street,
Arverne, New York 11692 (212) 474-6507

WAVE HILL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, 675
West 252nd Street, Bronx, New York 10471
(212) 549-2055

Vr

MONUMENfOR MONSTER?

Bronx, M.Y. What's Pelham Bay Park when it isn't
a parky? It's home of a 160-foot high man-made
garbag mountain. Residents of the area as far
as six miles away can catch a whiff and a glance
at this towering heap on a clear day.

Why Pelham Bay Park? According to the Department
of Parks, there's no other refuge for the refuse,
akthough sore people think that Ferry Point Park
ha's been without a mountain for too long.

4 `)",
Project c. Science. School of Education. Health. Nursing and Arts Professions

New York Unieersitv, Press 52, New York, N Y.10003

Editor: Nancy Stone ,
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Preservice Selection Process

1. Basic questions of applicants answered (usually by phone).

2. Description of Project City Science and application forms sent

to applicant.

3. Interviews arranged with Associate Director and one or more staff

`members. The attempt here is to answer the basic questions: How

good are the applicant's chances of success in teaching science in

a NYC junior. high/intermedfate 'School in terms of future relation-

ships with a) administrators
other teachers

c)' students of grades 6-9

4. Site visits to Project schools when possible for most of one day.

This visit is usually the best place for an interview to take place

because of the spDntaneous reaction, questions and discussions that

take place with students and teachers.

5. Interview with Associate Director (see attached).

6. Associate Director discusses each applicant with staff who also

has interviewed them

7. Full Project staff considers all applicants for acceptance.

8. Letters of acceptance and details of program sent out.

4 39
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Types of questions used to judge attitude toward children

1.) Teaching

Why do you think you will like a teaching career?

How long'have you been thinking about it?

2. Children V

Any previous formal experience with teaching, with children

(camp counselor, neighborhood volunteer, coach, etc)?

How do you remember yourself in gr des 6-9?

Experience with children in own family or neighborhood (babysitter, etc.)?

What subject would you like to teach in the future? Where? At what level?

(many talk about a single subject at private high school level here)

3.,Adults

Hai.; was your own student career (K to college)?

What kind of teachers did you like? Dislike?

What do other members of your family do? Any teachers?

4. City

How long have you lived in NYC? Other urban area? Like it?

What is special about urban schools? When were you last in one?

J. Jobs

What jobs have you liked best? Least? Why?

How long worked there - why leave?

Do you feel you are starting, continuing, changing your career ideas?

Why?

6. Science

Have you considered another science career (research, technologist,

applied, etc.)? Why decide otherwise?

44c
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Interview with Associate Director

Aim: To predict the applicant's chance for success in teaching in

grades 6-9 of the NYC public school system, especially in those

schools where Project City Science is involved.

Time: Usually about 45 minutes

Prior preparation: Have read applicant's

a) grade trats.ripts

b) NYU application forms

c) answers to PCS six essay questions

1. What personal and/or work experience contributed to your
choice of teaching as a profession?'

2, In your opinion, what personal qualifications do you possess
that make you particularly suited to a career Ln teaching?
Discuss strengths and limitations that might influence your
effectiveness as a teacher.

3. Project City Science is committed to improving the learning
experiences of in.necity,early adolescents. What do you see

as the main problems land advantages of this work? Have you

had contact with adolescents in grades 6-9?

4. Why do you wish to pursue your degree with the Project

City Science team?

5. How would you describe the quality of your academic. experience

with courses you've had in science and education? Do you

expect that graduate work in these fields will be different?

6. In terms of youredu"gtional and career goals, how do you

envisage yourself five years from now?

Procedure: A) Fill out form (attached) of basic information given verbally

by applicant which will later be used for course advisement. This also

serves to help the applicant relax. B) Consider the following attitudes

and possible problems while asking the type of questions given below.

441
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Attributes

Non;idered: (Based on PCS staff desired qualities for dealing with

administrators, teachers, students)

1. Haw open, honest, sincere?

2. How sympathetic, empathetic?

3. Haw expressive, articulate, communicative?

4. How realistic, practical?

5. How patient, tolerant, calm?

6. How energetic, creative, imaginative?

7. How self-qbnfident, determined, secure?

Problems (Looked. for in reading essays & transcripts and listening) considered:

1. Large, unexplained differences in academic record.

2. Many job changes within short periods.

3. Many questions about salary, time involvement rather than goals.

4. Many commitments for the coming year.

-1
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